EXPLANATORY DICTIONARY OF THE HOLY QURAN

(In Serial Order)

CHAPTER - 1

1. Allah 1:1

Abstracts of the Attributes of Allah, taken from two statements of Prophet Muhammed ( SAWS ) are based on the meanings conveyed through the respective root words and their derivatives used in the Holy Quran, the chapter and verse numbers of which are given in brackets.

Allah is the name given in the Holy Quran to the Divine Being Who exists necessarily by Himself, comprising all the Attributes of perfection. Allah is an undervived word, it neither has a feminine nor a plural. It has never been used for any deity except the True God. As a proper noun and a name it cannot be translated into any language. The word ‘God’ is the translation of the word ‘Ilaha’ which is not a personal name but the name of a status meaning, ‘The Supreme Authority in the Universe’, just like president, chairman, king etc. There is only one ‘Ilaha’ and that is Allah. In the Holy Quran nothing is mentioned about His constitution, size or shape. He is beyond human imagination. We are required to recognize and call Him only through His name and Attributes ( 7:180 ) which also serve as His Functions. He is separate and different from His creation ( 58:7 ). He does not beget and He is not begotten. He cannot be seen ( 6: 130). He is not only the Creator of the material universe but also the laws governing its birth, existence and end ( 7:54 ). He is the Supreme Authority in the universe having absolute power over everything, everywhere and every moment ( 5:17, 33:38 ). He does what He Wills or intends to ( 3:40, 2:253 ) and no one can question Him for His actions ( 21:23). All the forces are at His Command ( 48:4 ). The whole creation submits to Him ( 13:15, 16:49 ) glorifying Him ( 57:1 ). Everything belongs to Him as part of His kingdom ( 2:255, 3:189 ).

Allah is always alive, conscious and attentive being present everywhere, He does not die, does not sleep, does not become inattentive with regard to His creation and does not get tired managing it ( 2:115, 2:255, 25:58 ). He is Eternally Existing ( 3:2 ),Self Subsisting, established over everything, everywhere. He maintains, conducts and sets right His creation. He is unique, One, Single, having no partners and nothing else is like Him. He is the Indivisible Whole possessing all the Attributes at one and the same time which function with perfect coordination. He is Holy, Pure, having nothing in Him except Himself, free from all defects, evils, short comings etc.
He is the Absolute (59:23). He is Real, True, Right, Correct, Just etc. (22:6). He is the ‘Ultimate Reality’ and not the product of someone’s conjecture or desire. He is the Light of the skies and the earth and guides to His light whom He wills (24:35). Light makes everything visible but is itself invisible (6:103).


His association with space: He is the Evident, the Outer Most, Who is external to everything at the same time He is hidden, the Inner Most, internal with respect to everything (57:3). He is Omnipresent, Ample Giving Whose Power, Knowledge, Mercy etc. extend over everything (2:255, 20:98, 7:156). He expands the universe (51:47) being present everywhere (2:115). He grants in abundance to whom He wills. He encompasses everything having total knowledge of and total power on everything (4:126, 17:60, 65:12). He is the Nearest and First to hear us and respond to our prayers (2:186, 50:16). He is High and Exalted over everything (2:255, 7:190).

His association with time: He is the First, there was no one and nothing existing before Him and He will be the Last when everything will perish except Him. He is the One Who remains (28:88, 55:26-27, 57:3, 20:73). He has fixed the time and place of happening of every affair (54:3) but He has the power of preponing, postponing, or even canceling it (13:39).

Abu Hurayrah (RA), a companion of prophet Muhammed (SAWS), reports that the messenger of Allah (SAWS) once said, “Allah says Adam’s son (i.e. man) annoys Me by abusing time although I am TIME and the affair of alternating the night and the day is in My hand (which makes us conscious of time). Collected by Bukhari and Muslim.

His association with His creation: He is the only ‘Ilaha’ i.e. God in the skies and the earth (2:163, 43:84, 47:19). If there were two or more gods then there would have been total disorder in the whole universe due to their mutual fighting for achieving the ownership and control of the throne of the universe and each god would have taken away things which he had created (23:91, 17:42). Contrary to this there is perfect order in the creation (67:3-4). God is He Who creates and destroys, controls everything, is capable of harming and benefiting others (7:191-195, 10:18, 16:73-74, 22:73, 46:4-6). Can anything other than God do the above things? Therefore
nothing from His creation is to be elevated to His position as partner or equal and doing this is an unforgivable sin (4:48,116). He is the Omniscient, knowing everything whether seen or unseen (6:101, 17:25, 22:70, 35:38, 59:22) and He is Wise (2:209). He is the Originator of the material and the energy in His creation, Assigner of Laws for the perfect and peaceful existence of His creation, Proportioner of the raw materials, Purifier as an eliminator of unwanted things and the Fashioner of the final products (2:117, 6:79, 30:30, 35:1, 59:24) He it is Who begins and gets things reproduced (21:104, 10:34). He sustains life (51:58, 15:20) through water (45:5), food (50:9-11) etc. bestowing more on some and less on others (2:212,245, 13:26). He fosters everything (6:164) in such a manner as to make it attain one condition after another until it reaches its goal of completion, i.e. He cherishes, nourishes, develops and evolves. He is the Lord of the worlds (1:1, 11:107, 9:129). His ‘Rahmat’ which conveys the sense of benefit, reward, safety out of mercy, good etc. extends over everything (7:156). He has raised the heavenly bodies without any pillars and He is the Custodian, Controller and Monitor over everything (2:255, 4:85, 11:57, 13:2). He has the power to bring together all human beings on the day of resurrection (3:9, 77:38) and also the whole universe, ending it in the ‘Big Crunch’ (75:9, 21:104, 39:67). He grants in abundance to whom He pleases (13:26). He is capable of finding, that is, nothing can be hidden from Him (38:44, 93:6). He computes, calculates and preserves the record of everything (36:12, 72:28). He inherits everything, that is, everything will go back to Him (57:10). He is ‘The Praised’. Everything, everywhere always praises and thanks Him but we do not understand their praise and glorification (17:44).

His association with mankind: Real guidance is only Allah’s guidance (2:120). He guides whom He wills to the right way (14:4). He creates everything, sets up equilibrium in it, programmes it and then guides it to follow the programme (87:1-3). He is the Author of peace, (59:23), Perfect, Sound, Defectless, Safe, Source of rising high, Dictator of the ‘Religion of Peace i.e. Al – Islam’, before Whom everything submits as a Muslim (3:83). He is the Granter of security, peace, safety. He is Reliable and Trustworthy, in Whose existence we are required to believe. This belief or ‘Iman’ is an internal condition and ‘Islam’ is its expression. He is the Guardian Who prevails providing protection, exhibiting love and mercy (59:23). He is the Subtle, Who is informed of the internally hidden conditions of everything. His Grace, Kindness, Beneficence, Mercy etc. continuously work behind the scene without our noticing them immediately, we notice the result only after some time (6:103, 42:19, 67:13-14). Water is continuously evaporating without our notice to form clouds, we notice only the final effect as rain and vegetation. He is Clement, full of leniency, kindness, tolerance, forbearance, giving time for amendment though He has the power to punish us immediately for the sins committed by us (2:225, 3:155). Allah is the God, Strong and perfectly informed, inspite of this, His Authority is denied and others beside Him are worshipped, respected and obeyed. He has he power of retaliation, still He exhibits unmatched patience and restraint. He is ‘The Loving’. His love is associated with His mercy and forgiveness. Love should be reciprocal which requires response from human beings in the form of obeying His orders (11:90, 85:14). He responds to one who prays to Him (2:186,
His grant is not restricted to those who pray to Him, He even grants to those who are unfit to receive it (14:39). He sometimes grants as a reward. He grants to whom He wills (3:8, 42:49). He is ‘The Helper’ (2:107) and when He helps no one can stop His help (3:13, 160). He obliges human beings by guiding them towards right belief (49:17). He is ‘The Trustee’ Who is Reliable, Dependable and Incharge of everything (6:102). We are required to put our total trust in Him and He loves such people (3:159, 65:3). He is the our Patron and Friend towards Whom we are required to turn for help (2:107). He is Kind, Benign Who exhibits His fidelity and response (52:28). He is full of pity for others (9:117) saving His servants from harmful things which hinder their growth. His help should be sought (1:4, 21:112) and only He can benefit. He has the charge and maintains everything (16:91). He is sufficient as Guardian (4:45), Helper, Trustee, Guide, (4:81, 25:31) as one Who knows (4:70) as One Informed (17:17), Seeing, Witnessing (4:79) and as One Who takes account (4:6). He is constantly and intensely Gracious (19:47). He elevates righteous deeds (35:10). He can forbid, prevent, harm and disgrace anyone. He sees (17:1), hears (2:127), is informed (2:234), is a witness (22:17) and Vigilant (33:52) over everything. He will raise the dead (22:7) to take an account of everything (4:86). He manifests the truth, He is the best Judge executing justice (95:8, 34:26). He acknowledges (2:158) our striving in His cause. He accepts repentance (4:16-18, 9:104). He pardons and He can protect us from committing sins and also the punishment of sins already committed (6:165, 39:53). He inflicts retribution (3:4) and is Severe in requiting evil (2:196).

Allah, exhibiting all His Attributes, gives life, causes to die (40:68), shapes us and gives us complexions as He wills (3:6, 35:28, 30:22). He gives us physical senses (16:78), knowledge (2:255, 96:4-5), wisdom (2:269), language and speech (30:22, 55:2-4, 90:8-9). It is He Who gives us happiness and sorrow (53:43) and restores us to health (26:80). He grants us mates (30:21), children (male or female), progeny (16:72, 42:49-50, 23:79) and relatives (25:54). He grants us sleep for rest (25:47, 78:9) and provides us with food (11:6, 15:20-21, 27:64), clothes (16:81). Houses (16:80), roads (20:53) and means of transport (17:70, 36:41-42, 40:79). He sanctifies (4:49, 24:21) and grants higher or lower status to whom He wills (3:26, 12:76, 43:32). He has subjected everything in the universe to serve us (31:20) and made us collectively responsible to implement His laws (2:30-39, 6:165) for the peaceful existence of mankind. All this He has done to TEST us, so as to mark out the dwellers of paradise and hell (11:7, 67:2, 76:2) and to help us in achieving success in this test He has been extremely fair in providing us with guidance in the form of Divine revelations communicated through His messengers (PBT) who were sent to all communities, (16:36, 35:24, 40:78) the final form of which is the Holy Quran (5:48) and the last Messenger Muhammed (SAWS) (33:40).

2. AR - RAHMAAN, (The Beneficent)
AR - RAHIIM (The Merciful) 

These Attributes of Allah exhibit ‘Rahmat’ which according to the Holy Quran includes in it: worldly provisions necessary to keep human beings alive 17:100 & 30:50; appointment of night for rest and day for earning livelihood 28:73; compassion and mercy towards parents 17:24 love and tranquility derived from mates 30:21; the Quran 17:82; prophet Muhammed (PBUH) 21:107; paradise 45:30; forgiveness of sins 39:53 etc. Rahmat is an item of enjoyment opposite to loss 7:23, punishment 6:15 - 16 harm 30:33; evil 30:36; destruction 67:28 etc.

Rahmat being constructive, beneficial, full of mercy etc. is also supported by the fact that the Arabic word for ‘womb’ is Rahm 3:6 from the same root alphabets used for Rahmaan, Rahiim and Rahmat. The child in the womb is provided with all that is necessary for its growth through the mother and is carefully protected from all harmful things. The feeling of the mother towards the child is that of compassion, beneficence, mercy, safety etc. and these feelings further explain the term Rahmat about which Allah (SWT) states in the Holy Quran :-

“He has prescribed Rahmat on Himself” 6:12

“My Rahmat extends over everything” 7:156

The Attribute of Allah (SWT) associated with the revelation and teaching of the Holy Quran is ‘Ar-Rahmaan’ 41:2 and 55:1-2 and implementing the Holy Quran in accordance with the instructions given by prophet Muhammed (PBUH) is the greatest benefit for us in the life of this world and the hereafter. The Attribute associated with the fostering of the universe which is beneficial for it is again ‘Ar-Rahmaan’ 78:37 Many more examples can be cited to show that the Attribute Ar-Rahmaan is associated with beneficence.

The frequent association of the Attribute Ar-Rahiim with Al-Gafuur (Protector and Forgiver of sins), At-Tawwaab (Accepter of repentance) and Ar Rauuf (One full of pity) indicates that Allah’s (SWT) Mercy is exhibited through His Attribute Ar-Rahiim. The Attributes Ar-Rahmaan and Ar-Rahiim associated with Allah’s (SWT) name thus convey the sense that He is ‘The Beneficent and the Merciful’ respectively Allah’s (SWT) beneficence appears to be an expression of His Mercy for His creation.

3. ISM (A Name) 5:4, 61:6
Someone or something can be recognized or identified by his/its name. It is sometimes associated with qualities and/or purpose of a thing like 'sugar' for the quality of sweetness and 'chair' used for the purpose of sitting, 'Allah' representing all His Attributes 7:180 etc., (5:4, 61:6)

4. Al-HAMD (The praise) 1:1

Al-hamd\textsuperscript{3} (ح م د) (Translations: praise, thanks)

It is very clearly hinted in the Holy Quran 3:188 that He only should be praised who does something good. It is Allah (SWT) Who does everything therefore, all praise is due only to Him 1:1. 'Al' translated as 'the' also conveys the sense of 'all'. Allah (SWT) initiated the creation of the universe 35:1, 2:117. He fosters it and everything in it belongs to Him 34:1 therefore everything praises Him 17:44.

Al-Hamd, at some places in the Holy Quran conveys the sense of 'thanks' 7:43, 14:39, 23:28 and 27:15. All thanks are also due only to Him because He does everything for us. Those who do not thank Him by praising Him exhibit ingratitude and pride 31:12, 32:15. Allah (SWT) does not like these qualities in His servants 39:7, on the contrary He orders:

"Put your trust in the Living Who does not die and glorify (Him) by praising Him (thanking Him) ... 25:58

Other words associated with 'Hamd' are the Attributes of Allah (SWT) Al-Hamiid 2:267 meaning Praiseworthy, Ahmad 61:6 and Muhammed (PBH) 3:144 the names of the last messenger of Allah (SWT) meaning one who is praised, Mahmuud 17:79 meaning praised.

5. RABB (Fosterer) 1:1

Rabb\textsuperscript{4} (ر ب ب) (Translations: Owner, Master, Lord)

Rabb is someone who fosters a thing in such a manner as to make it attain one condition after another until it reaches its goal of completion (Raghib). Rabb is thus someone Who is the Owner, the Master, the Lord possessing supreme power and authority, One Who cherishes, sustains, nourishes, brings to maturity, maintains, manages, develops, evolves in short One Who fosters - The Fosterer.

Allah (SWT) as 'The Rabb' is the Owner, the Master, the Cherisher, the Sustainer, the Fosterer of the whole universe 6:165, 45:36. He is the Lord possessing supreme power and authority over the throne of the universe 9:129 and does what He Wills 11:107. We have accepted Him as our Lord and Fosterer even before coming into this world 7:172-174. This is an experience we do not remember, but
memory is not the basis of the truth of some event, it is a truth beyond denial that all of us were born but we do not remember the most important event of our life. He as our Fosterer, created us and ordered the angels to bow down before Adam 38:71-74. Bowing down of angels was probably putting all concerned energies under the control of man. In view of this the present human progress in science and technology may be due only to their control on energies known as angels in the language of religion and this human control on energies is a gift to humanity by Allah (SWT) and not its achievement. Allah (SWT) as the Fosterer provides for mankind whatever He Wills giving more to some and less to others 17:30. He guides human beings through His communications to selected persons known as prophets and messengers of Allah (SWT) who try to lead them to paradise and save them from hell 4:163-166, 7:203. We are required to seek only His help 1:4, 40:60 as He is our Fosterer 114:1, praise and glorify Him 32:15, declare His Greatness 2:185, believe in His signs, fear Him, not associating any partner with Him 23:57-61, put our trust only in Him 16:99 and worship Him alone 40:64-65 seeking His protection from being influenced by the evil suggestions of the devil 23:97-98 because if we obey the devil we will land in hell 26:91-95. Allah (SWT) operates as Rabb exhibiting 30 of His Attributes. Some communities regard their priests, monks and prophets as their Rabb 9:31, 3:64. The fact is that Allah (SWT) is the only Rabb-Fosterer of His creation 1:1.

6. AL -ALAMIIN (The worlds) 1:1

‘Aalam’ (the singular of Aalamiin) is a thing through which the knowledge of something else is obtained. ‘Alaamaat’ means landmarks 16:16 and ‘Alaam’ means mountains 42:32 which are again landmarks which help in obtaining knowledge of the direction of one’s destination. The whole creation is known as an ‘Aalam’ because knowledge of its Creator Allah (SWT) is obtained through it. There are many worlds, physical, mental, spiritual, past, present, future, human, animal etc. Besides, the world today is not what it was yesterday or what it would be tomorrow. According to scientists, the universe is continuously expanding, occupying different volumes at different moments. Quantum physicists too propose the existence of many universes. In view of all this, the creation of Allah (SWT) would best be represented by the plural ‘Aalamiin’ meaning ‘worlds’ which includes all the heavenly bodies and the earth 45:36 and all that is between them (19:65)

7. MAALIK (Master) 1:3

An Attribute of Allah (SWT) meaning One Who owns having full authority and power 30:28 on everything - the Master. ‘Malik’ meaning
‘King’ 23:116 and ‘Mulk’ meaning kingdom 3:189 are from the same root alphabets. In the kingdom of Allah (SWT) all others are slaves having only those powers which are bestowed by Him. No one has any power or authority on his own accord. He is the Real King (20:114)

8. YAWM (Day, Period) 1:3

This word has been used in the sense of a normal day as Friday 62:9, Saturday 7:163, opposite to night 69:7, for two days 2:203 and eight days 69:7. It has also been used for periods of time more than one normal day, for instance, for a period of 7 nights and 8 days 54:19, for 1000 years 22:47, 32:5, for 50,000 years 70:4 and for an unspecified period of time in the sense of past tense 10:102. Therefore ‘Yawm-i-iddiin’ may be one day or a period more than that and the time of creation of the skies and the earth may be 6 days or periods of various duration's denoting 6 chronological stages 7:54

9. DIIN (The judgment, law) 1:3

The word ‘Diin’ has been specifically used in the sense of ‘Law’ as ‘Diin-il-Malik’ meaning ‘law of the king’ 12:76. It conveys the sense of religion which is again a set of laws 110:2. The final religion is Al-Islam i.e. the final ‘law’ of Allah 3:19 which is perfect 5:3. Nothing can be added to or subtracted from it, based on it people will be judged on the day of judgment and rewarded or punished and no other religion (Law) will be accepted by Allah (SWT) 3:85. This ‘Law’ is to be understood for its proper implementation 9:122 and propagated 2:193 so that it prevails over all other religions 9:33 but with no compulsion 2:256. Everything in the creation, willingly or unwillingly follows the law of Allah (SWT) 3:83, His law prevails for ever 16:52. The word ‘Dayn’ from the same root alphabets means ‘Loan’ 2:282 which also involves laws for repayment. Diin summarily means ‘Law’. Al-Islam’ is the Law for the peaceful existence of humanity just like the law of gravitation for the peaceful existence of the whole universe. Yawm-i-iddiin is also known as the period hereafter 2:8, day of resurrection 2:85, the great day 10:15, 11:3, encompassing day 11:84, the day which will be witnessed 11:103, the day account of deeds will be established 14:41, distressful day 11:77 the day, timing of which is known to Allah (SWT) only 15:38 barren day 22:55, the day of separation 37:21, the day of account 38:16, threatening day 50:20, the promised day 85:2 the day of coming out (of the earth) 50:42, a day of difficulty 54:8, day of gathering 64:9, the day of manifestation of misappropriations 64:9 real day 78:39, weighty day 76:27 etc.
10. NAABUDU  (We serve/worship)  1:4

The associated noun is ‘Abd’ translated as ‘slave’ who is a person under someone’s control, having no power on anything 16:75. We are required to serve only one God 9:31 i.e. Allah (SWT) as slaves 21:25, 51:56 and not to associate partners with Him 13:36 making our religion exclusively for Him 39:11. The whole creation including the angels 43:19 are slaves of Allah (SWT) 19:93. Polytheists serve and worship besides Allah (SWT) things which do not have control on any thing 5:76, 16:73, 26:71, 29:17. Many of the objects of worship are just names 12:40. ‘Ibadat’ 4:172 conveys the sense of serving or worshipping Allah (SWT) as an obedient slave, i.e. practically implementing the Holy Quran in the manner illustrated by prophet Muhammed (PBH).

11. NASTAIIN  ( We seek help )  1:4


12. IHDINA   ( You guide us )  1:5

‘Huda’ from the same root alphabets means Guidance 2:2. Guidance could be towards some thing good 40:38 as well as towards something bad 22:4. Real guidance towards good is only Allah’s guidance 2:120 which is written down in the Holy Quran 2:185 and demonstrated by prophet Muhammed (PBH) 33:21 the last messenger of Allah 33:40. Following the guidance contained in the Holy Quran in the manner illustrated by prophet Muhammed (PBH) is following the straight path leading to paradise 64:9, 33:71. Contrary to this, following the evil suggestions of the devil leads one to hell’ 22:4. Allah (SWT) guides whom He Wills to 42:52 and this guidance of Allah (SWT) is His favour on those guided 49:17. Had He Willed He could have guided the whole humanity towards the right path 13:31 Allah (SWT) created everything, He set up the equilibrium then programmed it and finally guided it to follow His programme. 87:1-3 ‘Al-Hadi’ is an Attribute of Allah (SWT) meaning ‘the Guide’ 25:31 and ‘Hadiyyah’ means a ‘gift’ 27:35, in view of this ‘Hidaayat’ meaning guidance 3:8 towards good is a gift of Allah (SWT) 49:7-8.

13. AS - SIRAAT (The path) 1:6

اَﻟﺼﱢﺮَاط
This word is mostly used in the sense of path 19:43 and sometimes in the sense of road 7:86.

14. AL-MUSTAQIIM (The straight) 1:6

اَﻟْﻤُﺴْﺘَﻘِﻴﻢَ (ق و م)

A straight line is the shortest distance between two points and in this sense ‘Mustaqiim’ could mean the shortest distance to the destination. Qistaas-il-Mustaqiim means a balance whose horizontal rod or bar is straight i.e. correct. 17:35.

Siraat-al-Mustaqiim would therefore mean the correct path whose distance to paradise is the shortest. Allah (SWT) guides to the straight path whom He wills 10:25, those who believe 22:54 and who hold firmly to Him 3:101. Being on the straight path is worshipping or serving Allah (SWT) 36:61 i.e. implementing the Quran 14:1 whereby one enters His Mercy and Grace 4:176. Prophet Muhammed (PBH) was himself on the straight path 36:4 and he invited 23:73 and guided others towards it 42:52-53. The devil waits on the straight path to mislead human beings 7:16. We are thus required to implement the Quran in accordance with the instructions of prophet Muhammed (PBH) avoiding the trap of the devil, this summarily is being on Siraat-al-Mustaqiim leading to paradise.

15. ANAMTA (You have favoured) 1:6

اَﻧْﻌَﻤْﺖَ (ن ع م)

‘You have favoured’ The related noun ‘Nimat’ means favour, blessing, beneficence, kindness etc.) Allah’s (SWT) Nimat is associated with sailing of ships 31:31, stopping the enemies of believers from attacking them 5:11, victory of believers 33:9, brotherhood 3:103, grace 3:171, happiness 88:8-9, comfort and joy 44:27, guidance 2:150, gratitude 54:35, guarding against evil 16:30, good reward 18:31, service and turning to Allah (SWT) 38:30, Islam 5:3, paradise 52:17 etc. We cannot count the favours of Allah (SWT) 16:18.

A derivative of the same root alphabets ‘Ni’ma’ meaning excellent is associated with Attributes of Allah (SWT) like: Trustee 3:173, Guardian and Helper 8:40, One Who responds 37:75 etc. The opposites of ‘Nimat’ are harm 17:83, evil 3:174, loss 11:10, straitening 89:16, ingratitude 14:28, transgression and hell 82:13-14 etc. The Quran clearly categorizes those who receive the favours of Allah (SWT): “And whoever obeys Allah and the messenger, then such (people) will be with those whom Allah has favoured, from among the prophets and the truthful and the witnesses (martyrs) and the righteous and those are members of a beautiful company”. 4:69. We are required to exhibit gratitude for the favours of Allah (SWT) 16:114.
16. GAYR (Not or save) 1:7

Other derivatives; After 4:119, change 13:11, other 4:56, other than 2:173, without 2:61, raid 100:3 etc.

17. AL-MAGZUBB (Those who earn anger) 1:7

‘Gazab’ means anger 2:90, Allah (SWT) is angry with one who is an open infidel 16:106, one who serves false deities 5:60, hypocrites and polytheists 48:6, who reject Allah’s (SWT) book 2:90, calf worshippers 7:152, who turn their backs during war with infidels 8:16, one who kills a believer intentionally 4:93, who argue against Him 42:16 and with the transgressors 20:81. The opposite of anger is forgiveness 42:37. The reward of those who earn the anger of Allah (SWT) is hell 4:93, 48:6.

18. AZ-ZAALIIN (Those who go astray) 1:7

These are the infidels 2:108, polytheists 4:116, those who disobey Allah (SWT) and His messenger 33:36, those who stop people from the path of Allah (SWT) 4:167, 14:3, those who follow their desires without guidance from Allah (SWT) 28:50, those who are unjust 19:38, those who are mislead by the devil 4:60 etc. Words associated with ‘Zalaalt’ 2:16 meaning error or going astray are: loss 11:21, forgetting 20:52, distress 20:123 disobedience 33:36, punishment 34:8 destruction 47:8, madness 54:24, denial 56:51 etc. The opposite words are guidance 14:4 and truth 10:32.

CHAPTER - 2

19. AL KITAAB (The Book) 2:2

This word conveys the sense of writing 2:282, book 2:79, prescription 6:12, decree 9:51, ordinance 9:36, religious law ordering something 2:183, record 10:21 and an inventory of everything and every event in the universe pertaining to past, present and future 22:70, 34:3 (There are more than 30 verses of the Quran on this subject). At present we are having computers which help us in maintaining and displaying such records at unimaginably high speed, for instance, the maintaining and displaying of account numbers, deposits, with drawls
and balance amounts of account holders by banks. Is it difficult for Allah (SWT) to arrange for the maintenance and display, on the day of judgment, of the records of deeds of all human beings, when He is known to be the Fastest at settling accounts 6:62


20. RAYB (Doubt) 2:2

It is associated with temptation and deception 57:14, disease of the heart 24:50, falsehood 29:48, going astray and being extravagant 40:34 etc.

21. LIL MUTTAQIIN For those who guard (against evil) 2:2

Derivatives of the same root alphabets convey the sense of physical protection 16:81, safety from physical torture 66:6, safety from selfishness 59:9, being careful 3:28, restraint from doing something 2:179, fearing Allah (SWT) 2:196 etc.

Muttaqiin are therefore those persons who guard themselves against all evils due to fear of Allah because He is All-Powerful to punish them. This feeling of restraint is known as ‘Taqwaa’ 2:197.

‘Taqwaa’ is associated with the following good qualities: belief 2:103, Quran 69:48, obeying Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBH) and the consequent success 24:52, submission and salat 6:71-72, doing good 3:172, amending 7:35, giving charity and accepting that which is good 92:5-7, justice 5:8, righteousness 5:2, forgiveness 74:56, patience 3:120, fear of hell 39:16 pleasing Allah 9:109 etc.

Allah (SWT) orders us to fear Him 3:102, 64:16. When Muttaqiin are disturbed by the evil suggestions of the devil they remember Allah (SWT) then they see aright 7:201.

The benefits of Taqwa are that one is given the power of distinction between right and wrong, evils are wiped off and forgiven 8:29, his affair is made easy 65:4, he is blessed from the sky and the earth 7:96. Allah (SWT) is with the Muttaqiin 16:128, 3:76 and they are the most honoured 49:13 finally their destination is paradise 52:17-18.

22. YU MINUUN (They believe) 2:3


‘Al Mumin’ is an Attribute of Allah (SWT) 59:23 through which He grants security, safety and peace. He is the One Who is Reliable, Trustworthy, Whose existence is certain and in Whose existence and Attributes we are required to believe with certainty.

23. AL GAYB (The Unseen) 2:3

The opposite of which is ‘seen’, Allah (SWT) has knowledge of both 6:73. All the items of belief, except the Quran, are unseen at present. Remote past 11:49 and future 7:188 too are unseen.

All those things which are existing at present but hidden from our view or comprehension are also classed as ‘Gayb’ i.e. ‘unseen’. 12:52. This word also conveys the sense of absence 27:20, 82:16.
24. YUQMUUN (They establish) 2:3

In many of the verses of the holy Quran, derivative of the same root alphabets convey the sense of establishing something: establishing account of deeds 14:41, Torah and Injeel 5:68, agreement 9:7, law 9:36, salat 2:3 etc. The derivatives are used with ‘salat’ meaning establishment of salat (Worship) at numerous places. Any establishment needs an organization, a process, place, timings of operation etc. We shall Insha Allah refer to these items under the title ‘salat’.

25. AS SALAAT (The Worship) 2:3

The message of Shuaib (PBH) to his people was: “O my people serve/worship Allah, there is no god for you other than Him...” 11:84 In reply to this his people asked him, “O Shuaib does your worshipping (salaatuka) enjoin on you (the condition) that we should give up that which our fathers worshipped (ya’-budu).......”. 11:87. Here the word ‘salaat’ appears to refer to the process of ‘worshipping’ Allah (SWT) adopted by Shuaib (PBH) which was obviously different from the process of worshipping idols. ‘Salaat’ thus conveys the sense of ‘The formal process of worshipping Allah (SWT)’.

It is conveyed through the holy Quran that whosoever is in the universe is obedient to Allah (SWT) 2:116, they all bow down to Him 16:49, 22:18 and glorify Him 62:1. We too offer ‘salaat’ in obedience to the orders of Allah (SWT) 2:110 and during the salaat we perform the ‘sajda’ i.e. bow down or prostrate 22:77 glorifying Him 48:9 by pronouncing ‘Subhana Rabbiyal A’ala’ We are informed through the Holy Quran that every one in the universe knows its ‘Salaat’ and ‘Tasbih’24:41. Here the word ‘salaat’ appears to mean ‘The process of submission to Allah (SWT)’ which consists of being busy obeying His orders (‘Tasbih’ is derived from the same root alphabets as ‘sabha’ which also means ‘being busy’ 73:7 and the word ‘sajada’ means ‘bowing down’). The word ‘salawaat’ and other derivatives from the same root alphabets convey the sense of ‘Rahmat’ meaning ‘Mercy’ 2:157, 33:43,33: 56 ‘Salaat’ can therefore be defined as ‘A formal procedure of emotional, mental and physical submission for worshipping Allah (SWT) seeking His Mercy’.

We are ordered to monitor our salaat 2:238 being constant at it 70:23, ordering our people to do so 20:132, be regular at the Friday congregational worship 62:9 and shorten the salaat during wars 4:101-102, salaat is to be offered for remembering Allah (SWT) 20:14 keeping our voice low 17:110 and observing proper timings 11:114, 17:78 after performing wazu 5:6. Ibrahim (PBH) prayed for making him and his
off-spring establishers of salaat 14:40. Items which are associated with salaat are: Truth 75:31, sacrifice 108:2, peace 33:56, belief 2:3, 9:18, zakat 2:43, patience and help 2:45, remembrance of Allah (SWT) 4:103 guarding against evil 6: 72, 30:31, spending 8:3, obeying Allah (SWT) and His messenger 9:71, seeking Allah’s (SWT) attention 13:22, serving Allah (SWT) 20:14, doing good 21:73 humility 23:2, Quran 29:45, 35:29, enjoining good, forbidding bad 31:17, fearing Allah (SWT) 35:18, responding to Allah (SWT) 42:38 merciful turning of Allah (SWT) 58:13, loan to Allah (SWT) 73:20, being upright 98:5, time for rest 24:58 etc.

Things which spoil salaat are:- Intoxicants 4:43 lethargy 4:142, 9:54, lust 19:59, trade 24:37, heedlessness 107:5 etc. Benefits of salaat are: it keeps one away from indecency (shameful deeds) and things not recognized (as good) 29:45, hearts find peace and tranquility through it 13:28, it is one of the important items which will help in achieving paradise 23:1-11.

26. RAZAQNAAHUM (We Provide them) 2:3

Derived from the word ‘Rizq’ which is something that sustains life 30:40 like air, water 45:5, food 50:9, 2:60 etc. which are produced by the involvement and interaction of the sky and the earth (35:3). It sometimes conveys the sense of wealth, because it is through wealth that we can purchase commodities which can sustain life and which we are ordered to spend in the cause of Allah (SWT) for sustaining the poor 2:254. Martyrs 3:169 and those in paradise 2:25 too are provided with sustenance which is similar to what we are provided with in this world. Rizq is associated with means of livelihood 15:20 and clothing 2:233. It is Allah (SWT) who sustains life through ‘Rizq’ 11:6 bestowing more on some and less on others 13:26. He is the best of providers 62:11, in the sense that what others provide is only from that which He provide them. One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘The Provider 51:58’ Al Razzaaq’.

27. YUNFIQUUN (They Spend) 2:3

Infaq means ‘spending’ not charity and this is done through what Allah (SWT) has provided 2:3 because we own nothing, everything belongs to Him 14:2, we are just custodians of His provisions and we have to obey His orders while spending: As spending does not always mean charity, it could be for a good cause or a bad cause. Spending could be on worldly items like agriculture 18:42, family 4:34, divorced women 65:6-7 and in the path of Allah (SWT) 2:262. We are to spend on parents, relatives, orphans, needy, wayfarers etc. 2:215 that which is good 2:267, in excess of our essential needs 2:219 and that which we love
3:92 (for instance wealth). We may hide and spend or spend openly 13:22, we should neither be extravagant nor niggardly 25:67. We should spend in prosperity and adversity 3:134, day and night 2:274, willingly 2:184 seeking Allah’s (SWT) attention for our own good 2:272. That which we spend in the way of Allah (SWT) will be paid back to us 8:60. We should not spend bad things 2:267, should not stress our obligation on, should not annoy those on whom we spend and we should not spend to show people 2:264. We should not spend on stopping people from Allah’s (SWT) path 8:36, and we should not spend unwillingly 9:54. Items associated with ‘Infaaq’ i.e. spending are salat 2:3 patience, truth, obedience 3:17 good 2:267 and 272, righteousness 3:92, bad 2:267, show off 4:38, willingness and unwillingness 9:53. The opposites of ‘Infaaq’ are hoarding 9:34, and holding back i.e. not spending 17:100.

28. UNZILA (Sent Down) 2:4

This word and other derivatives from the same root alphabets like Nazzala, Anzala, Nuzzila, Nunazzil etc. have been used for the sending down of the Quran 2:185 along with Jibriel (PBH) 2:97 also known as Ruuh-ul Amiin (the trustworthy spirit) 26:192-196 and Ruuh-ul-Qudus (the holy spirit) 16:102. The Quran is stated to be sent down as Nuuram-mubiin (clear light) 4:175. Nuur meaning light is part of the electromagnetic spectrum.

In view of this it appears that the Quran was telecommunicated by Allah (SWT) to prophet Muhammed (PBH) through the agency of Jibriel (PBH) who being trustworthy and pure, brought it down from Lawhim-Mahfuuz 85:21-22 as it was without any falsehood entering it 17:105, 41:42, 15:9. These derivatives have also been used for the sending down of miracles 6:37, 26:4, Towraah, Injil 3:3 book, wisdom 2:231, balance 42:17, clear proofs, guidance 2:159, angels with orders from Allah (SWT) 16:2, 65:5 and 12 and 53:13, unseen forces 9:26, devils 26:221-222, authority 7:71 peace and tranquility 3:154, 9:26, 48:4 etc. In the material world these derivatives have been used for sending down of water as rain 29:63, which gives life to the dead earth and thus provides food 45:5, 40:13, provision 42:27 and for punishment 2:59, 29:34.

Few derivatives have been used for descending from a higher place, on the earth itself, to a lower level as in the case of alighting from a ship 23:29, coming down from fortresses 33:26, providing manna and quails to the children of Israel 20:80.

The derivative ‘Nuzula’ is used in the sense of a gift or entertainment 3:198, 32:19, 18:107. Is it in the sense of gift that few of the derivatives are used for sending down of good refering to the Holy Quran 2:105, sending down of cattle 39:6, of clothing 7:26, of iron 57:25,
and things from the treasures with Allah (SWT) 15:21. Does sending down of iron refer to the sending it down from the sun from which the earth is supposed to have originated and evolved along with other planets? Iron cannot be synthesized on earth, therefore does this verse throw light on the origin of the earth. Manaazil is used for the stages of the moon 10:5.

Derivatives of ‘Nazala’, in general, indicate movement in the downward direction, ‘Yanzil’ meaning comes down or descending is opposite of ‘ya’-Ruj’ meaning goes up or ascending 57:4.

29. AA QHIRAT (Hereafter) 2:4

Other derivatives Takhir, Aakhir, Ukhraa, Akhkhar, Taakhir etc convey the sense of postponement, giving time 15:5, 17:62, 4:77, second time 20:55, other 5:27, last 53:20, behind 3:153, delay as opposed to hastening 2:203, remain behind as opposed to advance 74:37, future as opposed to past 93:4, not to prefer or leave behind as opposed to prefer or send before 82:5 and life after death as opposed to life of this world 2:86.

These derivatives in general, convey the sense of next to or after something. In view of this ‘Aakhirat’ would mean the period after death which obviously starts immediately after one’s death. Those who are certain of the life after death 2:4, the reward and punishment in paradise or hell, are those who guard against evil, they are on guidance and successful 2:2-5 because they will be in paradise 16:30-31. Contrary to this those who do not believe will be severely punished both here and in the hereafter 3:56. Angels are friends, in this world and in the hereafter, of those who say “Our Fosterer is Allah”, and are firmly established on it 41:30-32.

We are invited to reflect on this world as well as the hereafter 2:219-220, probably on the comparative benefits and harm:— Provision of this world is comparatively little whereas the hereafter is better for those who guard against evil 4:77, there will be a severe punishment for the infidels who love this world more than the hereafter 14:2-3, for one who intends the reward of his good deeds to be given in the hereafter, it will be increased and given and for one who intends that the reward of his good deeds be given in this world itself, Allah (SWT) will give what He wills and to whom He wills but there will be no portion for him in the hereafter 17:18-19, 42:20.

The message we get from the above verses of the Quran is, that we should believe and act in accordance with the Quran and teachings of Prophet Muhammed (PBH) and prefer to receive the reward of our good
deeds in the hereafter and not in this world but at the same time we should pray for good things to be given both in this world and the hereafter and safety from punishment, striving accordingly 2:201-202 because it is clearly stated in the Quran that the adornment and the good things from the provision of Allah (SWT) are not unlawful 7:32.

Allah (SWT) states:” We help all, these (i.e. believers as well as those (i.e. infidels), from the bounty of your Fosterer, and the bounty of your Fosterer is not confined”17:20. What the believers or the infidels possess in this world is not the reward of their good deeds but something that Allah(SWT) has provided for testing them: 6:165, 18:7, 20:131, 2:155, 3:186, 8:28.

30. YUUQINUUN (They are certain ) 2:4

Yaqiin means certainty. We are required to be certain of the life after death 2:4 and meeting our Fosterer Allah(SWT) 13:2


The opposite of certainty appears to be ‘Zann’ meaning doubt or conjecture 45:32.

31. AL MUFLIHUUN (The Successful ) 2:5

These are the believers 23:1-11, those who purify themselves 87:14, those who fear Allah (SWT), seek His nearness and strive in His way 5:35, 2:189, those who avoid devilish works 5:90, those who are firm when they meet the enemies of Islam in war and remember Allah (SWT) much 8:45, those who bow down, prostrate, worship Allah (SWT) and do good 22:77, those believing men and women who keep their looks down, guard their private parts, the women who do not expose their beauty and those who turn to Allah (SWT) 24:30-31, those who seek the Grace of Allah(SWT) and remember Him much 62:10, those who invite towards and enjoin good and forbid that which is bad 3:104, those whose weight of good deeds in heavy 7:8, those who believe in and follow prophet Muhammed (PBH), honour him, help him and follow the Quran 7:157, those who give their dues to relatives, the needy and the wayfarers and seek the Attention of Allah (SWT) 30:38, those who do not love the resisters of Allah(SWT) and His messenger (PBH) 58:22, those who guard against evil 2:2-5, those who are saved from the selfishness of their souls 59:9. Those who are not successful are those who fabricate a lie
against Allah (SWT), deny His signs and are unjust 6:21, 10:69, criminals 10:17, magicians 10:77, polytheists and infidels 23:117. The opposite of success is failure 91:9-10.

32. KAFARUU (They reject) 2:6

Kufr means rejection 21:94, kaafir means an infidel 2:217 who does not or will not believe 2:6, who does not believe in Allah (SWT), His angels, His books, His messengers and the life after death wherein one will be rewarded for his good deeds or punished for the evil he did 4:136. Iblis, the devil, is a kaafir 2:34.

Allah (SWT) will not give the infidels a way of dominance over the believers 4:141. He is their enemy 2:98, He does not love them 3:32, He has set a seal on their hearts 7:101, they are turned away from His way 13:33 and will face a painful punishment 9:3. Owners of Divine books too exhibit infidelity 2:105. The guardians and friends of the infidels are false deities 2:257. Infidels stop people from the path of Allah (SWT) 4:167 spending their wealth for this purpose 8:36. They equate others with Allah (SWT) 6:1, They are the worst creatures 8:55. They kill prophets and those who enjoin justice 3:21, make a distinction between Allah (SWT) and His messengers 4:150 and they do not judge on the basis of the divine books (Quran) 5:44. Polytheists too are infidels 9:17.

We are advised not to be friends of those infidels who mock at Islam 5:57, if circumstances compel us to keep friendly relations with them, we are advised to be careful 3:28. At the same time we are not forbidden to be kind and just to those of the infidels who do not fight with us on account of our religion nor drive us out of our houses 60:8-9. We should not obey the infidels and on the contrary, should strive against them 25:52. Angels will strike their faces and their backs while causing them to die, saying, “Taste the punishment of burning” 8:50. One who exchanges belief for infidelity, goes astray from the balanced way 2:108. Infidelity is associated with the denial of the signs of Allah (SWT) 2:39, polytheism 40:42 hypocrisy 9:97, glamour of the world 2:212, injustice 4:168, falsehood 47:3, transgression 2:99, 50:24, 80:42, devils 19:83, rebellion 5:64, deception 67:20, disease of the heart 74:31, considering oneself great 39:59, betrayal 22:38, 31:32, sin 2:276 etc.

The opposite of ‘kufr’ (infidelity) is ‘Iimaan’ (belief) 2:253 and ‘Shukr’ (gratitude) 27:40.

‘Kafara’ also means to be ungrateful 27:40 i.e. not to acknowledge the obligations of others or not to accept them as obligers. ‘Kuffaar’ means farmers 57:20 and ‘Kaffara’ means wiping off or removal of the ill effects of sin or expiation of oaths 5:89 or compensation for covering
up some fault 5:95. The farmer sows a seed and covers it up with the soil.

‘Kufr’, meaning infidelity, too conveys the sense of hiding or covering up the inherent belief 7:172-174 in all human beings, by external rejection. [before coming into this world all human beings were made to bear witness that Allah (SWT) alone is our Fosterer so that we may not become polytheists who are also infidels 7:172-174].

33. SAWAAA – UN ( Equal ) 2:6

Extracts of some verses of the Quran in which derivatives of the same root alphabets are used are given below to show the similarity in the meanings they convey: “The rich do not give away their provision to their slaves so that they may become equal (Sawaa-‘un) to them” 16:71. “Is the blind man equal (yastawi) to one who sees?” 13:16. “He saw him in the middle of hell”. 37:55. “Infidels will wish that they were leveled (tusawwa) with the ground” 4:42. ‘Sawaa’ is used for leveling the space between two mountains”. 18:96. ‘Astawa’ is used for balancing on the ship 23:28 and ‘tastawwu’ is used for balancing on cattle back while riding 43:12-13. ‘Sawwiya’ is used for putting fingers in order 75:4.

These derivatives convey the meaning of: equal, middle, level, balance, order etc. Something in the middle is equidistant from the borders, something leveled is equal in height, something in balance or in order is in equilibrium. Thus all these derivatives convey somewhat similar meanings. In view of this the derivative ‘Astawaa’ used in various verses of the Quran referring to the skies and the earth would mean setting up the balance or order or equilibrium 2:29, 7:54, 79:28 after the chaos of the ‘Big Bang’ which marks the birth of the present universe.

34. ANZARTAHUM (You warn them ) 2:6

Naziir’ means a ‘Warner’ 5:19. “Anzara” means ‘to warn’ 46:21. Warning is informing people of the harmful consequences of their bad deeds 71:1, 34:46. Things of which we are warned: Thunderbolt 41:13, blazing fire 92:14, punishment 78:40, 18:2, day of meeting 40:15, day of gathering 42:7, day on which hearts will choke 40:18.

Whom to warn : Quarrelsome people 19:97, heedless 36:6, those who say Allah has a son 18:4, unjust 46:12, family and close relatives 26:214. Those who listen to the warning : who fear their Fosterer 35:18, 36:11, who fear the day of judgment 6:51, 79:45, who are alive 36:70. Those on whom there will be no effect: Infidels 10:101. We are required
to warn through the Quran 6:19, 25:1, the summarized statement of warning is: There is no god except Allah (SWT) so fear Him 16:2. The purpose of warning should be guidance 32:3. Warning is associated with punishment 54:16. The opposite of warning is conveying of good news 5:19.

35. KHATA MA  (He has set a seal) 2:7

A seal neither allows anything to go in nor anything to come out. Seals are set on the hearts/minds, and hearings of the infidels and there is a covering over their eyes, as a result of this they do not receive any religious information contained in the Quran, consequently they do not respond and thus reject it, the result of which is punishment 2:7.

On the day of judgment Allah (SWT) will seal the mouths of such criminals and will make their hands speak and their feet give evidence of the evil they did 36:65. In paradise people will be given a pure drink sealed with musk. We are ordered to put an effort to achieve it 83:25-26. Muhammed (PBH) is the seal of prophethood (Khaatam-an-Nabiyyiin) 33:40. This means that no new messenger or message of Allah will come after him. The Quran is thus the final communication of Allah, a ‘Seal’ on the Divine messages in which no falsehood can enter and from which nothing can be removed 15:9, 18:27, 41:42.

36. QULUUB-IHIM  (Their Hearts or minds) 2:7

Some of the derivatives of these root alphabets are used for :-


The opposite of movement is rest 47:19. ‘Qulb’ is therefore something which is always in movement, restless as opposed to being motionless or at rest. It is probably due to the continuous restlessness (beating) that the word ‘Qulb’ is used for ‘heart’ which is located in the chest 22:46 and there is only one heart 33:4. There are many verses of the Quran where the word ‘Qulb’ is used in the sense of ‘mind’ associated with the brain 22:46 which in turn is associated with knowledge 9:93 and understanding 7:179. It may be noted that the heart is an organ which pumps blood. After oxygenation in the lungs the blood reaches all the parts of the body, including the brain, supplying oxygen, salts, food etc. Consciousness is also dependent upon the integrity of
blood supply to the brain. Whenever the mental activity is quickened by any intellectual or emotional change, there is an instantaneous change in the blood supply which is regulated by the heart. Things which affect the brain, like thoughts, happiness, sorrow, worry etc, thus affect the heart instantaneously. This might be the reason for using the word ‘Qulb’ to mean ‘heart’ as well as ‘mind’.


Qulb is responsible for intentions 2:225, 33:5.

Allah (SWT) comes in between man and his Qulb 8:24 and He knows that which is in our hearts 33:51.

37. SAM-‘IHIM (Their hearing) 2:7

Our hearing is through our ears 7:195, it is associated with seeing 32:12, 76:2 knowledge 2:127, heart/mind 2:7 and with understanding 25:44, the opposite of which is deafness 10:42. The derivatives of these root alphabets sometimes convey the sense of ‘listen’, meaning obey or respond 6:36, 2:285, the opposite of which is disobedience 2:93. Some people hear but do not understand because of the seal on their hearts/minds 7:100, 45:23 and heaviness in their ears 6:25. We should be thankful to Allah (SWT) for His gift of hearing 16:78. Our hearing will be questioned, whether we used to hear good things or bad things 17:36 and it will bear witness on the day of resurrection probably as a sound record in our memory, like an audio tape, giving evidence of what we used to hear, the Quran or music 41:20-22, people will hear in the life after death on the day of resurrection 50:23, the roaring in the hell 67:7, 25:12 and in paradise they will not hear useless talk 88:11.
When the Quran is recited we are required to listen to it observing silence 7:204. Divine communication ‘Wahi’ was audible to Musa (PBH) 20:13.

Allah (SWT) is One who hears 2:127, listens to our prayer 3:38 i.e. accepts our prayers being the Nearest Hearer 34:50. He has full control on our hearing 10:31 and if He wills He can take away our hearing 2:20.

The dead do not hear 27:80 nor those who are in the graves 35:22. The Jinn heard the Quran 46:29, 72:1, the devils have been kept away from hearing it 26:212. The high esemblay is not audible to the devils 37:6-10.

38. ABSAARIHIM (Their eyes) 2:7

Derivatives of these alphabets also convey the sense of watching 28:11, reflection 28:72, 51:20-21, seeing aright 7:201, insight (Quran) 7:203, insight (natural phenomenae) 50:6-8, visual proofs (miracles) 17:102, visibility 10:67. We should be thankful to Allah (SWT) for our sight 16:78. We are ordered to keep our looks down 24:30. Two more words used for sight are mentioned in 7:198. We see with our eyes 7:195 and we cannot see when there is no light i.e. in darkness 2:17. One cannot reflect because of a cover 36:9 or a seal on the sight 16:108. The opposite of sight is blindness 13:16.

Things which are associated with sight are :- hearing 32:12, heart/mind 22:46, information 42:27, guarding private parts 24:30-31. On the day of resurrection, sights will be dazzled 75:7, looks will be down cast 79:9, 68:43, we will be able to see and recognize people 7:47, 70:11. On the day of resurrection or at the time of death eyes will be turned 24:37. The sight or eyes will be questioned as to what they used to see during their life in this world, good things or bad things 17:36, and they will bear witness i.e. give evidence for what all they saw 41:20-22, this might be something like video recording on the memory which may be played along with the sound recording through the ears.

Allah (SWT) is One Who sees 22:61 everything 67:19 but we cannot see him here 6:103, 56:85. He has the power to take away our sight, 2:20, 6:46, 10:31, 36:66.

39. GISHAAWAH (Covering) 2:7

Other derivatives :- Covering with cloth 11:5, with waves 31:32, night over the day when the earth itself comes in between us and the sun and thus covers it 91:4. In the abstract sense it has been used for covering over eyes 45:23 so that one does not understand even after
seeing things clearly, covering of sleep i.e. taking away of consciousness 3:154, 8:11 and probably in the same sense for covering of death 33:19. With respect to the hereafter, it has been used for resurrection/day of judgment probably in the sense of unconsciousness or punishment covering people 88:1, for punishment 12:107, covering from above and below 29:55 and for the fire covering the faces 14:50. All these derivatives convey the sense of covering both in the material and abstract worlds.

40. AZAAB (Punishment) 2:7

Other derivatives:- Pain and suffering experienced by prophet Iyub (PBH) 38:41, torture like the slaughter of the male children of Israel by Firawn 14:6 etc. Those who deserve ‘Azaab’ are the infidels 3:4, 2:90, 11:20 polytheists 50:26, hypocrites, 48:6, unjust 6:47, transgressors and deniers 2:10, 6:49, those cursed 9:68, who earn the anger of Allah (SWT) 16:106, plan evil 35:10, those who go astray 38:26, those who disdain and consider themselves great 4:173, who stop people from the sacred Mosque at Mecca 8:34, who do not spend in the cause of Allah (SWT) 9:34, annoy the prophet (PBH) 9:61, disobey Allah (SWT) 10:15, the sinners 5:18, 3:178, those who speak lie about Allah (SWT) 6:93 and keep away from His remembrance 72:17. People can be punished here or/and in the hereafter 59:3 and the punishment of the hereafter is more severe 13:34.

Punishments are inflicted in this world through unseen forces 9:26 by the head of a state and his people 14:6, through believers on infidels 9:14, 48:25, through natural calamities 26:189, 11:64, 41:17 and there may be exemplary punishments for crimes 24:2. There is a hint regarding punishment in the graves in 9:101. In the hereafter 11:103 there will be the final punishment. The punishment in the hereafter 25:69, will be in hell 25:65, 40:7, 67:6, it will be everlasting 5:37, 10:52, 20:127, 25:65 except as Allah (SWT) Wills 2:284, 7:156.

This punishment involves pain 48:17, severity 65:8, 11:58, evil 6:157 disgrace 4:14, 11:39, shame 6:93 weakening uneasiness 34:5, fire 2:126, 22:4, burning 3:181, boiling water 6:70, heat wave 52:27. It is the devil who invites us towards the blazing fire 31:21 and we are warned about the punishment 54:16 which will be painful 48:17 we should therefore keep the devil away from us and avoid all beliefs and deeds which deserve punishment.

Allah (SWT) states, “What will Allah do (gain) by punishing you if you are grateful and believe”, 4:147, therefore being fearful of His punishment 70:27-28 we should pray for safety from it 2:201, 8:33. It is
only Allah (SWT) who can pardon 9:66 and forgive our sins 2:284 being Merciful 3:128, 29:21 to us, if He Wills.

41. AZIIM (Great) 2:7


The word ‘Al-azmu’ from the same root alphabets means ‘bones’ which get weak in old age 19:4. Bones form a basic internal structural framework. Vertebrates would lose their external form and function if their bones are removed. They are normally not visible and perform their functions from inside, their strength being exhibited by the external form. In this sense they are partly responsible for the quality known as strength, which is essential for life.

‘Aziim’ associated with most of the nouns, appears to convey the sense of the great degree or intensity of some quality or the other and not the size.

Al Aziim is one of the Attributes of Allah 2:255 signifying intensive Greatness compared to ‘Al Kabiir’ probably signifying extensive Greatness.

42.1 ANNAAS (The mankind) 2:8

In the Quran four different words are used for man 1. Ins. 2. Insaan. 3. Annaas and 4. Bashar. Let us study them in this order and see how the Quran explains and differentiates them.

42.1 Ins: The term ‘Aanastu’ derived from these alphabets means ‘I perceive’. 20:10. Perception is knowledge or cognizance by the organs of sense. We are asked to seek permission ‘Tasta-nisuu’ before entering houses 24:27 so as to make ourselves recognized and develop familiarity. We are ordered to hand over the wealth of orphans to them when we find or recognize ‘aanastum’ in them the capacity for correct judgment 4:6.
Perception, familiarity and recognition are abstract in nature. The same alphabets are used for man as ‘Ins’ probably referring to his psychic personality which is also abstract and not visible and which can be influenced by another invisible being ‘The jinn’ because they are reported to say that human beings sought their protection and they increased these human beings in error 72:6. On the day of gathering too this Jinn will be blamed for misleading human beings to hell 6:128. Ibn-i-Masood (R.A.) reports that the messenger (PBH) of Allah (SWT) said, “There is not one among you who does not have an incharge on him accompanying him one from among the jinn and (one) accompanying him from among the angels. The companions asked. “For you too, O messenger (PBH) of Allah (SWT)”. He replied, “For me too, but Allah (SWT) has helped me against him (jinn), so I am at peace and he enjoins on me nothing but good”. (Muslim) The angel could be our conscience and the Jinn could be the evil desire associated with our psychic personality, which act as opposing forces. Throughout the Quran the word ‘Ins’ meaning man has always been used with the word ‘Jinn’, i.e. it has not been used separately.

Both have been addressed together as a company or assembly of close associates (Ma-shar), indicating their intimacy 55:33. The purpose of creating both is ‘Ibadat’ meaning serving or worshipping Allah (SWT) 51:56. Devils too are from both Jinn as well as human beings 6:112 and both beings will be in hell 7:38 and 179 and in paradise 55:46-77.

All these facts indicate that ‘Ins’ refers to the psychic personality associated with our physical or biological body:- ‘The conscious Self’ also known as the ‘The soul’ The Nafs.

42.2 INSAAN: Insaan, it is stated, that it was created from nothing 19:67, i.e before he was conceived in his mother’s womb (or before the creation of Adam PBH) he was physically or biologically non-existent, then his biological creation was started through mud 15:26 and clay 23:12, 55:14 referring to the origin of man or the food got from the earth which is responsible for the production of sperm and egg. His progeny was created biologically from the sperm 36:77 and something that clings and hangs like a leech 96:2.

Man as ‘Insaan’ has been created weak 4:28. In adversity he prays to Allah (SWT) but when the harm is removed he behaves as if he had not prayed 10:12, he becomes despairing and ungrateful 11:9.

In prosperity he is exultant, and boastful 11:10 and keeps away from praying 17:83. He is unjust 14:34, hasty 17:11, 21:37, 70:19, niggardly 17:100, quarrelsome 18:54 exceeding limits 75:5, rebelling 96:6 displaying ignorance 33:72. The devil is an open enemy of ‘Insaan’
instigating evil 17:53 due to which they fight with each other like animals. He has been bestowed with ‘Nafs’ i.e. consciousness 39:42 which is the driving force and Allah (SWT) knows what this ‘Nafs’ of his whispers to the physical body making it act accordingly 50:16. Knowledge 96:5, 2:255 and speech 55:4 are gifts of Allah (SWT) to man as a biological species which differentiates him from animals. With all these qualities he has to strive and there is nothing for him except that which he strives for and his striving is seen by Allah (SWT) who will reward him accordingly 53:39-41. Even as biological being he has to be good to his parents 29:8, 31:14. On the day of resurrection his bones will be gathered to the extent that even his finger tips will be put in order 75:3-4 i.e. he will be biologically recreated. He will be conscious on that day seeking a place to flee 75:10. He will be informed of all his deeds 75:13 being a witness against his own ‘conscious self’, the Nafs 75:14 which was responsible for all his beliefs and actions. Man has been created to be tested 45:22, 67:2 so that the successful may enjoy in paradise and the failures may be punished in hell.

42.3 Annaas : Human beings as Annaas were created from a single soul (Adam PBH) 4:1, from one male and one female (Adam and Hawwa PBT) 49:13, from the soil 22:5, from which we get our food which in turn produces the sperm and the egg. They were a single community but later they differed 2:213, 10:19. The phase ‘Annaas’ did not originate from mud or clay like ‘Insaan’ or ‘Bashar’. Allah (SWT), having bestowed some inherent qualities in man as a biological species i.e. ‘Insaan’, introduced into him the natural urge to follow Islam 30:30 and sent down Tovraah, Injiil etc, Quran being the final Divine revelation 3:3-4, 2:185 for their guidance and sent Muhammed (PBH) the last messenger in the long list of messengers of Allah, to the whole humanity 33:40, 34:28.

The majority of human beings does not know that it is Allah (SWT) who enlarges or straitens their provision for whom He wills 34:36. We are ordered to serve and worship Him to save ourselves from the punishment 2:21. As “Annaas” we are required to guard ourselves against evil 2:187, seek His pleasure 2:207 and reflect 59:21. But among human beings there are many who are foolish 2:142, polytheists 2:165, greedy for long worldly life 2:96, ungrateful 2:243, 40:61, having lusty feelings, liking glamorous worldly things 3:14, transgressors 5:49 because they follow the devil 22:3. When Allah (SWT) makes human beings (Annaas) taste mercy they plan against His message 10:21 and when harm afflicts them they pray to Him, but again when he makes them taste mercy some of them associate partners with Him 30:33. Corruption appears in this world because of the evils of human beings as Annaas 30:41.
Allah (SWT) brings about ups and downs in the lives of human beings to mark out the believers taking witnesses from among them 3:140. On the day of resurrection mankind will stand before Allah (SWT) 83:6, 101:4. The fuel of hell will be human beings and stones 2:24 alongwith the Jinn 11:119, 32:13, therefore we should repeatedly pray for safety from the evils instigated by the devils 114:1-6 and the fire 2:201. ‘Annas’ thus appears to be the ‘Social Man’ obeying and disobeying the orders of Allah (SWT)

42.4 BASHAR : This word used for man appears to convey the sense of ‘News Giver’ like ‘Basheer’ 5:18-19 from the same root alphabets. If we analyse our interactions with others and many of our routine activities, most of the time we are either receiving information from other sources or passing out information to others. Information technology itself has become an important aspect of human life. As Bashar, man was created from mud 15:33 and clay 38:71, the material used for creating Insaan, and from the soil from which was created Annaas 30:20. Bashar meaning ‘News giver’ seems to be a combination of the biological man ‘Insaan’ and the social man ‘Annas’. An additional material used in the creation of Bashar is water 25:54. Nothing has been mentioned about the material of creation of man as ‘Ins’, which again indicates that ‘Ins’ represents the invisible psychic personality of man-the conscious self, ‘The Nafs’. The word Bashar has sometimes been used for ordinary man 16:103 but mostly used for the messengers (PBT) of Allah (SWT) who convey information from Him to human beings 14:10. Jibrill (PBH) takes the form of a Bashar 19:17, he is well known as one who passes information from Allah (SWT) to His messengers (PBT). ‘Bashar’ is thus ‘the information processing man’. The two phases biological ‘Insaan’ and the social ‘Annaas’ appear to coordinate in elevating man to the state of ‘Bashar’ - an information processing being and all the three stages depend upon his psychic personality the Nafs or the conscious self i.e. ‘Ins’. The biological, social and the psychic man in all the three states is susceptible to the influence of the devil. Primitive man and a child appear to be examples of the biological stage - ‘Insaan’; the civilized human race and a mature man the examples of the social stage - ‘Annaas’ and the most advanced stage of human beings conveying information from Allah (SWT) to their own race is represented by His messengers (PBT) known as ‘Basheer’. All the three stages being an expression of the internal ‘Ins’ - the conscious self the ‘Nafs’ the invisible driving force.

43. YAQUULU (He says) 2:8

The derivatives of these alphabets which convey the sense of saying have been used for Allah (SWT) 2:30 (Qaala) angels here and in the hereafter 2:30, 50:23, human beings here and the hereafter 2:54, 20:125,
the Jinn 27:39, the devils here and in the hereafter 7:12, 8:48, 14:22. They have been used for prayer 2:126 as well as asking 5:76, (‘Qul’ meaning ‘ask’ instead of ‘say’).

44. YUKHAADIUUN (They deceive) 2:9

The hypocrites have been defined as: ‘those who say with their mouth that which is not there in their hearts’ 3:167 i.e., those who deceive. In view of this the term Yukhaadiuun used for hypocrites in 2:9 and 4:142 means; ‘They deceive’.

45. ANFUSAHUM (Themselves) 2:9

The word ‘Nafs’ derived from the same root alphabets and a very important item of human life is defined in the following verse of the Holy Quran:

“Allah takes the Anfus (plural of Nafs) at the time of their death, and (He takes the Nafs) of the person who does not die, during his sleep, then He withholds that on which He has decreed death and sends (back) the others till an appointed time. Certainly there are signs in that for a people who reflect”. 39:42.

We are biologically alive during our sleep but unconscious. ‘Nafs’ (normally translated as self, soul, mind etc.) is therefore our state of consciousness which is taken away when we are dead or asleep and which is present in us when we are alive and awake and which is responsible for all our deliberate actions. Nafs, with respect to us is the unseen soul, the conscious inner self, our psychic personality named ‘Ins’ meaning ‘the man’ inside the biological man. Nafs is mobile, being present in us when we are alive and awake and going away from us when we are dead or asleep. Nafs is not material in the sense that we cannot recognize it through our physical senses, it is abstract like belief, certainly, happiness, sorrow, knowledge, wisdom etc. and it is not immortal 3:185. A person who is alive and awake is of importance to the society because he is responsible for all his intentions, mental plans, physical actions and their consequences. In this sense the word ‘Nafs’ is also used for the conscious man. ‘The Ins’ or ‘The self’ both in this life 2:233, and the life hereafter 2:48. Nafs in this sense is the driver and the physical body a vehicle 75:14. Nafs is associated with (1) remembrance of Allah (SWT) 7:205. (2) Belief 10:100. (3) Guidance 27:92. (4) Gratitude 27:40. (5) Purification 35:18. (6) Patience 18:28 (7) Earning good and evil 2:281 (8) Fear 20:67 (9) Liking 5:30 (10) Manifesting and hiding 2:284 (11) Secrets 12:77, 33:37 (12) Reflection and pondering 30:8 (13) Action 16:111 (14) Striving 29:6 (15) Taking account 17:14 (16) Examining 10:30 (17)
It is stated in the Holy Quran that all human beings were created from ‘Nafs-i-waahidah’ meaning a single soul, conscious self, psychic personality or Ins meaning man i.e. Adam (PBH) 4:1, 39:6. The word ‘Waalidah’ means a single whole consisting of many units like ‘Maa-in w-waahid’ meaning one water 13: 4 and ‘ummatanw-waahidah’ meaning one or a single community 2:213. A glass of water contains billion of water molecules and the human community billions of human beings. In view of this ‘Nafs-i-waahidah’ refered to Adam (PBH) would mean his psychic personality containing the psychic personalities of all the human beings to come 7:172 - 174. Nafs or the psychic personality being an abstract entity finds expression in the material or the biological body created from clay, soil, sperm etc. This expression of Nafs, which we have identified as ‘Ins’, through the biological body as ‘Insaan’ is probably indicated in the following verse of the Holy Quran:-

“In whatever form (body) He willed He constituted you (Nafs)” 82:7-8 The psychical personalities made to occupy biological bodies are identified by names. When a human being Mr. X dies in a hospital we normally ask, “Has the body of Mr. X been brought home, we don’t normally ask, “Has Mr. X been brought home” because we know for certain that Mr.X is no longer occupying his body. The name of a person is actually the name of the psychic personality residing inside his body whereas the name on the epitaph on a grave indicates the location of the physical body which Mr. X once occupied. On the day of resurrection the physical or the biological body will be recreated 17:49-52. The entry of the psychic personalities into their respective biological bodies on the day of resurrection seems to be the subject of the following verses :-

Negligence 39:56 (18) Evil desire 79:40, 20:96 (19) Pride 25:21 (20) Injustice 35:32 (21) Whispering 50:16 (22) Niggardliness 47:38 (23) Selfishness 59:9 (24) Infidelity 9:17 (25) Reward and Punishment 20:15 (26) It has no knowledge of the future 31:34 (27) It has a custodian over it 86:4 probably angelic. There are three types of psychic personalities of ‘Ins’. (1) Those who obey only their Nafs ‘An - Nafs - al - ammaarah’ 12:53 (2) Those whose Nafs can distinguish between right and wrong, the pricking conscience An-Nafs - il - lawwaamah 75:2 and (3) Those whose Nafs is peaceful because Allah (SWT) is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him ‘An-Nafs-ul-mutma - innah’ 89:27-30. This may be due to the total surrender of the psychic and the physical personalities to Allah (SWT). The first category may be of those human beings who are in the animal or biological stage as ‘Insan’ the second may be of those who are elevated to the social stage as ‘An-naas’ and the third and the highest stage of ‘Bashar’ or ‘Basheer’ may be of the prophets and messengers of Allah (SWT). see word no.42. Nafs suggests evil things . 5:30, 12:53, 50:16
“And when the souls (Nufuus) are paired (probably with their respective bodies)” 81:7

“What! when we are dead and become (part of the) soil, (will we then be raised to life again)? That is a return far (from probable). (The answer) “We indeed know that which the earth reduces from them and with us is a protected record”. 50:3-4. The Nafs of Allah (SWT) 5:116, 6:12 is different from that of ours 58:7. Attention is defined as ‘Concentration of Consciousness’ i.e. Nafs. The Person, Face i.e. the Attention of Allah (SWT) is everywhere, on everything all time 2:115. Allah (SWT) is everywhere, on everything, all the time 2:115, Allah (SWT) is Immortal, Ever living 28:88, 55:27, 25:58, He never sleeps and does not get tired 2:255, whereas we human beings get tired, sleep and die 39:42, 3:185. The Nafs or consciousness of Allah (SWT) is universal 4:126, 65:12.

Consciousness and the universal force of gravitation:

It is stated in the Holy Quran: “Allah certainly holds together the skies and the earth lest they get separated ....” 35:41.

According to science this holding together of the heavenly bodies is due to the natural force of gravitation acting between them. It is further stated in the Holy Quran:- “.....and certainly in them (i.e.the rocks) are those which fall down due to the fear of Allah (Khash yat-i-llaah) 2:74. We know that rocks fall down due to the force of gravity of the earth. In view of this, is the universal force of gravitation due to the universal fear of Allah (SWT)? Consciousness counter acts the force of gravity. We are able to stand or walk against the force of gravity of the earth only when we are alive and awak i.e. conscious, the moment we lose consciousness we succumb to the force of gravity of the earth and fall down. The force of gravity is implosive, centripetal acting towards a common center, therefore consciousness which counter acts gravity might be explosive, centrifugal, acting in directions away from a common center. Is this common center the ‘Arsh’ ‘The Throne’ 21:22? Is the fear of Allah (SWT) in the form of the universal force of gravitation counter acted by His own universal consciousness maintaining the observed balance in the universe? Will the universe come to an end the moment this balance is disturbed by Allah (SWT) Himself?

Gravity and sleep: Gravity is associated with mass and consciousness with life. At night, which is made for our rest i.e. sleep 6:60, 25:47, the forces of gravity of the earth and the sun get added up and act in the same direction with respect to us 91:4, 92:1 whereas during the day these forces act in the opposite directions with respect to us. Do we, in general, fall asleep at night due to the added forces of gravity of the earth and the sun which reduces the degree of our consciousness and do we keep awake when the forces of gravity of the earth and the sun act in opposite
directions during the day thereby reducing the combined force of gravity and increasing the degree of consciousness? This deserves consideration in view of the fact that both gravity and consciousness are associated with Allah (SWT) and His taking away our Nafs during sleep may mean His making the arrangement described above which would not hold good in the case of death which is not restricted to day or night and which is caused by the angel of death 32:11 who returns us to Allah (SWT).

46. YASH-'URUUN (They perceive) 2:9

The derivatives of these alphabets convey the meanings of perceiving/understanding 2:154, realizing 26:113, 6:109, knowing 18:19, recognizing 12:15 etc. They have also been used for poetry 36:69, poets 26:224, for signs and symbols 2:158, monument 2:198, for hair 16:80 and the star Sirius 53:49.

47. MARAZ (Disease) 2:10

Allah (SWT) heals diseases 26:80, if one is sick then instead of washing parts or whole of the body with water before offering salat one can use dust and wipe his face and hands 4:43, 5:6. If one is sick he should recite as much of the Holy Quran at night as it is easy for him 73:20. Those who are sick are exempted from religious wars 9:91, 48:17, provided they are sincere to Allah (SWT) and His messenger, they are also permitted to postpone fasting in the month of Ramadan for the period of their illness 2:185 and exempted from shaving heads during Hajj or Umrah 2:196. Allah (SWT) increases the disease of those in whose heart is the disease of disobeying Him and His messenger (PBH) 2:10, such people make the Jews and the Christians their friends 5:51-52. The disease in the heart, of disobeying Allah (SWT) and His messenger, is associated with infidelity 74:31 hypocrisy 8:49, devil 22:53, doubt 24:50 spreading rumours 33:60 uncleanliness 9:125 etc. Those who are opposite of such people are the believers 5:52-53, 9:124-125, 47:20.

48. ZAADAHUM (He increased their) 2:10

Words derived from these alphabets also convey the sense of adding 18:25, growing 13:8 and more 50:30. These derivatives have been used for good things like belief and submission 33:22, 9:124, guidance 18:13, knowledge and physique 2:247, 20:114, reward 4:173, humility 17:109 and grace 42:26 as well as bad things like rebellion and infidelity 5:68, error 71:24, 72:6, disease 2:10, hatred 25:60, 35:39, loss 9:47, ruin 11:101, 71:28 punishment 16:88 blazing flame of hell 17:97, sin 3:178 etc. They have also being used for increase in worldly items 74:11-15 and
strength 11:52. If one is grateful for the favours of Allah (SWT) He grants more 14:7.

49. ALIIM (Painful) 2:10

‘Painful’ 4:104. It is also associated with the word ‘Azaab’ meaning painful [see note 40]. ‘Azaab-un-aliim’ in general means ‘painful punishment’ and it is inflicted on infidels 2:104, 4:18, polytheists 9:3-4, hypocrites 4:138, those who deny Allah’s (SWT) message 2:10, who exceed the limits 2:178, who hide that which Allah (SWT) has sent down 2:174, who sell their agreement with Allah (SWT) and their oaths for a small price 3:77, who ascribe a son to Allah (SWT) 5:73, who disdain and consider themselves great 4:173, priests and monks who drive away people from, and who do not spend in, the way of Allah (SWT) and hoard 9:34, who annoy the prophet (PBH) 9:61, who taunt believers on their charity and degrade them 9:79, the unjust 11:102, 14:22, who are friends of devils 16:63, who forge lie against Allah (SWT) making things lawful and unlawful 16:116-117, who go against Prophet (PBH) 24:63, who turn away proudly from the book of Allah (SWT) 31:7 who rebel unjustly 42:42, who is a sinful liar 45:7-8.

Firawn and his chiefs were involved in the painful punishment of drowning in this world 10:88, smoke will come down from the sky as a painful punishment 44:10-11. The painful punishment can be in this world or/and the hereafter 73:12-13, 9:74. To save ourselves from it we should believe in Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBH) and strive in His way with our wealth and personal efforts, the reward of which is paradise 61:10-13. Allah (SWT) can protect us from the painful punishment 46:31. The opposites of painful punishment are forgiveness, protection 41:43 and Mercy of Allah (SWT) 76:31.

50. YAKZIBUUN (They deny) 2:10

Derivatives of these alphabets in general mean lie 16:62, 18:4-5, denial 39:32, 75:32 and falsehood 12:18, 16:116. Those who are involved in these activities are the infidels 84:22, hypocrites 63:1 criminals 55:43 the unjust 3:94 etc. These people usually deny the messengers (PBT) of Allah (SWT) 6:34, the signs of Allah (SWT) 6:21, the truth in the form of Divine revelation 39:32, life after death 25:11, 74:46. An example of a person who denies religion is given in ch.107 of the Holy Quran: He drives out the orphan, does not propagate the feeding of the poor, who is heedless of his salaat and offers it to be seen by people and refuses even small kindness. On the day of resurrection they will lie against themselves 6:24 and they will be punished in fire 2:39, 92:14-16. ‘Kizb’ meaning lie, denial or falsehood is associated with the heart 53:11

51. TUFSIDU (You cause corruption) 2:11

The derivative ‘Fasaad’ means corruption 8:73 or disorder 23:71. Corruption as defined in The Holy Quran consists of denying the orders of Allah (SWT) being unjust and proud 27:13-14, turning away people from His way, seeking to make it crooked 7:86, dividing people weakening one sect and slaughtering the innocent 28:4, weighing and measuring less than what is due, causing disturbance in the land 11:84-85, Homosexuality, decoity, organizing assemblies for evil 29:29-30, destroying crop and cattle 2:205, murdering (messengers PBT) of Allah (SWT) 27:48-49, etc. Corruption is associated with blood shed 2:30, kings when they conquer 27:34, rebellion 89:6-14, pride 28:83, disbelief 10:40, magic 10:81, breaking of agreement with Allah (SWT), cutting off that which Allah (SWT) has enjoined 2:27. If believers do not mutually guard and help each other then persecution and corruption will spread in the earth 8:73. Allah (SWT) repels some people through others, otherwise corruption would spread 2:251 [whenever there is a war or a riot people turn towards Allah (SWT) if they are kept free from such rivalries they would become fearless and corrupt]. If there were other gods with Allah (SWT) there would have been disorders in the skies and the earth 21:22. There is corruption in the land and sea due to the faults of human beings so that they may face the consequences and turn towards Allah (SWT) 30:41. We are ordered not to spread corruption 7:56. Allah (SWT) does not like those who are corrupt 5:64 for such people the punishment will be increased 16:88. The worldly punishment for those who wage a war against Allah (SWT) and His messenger and strive to cause corruption is that they should be murdered or crucified or their hands and legs should be cut off from opposite sides or they should be sent on exile 5:33. The opposite of corruption and disorder are reform 2:11 and belief and righteous works 38:28.

52. AL ARZ (The earth) 2:11

This word has also been used for land 7:110, 9:2, but mostly it is used for the globe 13000 km in diameter which was created along with other heavenly bodies in six periods (or stages) 7:54 after the Big Bang 21:30.

It appears to have been created as an individual member of the solar system in 2 periods 41:9 during which period it was differentiated
into 7 layers 65:12. Allah (SWT) holds it together with other heavenly bodies 35:41. The mountains came into existence and the food was provided in four geological Eras. (1) The Precambrian 600 to 3300 million years back. (2) Paleozoic 230 to 600 million years (3) Mesozoic 63 to 230 million years and Cenozoic, recent times to 63 million years back. These 4 Geological eras appear to be the same as 4 periods (or days) mentioned in the Holy Quran 41:10. Everything is attracted towards the earth 77:25-26. All the southern continents were joined together as ‘Gondwana Land’ and they drifted away to take their present position some 63 and odd million years back, this spreading of the earth is referred to in the Holy Quran 13:3, 79:27-32. Allah (SWT) has provided mountains in the earth for the balance between the elevated land masses and the sea floor, in the absence of which the earth would have been in continuous disturbance. This is known as ‘Isostacy’ 16:15. The earth was hot earlier and has cooled down which involves contracting 13:41. Allah (SWT) has thus made earth habitable for human beings 20:53, 27:61, 78:6-7. All living beings are provided food by Allah (SWT) 11:6, He provides livelihood to us too 7:10, He sends down the water belonging to the earth 11:44 as rain 16:65, 22:63, 80:25-26, He has subdued it 67:15 providing all things for mankind 2:29. Mankind itself was developed from the earth as a growth 11:61, 53:32, 71:17, this may refer to the food from the earth through which the sperm and the egg are produced and through which our bodies grow. Mankind has been made ‘Incharge’ of the earth as ‘Khalifa’ 2:30, 6:165, to be tested for reward or punishment 45:22. Before resurrection Allah (SWT) will bring out a creature from the earth 27:82. Allah (SWT) knows what the earth absorbs from our body after our death, it is in a protected record 50:4 and we will be raised from the earth 20:55, 30:25 when it will split from above us 50:44, 84:3. The earth will be made plain 89:21 after moving away the mountains 18:47, 69:14, 56:4, 73:14 and it will shine with the radiance of its Fosterer and judgment will be given 89:21-22, 39:69, 14:48 when the infidels would wish that the earth were leveled with them 4:42, it will narrate her news 99:4-5. On the day of resurrection the earth will be in the grip of Allah (SWT) and the skies rolled up in His right hand 39:67.

53. MUSLIHUUN (Reformers) 2:11

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the meanings of reforming 2:11, reconciliation 2:182, 4:128, amending 6:54, setting things right 47:2, 21:90, righteousness 2:25 etc.

Messengers (PBT) of Allah (SWT) 2:130, 3:39, 3:46, 4:69, 6:84-87 and those who believe and do righteous works 29:9 are the ‘Salihiiin’ (The righteous). Things which are associated with such people are belief 6:48, repentance 6:54, 25:71, guarding against evil 7:35, 2:224, pardon 42:40, forgiveness 20:82, making the truth

54. AS-SUFAHAA (The fools) 2:13

Al-sufahah (سَفْهَاء) Foolishness is saying unjust things about Allah (SWT) 72:4 and doing something without knowledge and which involves loss 6:1401. Foolishness is associated with ‘Nafs’ 2:130. The opposite of foolishness is ‘correct judgment’ (Rushd) 4:5-6.

55. YA-LAMUUN (They know) 2:13

Yaylamun (عَلَمُونَ) A very important derivative of these alphabets is ‘Ilm’ meaning ‘knowledge’. There are some words which are better understood through their opposites and ‘Ilm’ appears to be one of them.

The words used in the opposite sense of knowledge are, illiteracy, hear say, guess 2:78, desire 2:120, foolishness 6:140, forgery and lie 6:144, ignorance 12:89 unawareness 30:7. Knowledge should not be based on the above items but should be based on correct investigation 4:83 and proof 2:111. In this verse the term ‘Burhaan’ meaning proof is used in a sense opposite to ‘Amaaniyyu’ meaning desires which as seen above is opposite of knowledge. There should be no argument without knowledge 3:66. Knowledge is of two types (1) Divine 4:113, 4:175, 2:2 which is truth and just the truth. (2) Acquired through human efforts, when we are asked to travel in the earth 22:46 and observe and reflect on the universe and acquire knowledge 3:190-191. We are required to understand the Holy Quran in the light of the knowledge acquired by us as indicated in the Holy Quran :-“..... He (Allah SWT) will say: Did you deny My signs and did not comprehend them in (your) knowledge or what was it that you did?” 27:84. All knowledge is bestowed to us by Allah (SWT) 2: 255, 55:1-4, 2:31, 96:4-5, 16:78. even the ship built by Nuh (PBH) was according to His communication 11:37. The ship appears to be the first invention of man but under Divine guidance. Are all other inventions and discoveries too under Divine guidance of which man is not
conscious? Human beings have been given little knowledge 17:85 and Prophet Muhammed (PBH) was asked to pray for knowledge 20:114. Those who are really learned fear Allah (SWT) 35:28 and He exalts in degree those who believe and are given knowledge 58:11. Allah (SWT) knows everything 6:101. His Attributes Al Aliim, Al Aalim and Al Aal-aam mean ‘The Knower’, One Who knows.

56. LAQU (They meet)  2:14

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the meanings of meeting 2:14, finding 17:13, receiving 27:6, 28:80, giving 50:37, offering 4:94, putting down 7:150, throwing 7:107, communicating 4:171, casting forth 84:4 making 2:195, falling down 7:120, coming down 54:25 (turning) towards 7:47 etc. These words are used for meeting in war 8:15, meeting fatigue 18:62, meeting death 3:143, meeting punishment of sin 25:68, meeting Allah (SWT) 9:77. They are also used for casting love 20:39, putting enmity and hatred between human groups 5:64, casting terror in the hearts by Allah (SWT) 3:151, 8:12, putting mountains 16:15, the devil’s putting temptation 22:53, and putting people in hell 50:24. ‘KHALAW’ meaning ‘they are alone’ 2:14 appears to give the opposite sense.

57. KHALAW (They are alone) 2:14

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of being alone with people of one’s choice 3:119, exclusive with respect to someone else 2:134, passed 35:24 or passed away 3:134 with respect to the present. Summarily these words convey the sense of getting separated from something else.

58. SHAYAATINIHIM (Their devils)  2:14

Shaytaan is the same as Iblis the devil, who was associated with Adam (PBH) 2:34-36, 7:27. Iblis belongs to the category of the jinn having descendants 18:50, a tribe 7:27, and an army 26:95. Probably all the three words refer to his progeny, like the progeny of Adam (PBH) about whom he had said that he would bring them under his control except a few. It appears that one member from his progeny is associated with one member of the progeny of Adam (PBH) which is also indicated in one of the sayings of Prophet Muhammed (PBH) reported under word No 42:1. He has been created to distinguish between the believers in the hereafter and others who are in doubt about it 34:21 probably due to his deceptive temptation through his evil instigations 4:120. Iblis did not bow down before Adam (PBH) considering himself better than him and claiming superiority and seniority that he was created earlier from fire.
(energy) whereas Adam (PBH) was created from clay (matter). Therefore Allah (SWT) drove him away, but he sought His permission and promised that he would mislead mankind from the straight path leading to paradise except those who serve/worship only Allah (SWT). Allah (SWT) too announced that He would fill hell with him and his followers 7:11-18, 38:82-83, 17:64. Iblis deceived Adam and Hawwa (PBT) tempting them to eat from the forbidden tree, due to which their shame became manifest and Allah (SWT) sent them out of the garden 2:36, 7:19-25.

The devil is an open enemy of mankind therefore he should not be obeyed, worshipped or served 36:60. He enjoins on mankind only evil and that which is indecent 2:168-169, 24:21. Friends of devils, i.e. those who follow his evil suggestions, are at loss 4:119. The devil tempts mankind 7:27, makes false promises, excites vain desires 4:120, causes to forget good things 6:68, makes evil deeds fair-seeming 6:43, involves people in intoxicants and games of chance to evoke mutual hatred and enmity 5:90-91 spoils social relations through conversation, we are therefore ordered to speak that which is the best 17:53, makes people afraid of poverty while spending for a good cause 2:268 and he causes weakening uneasiness during wars with infidels 8:11. If we do not remember Allah (SWT) i.e. if we do not always keep Him in mind, He Himself appoints a devil on us who turns us away from the right path but we think that we are rightly guided 43:36-37. The devil also makes people forget the remembrance of Allah (SWT) 58:19. Devils are from the jinn as well as human beings 6:112,114:1-6. Devils were made to work for Sulaymaan (PBH) 38:36-38, 21:82. The sky has been protected from them and if any one seeks to steal a hearing a clear flame follows him 15:16-18, 37:6-10, 67:5. Divine communications cannot be polluted by them 22:52-54. They have not come down with the Quran and it does not suit them, they have been kept away even from listening to it 26:210-212, 81:25.

We should seek the protection of Allah (SWT) from the evil instigation's of the devils and remember Him when we feel their influence on us, then we will start seeing aright 7:200-201. We should seek the protection of Allah (SWT) while reciting the Quran 16:98-100. We should always pray to Allah (SWT) seeking His protection in accordance with the instructions given in 23:97-98 and 114:1-6.

59. MUS-TAHZI-UUN (Those who seek to mock) 2:14

مُسْتَهْزَؤُونَ ( هَزَعْ)
this world) 46:26 (as well as the hereafter) 45:33 will engulf them and they will finally be punished in hell 18:106.

Such mocking or making fun is associated with infidelity 18:106, hypocrisy 4:140, denial 30:10, rebellion 2:15, ignorance 2:67, ridiculing i.e. looking down upon 21:41 and deception of the life of this world 45:35.

We are ordered not to take such people as friends 5:57 and not to sit with them while they are mocking 4:140.

60. YAMUDDUHUM (He lets them go) 2:15

Derivatives of these alphabets are used to convey the sense of stretching (the earth i.e. drifting the continents) 13:3, stretching (the shade) 25:45, straining (the eyes by stretching the looks) 15:88, prolonging (punishment) 19:79, adding 31:27, supplementing 18:109, pulling 7:202 helping (in worldly things) 26:132-133, supporting (with angels) 3:124, extensive 74:12, a term of time 9:4 and ink 18:109 because it spreads.

61. TUGYAANNIHIM (Their Rebellion) 2:15

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of rebellion against Allah (SWT) 20:24, overflowing (of water) 69:11, exceeding (the balance) 55:8, false deities 4:51.

These words are associated with, infidelity 5:64, denial 91:11, being in error 50:27, deviation from the right 53:17, preferring this world 79:37-38, hastening evil 20:45 being independent or rich 96:6-7, injustice 53:52, blindly wondering 6:110, idols 4:51.

The opposites of the words derived from the above alphabets are turning towards Allah (SWT) 11:112, belief 2:256, worshipping Allah (SWT) 16:36.


62. YA-MAHUUN (They wonder blindly) 2:15
Such people are associated with those in error 7:186, who do not hope to meet Allah (SWT) 10:11, who are intoxicated 15:72 and those who do not believe in the hereafter 27:4.

The opposite sense is conveyed by the words guidance 7:186 and mercy of Allah (SWT) 23:75.

63. ASHTARAWU (They purchase) 2:16

Derivatives of these alphabets are used both for selling 12:20 as well as purchasing 12:21. They have also been used in the sense that Allah (SWT) purchases from the believers their lives and wealth for paradise 9:111, selling oneself seeking the pleasure of Allah (SWT) 2:207, selling this world’s life for the hereafter 4:74, purchasing infidelity at the cost of belief 3:177, selling the signs of Allah (SWT) for a small price 9:9 selling the agreement with Allah (SWT) and oaths for a small price 3:77 etc.

64. RABIHAT (Gain or Prosperity) 2:16

65. TIJAARAT (Commerce) 2:16

Merchandise 2:282. It is also used in the abstract sense for reward 35:29, 61:10-11. It is associated with ‘bayun’ meaning trade 24:37.

66. MASALUHUM (Their Likeness) 2:17

Other derivatives :- Similarity 2:113, like manner 2:137, being alike 2:228, 2:275, similitude 16:60, best, exemplary 20:104 and for an example referring to Isa (PBH) 43:57 and 59. These derivatives have also been used to mean twice which actually contains two similar parts 3:13, equivalent when both the compared parts are similar 4:11 and for making Jibriil (PBH) appear like a man 19:17 probably conveying the sense of external appearance as in the case of idols referred to as ‘Tamaasiiil’ 21:52 wherein there is an external resemblance to some real object or an imaginary figure. These examples, likenesses, similitude's etc are real not imaginary because the Quran contains only truth and nothing else.

67. ISTAWQADA (Kindled) 2:17
Other derivatives: - Kindling (fire for war) 5:64, (fire of) Allah (SWT) kindled 104:5-6, liting (a lamp) 24:35, fuel (trees) 36:80, fuel (men and stones) 2:24. The opposite of these words is ‘Extinguish’ 5:64.

68. NAARA (Fire) 2:17

In the life after death, punishment will be in the fire of hell 40:49 the fuel of which will be human beings and stones 2:24 from which people will not be able to come out 2:167. The guardians of hell are angels 74:31. The inmates of hell will talk to the dwellers of paradise 7:50. In this world trees are the fuel for fire 36:80 and fire is used in the preparation of ornaments 13:17, these two fires might have been mentioned to give human beings an idea of the high temperature, especially to the common man. Those who will be punished in the fire will be the infidels and the deniers of the signs of Allah (SWT) 2:39, 7:36, polytheists 98:6 hypocrites 4:145 the criminals 18:53 the unjust 3:151, the transgressors 32:20, those who disobey Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBH) 72:23 who hide His communications 2:174, those who earn evil and their misdeeds encompass them 2:81, those who swallow usury 2:275 wretched 11:106, those who swallow orphan’s wealth 4:10, the jinn 7:38 the devil 59:16-17. Devil 59:16 and polytheist invite towards the fire 2:221.

The jinn 15:27 and the devil were created from the fire 7:12.

The opposite of hell fire is paradise and protective forgiveness 2:221. The opposite of fire is coolness giving peace 21:69. Ibrahiim (PBH) was saved from the fire 29:24.

69. AZAAA–‘AT (It enlightened) 2:17

Other derivative: - ‘Light’ due to which we are able to see the material world:-(1) Light from lightening 2:20. (2) Light from the sun 10:5, in both the cases the light is associated with heat. The opposites of this light are darkness 2:20 and night 28:71.

The word ‘ziyaaa’ meaning ‘light’ is used for the Tawraah which differentiated between the right and the wrong and it was a reminder for those who guarded against evil 21:48. It has also been stated to be ‘Nuur’ 5:44,46. The Quran has always been called ‘Nuur’ 5:15,7:157,64:8, it has never been called ‘Ziyaa’. ‘Nuur’ is pure light not associated with heat, as in the case of moon light 10:5 i.e. when heat is removed from ‘Ziyaaa’ it is known as ‘Nuur’ from which nothing can be removed. The Tawraah and the Injiil were altered 2:79 but the Quran is protected 15:9. This may be the reason for using the word Nuur for the holy Quran and
‘Ziyaa’ for Tawraah as it exists now compared to the original one for which probably the word Nuur was used 5:44, 6:91.

70. HAWLAHU (Around him) 2:17

Other derivatives :- Coming in between or around two or more objects: A wave came between them 11:43, Allah (SWT) comes between man and his heart 8:24, a barrier was placed between them 34:54, they would have dispersed from around you 3:159, neighborhood 17:1, around hell 19:68.

In the above verses the derivatives refer to the space between or around two or more objects.

Some of the derivatives convey other meanings too:- Change 17:56, 18:108, means (resources) 4:98 and one year 2:240.

71. ZAHABA (He took away) 2:17

Other derivative :- Take away 2:20 or go away 11:10. The word ‘Azzahab’ means gold 3:14.

72. NUURIHIM (Their light) 2:17

External Nuur is ordinary light through which we are able to see the material world, the opposite of which is darkness 2:17, 6:1. When Nuur gets associated with heat as in the case of fire 2:17 or the sun light 10:5 it is known as Ziyaa. We can easily move in Nuur i.e. light but cannot do so in darkness.

The Quran is called Nuuram-mubiin meaning a clear light 4:175 which guides us to move on the straight path leading to paradise 1:5-6, 2:2-5 illustrated by Prophet Muhammed (PBH) who is called ‘Siraajam-Muniira’ meaning a lamp giving light 33:45-46.

The Holy Quran is stated to be Nuur i.e. light. Scientifically it has been established that light exerts pressure. It is stated in the Quran: “Had we sent down this Quran on a mountain you would have seen it fallen down splitting asunder due to the fear of Allah” 59:21.

It is reported that when portions of the Quran were sent down to the messenger (PBH) of Allah (SWT) while he was riding a camel it used to sit down due to excess load because the messenger (PBH) of Allah (SWT) used to weigh more as experienced by Zaid bin Sabit (R.A) and he perspired heavily. [Seerat-un-Nabi by Sulaiman Nadvi 1928 vol3 pp302-
This was due to the weight of the Nuur i.e. The Quran. Prophet Muhammad (PBB) reflected the Nuur of the Quran by implementing it practically and perfectly but in the process of propagating the Quranic message he suffered a lot. It is probably due to this suffering while propagating the Nuur that he is called ‘Sirajam-muniira’ meaning a lamp giving light-the lamp burns i.e. suffers to give light to others. Allah (SWT) guides to His Nuur i.e. the Quran and Sunnah of our Prophet (PBB) whom He wills 24:35 and 40. One who is not guided by this internal light or Nuur i.e. the Quran and the Sunnah of our Prophet is in internal darkness wandering in error 24:40.

The source of both the external and internal Nuur is Allah (SWT) 6:1, 4:175. Allah (SWT) is the Nuur of the skies and the earth 24:35 and the earth will shine with His Nuur on the day of resurrection 39:69 when Allah (SWT) will not disgrace the Prophet (PBB) and those who believed with him, their light (Nuur) will be running before them and on their right hands they will say, “Our Fosterer! perfect our light for us and protectively forgive us, you certainly have power over everything” 66:8.

‘An-Nuur’ is one of the Attributes of Allah (SWT), the Quran is Nuuram-mubiin and Prophet Muhammad (PBB) Sirajam muniira. Those who are guided by these lights i.e. those who obey Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBB) achieve the greatest achievement 33:71.

Other derivatives:-‘Leaving’, leave behind something for inheritance 2:180, forsake 12:37 etc.

Allah (SWT) has made the light and darkness 6:1. Three types of darknesses with respect to the material world are mentioned in the Quran. (1) The darkness at night 6:97. (2) Darkness in deep sea 24:40 and (3) Darkness in wombs 39:6. Nuur has always been used in the singular form whereas darkness has always been used in the plural form 13:16, 14:1, 35:20, 57:9 etc because there is only one right path leading to paradise and many paths which mislead. Allah (SWT) takes out the believers from darkness and leads them towards light i.e. Nuur 2:257, 4:175. Those who deny the signs of Allah (SWT) are deaf, dumb and in darkness 6:39.

The opposites of darkness are light and heat represented by the words ‘Ziyaa’ as in the case of fire 2:20 and ‘Barq’ 2:20. Nuur meaning pure light is also opposite of darkness 2:17.
75. SUMMUM (Deaf) 2:18

The brain receives signals from the external world through the five physical senses and responds accordingly. If someone cannot or does not hear or listen to them he cannot respond, this is the case with those who do not listen to the message of Allah (SWT) 5:71 and deny it 6:39. Due to this arrogance of not listening they neither return to the right path 2:18 nor do they understand 2:171 therefore they are classed as the worst of creatures 8:22.

Such deafness to the message of Allah (SWT) is associated with dumbness and blindness 2:171. i.e. they can neither see nor respond. The opposite of deafness is hearing 11:24. The dead do not hear 27:80 and also those in the graves 35:22. Those whom Allah (SWT) leaves in error will be gathered on the day of resurrection blind, dumb and deaf and their settling place will be hell 17:97.

76. BUKMUN (Dumb) 2:18

One who cannot speak who brings nothing good 16:76.

77. UMYUN (Blind) 2:18

Obscure 28:66. Hearts are also blind 22:46, to the internal Nuur 24:35 and 40 contained in the Quran 4:175.

There is no blame on the blind if they do not participate in religious wars 48:17. Whoever was blind to the message of Allah (SWT) in this world he will be blind in the hereafter 17:72.

Blindness is associated with deafness and dumbness 2:18 with respect to the message of Allah (SWT).

The opposite of blindness are ‘seeing’ 6:50 and ‘guidance’ 41:17.

78. YARJI-UNN (They return) 2:18

Other derivatives: - ‘Returning’ for instance returning of Musa (PBH) to his people 7:150, returning the sight i.e. looking back again 67:3-4, bringing back the soul 56:82-87, returning to Allah (SWT) after death 89:27-28, 2:28, 29:57, returning of affairs to Allah (SWT) 2:210, returning of all to Allah (SWT) 19:40, 6:60.
79. SAYYIB (Rainstorm) (2:19)

79: SAYYIB (Rainstorm) (2:19)

80. ASSAMAAA (The sky) (2:19)

The sky is the space above our heads wherever we are on the spherical earth, i.e. regions beyond the earth upwards 50:6, 21:32. It is the direction from which water as rain comes down 2:22. It has been organized into seven higher levels or systems (samawaat) in two periods or stages 2:29, 41:11-12. The seven layers or systems are in accordance with each other 67:3, 71:15. Allah (SWT) holds it from falling down on the earth 22:65, 30:25. The sky contains clouds 2:164, thunderbolts 18:40, the galaxies, the sun, the moon 25:61, the planets 37:6, the stars 41:12, the guards probably the black holes, flames 72:8 and orbits of heavenly bodies 51:7, 23:17. The sky are expanding 51:47. All heavenly bodies are raised 88:18 without any visible support 13:2.

All the heavenly bodies including the earth were joined together and Allah (SWT) separated them 21:30 and gave the present structure in six periods or stages 11:7 providing perfect balance 55:7. The heavenly bodies are real not an illusion 14:19.

Allah (SWT) is the Originator 2:117, the Initiator of creation 6:14 and the proportioner 6:1 of the skies and the earth. He has full control on them 2:107, everything in them belongs to Him 2:116, 2:284. He has knowledge of everything including the unseen 2:33, 3:29, 27:75. His chair i.e. throne extends over them 2:255 and His is the command 32:5 and finally He will inherit them 3:180.

He has compelled everything in the skies and the earth to serve mankind 31:20, 45:13 i.e. everything in the universe is fine tuned to suit human life on earth known as the Anthropic principle of the universe. The purpose of creating the skies and the earth is to test human beings and reward them accordingly 45:22. We are invited to reflect on them 34:9, 3:191. Everything in them glorifies Allah (SWT) 57:1 and submits to Him 16:49.

Before the end a smoke will come from the sky and cover mankind which will be a painful punishment 44:10-11. The skies will be rolled up 39:67 due to which the heavenly bodies might come closer and closer increasing their mutual force of gravity which is probably hinted in 7:187 stating the event to be heavy. The end of the universe will involve whirling of the sky 52:9 and its splitting asunder 69:16, 73:18, 77:9, 78:19, 81:11, 82:1, 84:1 and it will become red like red hide 55:37 and molten brass 70:8 probably referring to the final crunch when all heavenly bodies will get concentrated at one place with a fiery chaos just
to rebounce into a new creation mentioned in 21:104 to give rise to new skies and a new earth 14:48, 36:81.

81. RA-AD (Thunder) 2:19

रुद् (रुद)

Thunder is associated with rain and lightening and it glorifies and praises Allah (SWT) 13:13.

82. BARQ (Lightening) 2:19

بَرْقٍ (بَرْق)

Lightening is associated with rain and thunder. It is so bright that it almost takes away the sight 24:43, its opposite is darkness 2:20. Lightening causes fear and hope 13:12, 30:24. On the day of resurrection the sight will dazzle (Bariq-al-basar) 75:6-7.

83. JA-ALA (He makes) 2:19

ﺝَعَلَ (ﺝَعَل)

Other derivatives: Making 2:22, giving 4:90, appointing 5:20, putting 12:70, setting up 50:26, assigning 74:12, placing 6:124 etc.

84. ASAABIAHUM (Their fingers) 2:19

اَﺹَﺎﺑِﻬُﻢْ (اَﺹَﺎﺑِﻬُﻢْ)

The infidels put their fingers in their ears due to fear of death from thunder clap and to avoid hearing the message of Allah (SWT) from Nuh (PBH) 71:7.

85. AAZAANIHIM (Their ears) 2:19

اَﺫِانِﻬِﻢْ (اَﺫِانِﻬِﻢْ)

We hear through our ears 7:195 but if there is heaviness in the ears 31:7 i.e. something which filters out good, then inspite of the ears we do not hear or listen 7:179. The mention of remembering ears 69:12 indicates that, what we hear is recorded in our memory and can be displayed on the day of resurrection as a proof in favour of or against us 41:19-23. We fall asleep when our sense of hearing is taken away 18:11.

The ears are associated with the eyes 7:195 and the hearts 22:46. Derivatives of this alphabets also convey the sense of permission 9:43, order 24:36, announcement 7:44, taking notice of 2:279, response 84:2 and excuse 16:84.

86. AS-SAWAAIQ (Thunder claps) 2:19

اَﻟﺼﱠﻮَاﻋِﻖَ (اَﻟﺼﱠﻮَاﻋِﻖَ)

الصَوُاعِقَ (صَوُاعِقَ)
Other derivatives:- Thunder bolts 13:13, 2:55 41:13 and falling down senseless i.e. fainting 7:143, 39:68 probably because of the effect of a thunder bolt 2:55.

87. HAZAR (Fear) 2:19

Other derivatives:- Being aware 24:63, 63:4, cautious 28:6, 39:9, 64:14, precautious 4:71 and 102, alert 26:56 etc.

88. AL MAWT (Death) 2:19

[Also Hayaath meaning life and Wafaat meaning death]. Allah (SWT) gives life causes death 3:156 and burial 80:21. He made every living thing from water 21:30. He takes away the nafs (soul, conscious self or the psychic personality) at the time of death and a person can die in his sleep too. The Nafs is taken away even during sleep 39:42 but life remains and the person rises on awaking 6:60. At the time of death both life and consciousness are taken away whereas during sleep only consciousness is taken away temporarily and returned on awakening.

No human being is immortal i.e. every ‘Nafs’ tastes death 21:34-35. Allah (SWT) brings out the living from the dead and the dead from the living, 3:27.

There are two deaths and two lives 2:28, 40:11. Before coming into this world for ‘Hayaat id-duniya’ 43:32 human beings are biologically non existent and after the end of this first life too they become biologically non existent when the physical body is absorbed in the earth. On the day of resurrection human beings will rise bodily 75:3-4, 17:49-52 when the souls will be paired (probably with respective physical bodies) 81:7, the earth above them will split 50:44 and they will come out of the graves 70:43. Death can be defined as ‘Biological Nonexistence’, first before this life and second after it. Life in this world is biological existence and the presence of the Nafs or the psychic personality makes us active members of the human society facing the test for which we have been created 67:2. In the hereafter too i.e. our second life we will be biologically alive and conscious because we will be asked to read and examine our account of deeds 17:13-14, 10:30 and either enjoy in paradise which will include physical pleasures or suffer in hell which will include physical pains 69:18-37, 56:1-56.

The place 3:154 and time 3:145 of death are fixed by Allah (SWT). Wherever we are death will grasp us 4:78 and we will be gathered towards Him 3:158. We do not know in which land will die 31:34 but we
are ordered to die as Muslims 2:132, therefore every moment of our conscious life should be on Islam as we do not know when we will die.

In this life too the dead were raised to life as miracles: a man kept dead for 100 years was raised to life 2:259 but he did not feel the length of time.

Isa (PBH) raised a dead man to life 3:49 by the permission of Allah (SWT). The intoxication of death i.e. sakraat-ul-mawt engulfs human beings at the time of their death 50:19, when the messengers (angels) take back the person 6:61 (the soul or the psychical personality). It is stated in the Quran: The angel of death Malak-ul-mawt who is entrusted with you will take you back (your soul) then to your Fosterer you will be returned 32:11.

The angels take back the infidels (i.e. their souls) striking their faces and their backs, saying, “Taste the punishment of burning” 8:50, 47:27, the unjust thus suffer the hardships of death 6:93. In the case of the pious people the angels take back (their soul) saying “Peace be on you, enter the garden because of that which you used to do”. 16:32 the dead do not hear 27:80 and those slain in the way of Allah are not to be called dead, they are alive and get their provision from Allah (SWT) 2:154, 3:169, 22:58.

The earth is the place where we live and die and from which we will be brought out 7:25. The dead will be brought out of the earth like vegetation after the rain 7:57, 50:11. There is no death in paradise 44:56 but life in the exaggerated form 29:64, whereas in hell people will neither die nor live 20:74, 35:36, 87:13.

Death is associated with fear 2:19, 2:243, murder 3:144 and grave 9:84, life and death are used as opposites of each other 16:21, 19:66, 35:22.


89. MUHIIT (Encompasser) 2:19

Other derivatives: Surrounding something physically as a wave encompassing a ship in the sea 10:22, being surrounded and overpowered physically 12:66 and in the abstract sense, comprehension as in the case of knowledge 2:255, 27:84. Allah (SWT) encompasses everything in
knowledge 65:12, He encompasses mankind 17:60 and encompasses everything 4:126 probably in the sense of surrounding and overpowering.

90. YAKAADU (It Almost) 2:20

\( \text{يَكَادُ (ك و د)} \)

Other derivatives: More close 2:71, intend 4:78, almost 7:150, about to 17:73, able to 14:17, hardly 43:52.

91. YAKHTAFU (It Snatches away) 2:20

\( \text{يَخْطَفُ (خ ط ف)} \)

Other derivatives: Snatching away (of eye sight) 2:20, of hearing by jiin 37:10, kidnaping (of human beings) 8:26, 29:67 etc. They are associated with weakness 8:26 and their opposites are security 29:67, refuge and help 8:26.

92. MASHAW (They walk) 2:20

\( \text{مَشَوْا (م ش ى)} \)

Other derivatives: Walking 7:195 or moving 24:45 physically and walking on the right path shown in the Quran (Nuur) 57:28. The opposite of these derivatives is being stand still 2:20.

93. QAAMU (They stand still) 2:20

\( \text{قَامْوَا (ق و م)} \)

Other derivatives: To stand up 4:142, 18:14 the opposite of which is movement or walking 2:20.

94. SHAAA (He willed) 2:20

\( \text{شَآءَ (ش ى ع)} \)


95. KULL (Every or All) 2:20

\( \text{كُلْ (ك ل)} \)

Every or all when refered to Allah (SWT) but when it is refered to human beings, as in the case of Zil Qarnayan, it may mean everything or all things necessary for him 18:84.

96. SHAY-IN (Thing) 2:20

\( \text{شَيْءَ (ش ى ع)} \)

97. QADIIR (Powerful) 2:20

Following verses of the Quran help in understanding the meanings conveyed by the derivatives of these alphabets.

**Precise measure (amount, size):** .... Allah measures out the night and the day.... Ch.73 Vs. 20

The lengths of the day and night are so precisely measured out that the times of sunrise and sunset on any day of a year are the same every year.

*He governs the affair from the sky to the earth, then it will ascend to Him in a day, the measure of which is a thousand years of that which you count.* Ch.32 Vs.5

**Capacity, power:** There is no sin on you if you divorce women while you have not yet touched them or settled for them a settlement (dowry), but provide for them, (this is incumbent) on the rich in accordance with his power (capacity) and on the straitened in accordance with his power, (capacity) a provision recognized (to be good) a duty incumbent on the doers of good. Ch.2 Vs.236.

*Allah sets forth a similitude: a slave under someone’s control, having no power on anything...* Ch.16 Vs.75

**Programme, destiny:** It is certainly Allah Who splits the grain and the date stone (seed). He brings out the living from the dead and He brings out the dead from the living. That is Allah, then how are you turned away (from the truth)? Splitter of the day break, and He has made the night for rest and the sun and the moon for keeping an account (of time). That is the programme of the Mighty, the Knowing. Ch.6 Vs.95-96

*And a sign to them is the dead earth. We give life to it and bring out from it grain so they eat of it. And We have made therein gardens of date palms and grapes and We have caused the springs to gush forth therein, that they may eat of its fruit, and their hands did not make it. Will they then be grateful? Glory be to Him Who created pairs of everything, of that which the earth grows and of themselves and of that which they do not know. And a sign for them is the night, We cause the day to slip off from it, when (again) they are in darkness. And the sun moves on for the time (
And the moon, We have programmed for it stages (in space and time) till it returns like an old dry palm branch. Ch: 36 Vs: 39

Say, ‘What! Do you not believe in Him Who created the earth in two periods, and do you set up equals with Him? That is the Fosterer of the worlds.’ And He made in it mountains (through the deposition of material) from the surface of it, and blessed therein, and He destined in it its food in four periods, balanced (according to the requirement) of the seekers. Moreover, He set the balance towards the sky which was smoke. So He said to it and to the earth, ‘Come willingly or unwillingly.’ They both said, ‘We come willingly,’ so He ordained them (to get organized into) seven skies (higher levels), in two periods, and communicated in each sky its affair. And We adorned the sky of the world with lamps (stars) and provided protection. That is the programme of the Mighty, the Knowing. Ch: 41 Vs: 9-12

And Allah knows that which every female bears and that which the wombs absorb and that which they grow; and with Him, everything is according to a programme. Ch: 13 Vs: 8

Did We not create you from a fluid (which is) weakened after vigour? Then We made it to stay in a place till (the fulfillment of) the known programme thus We programmed for We are Excellent Programers. Ch: 77 Vs: 20-23

He created him (man) from a sperm, then programmed him (to follow a certain path) then He eased that path for him. Ch: 80 Vs: 19-20

We have destined death among you... Ch: 56 Vs: 60

We have certainly created everything with a programme. Ch: 54 Vs: 49

.... Allah has indeed made a programme for everything. Ch: 65: 3
....And He created everything then programmed for it a programme
وَحَالَىٰ كُلِّ شَيْءٍ فَقَدْ رَهَّ تَقِدِيرًا Ch: 25 Vs: 2

This programme for everything in the universe is probably written
down in the guarded tablet لَوْحٍ ﻣَﺤْفُوظَ Ch: 85 Vs: 22 and sent down
annually for implementation during ‘Laitat – ul – qadr’ as indicated in Ch:
97

We certainly sent it down during the night of Al Qadr. And what will
make you realize what the night of Al Qadr is? The night of Al Qadr is
better than a thousand months. The angles and the spirit come down
during this night by the permission of their Fosterer with ( a programme
for ) every affair. Peace it is till the appearance of dawn Ch: 97.

Opposite word:– Straiten as opposed to enlarge

**Allah** يَبْسُطُ enlarges the provision for whom He wills and straitens
**يَقْدِرُ** ( measured ).... Ch: 13 Vs: 26

Association with other words:–

Glorify the name of your Fosterer, the Most High Who created then
set the equilibrium فَسَوَاى and Who programmed then guided. ﻓَﻬَدَاى
( to the programme ). Ch: 87 Vs: 1-3

Summary and conclusion:–

Allah’s is the kingdom of the skies and the earth and that which is in
them and He has power قَدِيرٌ over everything. Ch: 5 Vs:120

Do they not consider that Allah Who created the skies and the earth
is able قَادِرٌ to create their like? Ch: 17 Vs: 99

...and Allah is the Holder of power مُقْدِرَةً over everything. Ch: 18
Vs: 45
And they have not estimated Allah with the estimation due to Him. And the earth will be totally in His grip on the day of resurrection, with the skies rolled up in His right hand. Glorified is He and high (above) that which they associate as partners (with Him). Ch: 39 Vs: 67

Allah (SWT) as ﺍَﻟْﻤُﻘْﺘَﺪِرُ is the Possessor of power, as ﺍَﻟْﻘَﺎدِرُ he holds power over everything. In view of the three important meanings indicated by the derivatives of ق د ر 1. Measure, 2. Capability and 3. Programming or allotting a destiny, Allah (SWT) precisely programmes everything for the purpose for which He has created it and strictly guides it to follow its prescribed programme or destiny prescribed by Him.

The power and capability associated with the derivatives of this word are the power and capability of measuring out, programming or prescribing destinies. Laws of nature framed by Allah (SWT) can be considered as the Taqdir, destiny or the programme to be followed by everything in His creation. These laws of nature cannot be violated by any one, but Allah (SWT) Himself can go against them, if He wills to as He does when He makes His prophets perform miracles like changing a wooden staff to a live snake or converting a form of a bird moulded in clay, to a live bird. These miracles performed against the laws of nature by Moses (PBUH) and Jesus (PBUH) were not only proofs of their being prophets and messengers of Allah but also an exhibition of the power of Allah and a challenge to humanity in general that no one else can perform miracles going against the laws of nature, without Allah’s permission.

These laws of nature, destiny or programme of everything in the creation of Allah appears to be recorded in guarded tablet. Ch: 85 Vs: 22 or the source book. This book appears to contain the time and place of every event that is to take place in the universe, everywhere, each moment involving everything... And every affair has a (set) time/place of happening. Ch: 54 Vs: 3

Allah abolishes what He wills and keeps established (what He wills) and with Him is the original prescription (book). Ch: 13 Vs: 39

The above verse indicates that destiny is not the final word, if Allah wills He can abolish what He Himself has destined, He can even advance or postpone the time of an event appointed by Him.
98. KHALAQ (Creation)  2:21

Other derivatives: Creating, making, fabricating portioning something from something else: creation of living beings from water 24:45, creation of jiin from fiery heat 55:15, creation of man from sperm 16:4 etc, in proportion and out of proportion 22:5. They are also used for creation of abstract qualities like, habit 26:137, character 68:4, human temperament 21:37 fabricating of lie 29:17, orbits of heavenly bodies 23:17, share 2:102 etc.

These derivatives are associated with Allah’s (SWT) command 7:54 knowledge 15:86 and fashioning 59:24 and their opposites convey the sense of decay 36:68 and death 30:40.

Allah (SWT) created everything 6:102, He creates what He wills 28:68, He begins the creation and gets it reproduced 10:4 and His creation is perfect 27:88, 67:3-4. He creates the physical forms as well as their functions 87:1-3 and everything follows His command (Amr) 7:54 i.e. ‘The laws of Nature’ laid down by Him cannot be violated, but if He wills He can, as He does in the case of miracles which He Himself makes His Prophets (PBT) to perform.

99. FIRAASHA (Spreading) 2:22

Other derivatives: The earth is a spreading below opposed to the sky a structure above 2:22, 51:47-48, cattle of low height like sheep, goats etc. suitable for eating as opposed to comparatively tall cattle meant for carrying burden like horses, mules etc 6:142, moths which normally fly low 101:4, spreading like bed sheets (layed down) 55:54 and raised beds kept on the floor 56:34.

100. BINAA-A (Structure) 2:22

Some derivatives of these alphabets mean to build or construct a structure, building or construction. Build 26:128, construct 50:6 building which they built 9:110, construct a building 18:21 etc.

101. MAA-A (Water) 2:22

The rain that comes down from the clouds in the sky giving life to the dead earth 2:164 through which grows the vegetation providing food 6:99, 16:10, 14:32. This rain water actually belongs to the earth 11:44, 79:31 having evaporated from it to form clouds 15:22. It is clean 25:48
and comes down in a measured amount with a set programme 23:18, 43:11 and later on flows in the form of rivers 13:17 and comes out from porous rocks 2:74. It is used for drinking and irrigation 16:10. All living beings 21:30, 24:45 including man 25:54 have been created from water.

The word ‘Maaa’ has been used for seminal fluid 32:8, 77:20, 86:6. It has also been used for water like molten brass which will be given to the inmates of hell 18:29 which would obviously be at very high temperature. The inmates of hell will get boiling water for drinking 14:16, whereas in paradise there will be rivers of unpolluted water 47:15, 56:31.

The seminal fluid and molten brass are not water i.e. the word ‘Maaa’, meaning water in general is also used for liquids of different composition and at very high temperatures.

It is stated in the Quran. “And He (Allah) it is Who created the skies and the earth in six periods when His throne was on water.............” 11:7.

In view of the above discussion, if the ‘throne’ is understood to mean ‘control’ then does the word ‘Maaa’ mean ordinary water or a fluid at very high temperature? Does this refer to the super dense nuclear fluid of the primeval atom before the ‘Big Bang’ marking the explosive initiation of the present universe 21:30?

102. AKHRAJ (He brought out) 2:22

Other derivatives: Coming out 19:11 going out 28:21, bringing out 2:22 etc, which are opposite of entering into something 17:80, 34:2.

103. AS – SAMARAAT (Fruits) 2:22

They have been created in pairs 13:3 and similar fruits will be given in paradise 2:25, 47:15

104. ANDAADA (Equals or Rivals) 2:22

Objects besides Allah (SWT) which are loved as Allah (SWT) should have been loved, by people who are unjust whereas the believers are strongest in love for Allah (SWT) 2:165. Considering others equal to Allah (SWT) amounts to infidelity 34:33.
105. SUURAH (Chapter of the Quran) 2:23

Other derivatives: Wall 57:13 and bracelets 18:31

106. AD ‘UU (Call) 2:23

Other derivatives: Calling 2:23, praying for help 3:38, inviting towards Allah (SWT) 8:24, 41:33, invoking 19:91, asking 41:31 etc. Human beings pray for help when they are afflicted with harm 39:8, 41:51. These derivatives are associated with righteous deeds, Islam 41:33, help 54:10, response 8:24 etc. Allah (SWT) responds to our prayer 2:186, we can pray to Him invoking any of His Attributes 17:110. We are required to pray only to Him making religion exclusively for Him 10:22, 31:32 and we should not pray to others 10:106, 72:18 they cannot respond 13:14, 35:13-14, 7:194-198, 46:5 we should pray secretly, humbly 6:63 with fear and hope 7:55-56, 21:90.

107. SHUHADDAA-A (Witnesses) 2:23


Before coming into this world we were made to bear witness that Allah (SWT) is our Fosterer 7:172-174. For loan transaction there should be two male or one male and two female witnesses 2:282. For punishment of a man and women involved in shameless deeds four persons should bear witness 24:4-8. One should bear witness with justice for the sake of Allah (SWT) 5:8. Recitation of the Quran at dawn is witnessed 17:78. In the hereafter mankind will be gathered and that will be a day which will be witnessed (probably when witnesses will be called to give witness against or in favour of infidels and believers) 11:103. The tongues, hands and legs will bear witness on the day of judgment against those who had accused chaste, innocent, believing women 24:24 and the ears, eyes and the skins will bear witness against the enemies of Allah (SWT) 41:19-21.

‘Shahiid’ is one of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) 22:17. He is always a witness over everything, everywhere being present and never being absent, keeping an eye on everything, everywhere.

108. SAADIQIIN (Truthful) 2:23

Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBH) speak the truth 33:22. Derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of being truthful 2:177,
proving something to be true 34:20, testifying the truth 39:33, confirming the truth 10:37, accepting the truth 56:57, 70:26, truth itself 5:119, friend 26:101 and charity 9:75 (dealt with later under 2:196-263.

These words are associated with belief and Islam 33:22, fear of Allah (SWT) 9:119, patience, obeying Allah (SWT) and His messenger, charity, seeking forgiveness of Allah (SWT), favours of Allah (SWT), prophets (PBT), marty’s righteous, Muslims, Momin, humility, fasting, chastity, remembrance of Allah (SWT), 3:17, 4:69, 33:35, guarding against evil 2:177, righteousness 63:10, satisfaction 5:113, reality as Haqq 15:64, Salat 75:31, agreement 33:23 etc.

The opposites are lying 12:26, fabricating a lie 12:111.

109. TAF-ALUU (You do) 2:24 (تَفْعَلُوا)

Other derivatives: Doing something 7:155. Allah (SWT) is a witness over all that is done 10:46, everything that is done is recorded 54:52-53 by the angels 82:12 we should not say what we have not done, Allah (SWT) hates it 61:2-3. A painful punishment waits for those who love to be praised for what they did not do 3:188. Poets say what they do not do or practice 26:226. Allah (SWT) does what He intends 2:253 or what He wills 3:40, He cannot be questioned for what He does but others will be questioned 21:23. The command of Allah (SWT) is executed 4:47.

110. WAQUUD (Fuel) 2:24 (وَقُودُ)


111. AL HIJAARAH (The Stones) 2:24 (الْحِجَارَةُ)

The derivative ‘Hujuraat’ means rooms 49:4. A room is a vacant space bounded by walls, roof and floor with openings like doors, windows etc. Very small holes or pores like those in a sponge can also be called very small rooms. In view of this ‘Hajar’ 2:60 and ‘Hijaarah’ 2:74 from the same root alphabets would mean porous rocks or stones. When Musa (PBT) asked for water he was asked to strike ‘Hajar’ 2:60 (meaning a porous rock or an aquifier) out of a number of other words for rocks available in Arabic like ‘Jabal’, ‘Rawasiya’ etc. Hearts are compared with Hijaarah 2:74 (porous rock). Hearts absorb and pump out blood, porous rocks too absorb rain water and make it available for discharge as rivers or being drawn out from wells 2:74. One is forced to
admire the selection of the most appropriate words throughout the Quran.

The pores prevent water from moving out easily, it is probably due to this reason that some of the derivatives are used to mean prevention (of water from getting mixed up) 25:53, prevention (from punishment) 25:22, forbidding (meaning preventing from certain things) 6:138, guardianship (which involves prevention from harm) 4:23, sense (which should prevent from falsehood) 89:5.

Hijaaratam-min-sijjiil 11:82 and Hijaaratam-min-tiin 51:33 can be translated as porous stones of (baked) clay'. Baking involves heat. In view of this it appears that these stones were thrown out of a volcano and fell down as rain 11:82, they became porous due to loss of volatile gases. In the case of the owners of elephant 105:4, the birds might have been made to pick up these stones thrown out of a volcano and deposited earlier, there being many igneous rocks in and around Mecca. The place Al Hijr where Saleh (PBH) preached is a rocky area (probably of porous rocks) 15:80.

112. U – IDDAT (Prepared) 2:24

أُعِﺪَّتْ (ع د د)

Other derivatives: Preparing (for fighting) 8:60, (for war) 9:46, (punishment) 4:93, (paradise) 9:89 and numbering 19:84, counting 14:34, term 65:1 etc.

113. BASH-SHIR (Convey good news) 2:25

ﺑَﺸﱢﺮِ (ب ش ر)

Other derivatives: Conveying of information. Good news the opposite of which is despair 15:53-55, news of the birth of a girl 16:58, news of punishment 4:138, conveyer of good news ‘Bashir’ the opposite of which is warner ‘Naziir’ 5:19, man as an information processing being 15:33 (see word No.42:4). It is probably in the sense of imparting or conveying information that ‘baashiruu’ derived from the same root alphabets is used for having ‘sexual intercourse’ 2:187. In this process the sperm containing genetic information fertilizes the egg which also contains genetic information and the combination of these two genetic information's gives birth to a child - another information processing being (Bashar).

114. UTU (They will be given) 2:25

أُتُوـاَ (أ تِ ـ ي)

The word ‘Amal’ in general means deeds which may be good 2:82 or bad 40:40. Everyone acts according to the scope allowed to him 17:84 and is responsible for his own deeds 10:41. We have been created to be tested 67:2. The devils decorate evil deeds and make them fair seeming 6:43, 16:63. We will be questioned for our deeds 15:92-93 after being informed about them 24:64 because whatever we do is recorded 45:29. Our tongues, hands and feet 24:24 along with ears, eyes and skins will bear witness against us on the day of judgment 41:20. Allah (SWT) is not unaware of 2:74, sees 2:110, is informed of 2:271, has knowledge of 2:283, is witness over 3:98 and encompasses 11:92 all our deeds. For everyone their are grades according to what they do 6:132, punishment for bad deeds 32:14 and paradise for good deeds 43:72. Jinn 34:12 and devils too work 5:90, 21:82.

The word Jannat is used for garden on earth too 6:99. Adam and his wife (PBT) were asked to stay in a garden 2:35. The extension of the garden (paradise) in which the righteous people will live in the hereafter is like the skies and the earth 3:133, it is also known as ‘Firdaws’ 18:107. This garden will have door’s or gates 38:50, 39:73. Allah (SWT) invites human beings towards this garden 2:221, He will give this garden in exchange for the life and wealth of the believers 9:111. Entry in the garden will be given to those who believe and do good works in accordance with the Quran and teachings of Prophet Muhammed (PBH) 4:13, 16:32, 2:82, 23:1-11, 70:22-35, those who worship Allah (SWT) guarding against evil 19:63, who are patient 76:12 who feared Allah (SWT) and restrained from evil desire 79:40-41, whose souls were peaceful 89:27-30.

The gardens of paradise will have houses 9:72 and multistoried palaces 39:20 with rivers flowing below. The inhabitants of paradise will have fruits, pure spouses 2:25 ever lasting food, shade, 13:35 whatever they will for 16:31, they will not hear any vain talk except peace, having their provision morning and evening 19:62. It will be the best resting place 25:24. They will have therein bracelets of gold, pearls, silk garments 35:33, rivers of water, milk, wine, and honey 47:15. They will recline on spreadings and carpets having beautiful females 55:54-76. Youths will move about attending on them, flesh of birds will be served 56:11-40. There will be radiant happiness and joy, the atmosphere neither hot nor very cold, it will be an excellent great kingdom 76:11-22 of Allah (SWT) achieving Whose pleasure is the greatest achievement 9:72.
117. TAJRII (Flow) 2:25

Other derivatives: Flowing of (rivers) 2:25, sailing of (ships) 10:22, blowing of (wind) 21:81, movement of (sun and moon) 13:2, 36:38. They are also used for ships 69:11 which stand like mountain in the water 42:32, this hints at the fact that mountains too project below the surface of the earth like ships below water level. This fact of mountains having roots was discovered recently. One of the derivatives is probably used for comets or black holes 81:15-16.

118. AL- ANHAAR (The Rivers) 2:25

This word means rivers 2:74 which have been compelled to follow the laws of Allah (SWT) for serving mankind 14:32. We use rivers for irrigation, navigation, power generation food etc. In paradise there are rivers of water, milk, wine and honey 47:15.

The word An Nahaar is used to mean a day which is opposite of night 2:164. Allah (SWT) measures out the night and the day 73:20. This measuring out is so precise that on any day of a solar year the timings of sun rise and sun set are the same every year. The night is made to enter the day and the day is made to enter the night 3:27 indicating a gradual and not an abrupt change. Allah (SWT) makes the night to cover the day 7:54 i.e. the earth comes between us and the sun which causes darkness or night on our side. He winds the night over the day and the day over the night 39:5. He causes the oscillation, (turning and returning at regular intervals) of the night and the day 24:44. The day slips off from the night 36:37 and the night cannot out strip the day 36:40 i.e. we cannot miss a day. The day unveils the sun and the night covers it 91:3-4, 92:1-2. All these verses of the Quran indicate the rotation of the earth. If this rotation is stopped one half of the globe will permanently face the sun and the other half will face permanent darkness i.e. night 28:71-72 like the moon.

Allah (SWT) has made the night for rest and has made things visible during the day time 10:67 when we rise 25:47 so that mankind might seek His grace 30:23 in the form of livelihood 78:11 and has thus compelled the night and the day to follow His laws for our service 14:33.

119. MUTASHAABIHAA (Like it or resembling it) 2:25

مُيِّشَابِهـَا (ش ب ه)
Other derivatives: Appearing similar 13:16, similar not contradictory 39:23, (cows are) alike 2:70, allegorical 3:7, (the one crucified) was made to resemble (Isa PBH) 4:157. The word ‘Misl’ meaning ‘likeness or similarity’ associated with ‘Tashaabahat’ meaning ‘They are alike or similar’ more or less explains the general meaning of these derivatives as alike, similar, resembling each other.

120. AZWAAJ (Mates, Spouses or Companions) 2:25

Other derivatives: A pair consisting of a male and female 42:50, 53:45, each member of the pair wife 4:20, husband 58:1, 2:230 marriage 33:37 etc. They are also used for more than two:-3 kinds 56:7, groups 15:88, kind 38:58, kinds of vegetation 20:53. Allah (SWT) has created everything in pairs 36:36, 51:49, He alone is one 112:1-4. On the day of resurrection the souls will be paired (probably with their respective bodies) 81:7. In paradise males will be paired with (or married to) ‘Huur’ meaning fair ones with wide beautiful eyes 44:54, they will have pure mates therein 3:15. It is stated in the Quran: “Enter the garden you and your mates”. 43:70, here ‘Azwaaj’ may mean companions of the same good qualities, similar appears to be the case in hell 37:22 because it is not necessary that both husband and wife together should deserve paradise or hell, either of them could be good or bad as in the case of the wife of Lut (PBH) being in fire and the wife of Firawn being in paradise 66:10-11.

121. MUTAHHARAH (Clean or Pure) 2:25

Other derivatives: Physical cleaning of women after menstruation 2:222, of the couple after intercourse 5:6, and of clothes 74:4. rain water is clean 25:48. These derivatives are also used for removal of uncleanliness 33:33, weakening uneasiness caused by the devil 8:11, sin 7:82, Isa’s (PBH) getting rid of infidels 3:55 etc. These derivatives are further used for cleaning of the hearts 33:53, of Kaab’a 22:26, cleaning and purification through charity 9:103 etc.

This quality of cleanliness is associated with purity 2:222, hearts 5:41, favours of Allah (SWT) 5:6, worship, charity, obeying the orders of Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBH) 33:33, good 58:12, honour, elevation, virtue 80:11-16, the holy Quran 56:77-80, 98:2, turning towards Allah (SWT) 2:222, guarding against evil etc. 9:108. Allah (SWT) loves those who are clean 9:108. In paradise, the inhabitants will have pure mates 2:25 and pure drinks 76:21.

122. KHAALIDUUN (They will stay) 2:25
Paradise has been specified as the place for staying (khuld) 25:15 but elsewhere it is stated that the inhabitants will stay there for ever 4:57. Similarly for hell it is stated that the inmates will stay therein 9:68 but elsewhere it is stated that they will stay therein for ever 4:169. This indicates that the derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of ‘staying for ever’. This meaning is also evident from the so called tree of immortality through which the devil deceived Adam (PBH) 20:120, 7:20. It is stated that ‘khuld’ meaning immortality in this world was not assigned to anyone because every soul tastes death 21:34-35 Clinging (Akhlada) to the earth 7:176 would mean always remaining with earthy or worldly things in the life of this world. Staying or remaining in paradise or hell for ever is subject to the will of Allah (SWT) 6:128, 11:107-108 who has full authority on everything.

123. YASTAH-YIII (He is ashamed) 2:26

\[\text{يَسْتَحْيِي (حَيَّ)}\]

These derivatives mean feeling shy 28:25, 33:53.

124. YAZRIB (Set forth) 2:26

\[\text{يَضْرِبَ (ضَرْبُ)}\]

Other derivatives: Setting forth (a similitude) 14:24, striking (a comparison) 13:17, preventing from hearing 18:11, setting up (a wall in between) 57:13 keeping away (the reminder) 43:5, effecting with disgrace and wretchedness 2:61 drawing (the head cover) 24:31, striking (the feet while waking) 24:31, striking (or digging the rock for water) 2:60, striking (or causing a dry path in the sea) 20:77, striking off (the neck and the finger tips) 8:12, 47:4, striking (or breaking idols) 37:93, striking (the faces and backs of the infidils at the time of their death by angels) 47:27, striking (or traveling in the earth) 4:94, 73:20.

125. BA-UZAH (Fly or Mosquito) 2:26

\[\text{بَعُوْضَةً (مُؤْضَتَةً)}\]

126. AL HAQQ (The Truth) 2:26

\[\text{الْحَﻖﱡ (حَقَّ)}\]


127. ARAADA (He intends) 2:26

\[\text{أَرَاَدَا (رَوْدُ)}\]
Allah (SWT) does what He intends 2:253, He orders what He intends 5:1, when He intends anything He says, ‘Be’ to it and so it is 16:40, 36:82. We should intend to seek the Attention of Allah (SWT) 30:38, if we intend to receive the reward of our good deeds in the world we will get it here and if we intend to receive the reward in the hereafter we can get it there 3:145, 17:18-19. Will is associated with intention 17:18.

128. KASIIRA (Many) 2:26

It also means too much 11:32, increase 89:12, abundance 7:188 more 74:6, much 42:30 etc. The derivative ‘Aksar’ means majority 2:243, 11:17. The opposites are ‘Qaliil’ meaning less 7:86 and ‘Adna’ also meaning less 58:7. Rivalry or competition in worldly increase (ie wealth) 102:1

129. AL-FAASIQIIN (The Transgressors) 2:26

Those who go beyond the limits set by Allah (SWT) 18:50, those who exceed the limit 10:33, who forget Allah (SWT) 59:19, who do not command according to the Quran 5:47, the hypocrites 9:67, those who sacrifice before idols and draw lots 5:3, who eat something on which the name of Allah (SWT) was not invoked 6:121 or something on which a name other than Allah (SWT) was mentioned 6:145, those who harm the writer and witness of a contract 2:282. The consequence of such acts of transgression is destruction 17:16 and fire 32:20. Exceeding the limit set by Allah (SWT) is associated with infidelity 2:99, 9:84 disobedience 49:7, denial 6:49, deviation from the right 61:5, injustice 2:59, pride 46:20 etc. The opposites of exceeding the limits set by Allah (SWT) are: Believing and doing righteous works 32:18-19, 49:11, being guided 57:26.

130. YANQUZUUN (They break) 2:27

Other derivatives: Breaking agreement 8:56, oaths: 16:91, pledge 13:20, physically breaking thread after it has been spun strong 16:92 and burden on the back (which breaks it) 94:3. Breaking of pledges is associated with infidelity 4:155.

131. AH-D (Agreement) 2:27
Allah (SWT) has made an agreement with human beings that they should not serve the devil and serve Him alone 36:60-61 we are ordered to fulfill the agreement of Allah (SWT) 16:91, those who sell the agreement for a small price will not have any portion in the hereafter 3:77.

132. MIISAAQ (Establish, ratify or confirmation) 2:27

مِيثَاقٌ (وَثُقَ قِ)


133. YAQTA-UUN (They cut off) 2:27

يَقْطَعُونَ (قِ ط ع)

Derivatives are used for cutting (trees) 59:5 cutting off (the road for robbery) 29:29, tracts (of land) 13:4, part (of the night) 11:81 pieces (of dark night) 10:27, dividing (the affair) 21:93, deciding (an affair) 27:32. The opposite is to join 13:25.

134. AMAR (The Ordered) 2:27

أماَرَ (ام ر)

Other derivatives: Enjoin 4:114, command 7:12, advise 26:35, authority 4:59, affair 3:128. Allah’s (SWT) is the creation and the command 7:54, the sky and the earth exist by His command 30:25, His command has to be executed 4:47, it is like the destiny destined 33:38. He governs all the affairs from the sky to the earth 32:5 all affairs go back to Him 11:123, when He decides an affair He just says ‘Be’ to it and it is 2:117, angels and the spirit (Jibreel) come down with all affairs 97:4, every affair has a time/place of happening 54:3. Whoever fears Allah (SWT) He makes his affair easy for him 65:4.

These derivatives are associated with, judgment 12:40, justice 7:29, 16:76, guarding against evil 96:12, decision 2:210, advise 27:32 etc. Disobedience is in opposition to the command 66:6.

135. YUUSAL (Joined) 2:27

يُوَّضَّلَ (و ص لِ)

Other derivatives: Extending (towards) 11:70, approaching (towards) 11:81, advancing (towards) 28:35 something, reaching 6:136, close association 4:90 etc. The opposite of these derivatives is to cut off 13:25.
136. AL KHASIRUUN (The Losers) 2:27

Other derivatives: Loss 22:11 to reduce 55:9, to give less 83:3 etc. Those who are the losers are the infidels 40:85, the polytheists 39:65, those who are astray 7:178 unjust 17:82, who take devils as friends 4:119 those involved in falsehood 40:78, those who kill their children foolishly 6:140, those who disobey Allah (SWT) 11:63, those who deny their meeting with Allah (SWT) 6:31, those whose weight of good deeds will be less 7:9, inmates of the hell 8:37, those who seek a religion other than Islam 3:85. Those who are not losers are the ones on whom there is Grace and Mercy of Allah (SWT) 2:64 and whom He protectively forgives 7:23.

137. JAMII-AA (All) 2:29

Other derivatives: (Gathering) all (magicians) 20:60, assembly 100:5, army 26:56, amass (wealth) 70:18, junction (of two seas) 18:60, collection (of the Quran) 75:17, (Muhammed (PBH) messenger of Allah (SWT) for) the whole (of mankind) 7:158, Friday 62:9 (when all Muslims assemble), gathering (of bones) 75:3, gathering of all on the day of resurrection 5:105 gathering of the sun and the moon 75:9 collective decision 12:15.

(Power is) totally (Allah’s SWT) 2:165 so also the Might 4:139. (Had He willed He would have guided) the whole mankind 13:31. (If He wills He can forgive) all (the sins) 39:53. This word is associated with ‘Hashar’ meaning gathering 6:22. The opposite sense is conveyed by detachments 4:71, separately 24:61, disunited 59:14 etc.

138. AL-MALAA-IK (Angels) 2:30

Angels reside in the sky and are sent down to earth 53:26, 17:95 executing various orders of Allah (SWT) as His servants 43:19. There are numerous angels and they bow down before Allah fearing Him (SWT) 16:49, glorifying and praising Him 2:30, 13:13 bearing witness of His unity that there is no god except Him 3:18. They are capable of receiving information, knowledge and communication from Allah (SWT) and conveying His messages to human beings selected by Him, in this sense they too are messengers of Allah (SWT) like human being 2:30 and 32, 8:12, 22:75, 35:1 etc. Such messengers were sent to Zakariyya (PBH) 3:39, Maryam (PBH) 3:42-45, Ibrahim (PBH) 15:53 Lut (PBH) 11:81 etc.

Angels can be transformed to appear like human beings as in the case of Ibrahiim (PBH) and Lut (PBH) 11:69-83, 6:9. Human beings too
can be transformed into angels, if Allah (SWT) wills 43:60. Angels are associated with Jibriil (PBH) ‘The Ruuh’ and come down with him with the messages of Allah (SWT) 16:2 and also during Lailat-ul-Qadr (27th Ramadan) for all affairs 97:4. Derivatives of the root alphabets also mean power 7:188, control 23:88, master or owner 3:26, king 12:43 etc. In view of these meanings the word ‘Malaaik’ translated as ‘Angels’ could also mean ‘Energies’ or ‘Power’. Angels were ordered to bow down before Adam (PBH) but Iblis was questioned for his not bowing down 7:11-12 although he is a jinn, 18:50. This indicates that the word Malaaik, at least here, conveys the meaning of energies because Iblis is not an angel, still he was included in the order. All energies in the form of angels bowed down before Adam (PBH) except the evil energy in the form of the devil or Iblis.

The sole reason for the scientific and technological progress of man control on various energies. If this control on energies granted by Allah (SWT) by making all angels (energies) to bow down before Adam (PBH) or man is withdrawn by Him, the whole building of Scientific and Technological progress would collapse and probably the whole human race would perish.

Angels praise, glorify obey the orders of and bow down before Allah (SWT) out of reverence for Him which He alone deserves. Their bowing down before man cannot therefore be due to reverence, it could just mean their exhibition of obeying the orders of Allah (SWT) to come under the control of man in the form of various energies so that he could use them for his advancement, their does not appear to be any other concrete reason for the angels to bow down before man in addition to their bowing down before Allah (SWT). This indicates that the whole scientific and technological progress of man is the gift of Allah (SWT) and not his achievement, his achievement would be to bring under control the evil energy of the devil which refused to surrender before him because this is the only way he can enter paradise. On the contrary many men have surrendered to the devil who will lead them to hell. Angels have the capability of lifting weight 2:248 which again hints that they possess energy. They record human deeds 50:17-18, 82:10-11, protect and monitor them 13:11, ask for protective forgiveness of those on earth 42:5, shower mercy on the believer 33:43, descend on them with good news 41:30-32, help 3:125 and influence them 8:12. They shower mercy on prophet Muhammed (PBH) 33:56. They curse and punish the infields 2:161, 8:12 and bring about disaster 15:63. They cause to die 32:11, 16:32, 8:50.

They ascend towards Allah (SWT) in a period which is 50,000 yrs 70:4 and will come down with Him on the day of resurrection to stand in ranks along with Jibriil (PBT) 78:38. On the day of judgment they will
be around the throne of Allah (SWT) glorifying and praising Him 69:16-18, 39:75, they will console the believers 21:103 and welcome them to paradise 13:23-24, 39:73. Many angels are incharge of hell too 39:71-72, 66:6, 74:31. We are required to believe in their existence and functions given in the Quran 2:285.

The Quran gives information about the functions or duties of angels but does not give any information about their form and the substance from which they were created. Hazrat Aysha (R.A.) quotes the prophet (PBH) as saying, “Angels have been created from Nuur” [Reported by Muslim].

Angels could therefore be regarded as beings composed of some form of radiant energy or ‘Incharges’ of various energies in the universe whom we cannot perceive through our physical sense but who exert their influence on us without our being conscious of it, just like x-rays which penetrate the human flesh but do not impart any feeling to the human being concerned. Angels are thus beings the effect of whose work is visible but they themselves are not visible.

139. KHALIFAH (Successor) 2:30

Other derivatives: Successors who succeeded 19:59 coming after 6:133, 10:92. Inheritance 7:169, left behind 9:118, remain behind 9:83, behind 36:45, replace 34:39 one after another (alternating) 2:164, 25:62 go against 14:22, disagree 11:88 which is associated with doubt 4:157, different 35:27 (No) contradiction in the Quran 4:82, opposite 5:33, rulers 24:55, 7:129 etc. Dawood (PBH) was made a Khalifah i.e. a king or ruler and asked to judge between mankind with justice (according to the Divine revelation) and not to follow his desire 38:26. It is for this purpose that Adam 2:30 and all human beings were made Khalaa-if-al-arz, successors or rulers of the earth 6:165, 35:39 and this is the test we are undergoing 10:14 to see how we act, whether we implement the Quran in our lives or not.

140. YASFIKU He Sheds (Blood) 2:30

141. AD-DIMAANA (Blood) 2:30

Blood is forbidden as food 6:145.

142. NUSABBIH (We glorify) 2:30
Derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of constantly moving fast in an orbit (like the sun and the moon) 21:33, prolonged occupation i.e. being busy continuously 73:7. Glorification i.e. considering Allah (SWT) high above that which they associate as partners with Him 52:43, high above having a son and high above what the polytheists describe about Him 23:91. In this sense all that is in the skies and the earth glorifies Allah (SWT) but we do not understand their glorification 17:44, 24:41. The angels too glorify 2:30 out of fear of Allah (SWT) 13:13. We are ordered to glorify the name of our Fosterer i.e. Allah 56:74 probably by repeating Subhaan Allah 12:108 and also to glorify Him by praising Him 32:15, this we are required to do specially during long hours of night 76:26.

Glorification of Allah (SWT) is associated with prostrating before Him, remembering Him, praising Him 32:15, 20:33-34 honouring and revering Him 48:9, regarding Him Holy 2:30 asking for His protective forgiveness 42:5, Pride 7:206 and injustice 21:87 appear to be hindrances in glorification.

143. NUQADDISU We sanctify (you) 2:30

We normally remove our shoes at sacred places to maintain the sanctity of the place. Musa (PBH) was asked to remove his shoes in the valley of Tuwa because of its being holy, sacred etc, 20:12. Musa (PBH) asked his people to enter the holy land 5:21 and warned that if they do not enter then they will turn as losers. This indicates that derivatives of these alphabets in addition to meaning holy also mean something beneficial. It was probably due to the strengthening of Isa (PBH) with the holy spirit (Jibril) that he was able to speak even in his childhood about things which were holy, exclusively good, free from evil and also highly beneficial 2:87, 5:110. The same holy spirit brought down the Quran 16:102, 26:193 which is again holy, exclusively good, free from evil and highly beneficial. This holy spirit is also known as the trust worthy spirit which indicates that there is no possibility of any contamination in something regarded as holy. The angels regard Allah (SWT) as Holy 2:30. One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘Al Qudduus’ 62:1 which would mean One Who is pure, having nothing in Him other than Himself, free from all defects, evils etc. exhibiting unmatched beneficence.

144. ADAM (PBH) 2:31

All human beings have been created from one male and one female 49:13 Adam and his wife Hawwa (PBT) 7:27, 4:1. Allah (SWT) taught Adam (PBH) the names of all things i.e. imparted knowledge to him
2:31, blew into him from His spirit 15:29 and made the angels (or incharges of energies) to bow down before him. Iblis, a Jinn 18:50, did not bow down before him considering himself superior to him, Adam was created from clay (matter) and Iblis from fire (energy) 7:11-12. Adam (PBH) was warned that the devil (Iblis) is an enemy of man and he may drive him and his wife out of the comfortable garden 20:117 where Adam and Hawwa (PBT) were asked to stay but with the prohibition of going near a particular tree 2:35. Adam (PBH) not only forgot this prohibition but also had no determination in him 20:115 and was therefore misled by the devil who deceived and tempted them both to eat from the forbidden tree, stating that Allah (SWT) had forbidden that tree because both of them would become angels or immortals after eating from it. They thus fell into the trap and ate from the tree on account of which their shame became manifest to them and they started covering themselves with the leaves of the garden. Before eating from the tree they were not conscious of their shame probably like animals. Due to their disobedience they were sent out of the garden probably with the curse that some of you will be the enemies of others 7:20-25. Then on their repentance Allah (SWT) forgave them and communicated to them that guidance to lead life in the earth would come to them from Him, so whoever follows this guidance he will neither have fear nor grief and those who reject it will be the inmates of hell 2:37-39. Thus Adam (PBH) and his progeny were made successors or rulers of the earth 2:30, 6:166 to establish the legislation of Allah (SWT) which came from time to time through different messengers sent to different nations. The final Divine message containing laws to establish the kingdom of Allah (SWT) was the Holy Quran and the last messenger of Allah (SWT) Muhammed (PBH) 33:40 was sent to the whole mankind till the end of this world.

The descendants of Adam (PBH) i.e. human beings other than Adam and Hawwa (PBT) were created from Turab, Nutfa, Alaqa 22:5 and sualaalatim-min-tiin 23:12.

Turaab is the top soil 2:264 and sualaalatim-min-tiin means something taken out from clay probably meaning plant nutrients. We eat plants as well as the cattle who also eat plants. This food supplies the material for the synthesis of sperm and egg in man and woman respectively. Creation of man from the soil and extraction from clay would mean the material from which the sperm and egg were created and on which human beings depend for their later survival too.

How were the first human beings Adam and Hawwa, the first parents created? The answer to this question is given in the Quran as follows:-
“........... and He (Allah) began the creation of man (Insaan i.e. Adam) from clay (tiin) then made his progeny from something taken out (sulaalah) from the (seminal) fluid (which is ) weakened after vigour (sperm and egg)” 32:7-8.

“O mankind! fear your Fosterer Who created you from a single soul (Adam) and created from it, its mate (Hawwa) and spread from these two many men and women” 4:1.

It is clear that creation of Adam and Hawwa (PBT) was not from the sperm and egg as in the case of their progeny. The creation of Adam (PBH) was from clay 38:71, mud 15:28 etc. These facts indicate that Adam (PBH) did not have parents like us. It is very clear from the Quran that Allah (SWT) adopts two methods in bringing things into existence. 1. Through gradual and progressive changes as in the case of the birth of normal human beings 22:5, 23:12-14 and 2. Abrupt or instantaneously a) Creation of a snake from the wooden staff of Musa (PBH) 7:107-108 b) Creation of a live bird from the form a bird moulded in clay (tiin), a miracle performed through Isa (PBH) 3:44-49 c) transformation of sinning human beings into apes and pigs 2:65, 5:60, 7:166.

These abrupt changes are known as ‘Miracles’ because they appear to be against all known laws of nature. Miracles are performed only by Allah (SWT) mostly through his messengers, for whom they are proofs of their messengership. No one else can perform such miracles going against the laws of nature except Allah (SWT) who has not only framed these laws but can also break them, its a challenge and a miracle cannot be explained scientifically. The birth of normal human beings is in accordance with normal laws of nature framed by Allah (SWT). It is possible that Adam (PBH) was created from mud, clay etc like the live bird created from clay through Isa (PBH) 3:45-49. The creations of Adam and Hawwa (PBT) appears to be miracles defying all the known laws of nature as we have understood them. Isa (PBH) was created without a father 3:47, Adam and Hawwa (PBH) appear to have been created without a father and a mother. This is not difficult for Allah (SWT) because He is All powerful 2:20 and when He intends anything He just says ‘Be’ and it is 16:40. Adam and Hawwa (PBT) were asked to go down (Ahbituu) from the garden 2:38. Words associated with ‘Ahbituu’ are used in the Quran for going down of someone by himself or falling down of something by itself from a higher place on earth to a lower level on earth itself 2:61, 2:74, 11:48. Therefore the garden referred to above appears to have been on earth itself but at a higher altitude. The garden from which Adam and Hawwa (PBT) were sent down appears to be different from the garden of paradise because it is presently unseen 19:61.
In view of this it appears that Adam (PBH) was created from clay (tiin) fraction of the mud (salsaal) taken from the top soil (turaab) of the earth. If the verses 20:55, 53:32 and 71:17-18 in which the creation, production and growth of mankind from earth is mentioned, also includes Adam (PBH), it further supports the assumption that Adam (PBH) was created from the material belonging to the earth and the garden from which he was sent out along with Hawwa (PBH) was also on earth.

Allah (SWT) has not mentioned clearly the manner in which He created Adam and Hawwa (PBT), and we cannot know it unless He informs us 2:255. He has kept it a secret. It is therefore better to leave it as secret compared to making erratic guesses. He said, ‘Be’ and they were there 2:117, 16:40.

145. ARAZA (To present or show) 2:31
عرَضَ (ع رض)


146. AMBI-UUNII (Inform me) 2:31
اَﻧْﺒِﺆُﻧِﻲ (ن ب و)

Other derivatives: Information 66:3, news 6:34, it is stated that for every news there is a fixed place and time 6:67. Messenger of Allah (SWT) is known as a ‘Nabi’ translated as prophet. Its not in the nature of a prophet to cheat 3:161, prophethood was in the descendants of Nuh and Ibrahim (PBT) 57:26, we are required to believe in all prophets sent by Allah (SWT) 2:177, Muhammed (PBH) was the last prophet 33:40.

Words associated with these derivatives are interpretation 12:37, news 9:94, knowledge 66:3, communication from Allah (SWT) 12:15. Those who oppose the prophets are the devils from among mankind and jinn 6:112 and the Criminals 25:31.

147. AL HAKIIM (The wise) 2:32
اَﻟْﺤَﻜِِﻴﻢُ (ح ك م)


The Wise and The Judge are Attributes of Allah (SWT). He is the One Who has wisdom on the basis of which He judges and orders and the
judgment or order is firmly established. The meaning of Al Hakiim as the Wise suits when this Attribute is used with the Attributes, the knowing, the informed, but when it is used with the Attributes the Mighty and the High it may mean one Firmly Established, Unshakable.

148. TUBDUUN (You Manifest) 2:33

Also used for desert 12:100, the opposite words mean hiding 6:28, 5:99, 2:284.

149. TAKTUMUUN (You Hide) 2:33

Hiding (the truth) 2:42, (the witness) 2:283, (belief) 40:28, opposite of which is to manifest 24:29.

150. ISJUDUU (Bow down or prostrate) 2:34

Whoever and whatever is in the skies and the earth bows down (Yasjuduu) before Allah (SWT) willingly or unwillingly and their shadows too in the morning and evening 13:15. The sun, moon, stars, mountain, trees 55:6, living beings and many human beings also bow down before Allah (SWT) 22:18 along with angels and they fear their Fosterer above them and do what they are command 16:49-50 i.e. follow the laws of nature laid down by Allah (SWT) for them to follow.

According to the known laws of nature opaque bodies have to cast their shadows, the sun, moon and stars have to move in their orbits performing their duties, the plants and animals have to follow the laws of birth, growth, decay and death laid down by Allah (SWT) for their peaceful existence. Divine revelations, the final form of which is the Holy Quran, contain laws for the peaceful existence of human beings. ‘Sajdah’ could therefore be defined as following the laws of Allah (SWT) exhibiting submission and reverence to Him. Our sajdah in salat is the exhibition of our submission and reverence to Allah (SWT) in accordance with the laws laid down in the Quran and illustrated by prophet Muhammed (PBH). The opposite feeling is conveyed when one considers oneself great 16:49. We should not prostrate before the sun or the moon but we should prostrate before Allah (SWT) Who created them 41:37 as we do during salat 4:102.

The bowing down of angels before Adam (PBH) does not appear to be due to reverence but a symbolic representation of energies being made submissive to mankind. The bowing down of eleven planets, the sun and the moon before Yusuf (PBH) in his dream 12:4 and later of his family;
12:100 appear to be symbolic and traditional respectively. Sajdah is associated with glorification of Allah (SWT), 7:206, recitation of the Quran 84:21, repentance, worshipping and praising Allah (SWT) fasting, enjoining good, forbidding evil and keeping within the limits set by Allah (SWT) 9:112, believers are ordered to perform sajdah and worship 22:77.

The word ‘Masjid’ means the place/time for performing ‘Sajdah’. We are ordered to set right our attention at every place/time of prostration (i.e. salat) and pray to Allah (SWT) making religion exclusively for Him 7:29 and also to take care of our adornments while going to the mosques 7:31. Mosques are Allah’s (SWT) so we are not to pray to anyone else along with Him 72:18. The most unjust are those who prevent people from the mosques of Allah (SWT), that His name should be remembered there and strive to ruin them. In fact they should enter them in fear 2:114. Polytheists and infidels are not to visit the mosques of Allah (SWT) 9:17. Allah (SWT) has blessed the precincts (neighborhood) of Masjid-il-aqsa in Jerusalem 17:1. We are required to turn our faces towards the direction of Masjid-il-Haraam i.e. Kaaba in Mecca wherever we are 2:144. It may be noted that we face towards the Kaaba but bow before Allah (SWT) 41:37.

151. IBLIIIS (Iblis ) 2:34 (ب ل س) 
Name of the devil associated with Adam (PBH) for details see Shayaatinihim Word No. 58

152. ABAA (He refused) 2:34 (ا ب و )
(Hearts) refuse 9:8, not allow 9:32. These derivatives are associated with pride 2:34, denial 20:56, fear 33:72, the opposite of which is pleasing 9:8.

153. ASTAKBAR (He considered himself great) 2:34
(ا ست ك ب ر)
Other derivatives: Growing up in age (time) 4:6 being big in size (space) 6:78, great in position or status 28:39, great (reward) 11:11 hard (difficult) 42:13.

Al kabiir and Al Mutakabbir are Attributes of Allah (SWT) conveying the sense of His being Great and possessing Greatness. These
Attributes are associated with many other Attributes mentioned in 59:22-24, 18:9, 22:62.

Words which convey the opposite meanings are degraded 7:13, weak 14:21, humility 46:20, worship, glorification, prostration 7:206, humble 2:45, small 32:21 Greatness belongs only to Allah (SWT) 45:37.

154. USKUN (Dwell )  2:35


One of the derivatives is associated with orphans 2:83 and the opposite sense is conveyed by movement (for seeking the Grace of Allah (SWT) during day time) 28:73, movement (of wind) 42:33, movement (by removal) 23:18

155. KULAA ( Both eat)  2:35

Other derivatives : Eating 24:61, consumption (by fire) 3:183, swallowing (wealth) 2:188, swallowing (usury) 3:130, absorbing (wealth) 4:2, eating off (inheritance) etc. They are also used for eating in paradise 13:35 and in hell 37:66.

156. RAGADA (Freely )  2:35

In abundance 16:112.

157. TAQRABAA (Both go near)   2:35

Other derivatives :Nearness (in space) 2:35, nearness (in time) 4:17, nearness (in abstract sense) 7:56 nearness (to an act) 4:43, sacrifice 5:27 [for achieving nearness of Allah SWT], relatives i.e near ones 2:83.

Words with opposite meaning are distance in space 9:42 and far away in time 70:6-7 Al Qariib is an Attribute of Allah (SWT) meaning The Nearest 2:186 which is associated with response 11:61 and hearing 34:50. Allah (SWT) is the Nearest 50:16, 56:85 with respect to both space and time.
158. ASH-SHAJARAH (Tree) 2:35

الشجارة (ش ج ر)

(Fire from green) tree 36:80, tree of Zaqqum (in hell) 56:52. Also used for dispute 4:65.

159. AZ-ZAALIMIIN (Those who are unjust) 2:35

الظالمين (ظلم م)

Other derivatives: Injustice 2:231 and reduction 18:33. Those who are unjust are the infidels 2:254, polytheists 31:13, those who fabricate a lie against Allah (SWT) 3:94, who exceed the limits set by Allah (SWT) 65:1, who do not judge according to Divine revelations 5:45, who do not repent 49:11, who prevent people from the mosques of Allah (SWT) where His name is remembered and try to ruin them 2:114. Allah (SWT) does not like the unjust 3:140 and they will be punished 10:52.

These derivatives are associated with indecency and sin 3:135, loss 7:9, failure 20:111 ignorance 33:72.


160. AZALLAHUMA (He made both of them to slip) 2:36

ازالهما (ز ل)

The devil causes to slip 3:155. Slipping (of foot) the opposite of which is establishment or firmness 16:94.

161. AHBITUU (Go down) 2:36

إهبطو (ب ط)

Other derivatives: Going down or falling from a higher level to a lower level on earth itself. Falling down (of rocks) 2:74, coming down from the ship and the mountain 11:48 and going down (to a city) 2:61.

162. BA-ZAKUM (Some of you, others) 2:36

بغرضكم (بعض)

Other derivatives: One another 52:25, each other 35:40.
163. ADUWW (Enemies) 2:36

Allah (SWT) is the enemy of the infidels 2:98, devil is an open enemy of man 12:5, 18:50 and tries to put mutual enemity through intoxicants and games of chance 5:91. The opposite sense is given by love 20:39 and unity of hearts 3:103.

164. MUSTAQR (Dwelling place) 2:36


Every news has a fixed time and place 6:67 and every affair has a fixed time and space of happening 54:3. One of the derivatives is used to mean glass 27:44.

(The paradise is a good place for) staying 25:24 (and the hell an evil place for) staying 25:66.

The opposite meaning is conveyed through exposure 33:33 and grief 20:40.

165. MATAA (Provision) 2:36

Other derivatives: The provisions of the life of this world 3:14, provision for the divorced women 2:241, for things (in the sense of belongings) 12:17, for property 12:79, profit 2:196, enjoyment 25:18. The life of the world is said to be a deceptive provision 3:185. The provision of this world is little and the hereafter is better for one who guards against evil 4:77. It is associated with eating and false hopes 15:3. The opposite of this brief enjoyment is hell 3:197 and harsh punishment 31:24.

166. HIIN (Time) 2:36

Period 76:1, when 11:5.

167. KALIMAAT (Words) 2:37

Other derivatives: Isa (PBH) was a word from Allah (SWT) 3:45 he spoke in childhood 5:110. Allah (SWT) spoke to Musa (PBH) 7:143,
2:253, 42:51, before the day of resurrection an animal from the earth will speak 27:82 and on the day of judgment hands of human beings will speak 36:65. The Quran is called the word of Allah (SWT) 9:6.

168. TAABA (He turned mercifully) 2:37

‘Tawbah’ is translated as repentance i.e. to experience such sorrow for sin that it should produce amendment in life. The sequence of events after committing a sin for its forgiveness by Allah (SWT) is 1. Repentance 2. Belief 3. Righteous work and 4. Guidance on the straight path 20:82. In another sequence it is: 1. Repentance 2. Amendment 3. Holding fast to Allah (SWT) and making religion exclusively for Him 4:145-146 i.e. obeying only His orders by implementing the Quran as Prophet Muhammed (PBH) taught us to do.

Repentance is thus a practical event or deed and not just a feeling or emotion of sorrow for a wrong act. For people whose repentance is accepted by Allah (SWT) their evil deeds are changed to good deeds because Allah (SWT) is protectorly Forgiving and Merciful 25:69-71.

Allah (SWT) accepts the repentance of those who do evil in ignorance and repent soon. He does not accept the repentance of those who go on doing evil deeds until death and then repent nor for those who die as infidels, for such persons a painful punishment has been prepared 4:17-18. Allah (SWT) is the Accepter of repentance‘At tawwaab’ 9:104 He can forgive all sins 39:53. If people repent Allah (SWT) showers His mercy in this world too 11:52. The words associated with these derivatives are pity 9:117, mercy and love 11:90, wisdom 24:10, and when repentance is not accepted, a person is liable to be punished 3:128.

169. TABAI (He follows) 2:38

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of practically following someone or something: - (I) follow (pleasure of Allah (SWT) 3:162; Quran and Muhammad (PBH) 7:157; 3:31, the path of Allah (SWT) 6:153, Qibla 2:145, Guidance 20:123, the truth 47:3, (II) Do not follow (him whose heart is heedless of the remembrance of Allah (SWT) 18:28 the devil 7:18 Charity by stressing obligation and annoyance 2:262, desire without guidance from Allah (SWT) 28:50, enjoyment 11:116, falsehood 47:3, conjecture 6:148. These derivatives are also used for (curse) following 28:42, devil following a person 7:175, a community following another community 77:17, flame following the devils 15:16, Firawn following Musa’s (PBH) followers 10:90, month following a month 4:92 and helpers (who can follow you) 17:69. The opposite is disobedience 11:59, 14:36.
Other derivatives: Fear is associated with future except the fear of Allah (SWT) which exists in all the three tenses. We are informed that the devil makes us afraid of his friends, we should not fear them but fear Allah (SWT) if we claim to be believers 3:175 who are informed by the angels (probably at the time of death or in the hereafter) not to fear 41:30. Angels glorify and praise Allah (SWT) due to His fear 13:13. One who fears to stand before Allah (SWT) and restrains himself from evil, for him is the paradise 79:40, 55:46.


Grief is associated with departure of son 12:13 sorrow 12:84, distress 3:153, weakness 3:139 fear 29:33 etc. The opposite sense is given by coolness or comfort of the eye 20:40. There will be no fear or grief in paradise 7:49.

Other derivatives: ‘Sign to recognize something’ 3:41. In this sense they have been used for (1) sentences of the Quran 2:252, 15:1, (2) natural phenomena 16:10-13, (3) miracles performed through the messengers of Allah (SWT) 3:49 which cannot be done without the order or permission of Allah (SWT) 40:78, (4) for disastrous brought about by Allah (SWT) on people who disobeyed Him 11:103, 15:77, 25:37 etc. All these are signs of the existence and power of Allah (SWT) and those who are impressed by them are those who understand 2:164, 20:54, 27:84 who reflect 2:219 who have knowledge 9:11, those who recognize signs 15:75, who are certain 2:118, who are grateful 7:58, who guard against evil 10:6, who listen 10:67, who inquire 12:7, who are patient 14:5, who believe 16:79 etc.

Allah (SWT) shows His signs so that people may receive guidance 3:103, guard against evil 2:187, be mindful 2:221 and thus they may
return (to the path of Allah SWT) 7:174. Only infidels dispute about the signs of Allah (SWT) 40:4 and the punishment of such people is hell fire 2:39.

Miracles performed through messengers of Allah (SWT) served as the authority 11:96 and proof 28:32 of their being messengers of Allah (SWT).

The word Aayat has also been used for a monument built by human beings 26:128.

173. ASHAAB (Companions) 2:39

The exact meaning conveyed through the derivatives of these alphabets is company 18:76, 31:15 and companions 56:8-9 but for those in the fire of hell and gardens of paradise 59:20 the word ‘Inhabitants’ seems to be better than ‘companions’. These derivatives have been used to mean wife 6:101 and those who are defended 21:43 (probably by their companions).

174. BANII (Children) 2:40


175. ISRAAIL Israel (Yaquub PBH) 2:40

Prophet Ibrahim (PBH) had two sons Ismail and Ishaaq (PBT) 2:133 and after them prophethood was confined to their progeny 57:26. Yaquub (PBH) also known as Israel 3:93 was the son of Ishaaq (PBT) 12:6, 2:132. Banii Israel translated as the children of Israel are the descendants of Yaquub or Israel (PBH) whose native place was Palestine. On the invitation of Yousuf (PBH) son of Israel (PBH), the whole family of Israel migrated to Egypt 12:100 (between 19th to 17 century B.C). They were honoured very much due to their relationship with Yousuf (PBH). They became a big community consisting of 12 tribes 7:160 within 400 years but were gradually converted to serve as slaves of the ruling Egyptians 2:49. They were ultimately delivered from the tortures of the Egyptians through Musa (PBH) 44:30, 10:90-93 who took them back towards Palestine (somewhere between 14th to 12th century B.C). After Musa (PBH) Dawood (PBH) 5:78, Sulaiman (PBH) and Isa (PBH) 5:72 were the prominent messengers of Allah (SWT) in the progeny of Ishaaq (PBH). After a long history of ups and downs they were forced out of Palestine. Their largest group migrated to and settled down in Madina in
anticipation of the fulfillment of the prophecy that the last messenger (PBH) of Allah (SWT) 33:40 was to appear in Arabia. They were expecting that the last prophet would be from among the Banii Israel, therefore they were envious 2:109 when Muhammed (PBH) from, the descendents of Ismael (PBH) was chosen by Allah (SWT) as His last messenger and consequently started opposing him. Since the state of Israel was carved out in late forties, thousands of Jews have migrated to this state which is predicted in the Quran as follows: And We said to the children of Israel after him (Firawn). Dwell in the earth, but when the promise of the hereafter comes to pass, we will bring you together (as a gathering of people coming from different directions) 17:104.

176. AZKURUU (Remember) 2:40

أَذْآُﺮُوْ ( ذُکِرْوُ )

Zikr means remembering which is opposite of forgetting. The devil makes men forget good things 12:42. Other derivatives: Keeping in mind 2:152, recollection 79:35, reminding 2:282, mentioning before someone 12:42, admonishing 50:45 being mindful 40:58 etc.

Rememberance of Allah (SWT) is to be followed by reflection on His creation for His glorification 3:191. Remembrance is associated with truth and admonition or exhortation 11:120.

The Quran is called ‘The Reminder’ 15:9 36:69 which contains admonitions 38:1 and which is easy to remember 54:17 we have been ordered to remember Allah (SWT) much (i.e. always keep Him in mind) 33:21 and 41, so that He should also remember us 2:152. This remembrance should be within ourselves with humility and fear and we should not be heedless of Him 7:205, wealth and children should not divert us from His remembrance, then we will be losers 63:9.

Salat is for remembrance of Allah (SWT) 20:14, 62:9-10, 29:45. Mosques are meant for remembering Allah (SWT) 2:114 He is to be remembered during Hajj 2:200. One of the duties of prophet Muhammed (PBH) was to remind 88:21, 87:9-13. Remembrance of Allah (SWT) leads to peace of mind and heart 13:28. Intellectuals are mindful 2:269, 38:29, 39:21.

The sign of belief is fear of Allah (SWT) when He is mentioned 8:2, the skins and hearts of such believers soften towards the remembrance of Allah (SWT) 39:23 and they prostrate, glorifying and praising Him 32:15. Reminding benefits the believers 51:55.

The name of Allah (SWT) should be mentioned on what we eat 6:118 and we should not eat that on which His name is not mentioned 6:121.
Whenever something wrong is done we should remember Allah (SWT) and seek His forgiveness for our sins 3:135. The sign of infidelity is that when one is reminded through the Quran he turns away 18:57 and he becomes bored 39:45.

When people turn away from the remembrance of Allah (SWT) He Himself appoints a devil on such persons, the devil turns them away from the right way but they think that they are rightly guided 43:36-37, therefore we should keep Allah (SWT) in mind as much as it is possible. The effort of the devil is to turn human beings away from and make them forget the remembrance of Allah (SWT) and offering Salat 5:91, such people are members of the devil’s team which is at loss 58:19. When evil thoughts arise due to the devil we should remember Allah (SWT) when we will be able to see right 7:201 one who purifies himself, remembers Allah (SWT) and offers salat is successful 87:14-15.

177. AWFUU (Fulfil) 2:40 (أُوْفُوْا ( وَفَي ))

Other derivatives:Fulfilling (an agreement) 3:76, giving back full (measure and weight that is due) 7:85 giving full reward (of the deeds in this world) 11:15, giving full reward (on the day of resurrection) 3:185 and taking away (the soul or consciousness of human beings during sleep and at the time of death along with life) 39:42, 6:60-61.

178. RAHABA (To fear) 2:40 (رَهَﺐَ)

Following verse of the Quran explains one of the derivatives of these alphabets.

“And be prepared for (fighting with) them (i.e. the infidels) with whatever force you can muster and with companies of horses (cavalry) to frighten (Turhibuun) thereby the enemy of Allah and your enemy .............” 8:60. The magicians called by Firawn sought to frighten the people 7:116, Monks 9:34 practicing monasticism 57:27 (i.e. living in seclusion probably beings afraid that they will get involved in worldly life). Fear appears to be the inherent meaning in all the derivatives. We should fear only Allah (SWT) 16:51.

179. AWWAL (First) 2.41 (أَوْلَ ( اول ))

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the meaning of: first 3:96 the opposite of which is the last 5:114, ancients 17:59, original 20:21, earlier 28:43, close or near 20:84, possessors (of knowledge) 3:18, recipients 4:95.
180. SAMANA (Price) 2:41

181. QALIILA (Small) 2:41

Other derivatives: Less 8:44, little 16:117 the opposite of which is more 4:7, one of these derivatives is associated with weakness 72:24 and one derivative is used to mean bring up 7:57.

182. TALBISUU (You cover) 2:42

Other derivatives: Covering 3:71, clothing 7:26, wearing 16:14, coats of mail 21:80, (green) robes (in paradise) 18:31 (Night as a) covering when the earth covers the sun 25:47, (spouses as) garments (of each other) 2:187 and confusion (intelligence covered with something doubtful) 6:9 and 137.

183. AL BAATIL (Falsehood) 2:42

This word also means something worthless 2:264, vain 47:33 and to falsify 8:8. Falsehood (cannot enter the Quran) 41:42, (that which people call upon besides Allah (SWT) is) falsehood 22:62 (Those who believe in falsehood (and reject Allah (SWT) are the losers) 29:67. Falsehood (neither originates anything nor reproduces) 34:49. (Allah (SWT) will abolish) falsehood 42:24. (Infidels follow) falsehood 47:3. The opposite of falsehood is the truth 3:71, 17:81.

184. Az ZAKAAH (Charity) 2:43

Other derivatives: Purification (of soul) 91:9-10 (through wealth) 92:18, purification (of food) 18:19 and purification (of wealth) 9:103. Wealth belongs to Allah (SWT) 2:284, 24:33, 57:7. He distributes it among human beings according to His will 34:36. He orders that wealth should flow from the rich to the poor 59:7 in the form of ‘Zakaat’ and ‘Sadaqa’ 2:110, 9:60 and not in the reverse direction as ‘Riba’ or usury 30:39. Zakaat is treated as a loan given to Allah (SWT) Who returns it after multiplying it 73:20. Charity in the form of Zakaat or Sadaqa should not be followed by stressing one’s obligation or annoying 2:264. Those who do not give Zakaat possess one quality of polytheists 41:6-7 and polytheism is an unforgivable sin 4:48.
The term Zakaat has been translated as Islamic tax, poor due, poor rate, charity etc. but these words fail to convey the real meaning of the term. This term appears to convey the dual meaning of personal purification and growth of the community through distribution of wealth. Technically it refers to the small part of the wealth of rich Muslims which was in their possession for one lunar year, which they give away to the poor Muslims as part of their religious duty, with a good intention of helping them to meet their essential expenses, seeking the Attention of Allah (SWT) 92:17-21.

Zakaat is contrasted on personal level with sin and indecency 24:21 and 30 and with ‘Riba’ meaning usury on the social level 30:39, Allah (SWT) purifies whom He wills 24:21. These derivatives are associated with belief 9:18, holding fast to Allah (SWT) 22:78 Sadaqa (charity) 9:103, Salat 2:83, guarding against evil 7:156, repentance 9:5 cleanliness 2:232 etc.

185. ARKAUU (Bow down) 2:43 (ارَكَعْوَا (رَكَع ع

(Keeping the upper half of the body parallel to the ground supporting it with the palms kept on the knees before performing prostration during salat). The order in this verse to bow down with those who bow down appears to mean offering salat in congregation.

This bowing down is associated with prostration and worship 22:77, turning to Allah (SWT) 38:24, repentance, praising Allah (SWT), who fast, who enjoin good and forbid evil and remain within limits 9:112, who go round Kaaba, those who stay therein for devotion 2:125, 22:26.

186. AL-BIRR (Righteousness) 2:44 (بَر ر

Other derivatives: Kindness 60:8, being dutiful 19:14, virtuous 80:16 etc. Details of one who is righteous are given in 2:177. These derivatives are associated with mercy 52:28 justice 60:8, guarding against evil and reconciling 2:224. The opposite sense is conveyed by being infidels 76:4-5 rebellious and disobedient 19:32, wretched 19:32, sinful and transgressing 5:2, 82:14. The word ‘Barr’ is used for land which is associated with sea 5:96. One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is Al Barr meaning Benign (obliging, kind) 52:28.

187. TANSAWN (You forget) 2:44 (نَسَوْنَ (نَس ی)
The only meaning of derivatives of these alphabets is forgetting, the opposite of which is reminding 5:14, 18:57 and computing (keeping record) 58:6.

188. TATLUUN (You Read) 2:44

Other derivatives: Reading a book 29:48, reading the Quran 27:92 reading loud so as to be heard 45:8, tell 18:83. That which is read is associated with news 28:3, 5:27, writing 29:48, purification, teaching, law, wisdom 2:151, understanding 10:16 and practically following 2:102, 75:18.

This indicates that reading the Quran involves wisdom, understanding, teaching and practically following it, thus reflecting it in faith and deed like the moon reflecting sunlight 91:1-2. This procedure was followed by our prophet (PBH) and his companions 2:121.

In Vs 91:2 the term ‘Talaaha’ means ‘It (i.e. the moon) reflects it (i.e. the sunlight)’. Words framed from these derivatives convey the sense of reflection and we read only due to reflection, if there is no light or no reflection from the surface on which something is written then we cannot read. The term Tilaawat-i-Quran would thus mean reading by reflection (not just recitation) and further reflection of what is read, through faith and deed which is the best way of propagating Islam followed by our prophet (PBH) and his companions (R.A).

189. TA-'QILUUN (You have sense) 2:44

Other derivatives: Sense and understanding 2:73 and 75 which are associated with knowledge 29:43, hearing 67:10, seeing (for instance the alternation of the day and the night) 23:80 22:46 hearts or minds 22:46 and guidance 2:170, the opposite of which is being deaf, dumb and blind 2:171.

190. AS-SABR (Patience) 2:45

‘Sabr’ meaning patience is, in general, the tolerance exhibited by human beings during unfavorable circumstances like poverty, adversity, conflict 2:177 fear, hunger, loss of wealth and life, fruits, 2:155, denial, annoyance 6:34, harm 14:12 etc. When such things happen to those who are patient, they say, “We are Allah’s and we have to return to Him 2:156.

We are ordered to be patient 70:5, 90:17 and to pray for bestowing the quality of patience 2:250, Allah(SWT) loves those who are patient 3:146 and saves them from harm and grants them paradise 76:11-12

191. AL KHAASHI-IIN (The humble ones) 2:45

اَﻟْﺧَﺎﺵِﻊِﻳُّنَ ( ﺧَ ش ع )

Other derivatives: Humility which is associated with voices 20:108, hearts 57:16, weeping 17:109, fear of Allah (SWT) 59:21, salat 23:2, being quick in doing good, praying with hope and fear 21:90, Muslims, Momins, obedience, truthfulness, patience, charity, fasting, guarding chastity, remembering Allah (SWT) much 33:35 and on the day of resurrection it will be associated with disgrace when the eyes will be humbled 70:44.

In one case it conveys the sense of barrenness of the earth, the opposite of which is stirring and swelling for growth of vegetation on receiving rain 41:39.

192. ZANNA (Expectation) 2:46

ظَﻦَ ( ﺗ نظ )

Other derivatives: Guess 38:24, expectation 75:28, thought 10:24 suspicion 49:12 etc. These derivatives are associated with lie 6:116 and desire 53:23, the opposite of which are knowledge 45:24, 4:157 and truth 10:36.

193. FAZZALTUKUM (Favoured You) 2:47

فَﺿَّلْتُكُمْ ( ل ض ف )


The opposite meanings are conveyed by the words, niggardliness 9:76, evil 8:29 jealously 4:54, poverty 24:32 etc.

Allah (SWT) is the Possessor of great grace 2:105 He bestows His Grace on whom He wills 57:29. Sending of prophet Muhammed (PBH) for teaching human beings, the implementation of the Quran was due to His great grace 62:1-4. We should be grateful to Allah (SWT) for His grace 10:60. Safety from punishment in hell and living in paradise, having therein what one wills for, is a great grace 44:56-57, 42:22, 57:21. We should ask Allah (SWT) for His grace 4:32.

194. TAJZII ( Requital ) 2:48

In addition to this, derivatives of these alphabets mean reward 76:12 and ‘Jizyah’ 9:29. ( Tax taken from non Muslims in an Islamic state for providing them with full protection ).

195. YUQBALU (Will be accepted) 2:48


196. SHAFAA-AA (Recommendation) 2:48

Other derivatives: Mediation 7:53, recommend i.e. helping others to do something while doing it ourselves 4:85, even (number) opposed to odd (number) 89:3. Mediation and recommendation are associated with guardianship 6:51, trade and friendship 2:254, 40:18, requital, compensation, help 2:123 etc.

197. YUKHAZU (Taken) 2:48

7:172, taking up 10:24, take 20:39, accept 3:81, afflict 6:42, make 18:21 etc.

198. ADL (Compensation) 2:48

Other derivatives: Equality 4:3, 6:1, balance 82:7, compensation 6:70, justice 42:15 etc. they are associated with guidance 7:159, truth 6:115, guarding against evil and fear of Allah (SWT) 5:8, judgment 4:58 being on the straight path 16:76, good 16:90 reconciliation 49:9 etc. We are ordered not to follow our desires while executing justice 4:135.

199. YUNSARUUN (They will be helped) 2:48

Other derivatives: Helping in weakness 3:123, defending after injustice 42:41 and Christians 2:62. Those whom Allah (SWT) helps are the victors 37:116, no one can overcome them 3:160, He helps whom He wills 30:5 but He has made it incumbent on Himself to help the believers 30:47.

Help is associated with guardianship of Allah (SWT) 2:107 and victory 61:13. It is also associated with guidance 25:31 and giving shelter 8:72.

200. NAJJAYNAAKUM (We delivered you) 2:49

Other derivatives: Being safe 12:45, safety from punishment 11:58, 44:30, delivery from danger 23:28, from distress 20:40, 37:76, from fire 29:24, from drowning 2:50, from enemy 20:80, from unjust people 28:25. Allah (SWT) delivers us from every distress 6:64, He has made it incumbent on Himself to deliver the believers i.e. keep them safe 10:103. Few derivatives are used to mean secret consultations 58:12 (probably because these secret talks are held at places and times when they are safe from other people hearing them). Secret talks should not be held for sin, transgression and disobedience to the messenger of Allah (SWT), but they should be held for righteousness and guarding against evil 58:9, enjoining charity, good and reconciliation between people seeking Allah’s (SWT) pleasure, such an act has a great reward 4:114. There is no secret talk but Allah (SWT) is with them wherever they are and on the day of resurrection He will inform them of that which they did, He
knows everything 58:7 such talks are associated with secrecy 21:3 and hiding 9:78.

201. AAL People (of Firawn) 2:49

Also used for family (of Musa PBH) 2:248, (of Ibrahiim PBT) 3:33

202. FIRAWN (Pharoah) 2:49

The king of Egypt 43:51 during the period of Musa (PBH), he considered himself great in the earth 10:83, inflicting severe punishment on the children of Israel, killing their sons and letting their daughters live 2:49, Musa (PBH) was ordered by Allah (SWT) to go to Firawn 20:24, to deliver the children of Israel 7:105. Musa (PBH) informed Firawn that he was a messenger of Allah (SWT) 7:104, Firawn’s people considered the miracles 11:96-97, 27:10-12 as magic 7:109, so magicians were invited to defeat Musa (PBH) 7:113. When the staff of Musa (PBH) swallowed the ropes and rods of the magicians 26:44-45, they fell down prostrating, believing in Allah (SWT) 26:46-47. People of Firawn were tried through adversities 7:130 and finally they were drowned and children of Israel saved 10:90, 2:50, 7:137. Firawn’s wife was a believer 66:11.


203. YASUUMUUNAKUM (They were subjecting you) 2:49

Inflicting or afflicting (severe punishment) 7:167, killing sons and letting daughters live 7:141.

204. YUZABBIHUUN (They slew) 2:49

Slaying or slaughtering 2:71

205. NISAA-AKUM (Your women) 2:49

These derivatives are mostly used to mean women 12:30 and sometimes wives 4:129.
206. BALAA-UM (Your Trial) 2:49

بَلَّاءَ عَکْمَ ( ب ل و )


The purpose of creating the skies and the earth 11:7 and life and death 67:2 is to test human beings, so as to send the successful to paradise and the failures to hell.

One derivative is used to mean down fall 20:120.

207. FARAQNAA We parted (the sea) 2:50

قَرَقَنَا ( ف ر ق )

Other derivatives: Separation 5:25, distinction 44:4, 2:136 dividing 6:159, 17:106, difference 2:285, distinguishing 77:4, party 9:122, the differences being due to disagreement 3:105. We are ordered not to be divided 3:103. If one fears Allah (SWT) He assigns the power of distinction between right and wrong 8:29. The Quran distinguishes between right and wrong 2:185. In the hereafter one party will be in paradise and the other in hell 42:7.

Only in one verse 9:56, a derivative is translated as ‘afraid’ by practically all popular translators where it could also mean ‘different’.

208. AL BAHAR (The sea) 2:50

اَﻟْﺒَﺤْرَ ( ﺑ ﺡ ر )

Ships mostly sail in seas and oceans 2:164. Stars help in finding out the direction in the darkness of land or seas and oceans 6:97. Bani Israel are supposed to have crossed the Red Sea 7:138. In view of this the word Bahar would mean sea or ocean. (See Word 595 in 2:267 for river)

209. AGRAQNAA We drowned (them) 2:50

اَﻏْرَقْنَا ( غ ر ق )

210. TANZU-RUUN (You were seeing) 2:50

تَﻧَظَرُونَ ( ن ظ ر )
Other derivatives: Looking at (each other) 9:127, looking at (the stars) 37:88, reflecting (about future) 59:18 examining (how they act) 10:14, reflecting on 12:109, 86:5, pondering 30:50, waiting 2:210, giving time 7:14, 2:162 etc.

211. WAA-ADNAA (We appointed) 2:51

Other derivatives: Promise 5:9, appointment 20:59, 18:59 and threatening 7:70, 50:45 probably referring to the promised punishment. The devil makes false promises and goes against them 4:120, 14:22. Whereas the promise of Allah (SWT) is true and He does not go against it 46:17, 4:122, 3:9. Allah (SWT) has promised the hypocrites and the infidels hell 9:68 and the believers paradise 9:72

212. MUSA (PBH) 2:51

He was sent to Firawn and his people 20:24. Firawn was the king of Egypt 43:51 and considered himself great in the earth 10:83. He inflicted severe punishment on the Bani Israel, killing their sons and letting their daughters live 2:49. Musa (PBH) was ordered by Allah (SWT) to deliver the Bani Israel from these tortures 7:105. The history of Musa (PBH) starts from his birth when Allah (SWT) communicated to his mother to put him (i.e. the newborn baby) into a box and put the box in the river (Nile). He informed her that the river will cast him on the bank and the people of Firawn will pick him up. Allah (SWT) had cast His love on Musa (PBH) it was probably due to this that Firawn’s wife pleaded not to kill him and thus he was saved from slaughter. Musa (PBH) as a baby would not drink milk. His sister who was vigilantly following him trickishly recommended the house of his mother for suckling him without revealing who he was. Thus Musa (PBH) was restored to his mother for suckling but he lived in the palace of Firawn and was brought up as a prince by his own enemy who did not realize that this child would grow up to become the cause of his death 20:39-40, 28:7-14.

Musa (PBH) grew up and was granted wisdom and knowledge. One day when he was in the city, a member of his own community i.e. Bani Israel who was fighting with an Egyptian sought his help and in response to this Musa (PBH) struck the Egyptian who died. Musa (PBH) had no intention of killing him so he immediately sought the forgiveness of Allah (SWT) which was granted to him. Next day when he entered the city the same person from his community was again fighting with someone and he again sought Musa’s (PBH) help. When Musa (PBH) intended to catch this man from his own community and punish him for being quarrelsome, he said, “Do you intend to kill me as you killed a man
yesterday?” This news reached the palace and someone secretly informed Musa (PBH) that the Egyptians were planning to kill him in retaliation. He therefore escaped to Midian 28:14-22. [Musa (PBH) probably realized that the whole system was corrupt and there was no use in surrendering and pleading ‘Not guilty’ because the murder was neither planned nor intentional]

On reaching Midian he found two ladies waiting for water for their cattle because many men were busy doing this at the watering place. Musa (PBH) helped these two ladies who were probably the daughters of prophet Shuaib (PBH) and who later on took him to their father to whom he narrated his story. Musa (PBH) was married to one of the two sisters and he stayed at Midian for 8 to 10 years 28:23-28.

He was once traveling with his family when he saw a fire on Mount Tuur. When he came near to the fire Allah (SWT) spoke to him and ordered him to go to Firawn and deliver Bani Israel from the tortures they were undergoing. As proof of his prophethood he was given two of the total nine miracles (17:101). His wooden staff became a live snake and his hand became white, He was permitted to take Haruun (PBH) his brother to help him in his mission 28:29-35

Firawn and his chiefs saw the miracles but considered them to be magic, therefore to defeat Musa (PBH) he arranged for his competition with magicians. The wooden staff of Musa (PBH) ate away all the items of magic of the magicians who realizing the truth of the miracle of Musa (PBH) fell down prostrating before Allah (SWT) 20:56-70.

Firawn and his people witnessed the whole affair and were later involved in various calamities still they did not allow Bani Israel to go with Musa (PBH) 7:130-135. One day Musa (PBH) took Bani Israel secretly across the Red Sea when Allah (SWT) had caused a dry path in it, holding the water like huge walls. Firawn and his army followed Bani Israel but when they were midway, the water held in the form of walls flowed in their direction. Thus Allah (SWT) saved the Bani Israel and drowned Firawn and his army 26:53-67. Before his death Firawn declared that he believed in the God in whom Bani Israel believed and that he was of those who submit (as Muslims) Firawn’s dead body was saved 10:90-93 and was later on preserved as a mummy in Egypt (Encyclopedia Britanica), Bani Israel later did many things which pained Musa (PBH). They took the calf for worship 20:80-98. They wanted to see Allah (SWT) 2:55. They requested Musa (PBH) to make for them idols for worship 7:138-141 and they rejected prophet Muhammed (PBH) and the Quran 2:89-91

213. LAYLAH (Night) 2:51 لَيْلَةٌ (لِيْلَةٌ)
Night, opposite of day 2:164. It starts after the declining and setting of the sun 17:78 and ends when the white thread of the dawn (Fajar) becomes distinct from the black thread of (of night) 2:187. Allah (SWT) covers the night (i.e. the earth) over the day (i.e. the sun) 7:54 which makes it dark 10:27 when the heavenly bodies become visible 6:76-77. Night is basically meant for rest 10:67, 30:23 Allah (SWT) takes us back at night 6:60 i.e., by taking away our consciousness during sleep 39:42. The Quran was revealed on a blessed night 44:3 i.e. during laylat-il-Qadr 97:1.

We are ordered to offer salat during night 11:114, 17:78-79, 39:9, 51:17, 76:26 glorify Allah (SWT) 20:130, 50:40, 52:49 and to recite the Quran 73:20. (See word No. 118 ‘Al Anhaar for more information)

214. AL IJL (THE CALF) 2:51

215. AFAWNAA (We pardoned) 2:52

Allah (SWT) pardons the evil deeds on repentance 42:25 which includes the past sins 5:95. These derivatives also convey the sense of surplus 2:219 and forgoing associated with guarding against evil 2:237, turning mercifully 2:187, gratitude 2:52, reconciliation 42:40, protective forgiveness, mercy 2:286, overlooking 64:14 etc. The words conveying opposite sense are punishment 9:66 and perishing 42:34. We are ordered to pardon and overlook 2:109, 3:134, 7:199. One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘Al Afuww’ meaning One Who pardons 4:149.

216. TASHKURUUN (You be grateful) 2.52

The derivative ‘Shukr’ conveys the sense of a feeling of gratitude 27:9, 27:40, acknowledgment 27:19 and acceptance which is the opposite of ingratitude and rejection jointly represented by the word ‘kufr’ which also means infidelity 76:3. The feeling of gratitude is a gift from Allah (SWT) and is a sign of wisdom 31:12. If we are grateful for the favours of Allah (SWT) on us He grants us more 14:7 because He likes the expression of gratitude by His servants and does not like ingratitude 39:7. We are therefore ordered to be grateful for our own benefit and not to be ungrateful 2:152. The devil had challenged that the majority of human beings will not be grateful 7:17, we should therefore try our level best to disprove the devil.

We should be grateful to Allah (SWT) for granting us the power of hearing, seeing, thinking, feeling etc. 16:78, His other favours 54:35, help and provisions 8:26, livelihood 7:10 etc.

Shaakir and Shakuur meaning One Who acknowledges, are the Attributes of Allah (SWT) 2:158, 35:30. The association of these Attributes with other Attributes Aliim, Haliim and Gafuur indicates that He knows and acknowledges our efforts and forbears with and forgives our short comings for which we should again be grateful to Him.

217. BAARI-IKUM (Your purifier) 2:54

Other derivatives: Freeing something from some other thing which is unwanted: cure i.e. freeing someone from the disease 3:49, leaders freeing themselves from the followers on the day of resurrection 2:166, Ibrahiim (PBH) freeing himself from his father 9:114 being free from associating partners with Allah (SWT) 6:19, “You are free from that which I do and I am free from that which you do” 10:41.

Few derivatives have been translated to mean bringing into existence 57:22 and creatures 98:6-7. This is again freeing something from non-existence and bringing it into existence.

One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is Al Baari translated as ‘The Purifier’. 59:24. Allah (SWT) originates the raw-materials of the universe, processes them and proportions them and in this process He removes unwanted things as Al Baari; The Purifier. This process can be illustrated by an example: We prepare tea by boiling proportionate amounts of tea leaves and water but to obtain the decoction we have to remove the boiled tea leaves by straining. This process of freeing the extraction from the tea leaves is ‘Baraa’-atun’, Allah (SWT) thus purifies by removing unwanted things. This Attribute is associated with many other Attributes mentioned in 59:22-24.

218. QATAL (Murder) 2:54

One who kills a believer by mistake should set free one believing slave, if the murdered person belonged to a party with whom there is a treaty then blood money should be paid to the diseased family in addition to setting free a believing slave, if this is not possible the murderer should fast for two successive months 4:92. The reward of one who kills a believer intentionally is hell 4:93. For deliberate murder retaliation is prescribed 2:178-179. Murder is prohibited 6:151, 17:33, 25:68, killing of children for fear of poverty is prohibited 6:151, 17:31, 60:12. Suicide is prohibited 4:29.
Isa (PBH) was neither killed nor crucified but he was raised towards Allah (SWT) 4:157-158. In the battle of Badr Muslims did not kill their enemies but Allah (SWT) did 8:17 Those killed in the path of Allah (SWT) are not dead but alive and are provided with sustenance 3:169, 2:154 they will be in paradise 47:4-6. One of the punishments of those who wage a war against Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBH) and cause corruption in the earth is murder 5:33. Persecution is severer than slaughter 2:191. Place of murder (death) is fixed 3:154. Murder is associated with death 3:144.

‘Qatala’ in Arabic literature also means ‘To disgrace’. It is probably in this sense that few derivatives have been used to convey the sense that opponents use to disgrace prophets and messengers 2:61, 2:87. Not even a single case of a murder of a prophet or a messenger is reported in the Quran, on the contrary Allah (SWT) saves them 10:103, numerous such events are reported: Nuuh, Saleh, Hud, Ibrahim, Musa, etc. (PBT)

219. KHAYR (Better) 2:54 خَيْرُ (خَيْرَةُ)


Few derivatives have been used to convey the sense of choice 7:155 (probably because choice is the selection of what one considers better or the best). When Allah (SWT) and His messenger decide an affair, a believer does not have the choice of disobeying 33:36. Allah (SWT) is the Best 20:73.

220. NARA (We see) 2:55 نَرَا (نَرَاءُ)

We see with eyes 3:13. Ibrahiim (PBH) saw the planet at night and the sun in the morning 6:76-78. Sight can be deceptive 27:44, we see in dreams 12:4, 37:102, few derivatives are used to mean dream itself 12:5 and 43 and the night journey of prophet Muhammed (PBH) from Mecca to Jerusalem and witnessing of paradise and hell 17:1. One derivative is used to mean ‘doing something to show to others’ i.e. not for Allah
(SWT) 2:264, 4:38. Few derivatives convey the sense of ‘Considering’ i.e. seeing with the eye of the mind 6:40 & 46, 28:71-72. All three words for sight are used in 7:198. Allah (SWT) can make the enemies appear less 8:44. The devil and his tribe see us from a place where we cannot see them 7:27. We cannot see Allah (SWT) in this world 7:143 but He sees 6:103. We will be able to see the angels in the hereafter 25:22, 39:75 we will see our deeds 99:7-8 (will it be an audio visual record like our video cassette) people will be able to see in paradise 76:20 and in hell 37:55.

222. JAHRAH (Openly) 2:55 

Other derivatives: Showing openly 4:153, spreading openly 16:75 or loudly 17:110. The opposite sense is conveyed by the words secretly 13:10, hiding 21:110, 87:7 etc.

223. BAASNAKUM (We raised you) 2:56 

Other derivatives: Raising to life after death 2:259, raising or sending a prophet 3:164, 2:213, raising (someone as a king) 2:247, sending (people) 26:36, sending (a crow) 5:31, rising in the morning 6:60, letting loose (punishment) 6:65 appointing (a judge) 4:35, raising from graves 22:7, all human beings will be raised on the day of resurrection 23:16, 30:56 creation and raising after death is like that of a single soul 31:28. The opposite sense is given by holding back 9:46.

224. ZILL (Shade) 2:57 


Another set of derivatives conveys the sense of remaining 26:4 being 20:97, starting 56:65, keeping on 15:14 etc.

225. AL GAMAAM (THE Clouds) 2:57 

Other derivatives: Doubt 10:71 and distress 3:153, the opposite of which is peace 3:154.

226. AL MANNA (Stressing obligation) 2:257
Is a gummy saccharine secretion found on species of Tamarisk in Sinai region.

227. As SALWA (Quails) 2:57

السِّلْوَآٰئِ (سِلْوَآٰئِ)

Are birds eaten whole. They were brought from Yemen by a south wind in great numbers to the Isreali camp in the desert.

228. TAYYIBAAT (Good things) 2:57

طِيْبَاتِ (طِيْبَاتِ)

Other derivatives: Something pleasingly good 13:29 pleasing 4:3, permissible good 2:168, happiness 39:73, clean (dust) 4:43, pleasant and good dwellings in paradise 61:12 etc, the opposite of which is evil 3:179, bad 5:100 etc.

229. ADKHULUU (Enter) 2:58

آدْخُلُوْا (آدْخُلُوْا)

Other derivatives: Entry 12:36 and 67 but are also used to convey the sense of sexual intercourse 4:23 and deceit 16:92. They are used for entry of belief in the hearts/minds 49:14, entering the mercy of Allah (SWT) 48:25, 4:176, entering Islam, entering paradise 2:214 and entering hell 40:60. The opposite of entering is going out 5:22.

230. AL QARYAH (City or Town) 2:58

القَرْيَةَ (قَرْيَةَ)

City or town 59:7, used for Mecca 47:13, 6:92.

231. AL-BAAB (Gate) 2:58

الْبَابَ (الْبَابَ)

The singular and plural forms of these alphabets mean doors (of a room which can be closed) 12:23, (entering through) the gate 4:154, door of severe punishment (adversity) 23:77, gates of everything (prosperity) 6:44. In paradise angels will enter from every gate 13:23, gates of paradise will be kept open for those who guard against evil 38:50, hell has seven gates 15:44, gates of the sky will not be opened for the deniers and the proud and they will not enter paradise until the camel passes the eye of the needle 7:40 [This indicates that paradise is beyond the earth somewhere in the sky] Gates of the sky are opened for water to pour forth (as rain) 54:11. In 24:43 it is stated “............... so you see the rain coming out of the spaces in between them” these spaces are probably referred to as gates. On the day of decision when it is blown into the trumpet (or the structure of the universe) the sky will he opened so that
it will become gates 78:17-19. A door or a gate is an opening for entering or going out of an enclosed space, something becoming gates would mean that there would be no enclosure, there will be only an open space. This probably refers to the collapsing of the universe 21:104.

232. HITTAA 2:58

حِطَّةٌ (ح ط ط)

Put down from us our heavy burdens of sins.

233. NAGFIRLAKUM (We will forgive you)2:58

نَخْفَرْﻟَﻜُﻢْ (غ ف ر)

Other derivatives: (1) Forgiving past sins 8:38 (2) Not harming an opponent by retaliation, revenge or punishment but bearing his injustice with patience 42:43 and protection from defaming the needy 2:63 (3) Protection from future sins 2:286. In the prayers at the end of this Chapter, one who is conscious of his sins would first ask for pardon or forgiveness ‘Afuannaa’ for the sins he has already committed. There is no point is his further asking for forgiveness saying ‘wagfir lanaa’ as this word is normally translated. Here ‘wagfir lanaa’ appears to mean ‘And protect us’ (from committing any sin in future) because two words in any language do not normally convey exactly the same meaning. ‘Magfiratun’ in such situations would mean protection from sins rather than forgiveness of sins. Keeping in view the relationship between prevention and cure, if we consider sin as a disease, then ‘Magfiratun’ would mean seeking preventive protection from possible future sin, in advance, and ‘Afwwun’ meaning pardon, would be the cure for the sin already committed. How can there be forgiveness without protection or safety from the deserved punishment? Therefore ‘Magfiratun’ appears to convey a dual sense (1) preventive protection from possible future sins and (2) consequent protection from the deserved punishment for the sins already committed.

‘Liyagfiralaka’ and ‘zambika’ in 48:2 have been translated by many popular translators as ‘that He may forgive you, your sin ‘or fault’ referring to our prophet Muhammed (PBH). The very idea of our prophet having committed a sin is wrong because it contradicts the Quran which about our prophet (PBH) states :-

‘And you (Muhammed (PBH)) are certainly of an excellent character’ 68:4.

‘By the Quran full of wisdom, you (Muhammed (PBH)) are certainly (one) of the messengers on the straight path’ 36:2-4.
In the messenger of Allah (Muhammed (PBH)), there is indeed a good example for you to follow .......33:21.

By the star when it sets, your companion (Muhammed (PBH)) neither went astray nor was he misled 53:1-2.

............. you (Muhammed (PBH)) are certainly on clear truth 27:79.

and then the final challenge :-

“Say ................... I (Muhammed (PBH)) have indeed lived a lifetime among you before it (i.e. the Quran was revealed)!” 10:16.

In view of these verses of the Quran, the right translation of the verse using the term Liyag firalaka' would be “that He may protect you from every sin of yours which you (could) send in advance and which you (could) leave behind” 48:2.

This protective forgiveness by Allah (SWT) is for all sins 39:53, mistakes 20:73, evils 7:153, injustice 13:6 etc., except polytheism 4:48, for polytheists forgiveness is not to be sought 9:113. Allah (SWT) punishes whom He wills and protectively forgives whom He wills 5:18. We are ordered to seek the protective forgiveness of Allah (SWT) 41:6. Protective forgiveness is associated with pardon, overlooking 64:14, mercy 7:23, setting things right 33:71, belief 46:36, repentence 40:7, glorification and praising Allah (SWT) 110:2, patience and striving in the path of Allah (SWT) 16:110, grace of Allah (SWT) 2:268, truth 3:17, paradise 2:221.

The words giving opposite meanings are punishment 2:284 and anger 42:37. Three derivatives of these alphabets are used for three Attributes of Allah (SWT). Al Gaffaar 20:82, Al Gafuur 2:173 and Al Gaafir 40:3 conveying the meaning of One Who is Protectively Forgiving. These Attributes are used along with other Attributes like Merciful 2:173, Clement 2:225, Pardoning 22:60, Rabb 34:15, Mighty 35:28, One Who acknowledges 35:30. Loving 85:14, etc.

Allah (SWT), if He wills to, forgive sins already committed, protecting from the deserved punishment, and protects from committing any sin in future. He is thus Protectively Forgiving.

234. KHATAAA (Mistakes) 2:58 (خطاء) 

Derivatives of the alphabets are used for (1) Unintentional mistakes 33:5, 4:92-93. (2) Bad intentions without the evil deed actually taking place 12:29 and (3) Bad intentions and consequent evil deeds both
are present as in the case of Firawn and his armies 28:8. Ibrahiim (PBH) hopes that his mistakes will be forgiven by Allah (SWT) 26:82.

These derivatives are associated with evil 2:81, forgetting 2:286, forgiving 20:73 etc.

235. AL MUHSINIIN (Those who do good) 2:58

آَﻟْﻤُﺤْﺴِﻨِﻴِﻦَ (ح س ن)

Other derivatives: Best (names of Allah (SWT)) 7:180 (and who is) better in speech than he who invites towards Allah........ 41:33, good (example in the messenger (PBH)) of Allah (SWT) 33:21, beautiful (company of prophets, the truthful, the martyrs and the righteous) 4:69, they have been used for the Quran 39:23, paradise 18:31, beauty 33:52 etc. The reward of good is more good, ten times 6:160, 10:26. Allah's (SWT) mercy is near those who do good 7:56, He orders to be good and loves those who are good 2:195, whose reward is paradise 77:44.


The words which give an opposite sense are evil 41:34, 5:12, 17:7, punishment 18:86, intoxication 16:67, denial 16:62 etc.

236. BADDALA (Changed) 2:59

بَدْلَ (ب د ل)

Other derivatives: Change 7:162 and exchange 14:28. There is no change in the procedure of Allah (SWT) 33:62.

237. RIJZA (Punishment) 2:59

رِﺝْﺰًا (ر ج ز)

Other derivatives: Penalty 7:134, weakening uneasiness 8:11 and uncleanness 74:5. The opposite sense is conveyed through the words cleanliness 74:4 and strengthening of hearts 8:11.

238. ISTASQAA (Asked for water) 2:60

إِسْتَسْقَآ (س ق ي)

239. ASAA (Wooden staff) 2:60

The wooden staff or a sort of walking stick of Musa (PBUH) who reclined on it and used it to beat down the leaves for his sheep 20:18 later on this staff was used to perform a miracle when it turned into a life snake 27:10 which swallowed the ropes and rods of the magicians 7:117. He was asked by Allah (SWT) to strike the rock with his staff for water 7:160 and the sea for a dry path 26:63.

240. ANFAJARAT (Springs) Gushed out 2:60

Other derivatives: Gushing forth (of rivers) 18:33; over flowing (of oceans) 82:3, exceeding (limits) 75:5, dawn (when sun light gushes forth) 2:187, 17:78. In view of this a ‘Faajir’ is a transgressor 71:27 (who exceeds the limits set before him) the opposite of which is guarding against evil 38:28 i.e. keeping oneself within limits and being righteous 82:13-14. Transgression is associated with infidelity 80:42 and ingratitude 71:27.

241. AYNAA (Springs) 2:60

Flowing water 67:30 will be there in paradise too 88:12, 76:6, but in hell they will be of boiling water 88:5.

The derivatives of these alphabets are also used to mean eyes 3:13, through which tears flow 5:83 and which are sometimes deceived by magic 7:116 Allah (SWT) had instructed Nuh (PBUH) “And build the ship before Our eyes...........” 11:37

242. MASARABAHUM (Their drinking place) 2:60

Other derivatives: Drinking 56:68 associated with eating 23:33. Inhabitants of paradise 76:6 and hell 56:54 will also drink. In one verse a derivative is used in an abstract sense “........... They were made to drink into their hearts (the worship of) the calf because of their infidelity 2:93.

243. TASAW (Spreading disturbance) 2:60

Other derivatives: Drinking 56:68 associated with eating 23:33. Inhabitants of paradise 76:6 and hell 56:54 will also drink. In one verse a derivative is used in an abstract sense “........... They were made to drink into their hearts (the worship of) the calf because of their infidelity 2:93.
Associated with corruption 7:74 and giving less than what is due to people 11:85.

244. TAAAM (Food) 2:61 طَعَامٌ (طَعَمَ مَعَ)

Other derivatives: Eating 33:53, feeding 36:47. They are also used for water 2:249 and taste (in paradise) 47:15. Inmates of hell will eat very bad food 44:44

245. WAHID (One) 2:61 وَاحِدٌ (وَحَدَ)

Mankind consisting of billions of human beings 2:213, 10:19. Water consisting billions of molecules 13:4. ‘Al Wahid’ is an Attribute of Allah (SWT), it means One and not many 2:163, 12:39, 29:46. Allah (SWT) is the One and the only God, the Indivisible Whole possessing all the Attributes at one and the same time which function with perfect coordination and their is no change or alteration in the procedure of Allah (SWT) 35:43.

246. NABAAT (Growth) 2:61 تُبَابَاتٌ (تُبَأِبَات)

Other derivatives: Growth (of trees) 23:20, of gardens through rain 27:60, 50:9 of Maryam (PBH) 3:37, of human beings from the earth 71:17 (probably through the food which is grown in the earth and which helps in their growth too).

247. BAQL (Herbs) 2:61 بَقْلَ (بَقِلَ)

248. QISSAAA (Cucumbers) 2:61 قِثَآءٌ (قِثَآءَ)

249. FUUM (Garlic) 2:61 ﻓُوُمٌ (فُوُمَ)

250. ADAS (Lentils) 2:61 عَدَسٌ (عَدَسَ)

251. BASAL (Onions) 2:61 بَصَلٌ (بَصِلَ)

252. ADNAA (Worse) 2:61 أَدْنَا (أَدْنَا)
Other derivatives: Near 55:54, nearly 73:20, come near 53:8, draw close 33:59, low 7:169. Lowest (spot on land below the sea level) 30:3, less opposite of more 58:7. Other words conveying opposite meanings are good 2:61, great 32:21, further or far 8:42 etc.

This world in which we presently live is known as ‘Duniya’ 2:85, the sky of which contains planets 37:6 and stars in which hydrogen burns to form helium giving out light and heat like lamps in which oil burns to give light and heat 41:12, 67:5. Hereafter (Aakhirat) is used in the opposite sense i.e. life in this world is contrasted with life after death and resurrection 2:86.

The life of this world is made fair-seeming for the infidels 2:212 who are punished both here and in the hereafter 3:56. Those who want the reward in this world, there is no portion for them in the hereafter 2:200, 17:18. The provision of the life of this world compared to the hereafter is little 9:38. Those who believe, guard against evil 10:64, do good 16:30, migrate in the cause of Allah (SWT) 16:41 etc. for them is good news in the life of this world and in the hereafter.

253. MISR (City or Egypt) 2:61 مِصْرًا

254. SA-ALTUM (You ask for) 2:61 سَأَلْتُمُ

Other derivatives: Questioning or asking 70:1, inquiring 12:7, 70:10, seeking 41:10, demanding 38:24, begging 2:273, 51:19 etc.

255. Az ZILLATU (Disgrace) 2:61 آلْذَّلاَةُ

Other derivatives: Being humble 20:134, humility 17:24, being subdued 36:72, 67:15, weakness 3:123, 17:111 being low 76:14 etc. They are associated with mercy when used in a good sense 17:24 and wretchedness and anger of Allah (SWT) when used in a bad sense 2:61. The opposite sense is given by the word mighty 5:54.

256. BAAA-U (Deserves) 2:61 بَآءُ

257. ASAW (They Disobeyed) 2:61 عَصَوْا

Disobedience is associated with denial 11:59, 79:21, exceeding limits 3:112, transgression 49:7, corruption 10:91, error 33:36, sin 58:8, infidelity 4:42 etc. The opposite of which is to obey and follow 14:36.
258. YA-TADUUN (Those who exceed the limits) 2:61

يَعْتَدُوْنَ (ع د و)  

Other derivatives: Transgression 70:31, passing beyond 18:28, moving fast 100:1 exceeding the limits set by Allah (SWT) 2:229 which He does not like 2:190. These derivatives are associated with injustice 65:1 and sin 2:85.

259. HAADUU (Jews) 2:62

هَادُوا (ه و ر)  


260. AN NASAARAA (Christians) 2:62

آَلْنَصَارَا (ن ص ر)  

261. AS SAABI-IIN (Sabaeans) 2:62

آَلْصَأَبِئٍ (ص ب ا)  

262. AJR (Reward) 2:62

آَجْرٌ (ا ج ر)  


263. RAFA-NAA (We Raised) 2:63

رَفَعْنَا (ر ف ع)  

These derivatives mean raising and are used for raising of mention 94:4 ranks 2:253, voices 49:2, righteous deed 35:10, a person on a couch 12:100, Idris (PBH) to a high place 19:57, Isa (PBH) towards Allah (SWT) 4:158, mountain 2:93 foundation or walls 2:127, houses (mosques) 24:36 roof 52:5 heavenly bodies without pillar 13:2. The opposite of raising is bringing down 56:3.

264. AT TUUR (Mountain) 2:63

الْطُوْرَ (ط و ر)  

The mountain where Musa (PBH) talked to Allah (SWT) 19:52, 28:29 and a pledge was taken from Bani Israel 2:93. Stages 71:14.

265. QUWWAH (Strength) 2:63

قُوَّةٍ (ق و ي)  

103
Other derivatives: Collective strength due to the individual strength of members like an army 8:60, a community holding fast to its Divine book 2:63, a team of strongmen 28:76, thread consisting of individual fibres, the opposites of which are disintegration 16:92 and weakness 30:54. Rain adds to the strength of a community 11:52.

These derivatives are associated with trustworthiness 28:26, might 11:66 and severe punishment 8:52.

‘Al Qawiyu’ meaning ‘The strong’ is one of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) 22:74, to whom belongs the intellectual and physical strength to hold together the whole universe 35:41. In fact power is wholly Allah’s (SWT) 2:165, Who holds together His creation not allowing it to disintegrate as He is free from all weaknesses 17:111.

One derivative is used in the sense of needy 56:73.

266. TAWALLAYTUM (You turned away) 2:64 (وَلِىَ)


Words giving opposite sense are submission 3:20, obedience 3:32, accepting the truth and worshipping 75:31-32, enmity 60:1. These alphabets are used for two Attributes of Allah (SWT) ‘Al Wali’ 2:107 and ‘Waal’ 13:11 meaning ‘The Guardian’, Who is to be regarded as physically, mentally and spiritually closer than anyone else. Relationship is by chance but friendship is by choice, we should therefore choose Allah (SWT) as our friend and guardian and always turn towards Him and not away from Him.

267. AS SABT (Sabbath) 2:65 (سَبْتُ)

During the period of prophet Dawuud (PBH) some Israelites dwelt at Elath on the Red Sea. They were ordered not to fish on Sabbath i.e. Saturday as a mark of respect but the fish used to come in great numbers.
on Sabbath to tempt them. Some inhabitants dug ditches and cut canals from the sea for the fish to enter on Sabbath, then they prevented them from going back into the sea by disconnecting the ditches and canals and removed the fish on Sunday. They claimed that the fish came on Friday and were caught on Sunday, not Sabbath. Therefore they were transformed into apes as a mark of punishment.

268. QIRADAH (Apes) 2:65 قِرِدَةً (ق ر د)

269. KHAASI-IIN (Looked down upon) 2:65 خَاسِئَةٌ (خ س ا)

Looked down upon, despised 7:166, defeated 67:4 go away (unsuccessful) 23:108.

270. NAKAALA (Exemplary Punishment) 2:66 نَكَالَ (ن ك ل)

Fetters 73:12.

271. YADAYHAA (In front of them) 2:66 يَدَيْهَا (ي د ي)

When derivatives of these alphabets are prefixed with the word ‘Bayna’ the combination conveys the sense of ‘in front of their hands’ because ‘Aydiihim’ means ‘their hands’. In other words, this combination means ‘in front of’ or ‘before’ 7:57 the opposite of which is ‘behind’ 2:255. Few derivatives convey the sense of ‘what you have earned’ although the statement is ‘what your hands have earned’ 30:41, where hands represent the person to whom the hands belong. In some cases hands represent power 3:73, control 36:83, 2:237 strength 38:45, restraining or stretching hands for spending 17:29 etc.

272. MAW’IZAH (Warning and advice) 2:66 مَوْعِظَةً (و ع ظ)

Admonition so that one might not be ignorant of the danger ahead 11:46. The Holy Quran itself is an admonition 10:57. We should admonish people through words that reach their soul 4:63 with wisdom and in the best manner possible 16:125. Admonition is associated with enjoining, doing of justice and good to others, giving to relatives, forbidding indecency, sin, rebellion etc. so that people may be mindful 16:90. Luqman had admonished his son not to associate partners with Allah (SWT), to offer salat, be patient and not to be proud etc. 31:13-19.
273. BAQARAH (Cow) 2:67

274. AL-JAAHILIIN (The ignorant)  2:67

Other derivatives: Ignorance (of the punishment) 27:55, ignorance of the fact that no one can believe unless Allah (SWT) wills 6:111, lack of knowledge 2:273, doing something unknowingly 49:6. These derivatives are associated with injustice 33:72 and guessing 3:154. The opposite sense is given by the words knowledge 12:89 and admonition 11:46.

275. BAYYIN (Make clear) 2:68


276. FAARIZ (Old) 2:68

277. BIKR (Very young) 2:68

278. AWAAN (Middle aged) 2:68

279. SAFRAA-U (Yellow) 2:69

280. LAWNUHAA (Its colour) 2:69

281. FAAQI (Intensely Yellow) 2:69

282. TASURRU (Delighting) 2:69


The happiness appears to be the inner happiness which is hidden as secret.
283. TUSIIRU Plough (the land) 2:71

Other derivatives: Digging (the land) 30:9, which raises dust 100:4, probably it is in this sense that they are also used for raising (the clouds) 30:48, 35:9.

284. AL HARS The field (for cultivation) 2:71


285. MUSALLAMAH Sound (defectless) 2:71

286. SHIYAH (Mark) 2:71

Other derivatives, come 4:43, drive 19:23

287. JI-TA (You have brought) 2:71

288. FADDAARATUM (So you disagreed) 2:72

Other derivatives: Turn off (the punishment) 24:8 (evil with good) 13:22 (death) 3:168.

289. QASAT (Hardened) 2:74

Derivatives of these alphabets have been used to mean hardening (of hearts) 6:43.

290. ASHADDU (Greater) 2:74


291. YASH-SHAQQAAQU (They split asunder) 2:74

107
Splitting (of the earth for vegetation) 80:26, splitting (of the earth on the day of resurrection) 50:44, splitting (of the moon) 54:1, splitting (of the sky on the day of resurrection) 25:25, hardship 16:7, tiresomeness 9:42, more painful 13:34 etc are the meanings communicated through the derivatives of the above alphabets.

292. KHASHIYAH (Fear) 2:74

293. GAAFIL (Unaware) 2:74


294. TAM-AA (Hope) 2:75

Hope should be associated with fear while praying to Allah (SWT) 7:56.

295. YUHARRIFUUNAHUU (They alter it) 2:75

Other derivatives: Altering (words) 4:46, altering (position in war) 8:16 and standing on the verge (from where one can alter or change his position) 22:11.

296. TUHADDISUNAHUM (Acquaint them) 2:76


297. FATAHA (opened, revealed) 2:76

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of opening (bags) 12:15, opening (of gates of everything) 6:44, opening (of mercy) 35:2,

These derivatives are associated with help of Allah (SWT) 110:1 the opposite of which is defeat 14:15 and withholding 35:2 one of the attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘Al Fattaah’ meaning ‘The Judge’, 34:26

The judge by His judgment or decision opens the way for further action i.e His judgment serves as a key.

298. YUHAAAJJUKUM (They argue with you) 2:76

Other derivatives: (1) Argument 6:149 which should not be without knowledge 3:66 (2) year 28:27 and (3) pilgrimage which we are ordered to perform 2:196 for the sake of Allah (SWT) 3:97, the date of the pilgrimage is to be fixed according to the Lunar Calendar 2:189. During the pilgrimage, the pilgrims should not approach their wives, should not transgress the limits set by Allah (SWT) and His messenger and should not dispute 2:197. Umrah is associated with pilgrimage 2:158.

299. YU’LINUUN (They proclaim) 2:77

Proclaim or make public 27:74. Words giving opposite meanings are hide 60:1, hide in the bosom 28:69 and keep secret 71:9.

300. UMMIYYUUN (Unlettered) 2:78


One of the derivatives of the fourth set is ‘ummiyyuun’ normally translated as the unlettered. These ummiyyuun were those who did not follow any religious book, their religion was hearsay based on guess work 2:78. Opposed to this there was another group of people who were addressed by prophet Muhammed (PBH), they were those who were given a book i.e. the Jews and the Christians 3:20 who used to say that
there was no responsibility on them regarding the ummiyyuun 3:75 i.e. people who were not following any Divine book before the Holy Quran was revealed. Prophet Muhammed (PBH) was raised as a messenger from this group of ummiyyuun 62:2 and called Nabiyyal-ummiyy 7:157 but was a messenger of Allah (SWT) to the whole of mankind including the Jews and the Christians 7:157-158. Before the revelation of the Holy Quran prophet Muhammed (PBH) did not know reading or writing, had he known reading and writing then some people would have thought that the Quran was written by him i.e. they would have doubted its Divine origin 29:48.

The Holy Quran is a treasure of true and useful knowledge, then how can a person to whom this great book was revealed be considered as unlettered? In fact after the completion of the revelation of the Quran he should be considered the most learned human being who was basically selected to guide and lead the human species to paradise.

301. AMAANIIYYA (Hear say) 2:78 آمَانِيَّ ( م ن ى)

Other derivatives: Desire 53:24, 4:119, they have also been used to convey the sense of emitting 56:58 of seminal fluid 75:37 during sexual intercourse which is again associated with desire. One derivative has been used as a name of an idol ‘Manaat’ 53:20.

302. WAYL (An expression of sorrow on some event) 2:79 وَيْلَ ( و ى ل)

303. YAKSIBUUN (They earn) 2:79 يَكِسَبُوْنَ ( ك س ب)

All the derivatives convey the sense of earning (deeds) 2:281, 286, (sin) 4:112 or (wealth) 2:267.

304. TAMASSANA (Touch us) 2:80 تَمَسَّنا ( م س س)


305. AL WAALIDAYN (Parents) 2:83 أَلْوَا الْبَيْتِينَ ( و ل د)
Other derivatives: Father, 31:33, mother 2:233, children 17:64, son 12:21, begetter (father) and begotten (son) 90:3 and giving birth 58:2. The opposite sense is conveyed by death 19:15.

306. AL-YATAAMAA (The orphans) 2:83

The orphans associated with relatives, the poor and the prisoners 76:8.

307. DIYAAR (Homes) 2:84


308. TAZAAHARUUN (Supporting each other)2:85


The opposite sense is conveyed through the words secret 6:151, internal 31:20 and inside 57:13. Summarily these derivatives convey the sense of help, domination and exposure.

One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘Az Zaahir’ meaning ‘The Evident’ or the Outer Most 57:3.

309. AL-ISM (The sin) 2:85

This word communicates the meaning of sin whether done openly or secretly 6:120 hearts too commit sin 2:283. Some of the sins are polytheism 4:48, adultery (Iligal sexual intercourse) 25:68, intoxicants and games of chance 2:219, usury 2:276.

Sins are associated with transgression 5:2, revolt 2:173, injustice 2:182, shameful deeds 7:33, suspicion 49:12, lie 45:7, defaming, slander 68:11-12, infidelity

The words that convey an opposite sense are good 68:12, righteousness 5:2, benefit 2:219 patience 76:24, guarding against evil 2:203 reconciliation 2:182 etc.

Allah (SWT) does not like the sinners 4:107 and there is a disgraceful punishment for the sinners 3:178.

310. USAARA (Captive) 2:85 

Prisoner 33:26. One derivatives is used to mean the frame or form of our body 76:28 probably because the body is kept intact by many forces, including life and consciousness, like a prisoner tied with ropes.

311. TUFAADUHUM (You ransom them) 2:85 

312. MUHARRAM (Unlawful) 2:85

Other derivatives: Something being unlawful or forbidden 6:119, sacred 27:91, prevented (from begging) 51:19 deprived 56:67, etc. Forbidden food is mentioned in 2:173, marriages 4:23, usury 2:275 We are not to make lawful that which Allah (SWT) has made unlawful 5:87, 16:116.

The Kaaba is known as the sacred Mosque 2:144. One of the derivatives is used to mean pilgrim’s dress 5:95.

313. KHIZ-UN (Disgrace) 2:85

Disgrace is associated with infidelity 9:2, humility 20:134 and a great punishment in the hereafter 5:41.

314. AL-QIYAAMH (Resurrection) 2:85

When the dead will be raised to life 4:87 for the judgment of their deeds in this world 2:113, 17:13 and subsequent reward in paradise or punishment in hell 3:185, 17:97, 41:40.

315. YURADDUUN (They will be sent) 2:85

316. YUKHAFFAFU ( It will be lightened ) 2:86

Light the opposite of which is heavy 7:8-9 also relaxation 2:178.

317. QAFFAYANAA ( We made to follow ) 2:87

318. ISA (PBH) 2:87

Birth of Maryam (PBH)

When the wife of Imran said “My Fosterer! I vow to you that which is in my womb to be set free (for your service) so accept (it) from me. You are certainly Hearing, Knowing. Then when she delivered it she said, “My Fosterer! I have delivered it a female”. And Allah knew best what she had delivered and the male is not like the female. “And I have named her Maryam and I seek your protection for her and her offspring, from the devil, the outcast.” So her Fosterer accepted her with a good acceptance and made her (Maryam) grow into a good growth and gave her into the guardianship of Zakariyya............. 3:35-37

‘And when the angels said, “O Maryam! Allah has certainly chosen you and cleaned you and chosen you above the women of the worlds. O Maryam! be devoutly obedient to your Fosterer and prostrate and bow down with those who bow down 3:42-43. Maryam (PBH) informed of Isa’s (PBH) birth:

When the angels said “O Maryam! certainly Allah conveys to you the good news of a word (Kalimatin) from Him, his name is the Messiah, Isa, the son of Maryam, worthy of regard in the world and the hereafter and from among those who are near (to Allah). And he will talk to human beings (while) in the cradle and (in) old age, and (he will be) from among the righteous.” (She) said, “O my Fosterer! how can I have a son when man has not touched me?” He said, like that, Allah creates what He wills when He decrees an affair then, He says to it only, ‘Be’, so it is. 3:45-47
Miraculous birth of Isa (PBH) without a father

‘And mention in the book (about) Maryam when she withdrew from her people to an eastern place and took a veil (to screen herself) from them. Then We sent to her Our spirit (Ruhina) so he (Jibreel) appeared to her like a balanced man. She said, “I seek the protection of the Beneficent (Allah) from you if you are one who guards (against evil).” He said, “I am only a messenger (Rasool) of your Fosterer that I may grant to you a pure son.” She said, “How can there be a son to me when man has not touched me and I am not one who has exceeded the limits?” He said, “(It will Be) like that. Your Fosterer says that is easy for Me and that We will make him a sign for mankind and a mercy from Us, and it is an affair decided.” So she bore him then withdrew with him to a distant place. And the pains of child birth drove her to a palm tree. She said, “I wish I had died before this and had become forgotten (as something) to be forgotten.” Then she was called from beneath her, “Do not grieve, your Fosterer has made a rivulet beneath you, and shake the trunk of the date palm towards you, making ripe dates to fall down to you. Then eat and drink and cool (your) eye and if you see any man then say : I have vowed a fast to the Beneficent, therefore I will not speak to any man today,” Then she came to her people carrying him (Isa). They said ‘O Maryam! you have come with a strange thing. O sister of Harun! your father was not a bad man nor your mother was one who exceeded the limits,” so she pointed towards him (Isa, for the explanation). They said “How can we talk to one who is a child in the cradle?”

He (Isa) said, “I am a servant of Allah, He has given me the book and made me a prophet..............................................”, such was Isa, the son of Maryam. (This is a) statement of the fact about which they doubt. It is not befitting to Allah that He should take to Himself a son, glory be to Him, when He decrees an affair, He says to it only, “Be,” so it is. 19:16-35

Maryam’s chastity certified by Allah Taala ‘And Maryam the daughter of Imran, who guarded her chastity, so We breathed into it (her body), from Our spirit and she testified to the truth of her Fosterer and His books and she was among the obedient ones, 66:12

Isa’s (PBH) birth compared with Adam’s (PBH)

The likeness of Isa, with Allah is certainly as the likeness of Adam. (He) proportioned him from the soil, then said to him, “Be,” so he was (created). 3:59.

Isa (PBH) is not Allah’s son as Christians Claim
‘And they say, “The Beneficent (Allah) has taken (to Himself) a son, “You have indeed come with a disastrous thing. The skies are about to cleave asunder due to it and the earth to split asunder and the mountains to fall down in pieces, that they invoke a son for the Beneficent (Allah). And it does not suit the Beneficent (Allah) that He should take (to Himself) a son, there is no one in the skies and the earth but he comes to the Beneficent (Allah) as a servant.” 19:88-93.

Isa (PBH) strengthened through Jibreel (PBH)

“............... And We gave to Isa, the son of Maryam clear proofs and strengthened him with the holy spirit (Jibreel (PBH)) .............. 2:87

Isa (PBH) messenger of Allah, His word and a spirit from Him, predicts about Muhammed (SAWS).

............... and We made Isa, the son of Maryam to follow (earlier messengers) and gave him the Injeel.............” 57:27

‘And (remember) when Isa, the son of Maryam said, “O children of Israel! I am a messenger of Allah sent to you, confirming that which is before me of the Torah and conveying the good news of a messenger who will come after me his name being Ahmed (Muhammed).............” 61:6

‘O owners of the book! do not commit excesses in your religion, and do not say about Allah (anything) other than the truth. The Messiah, Isa, the son of Maryam was only a messenger of Allah and His word which He had communicated to Maryam and a spirit from Him (word ‘Be communicated through Jibreel to Maryam), so believe in Allah and His messengers and do not say, ‘Three, it will be better for you if you stop (saying it). Allah is only One God (and not one of the three as Christians claim). It is far from His glory that He should have a son for Himself. Whatever is in the skies and whatever is in the earth is His and Allah is sufficient as a Trustee. The Messiah does not disdain to be a servant of Allah.............” 4:171-172

Miracles performed through Isa (PBH)

‘When Allah will say, “O Isa, the son of Maryam! remember My favour on you and on your mother, when I strengthened you with the holy spirit you were made to speak to people in the cradle (childhood) and in old age, and when I taught you the book and the wisdom and the Torah and the Injeel, and when you proportioned from the clay a form like that of a bird by My permission then you breathed in it so it became a bird by My permission, and you healed the blind by birth and the leper by My permission, and when you brought out the dead by My
permission and when I withheld the children of Isreal from (harming) you when you came to them with clear proofs, then those who did not believe from among them said; “This is nothing but clear magic.” 5:110

Isa (PBH) did not claim that he was God.

‘And when Allah will say, “O Isa, the son of Maryam! did you say to mankind: Take me and my mother as two gods, besides Allah?” He will say, “Glory be to you. It does not be fit me that I should say something for which I have no right (to say). Had I said it then you would have known it..........” 5:116

Isa (PBH) was neither crucified nor killed, he was raised towards Allah (SWT) and will come back before the day of resurrection

‘When Allah said, “O Isa! I will take you back and raise you towards Myself and clean you from those who do not believe, and towards the day of resurrection, I will make those who follow you, above those who do not believe, then towards Me you will all return then I will judge between you in (matters) in which you disagreed”.3:55

‘And he (Isa) is certainly the knowledge (a sign) for the hour of doom..........’ 43:61

‘And (We punished them) due to their infidelity, and due to the great false charge on Maryam in their speech and due to their, saying, “We killed Messiah, Isa, the son of Maryam, messenger of Allah”. And they did not kill him nor did they crucify him, but for them, he (the one crucified) was made to resemble (Isa), and those who differ in it are certainly in a doubt about it. They do not have any knowledge of it, they follow nothing but conjecture and they certainly did not kill him. No, Allah raised him towards Himself and Allah is Mighty, Wise. And there is not a single person from among the owners of the book but he will definitely believe in him before his death, and on the day of resurrection he will be a witness on them”. 4:156-159

Summary : First angels inform Maryam (PBH) about the birth of a son on which she expresses her surprise as no man had touched her and Allah (SWT) Himself certified her chastity. Isa (PBH) appears to be the personification of the word ‘Kun’ meaning ‘Be’ from Allah (SWT) communicated to Maryam (PBH) through the spirit Jibreel (PBH). This is probably what is meant by calling him a ‘Word and spirit from Him.’ Isa (PBH) is always called the son of Maryam (PBH) because he did not have a father and he was not the son of Allah as Christians claim. Maryam must have gone through the whole process of child birth and during the period when Isa (PBH) was in her womb she must have eaten
the food from the earth which was food for Isa (PBH) too. Probably in this sense he is said to have been proportioned from the said (Turab) which supplies plant nutrients. Isa (PBH) was sent as a messenger of Allah Taala to Bani Israel and was made to perform a number of miracles as proofs of his prophethood. He was given the Injeel, he certified to the truth of earlier prophets and informed about the coming of prophet Muhammed (PBH) after him. He never claimed that he was God or the son of God. He was neither crucified nor killed but was raised towards Allah Taala, someone resembling him was crucified. He will be sent back before the day of resurrection, which is also mentioned in many sayings of prophet Muhammed (PBH).

319. AYYADNAAHU (We Strengthened Him) 2:87

آَﻱﱢﺩَنَﺎﻩُ

Other derivatives: Power/authority 38:17, energy/strength 51:47.

320. RUUH (Spirit) 2:87

رُوْحِ

Ruuhil qudus 16:102, Ruuhul amiin 26:192-196, Ruuh 42:52, Jibriil (PBH) 2:97 are different names of the same being who brought down the Quran on the heart of prophet Muhammed (PBH) by the order of Allah (SWT). The message contained in the Quran guides towards the path of Allah (SWT) 34:6, 4:175-176, leading to paradise 2:25, whereas the instigation's of the devil mislead human beings from this path and land them in hell 4:60, 7:18. Jibriil (PBH) and Iblis the devil thus perform opposite jobs of propagating good and evil respectively.

Jibriil (PBH) comes down by the command of Allah (SWT) on whom He wills of His servants with His message 16:2, 40:15, 17:85. He comes down with the angels too with a programme for every affair 97:4. In association with the angels he ascends towards Allah (SWT) in a period of 50,000 years 70:4 and on the day of resurrection he will stand with them in ranks 78:38 Jibriil (PBH) had acquired the form of a man and talked to Maryam (PBH) 19:17-19. Jibriil (PBH) is thus always associated with good things and good people. He appears to be the power of right decision in contrast to Iblis who is always associated with bad things and bad people who appears to be an evil force - the power of wrong decision. In view of this (1) the blowing of ‘Ruuhi’ into Adam (PBH) 15:29 could mean the bestowing of the power of right decision to mankind (2) the strengthening of Isa (PBH) with Ruuh-il qudus 2:87 could mean helping Isa (PBH) through Jibriil (PBH) to take right decisions due to which he was able to speak correct things even as a child 5:110 and (3) strengthening the believers with ‘Ruuh’ 58:22 could again mean helping them in taking the right decision opposite to the devil’s party who will be losers 58:19.
Allah (SWT) is Unique being One 112:1 whereas in His creation everything is in pairs 43:12, nothing is single like Him 112:4, few examples of pairs in the creation are man and women, day and night, good and evil. Millions of such examples can be given.

In view of this too Jibrill (PBH) and Iblis appear to be opposing forces which influence human beings. This interpretation is supported by the following statement of prophet Muhammed (PBH) reported by Ibn-i-Masood (R.A.) and collected by Muslim.

The Prophet (PBH) had said, “There is not one among you who does not have an incharge on him accompanying him, one from among the Jinn and one accompanying him from among the angels”. (See word No. 42:1)

Man has thus been given the power to choose and decide which is probably referred to as ‘Amaanat’ meaning ‘Trust’ 33:72. Jibriil (PBH) and the messages sent through him help men in taking the right decision whereas Iblis and his associates mislead them from this right decision. Ruuhi 15:29, Ruuhanaa 19:17 and Ruuhihii 32:9 translated as My spirit, Our spirit and His spirit respectively need not mean the soul or any part of Allah (SWT) just because possessive pronouns are used. Take the examples of the terms Malaa-'ikatihihii, Kutubihii and rusulihii 4:136 meaning His angels, His books and His messengers respectively. We know that angels, books and messengers are not parts of Allah (SWT) they just belong to Him. Therefore ‘Ruu’ could also be a separate being like angels and messengers who belong to Allah (SWT) but are not His part.

No where in the Quran is the word Ruuh used in the sense of soul, the word ‘Nafs’ is used to mean soul which is taken away at the time of death along with life 39:42.

Many people believe that Ruuh is the soul of Allah (SWT), just because of the possessive pronouns used with it. They argue that it was this soul of Allah (SWT) that was breathed into Adam (PBH) and we have inherited it through him. If we already possess the soul of Allah (SWT) then why should it be again put into Maryam (PBH) and why should Isa (PBH) and believers be supported with it? Many human beings go to different prohibited places like gambling houses, night clubs etc. and get involved in grave sins. How can one imagine committing grave and shameful sins with the soul of Allah (SWT) in him? If all human beings possess the soul of Allah (SWT) are we not dividing His Soul into different parts? Allah (SWT) has clearly indicated that He is a separate Being 58:7.
In view of all this, Ruuh or Jibr iil (PBH) appears to be a separate being which influences the psychical personalities of human beings like the angels and devils, helping them in taking the right decision and he belongs to Allah (SWT) in the sense that the whole creation belongs to Him. Ruuh may be something like knowledge, which too is a power belonging to Allah (SWT) ‘Ilmihi’ meaning His knowledge 2:255. Like knowledge Ruuh (the power of right decision) too is shared by human beings to different extents without itself getting reduced.

Ruuh meaning the power of right decision was breathed into Adam (PBH), angels by bowing down before Adam (PBH) bowed down before Ruuh too and consequently they are with the believers helping them in taking the right decision. Had Ibliis too bowed down before Adam (PBH) he would have surrendered before the power of right decision i.e. the Ruuh and in that case he would not have been in a position to mislead human beings by instigating wrong decisions in them. Ruuh is always expressed in masculine gender and singular number.

321. TAHWAA (You desire) 2:87
tehwai (ه وي)


322. GULF (Coverings) 2:88
ulvf ( غ ل ف)

323. LA-ANAHUM (He has cursed them) 2:88
lunuhum ( ل ع ن)

Those who are cursed are the infidels 2:161, hypocrits 33:61, deniers 3:61 unjust 7:44, corrupt 13:25, those who hide Divine revelation 2:159. This curse is associated with annoying Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBH) 33:57 and His anger 4:93.

The result of the curse of Allah (SWT) was/will be punishment, a sect of Bani Israel became apes and swine 5:60, hardening of hearts 5:13 deafening & blinding 47:23, murder 33:61, great punishment 4:93, blazing fire 33:64 etc.
324. ARAFUU (They recognized) 2:89

Other derivatives: Recognizing (someone by marks) 47:30, recognized (good manners) 2:233, make known 66:3 confess 40:11 acknowledge 9:102, height (from where one can recognize) 7:46, one after another 77:1, Arafaat (probably associated with mutual recognition of the pilgrims during Haj) 2:198.

These derivatives are associated with good 2:229, 3:104, forgiveness 2:263, salat 9:71, truth 4:114, being within limits set by Allah (SWT) 9:112, obedience 47:21 etc.

325. BI-SA (Evil) 2:90

326. BAGYA (Oppressed) 2:90


327. MUHIIN (Disgraceful) 2:90


328. WARAA-A (Comes after) 2:91

Other derivatives: Hiding something 5:31 the opposite of which is making manifest 7:20. They are used in the sense of behind 2:101, rear 57:13 beyond something 23:7, after (referring to future) 19:5 before 14:16, all sides 85:20, being after something 18:79, kindle 56:71, striking fire 100:2 etc.

329. KHAALISAH (Exclusively) 2:94

Other derivatives: Exclusively (for someone) 7:32 and purity 16:66. In one verse 12:80 the meaning conveyed is going away from others i.e. excluding them.
330. ABADA (Ever) 2:95

أَبَدًا ( ا ب د )

It always means for ever, 4:57 and when used with a negative it means never 5:24.

331. QADDAMAT (Sent before) 2:95

قَدْمَتْ ( ق د م )

Other derivatives: Doing something in advance 38:61, sending before (prefer) 75:13, turning towards something 25:23, leading 11:98, preceding 49:1. The opposite meanings are given by remaining behind 74:37, foot prints (which are left behind) 36:12 and putting behind (not preferring) 75:13. Some derivatives convey the sense of footing 10:2, feet 8:11 and old 36:39.

332. TAJIDA (You Will find) 2:96

تَجِدَ ( و ج د )

Other derivatives: To find something 3:37, only once it is used to mean according to your means or capacity 65:6.

333. AHRASA (Greediest) 2:96

أَحْرَصَ ( ح ر ص )

Other derivatives convey the meaning of excessive desire 12:103.

334. ASHRAKU They associated partners (with Allah SWT). 2:96

آَشْرَكَوْا ( ش ر ك )

The Quran repeatedly states and stresses that there is only one God 2:163 and that is Allah 47:19. Whatever exists in the Universe besides Allah is His creation 25:3, 31:11, 46:4 and nothing from His creation should be considered as god or equal to 41:9 or partner 9:31, 20:32 or relative 6:101 or associate of Allah 17:111 either in personality or in attributes. One who does so is known as a polytheist (Mushrik) and the act is known as polytheism (shirk). A mushrik, instead of or in addition to Allah, worship 10:18, obeys, seeks help from 22:12, fears 4:77 etc persons and things other than Allah, The list of such objects is: Idols (22:30-31), sun and moon (41:37) animals (7:152) Jinn (6:100), devils (36:60), angels and prophets (3:80), Uzair, Isa (PBT) learned people, monks (9:30-31), evil desires (25:43), material possessions, status etc. (18:32-46), traditions (2:170) laws of nature etc.
Polytheism is an unforgivable sin (4:48,116). These objects of worship besides Allah do not create anything while they are themselves created, they can neither help others nor themselves, they can neither harm nor profit anyone, they are powerless (7:191-195, 10:18; 16:73-74; 22:73, 46:4-6). It is reasoned out in the Quran that if there were more than one gods each god would have taken away what he had created and some of them would have over powered others (23:91). This logical argument proves that there is only One God and this is Allah. So we are ordered to pray only to Allah (10:106). Then in ch 112 it is clearly stated that Allah is One on whom all depend, He neither begets nor is He begotten and none is like Him.

335. YAWADDU (He Loves) 2:96

Other derivatives: Love 30:21, liking 68:8-9 and wishing 15:2 the opposite of which is enemity 60:7. Al Waduud is an Attribute of Allah (SWT) meaning ‘The Loving’ 11:90, which is associated with His mercy and protective forgiveness 85:14. If anyone loves Allah (SWT) he should follow prophet Muhammed (PBH) in implementing the Quran, then Allah too will love him and forgive his sins 3:31-32.

One of the derivatives is used for the name of a false deity 71:23.

336. AHAD (One, unique) 2:96

An attribute of Allah (SWT) 112:1. This word also means ‘no one else’ 90:7, anyone 5:115, one of the two 5:27 etc. Allah (SWT) is One and Unique in the sense that no one else is like Him, anything other than Him is His creation dependent upon Him 112:1-4.

337. YUAMMARU (Made to live) 2:96

Other derivatives: Keeping alive 35:37, long life 36:68, length of life fixed 35:11, visit 9:18, visiting Kaaba 2:196, building 30:9, maintenance 9:19, name of father of Maryam (PBH) Imraan 3:35.

338. SANAH (Years) 2:96

It is specifically used to mean an year. In one case it means famine 7:130 and in another flash 24:43.

339. MUZAHZIH (One removed) 2:96
340. (JIBRIIL) 2:97

ジェリル ( ج ب ر ل )

Name of the spirit who communicated the Holy Quran to the prophet Muhammed (PBH) [See word No. 320 Ruuh]

341. IZN (Order or Permission) 2:97

إذن ( آذن )

Also see word under 8:66

342. MIKAAL (Name of an angel) 2:98

مييكال ( م ك ل )

343. NABAZA (Cast aside) 2:100

نبذ ( ن ب ذ )

Other derivatives: Throwing 20:96 and withdrawing 19:16.

344. MULK (Kingdom) 2:102

ملك ( م ل ك )

The associates of this word convey the meanings of power 7:188; control 24:61,5:25, rule 27:23, kingdom 2:107, authority 2:247, government 40:29, possession 4:3, able 78:37, accord (will) 20:87. Allah (SWT) is the Real King 20:114 and He gives authority to whom He wills 3:26.

345. SULAYMAAN (PBH) (Soloman) 2:102

سليمان ( س ل م )

Sulaymaan (PBH): was Dawood’s (PBH) son and inherited his kingdom (38:30 and 27:16) and he was a prophet like Dawood (PBH) who was given the Divine scripture Zabur (4:163) Dawood and Sulaymaan (PBT) were kings as well as messengers of Allah (SWT) which shows that saintly people need not always be poor. Sulaymaan (PBH) was given knowledge, wisdom and judgment (21:78-79 and 27:15). His army consisted of Jinn, human beings and birds (27:17). The wind was at his command (21:81). The devils dived for him and did other works too (21:82) and the Jinn worked before him constructing fortresses, images, reservoirs, cooking pots, bowls etc (34:12-13). It appears that copper was used during his period (34:12). He knew the speech of birds (27:16). The bird hoopoe had informed him of a woman who ruled over a place called Saba, whose inhabitants were sun worshippers. Sulayman (PBH) sent a message to her and her people through hoopoe to come to him and surrender as a Muslim. On his invitation she came to him and surrendered as a Muslim (27:20-44)
When Sulayman (PBH) inquired in his court as to who could get the throne of the Queen of Saba before she came to him surrendering, one Jinn said that he could bring it before Sulayman (PBH) before he rose from his court. But one who had the knowledge of the book (Kitab also means law) or the laws of nature said that he would bring it to him before he blinks his eyes, and he did so (27:38-42). This shows that the Thrown was probably transported from Saba to Sulaymaan’s (PBH) court at light like speed. There are reports that scientists are engaged in making an effort to transport materials at light like speeds. This mode of transportation is known as ‘Tele parcel’. It is said that the object to be transported would first be converted to its electrons, neutrons, protons etc. and then these atomic particles would be made to travel at light like speed, on reaching their destination these particles would be resembled into the original object. Right now we receive television signals from thousands of miles within a fraction of a second, in view of which ‘Tele parcel’ might not be impossible. The important point to be noted here is that the present knowledge of the high speed of atomic particles and photons (3 lakh kilometers per second) appears to have existed even during the days of Sulaymaan (PBH) who himself was given many miraculous powers by Allah (SWT); like control over wind, birds, jinn, devils etc.

346. AS-SIHR (Magic) 2:102

السْحَر (س ح ر)

Magic is illusion as indicated in the following verses of the Quran :-“............... so when (the magicians threw), their ropes and rods appeared to him (Musa (PBH)), due to their magic, as if they were in motion”. 20:66.

“So when they (the magicians) threw, they cast magic on the eyes of the people...............” 7:116.

The ropes and rods did not move but the eyes of Musa (PBH) and the people around perceived them to be in motion, i.e. their eyes were illusioned. Magic according to the Quran is something unreal, illusionary and a deception.

The word ‘Sahar’ is used for the point of time when the night departs and the day starts 54:34 probably because one is confused or under deception whether that particular time is night or day compared to ‘Fajar’ 2:187 when one is sure that the day has started.

Magic is associated with lie 38:4 the opposite of which is truth 10:76, whereas ‘Miracles’ performed through messengers of Allah (SWT) 54:1-2 are not only real but proofs of their being messengers of Allah (SWT) 28:32 The phenomenon of magic is such that the eyes of viewer are deceived and nothing actually happens to him or the objects on which
magic is presumed to have been performed. This rules out the possibility of messengers of Allah (SWT) becoming the objects of magic as presumed by Firawn regarding Musa (PBH) 17:101 and by those astray and the unjust, regarding prophet Muhammed (PBH) 17:47-48, 25:8-9.

Illusions and deceptions do effect the human eye and perception, projecting an unrealistic picture on the mind. The sun appears to move around the earth but the fact is that the earth is moving around it. The whole mankind is involved in this illusion daily. A train moving on parallel adjacent rails gives an impression to people sitting in a stationary train as if their train was moving. If a disc is divided into 7 segments and each segment painted with rainbow colours in the order VIBGYOR and rotated fast, one sees white colour and not the individual 7 colours which make up ordinary light. Here again the eye is deceived. To one who does not understand science, the merger of 7 colours to give the effect of white colour on the rotating disc is magic. In this example too, it is not the colour of the disc that changes but it is the eye which is deceived and perceives the 7 colours as a single white colour. As soon as the rotation of the disc is stopped one can see all the 7 colours intact and unchanged.

The infidels called the messengers of Allah (SWT) magicians 10:2 and the miracles performed by them magic 27:13. In a miracle the change is in the object and what the eye sees is real, not a deception.

A miracle is a phenomenon against the laws of nature known during its period of performance and it is performed by Allah (SWT) through His messengers (1) to provide a proof of their prophethood and (2) as a challenge that no one else can go against the laws of nature laid down by Allah (SWT).

For Sulaymaan (PBH) Allah (SWT) had made the wind to move so fast that it covered one month’s journey in one morning or one evening 34:12 Allah (SWT) had made prophet Muhammed (PBH) to travel from Mecca to Jerusalem during one night 17:1. These speeds of travel were impossible according to the laws of nature known then, now we have Aeroplanes, rockets etc. which travel at very fast speeds but in accordance with the laws of nature known to us now.

The food and drink of a man were preserved for hundred years 2:259, a fact which could not be explained then but now we have deep freezes in which food and drinks could be preserved for long periods according to the laws of nature known to us now.

It is quite possible that in future Allah (SWT) may increase the knowledge of human beings to such an extent that they may perform
things similar to other miracles reported in the Quran except things like creation, overcoming death etc. 10:34, 13:16, 56:58-74.

In scientific experiments the change may or may not be deceptive, but it is factual as in the case of a miracle. This change is in accordance with the known laws of nature laid down by Allah (SWT) whereas in the case of a miracle although the change is real it is against the laws of nature known then. In the case of magic the change is deceptive and apparently against the laws of nature, this was the reason why some people considered miracles as magic and called messengers of Allah (SWT) magicians.

347. BAABIL (Babylon) 2:102

348. HAARUUT AND MAARUUT 2:102

349. FITNAH (Trial) 2:102

Other derivatives: Test or trial 6:53. A test involves temptation 7:27, persecution 85:10, affliction 8:25, being misled 37:162 or turned back due to temptation 5:49 and punishment 51:13 on failure.

350. AL MAR-I (Man) 2:102

Other derivatives: Man 19:28, husband 2:102, woman 4:12 and wife 3:35.

351. ZARAR (Harm) 2:102

Other derivatives: Harm 11:57, injury 4:95, adversity 3:134 etc. associated with distress 6:42. The opposite sense is given by the words benefit 10:106, prosperity 3:134, happiness 11:10, mercy 41:50 etc.

352. NAFA-SA (Profit) 2:102

Other derivatives: Profit 2:164 and benefit 40:52, the opposite of which is harm 10:106.

353. AL MASUUBAH (Reward) 2:103
Derivatives of these alphabets convey meanings which differ from each other: Reward 83:36, resort 2:125, garments 76:21 clothes 74:4 etc.

354. RAA-INAAA (Listen to us)  2:104 رَأَعِنَا ( ر ع ن )

This word with a twist of the tongue means ‘He is foolish’, therefore an unambiguous word is suggested in its place.

355. YAKHTASSU (He Chooses)  2:105 يَخْتَصُ ( خ ص ص )

Other derivatives: Being exclusive 8:25 and in need 59:9.

356. NASAKHA (Abolish)  2:106 نَسَخَ ( ن س خ )


357. RASUUL (Messenger)  2:108 رَسُولٌ ( ر س ل )

Other derivatives: Sending someone or something 9:33, 25:48, messenger 7:134. Allah (SWT) had sent His messengers to all communities or nations 16:36, He has named some in the Quran and not named many others 4:164, so that there should be no excuse that a particular nation did not get any messenger 4:165.

Muhammed (PBH) is the last messenger 33:40 sent to the whole mankind 34:28 and we are ordered to obey Allah (SWT) and His messenger (Muhammed (PBH)) to achieve the greatest success 33:71 i.e. paradise 48:17.

358. AS-SABILL (Way)  2:108 أَلسَبِيلِ ( س ب ل )

Also translated as path 80:20 and road 16:15.

359. AHL (Owners or Followers)  2: 109 أَهْلَ ( أ ه ل )

360. HASADA (Envy) 2:109

حَسَدًا (ح س د)

Jealousy 48:15.

361. ASFAHUU (You overlook) 2:109

أَصْفَحُواَ (ص ف ح)

Ignore 43:5 associated with pardon and protective forgiveness 64:14.

362. HAATUU (Bring) 2:111

هَﺎﺕُوَا (ه ي ت)

363. BURHAAN (Proof) 2:111

بُرْهَانٌ (ب ر ه)

Other derivatives: Clear evidence 12:24, miracles as proofs of prophethood 28:32.

364. WAJ-HAHUU (Himself) 2:112

وَجْهَهُ (و ج ه)

Other derivatives: Face 12:93. If someone calls us we normally turn our face in his direction, few derivatives have been used to convey the sense of attention 12:9. Face being in front, it appears first, in this sense at one place these derivatives are used to mean morning compared to evening 3:72 as morning appears first. Face is the basis for recognizing someone as a person, therefore some derivatives have been used to mean the person as a whole 2:112. They are also used to convey the sense of direction towards which one turns his face 16:76. They are also used to mean honour 33:69 as a person who is honoured is recognized by his face. In the life in the hereafter too faces have been mentioned 80:38-41.

It is stated that, in which ever direction one turns the ‘Wajhu’ i.e. the Face or Person or Attention of Allah (SWT) is there 2:115. This may mean that Allah (SWT) concentrates or pays His Attention to everything, everywhere all the time, contrary to this we can concentrate on only one thing at a time.

365. LAYSA (Nothing) 2:113

لَيْسَ (ل ى س)
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Derivatives of these alphabets are used to convey the sense of not 2:177, no 2:198 etc.

366. MANA-‘A (He Prevents) 2:114


367. SA-‘AA (He strives) 2:114


368. KHARAABIHAA (Ruin them ) 2:114

369. AL MASHRIQ (The East ) 2:115

370. AL MAGRIB (The West) 2:115

These words are normally translated as the east and the west respectively. An associated word ‘Ashraqa’ means to shine or light up (39:69). At dawn the environment is illuminated by the sun, this direction is therefore known as Mashriq i.e. the east. The word ‘Gharabiyb’ means extremely black (35:27) and the word ‘Ghurub’ means to set (50:39). The direction in which the sun sets and thus gives rise to darkness is known as Maghrib i.e. the west. The words Mashriq, Maghrib, Masjid etc. convey the sense of place as well as time. Mashriq and Maghrib have been used as singulars meaning east and west (2:258), as duals ‘Mashriqain’ and ‘Maghribain’ (55:17) probably refer to the two extreme positions of the sun on 22nd December and 22nd June every year known as the winter solstice and summer solstice respectively. The plurals Mashaariq and Maghaarib (70:40) have also been used. The earth is continuously rotating therefore every moment at some place or the other on the earth, the sun appears to be either rising or setting, giving rise to innumerable places and times of sun rise and sun set. This phenomena refers to the whole earth. Even if we consider a single place on earth say Hyderabad in India, the place and time of sun rise and sun set change daily. But on any particular day at a particular place the sun rise and sun set have always taken place at a fixed time. On 11th October 1996 the sun rise and sun set at Hyderabad took place at 6.09 A.M. and 5.57 P.M. Any year, whether in past or future, the sun rise
and sunset at Hyderabad was/would be at the timings indicated above. It is stated in the Quran ‘............ Allah measures out (yuqaddiruu) the night and the day.......’ (73:20). This natural phenomena of alternation of day and night demonstrates the precision of ‘Taqdir’ i.e. destiny destined by Allah (SWT).

371. WAASI (Omni present) 2:115

وَآسِعُ (وَسَعِی)

Other derivatives: Spaciousness 4:97, capacity to bear 2:286 and abundance 2:247 the opposites of which are poverty 2:236 and being straitened 65:7.

One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is Al Waasi meaning Omni present as well as Ample-Giving 4:130 which is associated with two other Attributes, the Knowing 2:115 and the Wise 4:130. The Omni presence of Allah (SWT) is associated with His power 2:255, knowledge 20:98, mercy 7:156, protective forgiveness 53:32 and He is expanding the universe 51:47, which is a fact discovered comparatively recently.

372. QAANITUUN (Obedient) 2:116

ﻗَﺎﻧِﺘُﻮْنَ (قَنَّتُوا)

Other derivatives: Devout 39:9, bowing down, prostration 3:43, righteousness 16:120, 4:34, patience, truthfulness spending, seeking protective forgiveness 3:17, Muslims, Momins, humbleness, fasting, chastity, remembrance of Allah (SWT) 33:35. The opposite sense is conveyed through polytheism 16:120.

373. BADI-'U (Originator) 2:117

ﺑَﺪِیْﻊُ (بَدْعَ)

Other derivatives: Being first 46:9, invent 57:27 and originate 6:101. The Attribute of Allah (SWT) Al Badii means that He is the Originator of the material and abstract universes and the laws governing them i.e. He it is Who brings things and affairs into existence from nothingness then proportions them as Al Khaaliq, purifies them as Al Baari and gives them the desired final shape as Al Musawwir 59:24.

374. QAZAA (He decrees) 2:117

قَضَا (قَضِی)

375. QAWM (People) 2:118
قوَمٍ (ق و م)

376. AL JAHIIIM (The hell fire) 2:119
الْجَحِيْمِ (ج ح م)

The opponents of Ibrahiiim (PBH) said, “........... put him into Jahiim” 37:97. Elsewhere 21:69 Allah (SWT) ordered “O fire! be cool and a source of peace for Ibrahiiim” This indicates that the Jahiim mentioned at many places in the Quran means hell fire with which the word of kindling is also associated 81:12.

377. RAZI ( Pleased ) 2:120
رَضِيَ ( رض ی)

Other derivatives: Choosing 5:3, agreement 2:233, pleasure of Allah (SWT) 9:21 the opposites of which are grief 33:51 and refusal 9:8.

378. MILLAT ( Religious Community ) 2:120
ﻡِﻠﱠﺖٌ (م ل)

Few derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of dictation 2:282, therefore a ‘Millat’ would be a community 38:7 following some religious dictates 12:37 like the religion dictated by Ibrahiiim (PBH) 2:130.

379. FA-ATAMMAHUNN (So He fulfilled them) 2:124
فَآَتَمَمْهُنَّ (ت م م)


380. ZURRIYYAH(Off Spring) 2:124
ذُرِّيَةٌ (ذ ر ر)

The word zarrah 4:40 means a particle. Children and descendants are created from sperm and egg and their associated genes, which can be regarded as particles. Is it due to this reason that some derivatives of these alphabets have been translated as children 2:266 and descendants 19:58

It is stated in the Quran that Allah (SWT) had taken out their descendants from the backs of children (i.e.progeny) of Adam (PBH) and made them bear witness that He was their Fosterer 7:172-174. Were
these ‘descendants’ translation of the word ‘zurriyyat’ some specific ‘genes of faith’?

381. YANAALU (Include) 2:124

ﻱَﻨَﺎلُ ( ﻥ و ﻝ )

Other derivatives: Reach 5:94, attain 3:92, bestow 7:49, receive 9:120 etc.

382. AL BAYT (The House) 2:125

اَﻟْﺒَﻴْﺖَ ( ﺑ ى ﺕ )

Other derivatives: Spending the night (in discussing secrets) 4:81. Houses 24:61 are places where people not only rest but also discuss or are involved in secrets. Allah (SWT) calls Kaaba 5:97 ‘My house’ 22:26, mosques 24:36 are also called houses and there are some people who spend the night in prostrating and standing before Allah (SWT) 25:64. In view of all this it appears that the Kaaba and mosques are not only places for ritualistic worship but also for secrecy with Allah (SWT).

383. IBRAAHIM, ISMAAIL AND ISHAAQ (PBT) 2:125

اِﺑْﺮَاهِﻴْﻢَ اِﺱْﺤَﺎﻕَاِﺱْﻤَﺎﻋِﻴْﻞَ وَ إِﺳْﺣَاقَ

1. Leaves home in the name of Allah: Ibrahim (PBH) as the messenger of Allah appears to have first preached his father against idol worship. He argued with him that he (i.e. his father) was worshipping idols which neither hear nor see nor are capable of helping him in any way. He told him that worshipping idols and thereby serving the devil who was disobedient to Allah, was a punishable act. In reply to this his father threatened him that he would stone him if he did not stop his mission against idol worship and finally ordered him to go away from him. Even then Ibrahim (PBH) consoled him that he would pray to his Fosterer for forgiving him and withdrew from that which they worshipped besides Allah (6:74, 19:41-48).

The lesson we learn from this is that guidance to the right path does not depend on relationship, even the father of Ibrahim (PBH) was an idol worshipper, a polytheist. It is Allah Who guides whom He wills towards the right path (2:213).

2. He reflects on the creation in search of the Creator: Ibrahim (PBH) wanted to know, Who his Sustainer, Cherisher, Fosterer was, therefore Allah (SWT) diverted his attention towards the heavenly bodies and made him reflect on the creation and then come to some conclusion. In this process he first saw a planet (probably venus which
appears at the very start of night and is next in brightness only to the
moon), but when the planet disappeared he remarked, ‘I do not love
those who set’. He next reflected on the moon then on the sun, the
biggest heavenly body seen with the naked eye but these two heavenly
bodies also disappeared. These heavenly bodies too must have been
objects of worship therefore he remarked, “O my people! I am free from
that which you associate as partners (with Allah). I turn my attention
towards Him Who initiated the creation of the skies and the earth, being
upright, and I am not of the polytheists, (6:75-82). Here there is a hint
that Allah (SWT) existence and powers could be recognized through his
creation.

3. He breaks Idols: To teach a lesson to idol worshippers and to
make them realize how helpless the idols were, he broke all the idols
except the biggest one, in their absence. When they returned and asked
as to who had done this to their idols, he said that the biggest of them
had done it and requested them to ask the idols themselves. They
accepted that idols could not speak. He thus tried to convince them that
besides Allah they were worshipping things which could not even protect
themselves, leave alone their benefiting or harming others. Inspite of
getting convinced they were adamant and tried to burn him in the fire
but Allah (SWT) saved him. (21:51-70). Following wrong practices and
traditions of fore fathers sometimes makes people blind to reason and
logic and leads them to hell.

4. He argues with the king: Ibrahim (PBH) defeated the king of
his time in argument which was another daring act. The king,
considering himself to be the ultimate authority had said that he could
let a person live or cause him to die. Ibrahim (PBH) in reply challenged
that Allah (SWT) causes the sun to rise in the east let him cause it to rise
in the west. (2:258). This shows that one should dare to argue in the
cause of Allah (SWT), basing his argument on reason and logic, even
with people in power, if they are wrong.

5. He performs an experiment: Belief in anything becomes strong
if one is satisfied. Ibrahim (PBH) therefore asked Allah (SWT) to show
him how He would raise the dead to life. Allah (SWT) too satisfied him
by ordering him to perform an experiment: ‘Take four birds, tame them
to come to you when you call them, then place on every mountain a
portion from them and call them, they will come to you......’ (2:260). As
birds are tamed, every particle in the whole creation is tamed to obey
the orders of Allah (SWT). On the day of resurrection at the command
of Allah (SWT), all the particles of which a person was composed in the
life of this world, would assemble to resurrect the same person. This
was probably what Allah (SWT) wanted to impress on the mind of
Ibrahim (PBH).
6. He leaves wife and child at Kaaba: For the establishment of worship (salat) he left his wife Hajira and child Ismael (PBH) in the premises of Kaaba where there was no food, in the absence of any cultivation. He just depended on Allah (SWT) for providing them with fruits, for which he prayed to Him. 14:37. Another sacrifice of leaving his wife and small child alone just for the service of Allah (SWT).

7. Construction of Kaaba: Ibrahim and Ismael (PBT) were ordered to clean the Kaaba for worshippers of Allah (SWT). This indicates that Ibrahim and Ismael (PBT) first had to remove some unclean or unwanted things from the premises of the Kaaba and then raise the foundations of the building. The place where Ibrahim (PBH) stood was appointed as a place for offering salat. While raising the walls of Kaaba Ibrahim and Ismael (PBT) were praying to Allah (SWT) for accepting this service of theirs inspite of the fact that they were ordered by Allah (SWT) to construct the building of Kaaba. This shows that while obeying the orders of Allah (SWT) we too should pray to Him for acceptance of our good deeds, because if our effort is not accepted as good by Allah (SWT) then it is fruitless and a waste. Ibrahim (PBH) also prayed to Allah (SWT) for raising a messenger from the local people i.e. the progeny of Ismael (PBH), his prayer was accepted and Muhammed (PBH) was raised as His last messenger with the final message i.e. the Quran (2:125-129).

8. Sacrifice of Ismael: When Ibrahim (PBH) was instructed in his dream by Allah (SWT) to sacrifice his son Ismael (PBH) both obeyed the order. But when Ismael was laid down for sacrifice Allah (SWT) saved him from being slaughtered and in his place a sheep was sacrificed. This occasion is remembered every year when we celebrate Idd uz Zuha (37:102-109) If Ismael (PBH) had been sacrificed, it was possible that sacrificing a son instead of a sheep would have become incumbent on all Muslims. We celebrate Idd uz Zuha because instead of a son a sheep is sacrificed and its really an occasion to be celebrated. What a trial it must have been for Ibrahim and Ismael (PBT), but both were declared successful. We should really be grateful to Allah for saving us from such a severe test.

9. Birth of Ishaq (PBH). Ibrahim (PBH) was given the good news of the birth of Ishaq (PBH) as a son along with the birth of Yaqoob (PBH) as a grandson (11:71-72). This clearly indicated that the son whose sacrifice was ordered was Ismael (PBH) and not Ishaq (PBH), because Ishaq (PBH) was to live get married and give birth to Yaqoob (PBH) his son. How could Ishaq (PBH) do all this if he had been sacrificed because Ibrahim (PBH) did not know before the sacrifice that his son would be saved, he was prepared to sacrifice his son in all good
faith. If the son to be sacrificed was Ishaq (PBH) and not Ismael (PBH) then Ibrahim (PBH) would have got confused that on one hand Ishaq (PBH) was to give birth to Yaqoob (PBH) and on the other hand Allah (SWT) is asking him to sacrifice him in childhood itself. This clearly proves that Ismael (PBH) was involved in the sacrifice and this event took place around Kaaba. Sacrifice of animals and stoning the devils during the Hajj add further support to this fact.

10. Allah (SWT) acknowledgment of Ibrahim’s (PBH) acts: Ibrahim (PBH) is honoured by being called upright and a friend of Allah (SWT) (4:125). Allah (SWT) Himself certifies that he was not a polytheist (16:120), he had a defectless heart (37:84), he was a man of strength and insight, chosen for reminding people of the life after death (38:45-47) he was good to such an extent that he was a model for the righteous to copy (60:4).

384. TAAA- IFIIN (Those who go round the Kaaba 7 times) 2:125 طَﺂءِﻓِﻴْﻦَ (ط و ف)

Other derivatives: Moving about 24:58, circulating evil thoughts (from the devil) 7:201, visitation of a disaster 68:19, flood 7:133 in which there is lot of movement of wind, water etc. The word ‘Taa-’ifatun’ is used to mean ‘a party’ 3:69.

385. AL– AAKIFIIN Those who stay in the sacred Mosque (Kaaba) for devotionally worshipping Allah (SWT). 2:125 ﺍَﻟْﻌَﺎآِﻔِﻴْﻦَ (ع ك ف)


386. BALAD (City) 2:126 ﺏَﻠَﺪًا (ب ل د)

Land 7:57.

387. AZTARRU (I will drive) 2:126  ﺍَﺽْﻄَﺮﱡ (ض ط ر)

Other derivatives: Being driven to necessity 16:115, one who is distressed (driven to some necessity) 27:62.

388. AL MASIIR (The Destination) 2:126 ﺍَﻟْﻤَﺼِﻴْﺮ (ص ي ر)
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389. AL-QAWAA-ID (The foundations) 2:127

Other derivatives: Sitting 9:90 opposed to striving 4:95. Sitting is a position of the body 3:121 associated with other positions of standing and lying down 3:191. They are used to mean foundations because a building sits on it 16:26 and for elderly women 24:60 because they normally sit at home.

390. MANAASIK (Ways of devotion) 2:128


391. AL-AZIIZ (The Mighty) 2:129

Other derivatives: Pride 2:206, power and might 4:139, strength 36:14, domination 38:23, difficulty 14:19-20 etc. The opposite sense is conveyed by the words disgrace 3:26 and weakness 63:8.

Al Aziiz is an Attribute of Allah (SWT) meaning One Who is Powerful, Mighty, Dominating, Honoured Who also grants these things to whom He wills. It is associated with many other Attributes: The Wise, The Knowing, The Merciful etc.

392. RAAGIB (One who forsakes) 2:130

Other derivatives: Turning one’s attention towards 94:8, preferring 9:120, hoping 21:90 desiring 4:127, seeking 9:59 etc, but when these derivatives are followed by the preposition ‘An’ they give the opposite meaning of forsaking 19:46, instead of seeking. The hope or expectation is associated with fear 21:90.

393. ISTAFAYNAAHU (We selected him) 2:130

Other derivatives: Choosing 43:16, clarifying 47:15 etc. They are also used to mean rock 2:264 and the hill in the premises of Kaaba 2:158.
394. WASSAA (He enjoined) 2:132

وَصَا (وَصِيَّ)

Other derivatives: Directing 6:145, recommending 103:3 and bequest i.e. making one’s will known before death 2:180.

395. HAZARA (It Came) 2:133

حَضَرَ (حَضَرَ)

Other derivatives: Being present 4:8, presentation 81:14, facing 7:163.

396. BA-DII (After me) 2:133

بَعْدِيْ (بَعْدِيْ)


397. ILAAHA (God) 2:133

اِلَهَ (اِلَهَ)

The word Ilaaha is translated as ‘God’. It is not a personal name like ‘Allah’ but the name of a status or a designation like president, chairman, king etc. Ilaaha is the Supreme Head of the whole creation and there was, is and will be only One Ilaaha i.e. Allah (SWT) 2:163, 47:19. If there were two or more gods or supreme authorities then there would have been disorder in the whole universe due to their fighting for achieving the ownership or control of the throne of the universe and each god would have taken away things which he had created 17:42, 23:91. On the contrary we find perfect order in the whole universe which proves that there is only One God i.e. Allah (SWT). Whatever is there other than Him is His creation and nothing from His creation should be considered as ‘God’. In fact the whole creation has been put into service of man by Allah (SWT) 45:13, therefore regarding someone other than Allah (SWT) as ‘God’ is similar to worshipping your own servants. Is it not ridiculous? ‘Ilaaha’ is One Who creates, He Himself is not created 112:1-4. He can benefit or harm anyone, He controls death and life 25:3. Nothing else can do these things.

Things which have been wrongly considered as Ilaaha are (1) Idols 6:74, (2) Human beings 5:116, 9:31, (3) Angels and Jinn 34:40-41. Considering any other person or thing besides Allah (SWT) as Ilaaha is an unforgivable sin 4:48.

Please see word No.334 on Shirk for more details.
398. AABAAA’-IKA (Your fathers) 2:133

In addition to this, derivatives of these alphabets mean, father 12:78, parents 4:11 and forefathers 7:70.

399. HANIIFA (Upright) 2:135

One who stands firm on that which is right 98:5.

400. AL-ASBAAT (The tribes) 2:136

401. SHIQAAQ (Opposition) 2:137

(See word No. 291)

402. KAFAA (Sufficient) 2:137

Derivatives of these alphabets mean sufficient 4:6 and enough 3:124.

403. SIBGAH Colour (that transforms) 2:138

Curry (for eating, in which the bread is dipped) 23:20. suggesting transformation.

404. WASATA (Middle) 2:143

One derivative of these alphabets conveys the sense of middle (or normal salat) 2:238. In the very next verse 2:239 offering salaat on foot or while riding is mentioned which is abnormal and opposite of normal salaat. There is an other verse in which the derivative is used to mean normal (food which you eat) 5:89. Other meanings communicated are midst (of an assembly) 100:5 and balanced (man) 68:28.

405. AQIBAYH (His heels) 2:143

406. YUZIIU (He wastes) 2:143

All derivatives convey the sense of wasting 19:59.

407. RA-'UUF (One full of pity) 2:143

Other derivatives: Pity, sympathy 24:2, mercy 9:117, desire for doing good to others 9:128, granting benefits 22:65 and helping in guidance towards good 57:9 as opposed to hardship 16:7, ill feeling 59:10 distress and punishment 16:45-47. One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is Ar Rauuf which is associated with His Attribute Merciful. Ar Rauuf, in view of the above meanings, is someone who removes and keeps His creation safe from harm which hinders growth and this He does due to pity or sympathy because He is full of pity for His Creation.

408. SHATRA (Direction, towards) 2:144

409. AL MUMTARIIN (Those who doubt) 2:147

Other derivatives: Doubt 24:18 and dispute 18:22 probably because of doubt.

410. ASTABIQU (Hasten) 2:148


411. ALJUU-I (Hunger) 2:155

It is associated with nourishment 88:7 and fear 16:112.
412. NAQS (Loss) 2:155


413. AL-AMWAAL (Wealth) 2:155

414. ASABATHUM (Disaster) Falls on them 2:156


415. AS-SAFA and AL-MARWAH 2:158

Hills in the premises of Kaaba in Mecca.

416. JUNAAHA (Sin) 2:158


417. TAWAA (Willingly) 2:158

The opposite of which is unwillingly 3:83. Other derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of will (i.e. desire) 5:30, obey 4:80, follow 43:54, to be able to 36:67, can 11:13, be capable of 26:211 etc.

418. AL–FULK (Ships) 2:164

Another derivative is used to mean orbit 21:33 of heavenly body.

419. BASSA (Spreading) 2:164

Only in one verse the meaning is distress 12:86.
420. DAAABAH (Animal) 2:164

Also translated as moving creature 11:56, living creature 27:82, living being etc 42:29.

421. TASRIIF (Changing) 2:164

Derivatives: of these alphabets also mean turning away 9:127, turning 46:29, repeating 17:41.

422. AR-RIYAAHI (Winds) 2:164

Other derivatives: Mercy 12:87, journey in the evening opposed to journey in the morning 16:6, 34:12, strength 8:46, smell 12:94 fragrance 55:12, 56:89 etc.

423. AS-SAHAAB (The Clouds) 2:164

Clouds which are associated with rain 7:57, also used to mean dragging 40:71.

424. AL MUSAKH-KHAR (That which is subjected to serve some purpose) 2:16


425. YUHIBBUNAHUM (They love them) 2:165

Other derivatives: Love 49:7, being dear 9:24 etc. the opposite of which is dislike 2:216.

426. AL-ASBAAB (Relations) 2:166

Other derivatives: Means 22:15, ways 18:85 and abusing (i.e. speaking ill about someone) 6:108.

427. KARRAT (Return) 2:167


428. HAS-RAAT (Regrets) 2:167

Another meaning conveyed through derivatives of these alphabets is getting tired 21:19.

429. HALAALA (Lawful) 2:168


430. KHUTUWAAT (Footsteps) 2:168

431. AL-FAH-SHAA-I (Indecent, Shameful) 2:169

432. AL-FAYNAAN (We found) 2:170
433. YAN-IQU (He calls out) 2:171

434. NIDAA-AA (Cry) 2:171


435. LAHM (Flesh) 2:173

436. AL-KHINZIIR (Swine) 2:173

437. U-HILLA (Invoked) 2:713

‘Invoking some name at the time of slaughtering an animal’. The word ‘Al Ahillah’ means new moons 2:189.

438. BUTUUNIHIM (Their Stomachs) 2:174

Other derivatives: Inside opposed to outside 57:13, internal opposed to external 31:20, manifest opposed to hidden 6:151, interior 48:24, stomach as bottom 24:45, stomach internal 16:66, intimacy i.e. sharing hidden secrets 3:118, shining from inside 55:54 One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘Al Baatin’ meaning The Hidden or The Inner Most 57:3.

439. AR-RIQAAB (Captives) 2:177


One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘Ar Raqiib’ meaning ‘The vigilant’ 33:52. He is always vigilant over everything, everywhere as a Master over His slaves.

440. ALQISAAS (Retaliation) 2:178

441. AL-HURRU Free man (not a slave) 2:178


442. AL-UNSA Female (women) 2:178

The opposite of which is male 53:45.

443. AL-AKHU (Brother) 2:178

Also used to mean sister 4:23.

444. ADAAA-U (Payment) 2:178

Other derivatives: Returning 4:58, payback 3:75 deliver (given back) 2:283 etc.

445. UILIL AL- ALBAAB (Those who understand) 2:179

These are the persons who always remember Allah (SWT), reflect on His creation, admire it and pray to Him 3:190-194.

446. JANAFAA (Unjust) 2:182

Inclining towards 5:3.

447. AS-SIYAAM (Fasting) 2:183

This word conveys the sense of restraining from something, in the case of Maryam (PBH) restraining from talking 19:26. The qualities that are associated with one who fasts are being a Muslim, a Momin,
obedient, truthful, patient, humble, charitable, chaste those who remember Allah (SWT) much 33:35.

448. SAFAR (Journey) 2:184

سَفَرٍ (ﺱٌﻑٍ ﺭٌ)

Other derivatives: Writers 80:15 books 62:5, brightness 80:38, shining 74:34.

449. YUTIIQUUNAHU (They do it’ with hardship) 2:184

ﻱُﻄِﻴْﻘُﻮْﻧَﻪُ (ﻁﻭﻕ)

Other derivatives: Possessing power less than the opponent 2:249, strength insufficient to bear the burden 2:286, collar whose weight will be difficult to bear 3:180 because this would be the punishment for hoarding.

450. SHAHR (Month) 2:185

ﺵَﻬَﺮَ (ﺵ ﻩ ﺭ ﻣ ﺟ)

451. RAMAZAAN (The month of Ramadan) 2:185

رَﻡَﻀَﺎنٌ (ﺭ ﻭ ﻣ ﺡ ﺩ ﺟ)

452. AL QURAAN (The Holy Quran) 2:185

اَﻟْﻘُﺮَﺁنُ (ﻕ ﺭ ﻣ ﺡ ﺩ ﺟ)

It is stated in the Quran ‘And when the Quran is recited listen to it and be silent...............’ 7:204. We can listen to something only when it is read or recited aloud.

Derivatives of these alphabets thus convey the meaning of reading or reciting in a voice which could be heard, compared to this ‘Tilaawath’ 2:121 means reading which need not be in a loud voice. [See word No. 2:188]

The Author of the Quran is Allah (SWT) 27:6 and no one else can produce such a book 2:23-24, 10:37, 11:13, 17:88, 52:33-34. The Quran is preserved in a book that is protected 56:77-80 ‘Kitaabim-maknuun’ also known as Low him Mahfuuz’ 85:21-22. It was sent down by Allah (SWT) through Jibriil (PBH) on the heart of prophet Muhammed (PBH) 26:192-196, 47:2, 42:52. 28:86-87, 29:48, 6:19, 2:151.
The revelation started during the night of Al Qadr 97:1 which is a blessed night 44:2-3 in the month of Ramadan 2:185. The original language of the Quran was Arabic 43:3. It was revealed gradually after intervals 17:106, it was not sent down all at once 25:32. Had the Quran been sent down on a mountain, it would have split asunder due to the fear of Allah (SWT) 59:21. This appears to be the reason why the Quran was not sent down on the heart of prophet Muhammed (PBH) in one single installment but was sent down in small portions during a long span of 23 years.


The Holy Quran has been protected by Allah (SWT) therefore falsehood cannot enter it 15:9, 18:27, 41:42, 75:16-19, 87:6-7. The Holy Quran is taught by Allah (SWT) 55:1-2 and He has explained everything relevant to us, through it 16:89, 12:111, 39:27-28. It is also called light 4:175 because it shows the straight path leading to paradise. The Holy Quran contains only truth 32:2-3 and there is nothing doubtful in it 2:2 It confirms that before it there were other Divine books 4:47, 5:48.

The aims behind the revelation of the Holy Quran are: (1) Guidance of human beings 2:185 (2) bringing them out from darkness into light 14:1 (3) to make clear to mankind many things 16:44 (4) to settle differences 16:64 (5) for judgment of disputes 4:105 (6) to serve as a reminder 7:2 (7) to warn 6:19 (8) to serve as a source of admonition 2:231 (9) a source of good news to the believers 18:1-3 (10) for reflection over its subjects 38:29 etc.

The Holy Quran is a reminder to the whole of humanity 12:104. The devils have been kept away from even hearing it 26:210-212. The Holy Quran is easy to communicate 19:97, 44:58 and remember 54:17. It is not self contradictory 4:82. The believers are required to believe in the Holy Quran 4:136. For believers it is a guide, mercy and a healing 10:57, 17:82. The sign of belief is that when it is read before believers it increases their faith 8:2 and they are not deaf and blind to it 25:73 but fall down prostrate glorifying and praising Allah (SWT) 32:15.

Islam should be propagated through the Quran 50:45, 6:19, 5:67 one should not hide anything that is in it 2:174. The Holy Quran is to be implemented practically 6:155. Believers are ordered not to sit in the company which rejects or mocks at the Holy Quran till they shift over to
some other topic 4:140, 6:68. The Quran is not to be divided into parts 15:90-91.

The messenger (PBH) of Allah (SWT) will complain to Allah (SWT) that his people had forsaken the Quran 25:30. The protection of Allah (SWT) from the devil should be sought before reading the Quran 16:98 then it should be recited in His name 96:1.

We are ordered to read the Quran 18:27 gradually 73:4 as much as it is easy to 73:20 The Holy Quran is to be listened to in silence 7:204 with reflection 47:24 Recitation at dawn is witnessed 17:78 There is peace of mind and heart in the remembrance of Allah (SWT) 13:28. The Jinn too had heard the Quran 72:1.

453. AL YUSR (Easy) 2:185

الْيُسْرَ ( ي س ر )

Other derivatives: Ease and facility 92:7 which are opposite of difficulty 94:5. One derivative is used to mean games of chance 2:219 probably due to the ease with which money is lost or gained.

454. AL-USRA (Hardship) 2:185

الْعُسْرَ ( ع س ر )

Also difficulty 65:6 the opposite of which is ease 65:7.

455. KAAMIL (Complete) 2:185

كَامِلَ ( ك م ل )

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the meanings of completion 2:233, full 16:25, perfection 5:3 etc.

456. UJIIBU (I respond) 2:186

آِجِيبُ ( ج و ب )

Other derivatives: Answering 7:82, responding to an invitation 46:31 acceptance 42:16 etc. One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘Al Mujiib’ meaning ‘One Who responds’, associated with nearness 11:61.

One of the derivatives conveys the meaning of cutting 89:9.

457. YARSHUDUUN (They are led aright) 2:186

يَرْشَدُوْنَ ( ر ش د )
Other derivatives: Right 72:2 or correct 4:6, the opposite of which is wrong 72:21, incorrect 2:256, and evil 72:10. One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘Ar Rashiid’ meaning One Who guides to the right way.

458. AR-RAFAS (Approaching Wives) 2:187

459. TAKHTAANUUN (You were betraying) 2:187

All derivatives convey the sense of betrayal 8:58.

460. AL-KHAYT (Thread) 2:187

Also means needle 7:40.

461. AL-ABYAZ (White) 2:187

One derivative has been used to mean ‘Egg’ 35:27 probably due to white colour of many eggs.

462. AL-ASWAD (Black) 2:187

463. HUDUUD (Limits) 2:187

Other derivatives: Resistance 58:22, opposition 9:63, iron 57:25, sharpness 33:19 etc.

464. TUDLU Present (bribes to judges making them come down to your side) 2:188

Other derivatives: Coming down 53:8, cause to fall 7:22 (to a lower status), let down something 12:19.

465. MAWAAQIIT (Times) 2:189

Other derivatives: Fixed time 78:17, appointed term 44:40 etc.
466. QAATILUU (Fight) 2:190
قَاتِلُوَا (ق ت ل )

At few places sense of destruction is conveyed 9:30.

467. SAQIFTUMUHUM (You find them) 2:191
تَقِفَنِّمْوُهُمْ (ث ق ف )

Derivatives of these alphabets also convey the sense of domination 8:57, find 3:112 etc.

468. INTAHAW (Desist) 2:192
إِنْتَهَوَا (ن ه ي )


469. AT-TAHLUKAH (Destruction) 2:195
اَﻟﺘﱠﻬْﻠُﻜَﺔِ ( ه ل ك )

Other derivatives: Something going away 69:29, death 40:34, perishing 8:42 etc. Everything will perish except Allah (SWT) 28:88.

470. UHSIRTUM (You are prevented) 2:196
اُﺣْﺼِﺮْﺕُﻢْ (ح ص ر )


471. TAHLIQUU (You shave) 2:196
تَحْﻠِﻘُوَا (ح ل ق )

472. RU-UUSAKUM (Your heads) 2:196
رُؤُوْسَكُمْ (ر ا س )

Also used to mean principal (i.e. the amount lent, without interest) 2:279.

473. YABLUGA (It reaches) 2:196
يَبْلُﻎَ (ب ل غ )

474. AZA (Ailment) 2:196

آذى (ا ذ ى)

Other derivatives: Harm 14:12, punishment 4:16, annoyance 33:69 etc.

475. FARZAA (He makes incumbent) 2:197

فراض (ف ر ض)


476. JIDAAL (Disputing) 2:197

جدال (ج د ل)

Also means pleading 4:109.

477. AZ-ZAAD (Provision) 2:197

الزاد (ز و د)

478. AFAZTUM (You hasten) 2:198

افضتيم (ف ي ض)

Other derivatives: Overflowing (of tears) 5:83, pouring out 7:50, being engaged in something 10:61. Utterance 46:8, talk in which one gets indulged 24:14 etc.

479. NASIIB (Portion) 2:202

نصيب (ن ص ب)


480. SARII-U (Quick) 2:202

سريرع (س ر ع)

Other derivatives: Hastening 23:56, fast 50:44, swift 6:62 etc.

481. AL-HISAAB (Account) 2:202

حسابا ب (ح س ب)

5:104 and thunderbolt 18:40. Allah (SWT) takes account of everything
4:86 and He is Quick at settling the account 2:202 He is sufficient for
helping 65:3. One of His Attributes is Al Haṣīb meaning One Who
keeps an account and also One Who is sufficient for help.

482. TUHSHARUUN (You will be gathered ) 2:203

**تَحْشُرُونَ (ح ش ر)**

Other derivatives: Gathering together 6:22, in one case they have
been used to mean raise 20:125.

483. YU’JIBUKA (Makes you wonder ) 2:204

**يُعْجِبُكَ (ع ج ب)**

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the meanings of being wonderful 18:63
and pleasing 2:221.

484. ALADDU (Most rigid) 2:204

**أَلْدُ (ل د)**

Quarrelsome 19:97

485. AL KHISAMI (Opposition) 2:204

**الْخِصَّامِ (خ ص م)**

Derivatives of these alphabets also convey the sense of dispute
22:19 and tussle 36:49.

486. AN-NASL (Cattle) 2:205

**الْنَّسَلَ (ن س ل)**

Other derivatives: Progeny 32:8, rush forth 36:51, set free or fall
21:96.

487. AL-MIHAAD (Habitation ) 2:206

**اَلْمِهَادُ (م ه د)**

Derivatives of these alphabets are also used to mean a cradle 3:46
and a bed 7:41 where one settles down.

488. KAAAFFAHN (Completely or Totally) 2:208

**كَآَفْهَا (ك ف ف)**

489. ZUYYINA (Made glamorous) 2:212

زّيّنَ (زّيّ ن)  


490. KURH (Dislike) 2:216

كُرِهَ (ك ر ه)  

Other derivatives: Hatred 23:70, unwillingness the opposite of which is willingness 3:83, compulsion 2:256, force 4:19, hardship 46:15 etc.

491. SHARR (Bad) 2:216

شّرّ (ش ر ر)  

The opposite of which is good and better 3:180. Other meanings these derivatives convey are worse 5:60, evil 10:11, harmful 17:83 etc. One of the derivatives means sparks 77:32.

492. SADD (Turning away) 2:217

صّدّ (ص د د)  

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of hindering 27:43, ignoring 4:61, raising a hue and cry 43:57, boiling 14:16.

493. YAZAAALUN (Cease) 2:217

يُزَاّالوُنَ (ي و ل/ز و ل)  

Few derivatives of these alphabets have been used to mean separation 10:28.

494. HA-BITAT (Fruitless) 2:217

حَبِطَتْ (ح ب ط)  

495. HAAJARUU (They Migrated) 2:218

حَاجَرُوْا (ه ج ر)  

496. JAAHIDUU (They strove) 2:218  

جَاهِدُواَ (جُهَدَوَا)  

Other derivatives: Struggling in the way of Allah 9:19, striving with wealth and personal efforts 9:41 against the infidels and hypocrites 9:73, the opposite of which is sitting at home not striving in the path of Allah (SWT) 4:95. This striving is associated with migration 8:72, patience 3:142 and belief 9:19. One derivative is used to mean strong (oath) 5:53.

497. YARJUUN (They hope) 2:218  

يَرْجُونَ  


498. AL KHAMR (Intoxicants) 2:219  

الْخَمْرُ  

One derivative of these alphabets is used to mean ‘head cover used by women which completely covers them’ 24:31. It is probably used to mean wine 47:15 because that also influences a person from head to foot. Intoxicants are associated with games of chance and are prohibited 5:90-91.

499. TATAFAKKARUUN (You reflect) 2:219  

فَكَرُوْنَ  

Reflection on the creation is associated with the remembrance of Allah (SWT) 3:191.

500. TUKHAALITUUHUM [You mingle (your affair) with them] 2:220  

تُخَالِطُوْهُمْ  

Other derivatives: Mixing 9:102 and partners 38:24 (who mix their affairs).

501. A-‘NATAKUM (Over burdened you) 2:220  

أَعْتَنَتْكُمْ  

502. TANKIHU (You marry) 2:221 
	تَنْكَحُواُ (نُكِحُ) 
503. AMATUN (Slave girl) 2:221 
	أمَّةُ (أَمَّة) 
504. AL MAHIIZ (Menstruation) 2:222 
	المَحِيضُ (حِيْضُ) 
505. A'TAZILUU (Keep aloof) 2:222 
	أَعْتَزِلُواُ (عَزِّلُوا) 

Other derivatives: Removing far away 26:212, separating 11:42, setting aside 33:51, withdrawing 18:16 etc.

506. AYMAANIKUM (Your oaths) 2:224 
	أَيْمَانِكُمْ (أَيْمَانِكُمْ) 

Other derivatives: Right as opposed to left 16:48, right hand 20:17, slaves 16:71, 33:52.

507. AL-LAGWI (That which is vain) 2:225 
	الَّغُوُ (لَغُوُ) 

Other derivatives: Vain or useless talk 28:55, 78:35, making noise 41:26

508. HALIIM (Clement) 2:225 
	حَلِيْمٌ (حَلِيْمٌ) 

Other derivatives: Clemency i.e. forbearance, leniency, kindness tolerance etc 2:225, 3:155, 35:41. They also convey the meanings of understanding 52:32, puberty 24:59, dreams 12:44 etc.

One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is Al Haliim ‘The Clement’ associated with protective forgiveness 2:225, independence 2:263, knowledge 4:12 and acknowledgment 64:17. Allah (SWT) is kind, tolerant, patient, forbearing and gives time for amendment although He has full power to punish His servants because He is ‘The Clement’.

509. YUULUNA Those who swear to be away (from their wives) 2:226 
	يُؤْلُونَ (أَلَوُ) 

510. TARABBUSU (They should wait) 2:226


511. FAAA-U (Go back) 2:226


512. AZAMUU (They resolve) 2:227

Other derivatives: Determination 20:115, deciding factor 31:17 etc.

513. AT TALAAQ (Divorce) 2:227

Other derivatives: Going away 38:6, proceeding 18:77, fluency 26:13 etc.

514. QURUUU (Menstrual courses) 2:228

515. BU’UULATUHUNNA (Their husbands) 2:228

One derivative of these alphabets is used for the name of false sun god 37:125.

516. ARRIJAL (Men) 2:228


517. DARAJAH (Degree) 2:228

Other derivatives: Ranks 4:95, grades 9:20, gradual 7:182 etc.

518. MARRATAAN (‘Twice’ i.e. two times) 2:229
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**مَرََّنَانَ (م ر ر)**


519. **IMSAAK (Retain) 2:229**

اِمْسَاكُ (م س ك)


520. **TASRIIH (Let them go) 2:229**

تَسْرِيحُ (س ر ح)

Other derivatives: Going away 33:28, taking out 16:6, etc.

521. **AJALAHUNNA (Their term) 2:231**

أَجَالُهُنَّ (ا ج ل)

Other derivatives: ‘Term’, in one case the meaning is timing 77:12, and in another, reasoning 5:32.

522. **TA-ZULUUHUNNA (Prevent them) 2:232**

تَعْضُلُوُهُنَّ (ع ض ل)

Also means withhold 4:19.

523. **YURZI-NA (They shall suckle) 2:233**

يُرْضِعُنَّ (ر ض ع)

524. **KISWATUHUNNA (Their clothing) 2:233**

كِسْوَتُهُنَّ (ك س و)

525. **TUKALLAFU (Burdened) 2:233**

تَكَلََفُ (ك ل ف)

526. AL-WAARIS (Heir) 2:233

\[
\text{اَﻟْﻮَارِثُ (وَرْثُ)}
\]

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of inheritance 4:11 and heritage 3:180.

527. FISAALA (‘Wean’ i.e. stopping mother’s milk) 2:233

\[
\text{فِﺼَﺎﻻً (فَصَلَ)}
\]


528. TASHAAWUR (Mutual agreement and consultation) 2:233

\[
\text{تَﺸَاوُرٍ (شَوْرٍ وَرُ)}
\]

Other derivatives: Counseling 42:38 and pointing out 19:29.

529. YAZARUUNA (They leave behind) 2:234

\[
\text{يَذَرُوْنَ (يَذَرُونَ وَرُ)}
\]

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the meanings of leaving 7:127, sparing 74:28, neglecting 75:21 allowing 48:15 etc.

530. KHABIIR (One Who is informed) 2:234

\[
\text{ﺧَﺒِﻴْﺮٌ (خَبِيرٍ وَرُ)}
\]


531. KHITBAH (Speaking) 2:235

\[
\text{ﺧِﻄْﺒَةِ (خَطِبةٍ وَبُ)}
\]


532. UQDAH Tie (of marriage) 2:235

\[
\text{عَﻗَدَةٌ (عَقِدَةٌ وَدْ)}
\]
Other derivatives: Knot 20:27 and obligations 5:1.

533. AKNANTUM (You hide) 2:235

Other derivatives: Something hidden opposite of making public 27:74, place of refuge (for hiding or protection) 16:81, protection 56:78, veil 6:25, covering 17:46.

534. AL-MUQTIR (The straitened i.e. the poor the opposite of which is rich) 2:236

Other derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of niggardliness opposite to extravagance 25:67 and darkness associated with disgrace 10:26.

535. HAAFIZUU (Be guardians) 2:238

Other derivatives: Guarding against something 24:31, protecting and taking care of something 12:12, being a custodian or an incharge 12:55, monitoring, keeping an eye on to implement or regulate something 5:44, 6:92, 2:255.

One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘Al Hafiiz’ i.e. One Who guards and protects from harmful things, takes care and monitors everything, everywhere and every moment - The Custodian - The Protector - The Monitor.

536. RUKBAANAA (Riding) 2:239

Other derivatives: Embarking 18:71, being carried 84:19, riding camel 59:6, carvan 8:42 piling up one above the other 6:99 and to constitute something 82:8.

537. QARZA (Loan) 2:245

Other derivatives: Loan except in one verse where it is used to mean ‘go past something 18:17.

538. AZAAFA (Multiply) 2:245
Other derivatives: Multiplying 2:261, doubling 57:11 and weakness opposite of which is strength 30:54.

539. YAQBIZU (‘He straights’ the opposite of which is ‘enlarge’) 2:245


540. YABSUT (He enlarges) 2:245


541. AL MALA-I (Leader) 2:246


542. TAALUUT (Name of a king) 2:247

Name of a king

543. AL-JISM (Physique) 2:247

Personality 63:4.

544. AT-TAABUUT (‘Ark’ i.e. a box) 2:248

‘Ark’ i.e. a box.

545. HAARUUN (PBH) (Name of the brother of Musa) (PBH) 2:248

Name of the brother of Musa (PBH).
546. HAMALA (He bears) 2:248
\( 
\text{حَمَلَ ( ح م ل )} 
\)

Other derivatives: Carrying 20:111, burden 7:189, load 12:72
being pregnant 22:2, attacking 7:176 etc.

547. AL-JUNUUD (Armies) 2:249
\( 
\text{الجُنُودِ ( ج ن د )} 
\)


548. GURFAH (Hollow) (of the hand) 2:249
\( 
\text{غرَقَةَ ( غ ر ف )} 
\)

Other derivatives: High palaces 39:20 or high places 34:37.

549. JAAWAZAHHU (He crossed it) 2:249
\( 
\text{جَاواَزَهُ ( ج و ز )} 
\)

Other derivatives: Going across 7:138, going further 18:62 and
over looking 46:16.

550. FI-AH (Party) 2:249
\( 
\text{فِءَةً ( ف ا و )} 
\)

Group 8:16.

551. GALABAT (Overcome) 2:249
\( 
\text{غَلَبَتْ ( غ ل ب )} 
\)

Other derivatives: Prevailing over 23:106, victorious 4:74 dense
80:30 etc. One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is Al Galib meaning The
Dominating 12:21.

552. BARAZUU (They went out against) 2:250
\( 
\text{بَرَزُوْا ( ب ر ز )} 
\)

Other derivatives: Going forth 3:154, appearing 14:21, making manifest
26:91 etc.

553. AFRIG (Pour) 2:250
\( 
\text{اَﻓْﺮِغْ ( ف ر غ )} 
\)

When patience is poured out 7:126, the heart becomes void (empty)
28:10 and when there is no work one becomes free 94:7. It is probably in
this sense that few derivatives are used to mean void and free.
554. JAALUUT (‘Name of the enemy king of taaluut’) 2:250

‘Name of the enemy king of Taaluut’

555. SABBIT (Make firm) 2:250

Other derivatives: Confirming 14:27, establishing 16:102, strengthening 11:120, confining 8:30 etc.

556. FAHAZAMUUHUM (So they defeated them) 2:251

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the meaning of defeat 38:11.

557. DAF-U(He repelled) 2:251

Other derivatives: Hand over (their wealth) 4:6, drive out (the enemy) 3:167, defense 70:2 etc.

558. BAY-‘UN(Trade) 2:254

At one place a derivative is used to mean churches 22:40.

559. KHULLAT (Friendship) 2:254

The opposite of which is enmity 43:67 other derivatives convey the meaning of passages 27:61 and spaces in between 17:5, 24:43.

560. AL-QAYYUUM (The Eternally existing) 2:255

Other derivatives: Subsist 30:25, stay or remain 2:229, lasting or that which remains 5:37, establish 2:177, conduct 57:25, a sign and rising 18:105, upright and straight 81:27-28, 1:5 rise, take a stand 74:1-2, 4:127, stand opposite of sitting 72:19, maintain 4:34, 4:5, place 44:51 position and rank 19:73, form character 95:4-6, people established community 2:118. The opposite sense is conveyed through the words
walk 2:20, travel or move 16:80, break 18:77, reaped (not existing) 11:100 crooked 18:1-2.

Allah (SWT) as Al Qayyuum is One Who is Self Subsisting, Ever Existing, Established over everything.

561. SINAH (Slumber) 2:255 سِنَّة (و س ن)
Slumber.

562. NAWM (Sleep) 2:255 نَوْم (ن و م)
Sleep.

563. KURSIYYUHU (His chair’ meaning throne) 2:255 كُرْسِيَّة (ك ر س)
‘His chair’ meaning throne 38:34.

564. YA-’UUDUHUU (Tires Him) 2:255 يَؤُدَّهُ (أ و د)
Tires Him.

565. ALALIYY (The High) 2:255 عَلِيٌّ (ع ل و)

One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is Al Aliyy meaning One Who dominates, is Exalted, High above every thing 31:30, 42:51 in which this Attributes is associated with Greatness and Wisdom.

566. AL GAYYI ’Error’ the opposite of which is the right way.| 2:256}

(ع و ي)
Other derivatives convey the sense of going astray 20:121, leading astray 37:32, misleading 53:2, removing someone from the way 7:16.

567. BILURWATI (By the handle) 2:256

yal`a`aru`utu (`r u w`)

Also used to mean attack (and take hold of) 11:54.

568. ANFISAAM (Break off) 2:256

`af`asam (`f s m`)

569. ASH-SHAMS (The sun) 2:258

al-shams (`sh m s`)

The sun was created by Allah (SWT) 21:33, it bows down to Him i.e. follows His laws 22:18, we should not bow down before the sun 41:37. The sun is a lamp (where in hydrogen burns like a fuel and gets converted to helium) 71:16 giving light and heat 10:5. It appears to move in space at a calculated speed (when actually the earth rotates and revolves around it) 6:96. The sun too moves actually 13:2, 36:38. It appears to rise in the east 2:258 and set in the west 18:86 and is used for fixing the timings of salat 17:78, 20:130, 50:39. When seen from the earth with a naked eye, the biggest heavenly body is the sun 6:78. It is subjected to follow the laws dictated by Allah (SWT) 7:54. If Allah (SWT) wills he can make the day stationary 25:45. At the end the sun and the moon will be gathered together 75:9 when the sun would be wound up 81:1 (probably all planets along with their satellites will spiral down into it). In paradise sun will not be seen 76:13.

570. FABUHIT (So he was confused) 2:258

fa`buhut (`b h t`)

Confounded 21:40. Also used to mean false charge 4:112.

571. KHAAWIYAH (Fallen down) 2:259

khawiyah (`k h y i`)

Also used to mean hollow 69:7.

572. URUUSHIHAA (Its roofs) 2:259

urushihaa (`ru s h`)

Other derivatives: Erecting something 7:137, raising something high 16:68, couch 12:100 etc. One derivative is used to mean throne of the queen of Saba 27:23. There appears to be a Great Throne of the King of the universe i.e. Allah (SWT) 9:129 this Throne is honoured
23:116 being glorious 85:15. Allah (SWT) has set the balance on this throne 7:54 and is established on it 20:5. This Throne (Arsh) appears to occupy space i.e. it is located, as angels incline from all round it 39:75, it also appears to have weight because it is carried 40:7, 69:17. Arsh was on a fluid 11:7 ‘Arsh’ is associated with directing and governing the affair (of the universe) 10:3, 13:2 alternation of day and night, compelling of the sun, moon and stars to follow the command of Allah (SWT) as His is the creation and the command (i.e. laws of nature) 7:54, knowledge of movements in the earth and the sky 57:4 etc. ‘Arsh’ thus appears to be the central control or the Capital of the Universe totally under the control of Allah (SWT).

573. AAM (Year) 2:259 

574. LABISTA (You stayed) 2:259

Other derivatives: Staying 12:42, remaining 34:14, living 10:16, delaying 11:69 etc.

575. YATASANNAH (Years have passed over it) 2:259

576. HEMAARIK (Your ass) 2:259

Donkey 62:5. Also used for red colour 35:27.

577. NUN-SHIZUHA (We set them together) 2:259

578. LIYATMAINNA (For the satisfaction of (my heart)) 2:260
Other derivatives: Peace 3:126, being peaceful 16:112, safety 4:103, settle down 17:95 etc.

579. AT-TAYR (The birds) 2:260

الطَّيْرُ ( ط ی ر )

Birds are defined as creatures flying with two wings 6:38, 67:19 in the space of the sky 16:79. Flesh of birds will be served in paradise 56:21. Few derivatives are used to mean evil omen 36:18 and ill luck 27:47.

580. SURHUNNA (Tame them) 2:260

صَرْهُنَّ ( ص و ر )

581. JABL (Mountain or hill) 2:260

جَبَلٍ ( ج ب ل )


When Allah (SWT) unveiled Himself to the mountain He made it crumble to pieces 7:143. If the holy Quran were sent down on a mountain it would fall down splitting asunder due to the fear of Allah (SWT) 59:21 When it will be blown into the trumpet the earth will be carried away with the mountains and crushed to pieces 69:13-14. Mountains will be shaken 73:14, uprooted disintegrated 56:5 leveled 20:105-107 as dust 77:10, moved away 18:47 like flowing sand 78:20 and pass away like clouds 27:88, loose coloured wool 101:5, 70:9 etc., at the end of the present phase of the world.

582. JUZ-A (Part) 2:260

جُزْءًا ( ج ز ا )

Derivatives of these alphabets convey the meaning of portion 15:44.

583. SUMBULATIN (Ears of corn 12:43) 2:261

سُنبَلَةٍ ( س ن ب ل )

584. MANNA (Stressing obligation) 2:262

مَنَّا ( م ن ن )
Other derivatives: Bestow a favour 3:164, being gracious 52:27.

585. GHANI (Independent) 2:263

Other derivatives: Independent 39:7, unconcerned 80:37, being free from something 88:7, carefree 69:28, wealth or riches 59:7, safety 7:48, dwell or live 7:92, flourish 10:24 etc, the opposite of which are poverty 93:8 and being in need 35:15.

One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘Al Ganii’ meaning ‘The Independent’ 3:97 which is associated with other Attributes: Clement 2:263, Praise worthy 2:267 Possessor of mercy 6:133 and Honoured 27:40.

586. TURAAB (Soil) 2:264

The word ‘Turaabun’ conveys the meaning of the top soil to a depth of 4 to 5 feet which is the normal depth of graves used for burial 16:59. One derivative is used for dust 90:16 which also rises from the top soil, being its component. Adam and Isa (PBT) were created from this top soil 3:59, mankind is created from this top soil 22:5, getting the constituents of the sperm & egg and their food from it and after their death they will again become part of the soil 50:3.

Derivatives of these alphabets are also used to mean mutes of equal age in paradise 78:33 and ribs 86:7.

587. WAABIL (Heavy rain) 2:264

Other derivatives: Evil result 59:15 and severity 73:16.

588. SALDA (Smooth) 2:264

589. RABWAH (High place) 2:265

High ground 23:50. The other meanings conveyed through the derivatives of these alphabets are (1) Elevation or being more in number 16:92, (2) Severity 69:10, (3) Swelling resulting in growth which is literally opposite to barrenness 22:5, 41:39, (4) bringing up by parents 17:24, (5) increase 30:39, (6) usury 2:275. Those who swallow usury compare it with trade 2:275 but Allah (SWT) contrasts it with charity.
2:276 and Zakat 30:39. Usury is prohibited 2:275-280, 3:130. ‘Riba’ or usury can be defined as the excess money taken on loans for allowing the debtor time for repayment.

Riba thus involves flow of money from the poor to the rich which amounts to their exploitation and which is contrary to the instructions given in the Quran that money should flow from the rich to the poor 59:7. In ‘sadaqa’ or Zakat (i.e. charity) a rich man gives part of his wealth to the poor seeking the pleasure of Allah (SWT) 2:265 contrary to this in ‘Riba’ (i.e. usury) a rich man takes away part of the hard earned money of the poor, earning the displeasure of Allah (SWT) to the extent that He declares a war against those involved in ‘Riba’ Usury is thus strongly prohibited and on the contrary it is ordered that if the debtor is in difficulty he should be allowed more time for the repayment of his loan and if possible the loan should be converted to charity 2:278-280. This clearly indicates that through the prohibition of usury actually the exploitation of the poor is prohibited: ‘Do not be unjust (taking money from the poor) and injustice will not be done to you’ 2:279.

590. TALL Light shower (rain) 2:265 طَلَّ (طِلَّ)

591. NAKHIILI (Date palms) 2:266

Dates are classed as fruits 16:67.

592. A’-NAAB (Grapes) 2:266 أَعْنَابٍ (عِنَب)

Classified as fruit 16:67, will also be given in paradise 79:32.

593. I’-SAAR (Whirlwind) 2:266 إِعْصَارٍ (عِصَر)

Other derivatives: Rain cloud 78:14, pressing wine 12:36 and time (historic) 103:1.

594. AHTARAQAT (Burnt) 2:266 اَﺣْﺘَرَقََﺖْ (حَرْقَتِ)

All derivatives convey the meaning of burning 29:24.

595. TAYAMMAMU (Aim) 2:267 تَيَمَّمَوْاٰ (تَيَمَّمُواُ)
One derivative of these alphabets conveys the sense of aiming, intending or seeking to clean oneself by taking clean dust in the absence of water for ablution or bath, 4:43, 5:6.

Another derivative ‘Al yamm’ means river and not sea, (Bahr: see word no 209)

This meaning of ‘river’ can be established from the fact that the box containing baby Musa (PBH) was put in the River (Nile) and not sea, because river water flows in one direction and was capable of carrying the box in a particular direction 20:39. Contrary to this sea or ocean waters do not flow in one particular direction. It may be noted that aims or intentions are also directional.

When Firawn and his army were pursuing Musa (PBH) and Bani Israel, Musa (PBH) was ordered to strike the ‘Bahr’ i.e. the (Red) sea with his staff and thereby miraculously cause a dry path in the sea 20:77. The sea was thus split and each part on the two sides of the dry path became like a huge mountain thus allowing Bani Israel to cross it safely 26:63-65. When Firawn and his army entered the dry path pursuing Bani Israel, they were drowned, because the water that was stationary like mountains was ordered to flow in that particular direction where Firawn and his army were present. Because the flow of water at the time of the drowning of Firawn and his army was in a particular direction it is stated that they were drowned in ‘Alyamm’ and not ‘Bahr’ in all the verses narrating this incidence 7:136, 20:78, 28:40 and 51:40. Technically water flows in one particular direction in the case of a river and not a sea. One is forced to admire the appropriate selection of words in the whole of the Quran-----Firawn and his army were drowned in flowing water.

596. KHABIIS (Bad) 2:267

اَﻟْﺨَﺒِﻴْﺚُ

Opposite of which is good 7:58, evil 3:179.

597. TUGMIZUU (Close your eyes disdainfully) 2:267

ﺙُمَمِضْوُا ( غ م ض )

598. AL-FAQR (Poverty) 2:268

اَﻟْﻔَﻘْﺮَ ( ف ق ر )
Opposite of which is rich 3:181. Poverty is associated with distress 22:28. Charity is to be given to the poor 9:60 who are in need of good things 28:24 but who cannot get or earn them because they are confined in the way of Allah (SWT) 2:273 and it is better to hide and give them charity 2:271 so that they may not feel insulted. One derivative is used to mean disaster 75:25, poverty itself being a kind of continuous disaster.

599. TUKHFUUHA (You hide it) 2:271

Otherwise derivatives: Something hidden 3:5 or secret 69:18 the opposite sense of which is conveyed through the words, manifest 3:29, loud 20:7, making clear 5:15, making public 60:1 etc.

600. AT TA-AFAFU (Abstaining) 2:273

Restrain 24:33

601. IL-HAAFAA (Demanding persistently) 2:273

602. YATAKHABBATUH (He has driven him to madness) 2:275

603. SALAF (It has already passed) 2:275

Already happened 4:23, done in the past 5:95, sent before 10:30, precedent 43:56.

604. AAD (He returns) 2:275

Other derivatives: Turning back 18:20, taking back (second time) 17:69, going back 58:3, repeating 8:38, reproducing 21:104, Aad was the name of the community to whom Hud (PBH) was sent as a messenger by Allah (SWT) 7:65. One derivative means feast 5:114 probably due to its periodic repetition.
605. YAMHAQU (Wipe off) 2:276

606. AS-SADAQAAT (The charity) 2:276

These derivatives are also used to mean dowries of women which are to be given as a free gift 4:4.

In connection with charity we are required to realize that everything in the universe including our wealth and property belongs to Allah (SWT) 2:284, 4:39. It is He Who has made some people rich and others poor 34:39 to test them 6:165. He has ordered the rich to spend their wealth on the poor i.e. wealth is to flow from the rich to the poor 59:7, just like water which flows from a higher level to a lower level or electric current which flows from a higher potential to a lower potential, which is the natural law.

We are required to spend 2:195, 2:110 the good things we love 3:92 which are in surplus 2:219 and not to give bad things in charity which we would ourselves hesitate to accept 2:267. We are ordered to spend on parents, relatives, orphans, needy (those who beg and those who abstain from begging), wayfarer, officials administering charities those whose hearts are to be reconciled, freeing the slaves, those in debt and in the way of Allah (SWT) (during periods of war etc) 2:215, 2:273, 9:60, 51:19, 57:10, 90:12-16.

We should spend day and night, openly for prompting others and secretly to avoid show business 2:271, 2:274, 14:31. We should neither be extravagant nor niggardly 25:67. Charity is associated with fasting and sacrifice 2:196 and its opposite is usury 2:276, 30:39 where the flow of money is reversed, i.e. the rich literally suck the money from the poor which is strictly prohibited 2:278-279.

We are required to give charity out of love for Allah (SWT) to please Him and thereby seek His Attention and nearness 2:265, 9:99. Charity is meant for self purification and it is not meant for receiving favours in return 9:103, 74:6. After giving charity to someone we should not stress our obligation on him nor annoy him because the wealth given in charity does not belong to us 2:3. Charity should not be given with the intention of attracting the attention of others, that they may call us generous 2:264.

We should not swear that we would not give charity to particular relatives or the poor due to some fault of theirs 24:22. The infidels spend their wealth to stop people from the way of Allah (SWT) 8:36 and not
spending in the way of Allah (SWT) is one of the acts of hypocrisy and polytheism 9:75-77, 41:6-7. Those who spend in the way of Allah (SWT) will get a reward 700 times or even more than that provided they do not stress their obligation, do not annoy and do not show off 2:261-262,272 such people will go to paradise 76:8-12. Those who do not give charity will be at a loss both in this world 68:17-20 and in the hereafter and they will be branded with their wealth, heated in the fire of hell, which they had hoarded 9:34-35, 47:38.

607. BAQIYA (Remains) 2:278

The opposite of which is pass away 16:96. Other meanings are retaining 11:116 and relics 2:248.

608. HARB (War) 2:279

The Word “Al Mihraab’ and its plural convey the meanings of sanctuary 3:37, fortresses or synagogues 34:13 and chamber 38:21.

609. YABKHAS (He reduces) 2:282

Other derivatives: Giving less than what is due 7:85, low (price) 12:20, loss 72:13 etc.

610. TAS’AMUUU (Be averse) 2:282

Tired 41:38

611. SAGHIR (Small) 2:282

Other derivatives: Less 10:61, degraded associated with disgrace 27:37, subdued 9:29, humiliation 6:124 etc. The opposite sense is conveyed by the word great 54:53.

612. AQSATU (More just) 2:282

اَﻗَﺲَطَ (قِسْطَ)
Other derivatives: Justice 4:3, one derivative is used to mean balance (weighing machine) 17:35 and another derivative is used to mean unjust the opposite of which is ‘Muslim’ 72:14.

613. RIHAAN (A security or pledge) 2:283

614. ISRA (Burden) 2:286

Responsibility 3:81.

CHAPTER - 3

615. AT TAWRAAH 3:3

Al-Tawraah

Divine book sent through Musa (PBH).

616. AL INJIIL (Al Injiil) 3:3

Al-Injiil

Divine book sent through Isa (PBH).

617. ZUNTIQAAM (Inflecter of retribution) 3:4

Zuntaqam (Niqam)

Other derivatives: Avenging 85:8, hatred 5:59, retribution 43:55, 15:78-79, 43:24-25. Zuntiqaam and Al Muntaqim are two Attributes of Allah (SWT) and convey the meaning of One Who inflicts retribution in the form of punishment for the evil done by human beings.

618. YUSAW-WIRUKUM (He gives you shape or form) 3:6

Yusaw-Wirukum (Qam)

Other derivatives: Form 82:8, Fashioner an Attribute of Allah (SWT) 59:24, trumpet (or the structure of the universe into which it will be blown, first to end it and then to resurrect it) 6:73.

619. ZAYGUN (Deviation from the right) 3:7

Zaygun (Ziyg)

Turn away 38:63.
620. TAAWILIHI (Its interpretation) 3:7

Result 4:59, fulfillment 7:53.

621. ARRAASIKHHUUN [The sound (in knowledge)] 3:7

الرَّاسِخُونَ (ر س خ)

622. WAHAB (You grant) 3:8

Other derivatives: Granting without earning or deserving something 26:21, granting as a reward 38:30, granting when one is unfit to receive it 14:39, granting without asking 19:19, granting on asking 21:89-90.

One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is Al Wahhab meaning One Who grants, associated with His Might 38:9.

623. KADAB (Like) 3:11

كَدَأْبِ (د ا ب)

Other derivatives: Consecutive (years) 12:47 and constantly 14:33.

624. BIZUNUUBIHIM (For their sins) 3:11

بِذُنُوبِهِمْ (ذ ن ب)

Practically all the derivatives of these alphabets convey the meaning of sin except in one case when it means portion 51:59. Following acts are defined as ‘Zunuub’ meaning ‘sins’.

Not believing and denying the signs of Allah (SWT) 8:52 and 54, turning back from part of that which Allah (SWT) has sent down i.e. the Quran 5:49, indecency (shameful things) and injustice 3:135, tempting of Yousuf (PBH) for an evil act by the mistress of the house 12:29, kidnapping Yousuf (PBH) 12:97, killing of a man 26:14, activities of Qaruun, Firawn and Hamaan against Musa (PBH) 29:39-40, slaughtering of the she camel by Samood 91:14, criminal activities 28:78. Jinn too commit sins 46:31 sinners are inhabitants of blazing fire (i.e. hell) 67:11. Sinners can be protectively forgiven by Allah (SWT) 40:3. Those who believe in Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBH) and strive in the way of Allah (SWT) with their wealth and persons, their sins will be protectively forgiven by Allah (SWT) and He will make them enter paradise 61:11-12. Prophet Muhammed (PBH) was protected from all sins 48:2.
625. IBRAH (Lesson) 3:13 عِبرَةٌ (ع ب ر)

Other derivatives: Interpreting 12:43 and travelling 4:43.

626. ASH-SHAHAWAAT (Lusty feeling) 3:14 ﻢﺸَهَوُاتٍ (ش ه و)

Other derivatives: Will or wish 21:102 and desire 41:31.

627. AL-QANAATIIR (The treasures) 3:14 ﻢﻘَنَاﻃِيْرِ (ق ن ط ر)


628. AL FIZZATI (The silver) 3:14 ﻢﻔﱠضَةٍ (ف ض ض)

Other derivatives: Disperse 3:159 or leave 63:7.

629. AL KHAYL (The horses) 3:14 ﻢﺨْيَلْ (خ ي ل)

Other derivatives: Appearance (thought) 20:66 and pride associated with boasting 4:36.

630. AL-MAAB (The home) 3:14 ﻢﻠِبْ (او ب)

Other derivatives: Place of return 88:25, echo 34:10 etc.

631. AL ISLAM (Al Islam) 3:19 ﻢﻼِلَمْ (س ل م)

Al Islam: Submission to the will of Allah, made known to us through the Quran 3:83, in accordance with the teachings of Prophet Muhammed (PBH) other derivatives:- acceptance 4:65, whole total 39:29, sound, perfect 2:71, defect less 37:83-84, safe 8:43, ladder for rising high 52:38, greeting invoking peace 24:27 peace 8:61 etc which are associated with belief 33:22.

The opposite sense is conveyed through the words rejection 9:74, injustice 72:14, vain and sinful 56:25-26, crime 68:35, injustice 72:14, turning away from truth 3:64 etc.
One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is As Salaam meaning ‘The Author of peace’ 59:23. This Attribute is associated with many other Attributes in 59:22-24.

632. GARRAHUM (They deceive them) 3:24

All derivatives convey the sense of deception 4:120, the Devil is called deceiver 35:5.

633. YAFTARUUN (They have forged) 3:24

Other derivatives: Fabrication 3:94, invention 10:37, inventing a lie 7:152, strange thing (i.e. an invented story) 19:27.

634. TANZIU (You take away) 3:26


635. TUULIJU (you make to enter) 3:27

Other derivatives: Entering into something the opposite of which is coming out of something 34:2, passing through 7:40 and intimate friendship 9:16 when friends enter into each others private life.

636. SUDUUR (Bosoms) 3:29


637. AMADA (Distance) 3:30

Other derivatives: Something being far off 72:25 and period of time 18:12.

638. NUUH (PBH) (Noah) 3:33

Nuuh (PBH): name of a prophet who was sent to his people to warn them that they should worship only Allah (SWT) fearing Him and they
should obey him. He tried all methods of inviting his people towards Allah (SWT) but they disobeyed him and got involved in idol worship, therefore those who disobeyed him were drowned 71:1-28. Earlier Nuuh (PBH) was asked to build a ship in accordance with the communications of Allah (SWT) 11:37. This was probably the first invention of mankind but under Divine guidance. Are all other inventions too under Divine guidance?

When the water gushed forth Nuuh (PBH) was asked to take in his ship two of each pair, his people and the believers 11:40 after the water receded the ship rested on Mount Judi 11:44. The son of Nuuh (PBH) was not saved from drowning 11:42-46 and Nuuh’s (PBH) wife did not believe 66:10. This shows that belief and consequent deeds have nothing to do with relationship. Nuuh (PBH) lived for 950 years 29:14.

639. NAZARTU (I vow) 3:35

نَذْرَتْ (نَذَرَ)  

Vow is an oath made to Allah (SWT) to perform some act.

640. WAZ-ATHAA (She delivered her) 3:36

وَﺽْﻌَﺘْهَﺎ (وضع ع)  

Other derivatives: Laying down something 55:10 relieving 94:2, removing 7:157, setting up something 55:7 placing something 18:49, place (i.e. position) 4:46, hurrying to and fro 9:47.

641. AR RAJIIM (The outcast) 3:36

اَﻟﺮﱠﺝِﻴْﻢِ (أَرْجِيَّم)  

Also translated as accursed 16:98 and driven away 15:17. The basic sense conveyed through derivatives of these alphabets is throwing stones at someone 11:91 due to which one is driven away. Missile 67:5 (too are shot at) and guess 18:22 (amounts to throwing ideas.)

642. KAFFALAHAA (Gave her into the guardianship) 3:37

آَﻔﱡﻠَﻬَﺎ (أَفْلَهَ)  

Other derivatives: Being incharge of someone 20:40, taking responsibility of someone 28:12, entrusting 38:23, making someone surety 16:91 etc. One derivative is used to mean double portion 57:28.

643. ZAKARIYYA (PBH) 3:37

ذَكَرِيَّ (ذَكَرَ)
Name of the prophet who was the guardian of Maryam (PBH) and father of prophet Yahya (PBH) who was born in old age when his wife too was barren. Yahaya’s (PBH) birth was miraculous 3:37-41.

644. SAYYIDA (Chief) 3:39

سَيْدَةٌ (س و د)

Leader 33:67, husband 12:25.

645. GULAAM (Son) 3:40

ﻍﻼمٌ (غ ل م)

Derivates of these alphabets convey the meanings of young boy 12:19 and young man 18:74.

646. AAQIR (Barren) 3:40

عَاقِرِّ (ع ق ر)

Other derivatives: Slaughtering 91:14 and killing 7:77 (a camel)

647. RAMZA (Gesture) 3:41

رَمْزًا (ر م ز)

648. AL ASHIYYI (‘Evening’ or early night) 3:41

اَﻟﻌَﺸِﻰﱢ (ع ش ي)

Other derivatives: The period after sunset 38:31-32 and all opposites of this word refer to various stages of daytime associated with sunlight 3:41, 6:52, 38:18, 30:18 and 79:46. One derivative is used to mean turn away 43:36.

649. AL IBKAR (The morning) 3:41

اَﻟْيَكْرَ (ب ك ر)

The opposite sense is conveyed by the word evening or early part of night 19:11, 25:5. One derivative means virgins 56:36, in view of which the word under discussion would refer to very early part of morning.

650. NUUHIIHI (We communicate it) 3:44

نُوحِيْهِ (و ح ي)

The word ‘Wahi’ is translated as ‘Communication’ 53:4. Allah (SWT) directly communicates with man or speaks from behind a veil or sends messengers (angels) who communicates to human beings by His permission 42:51. The first method was probably followed with Nuuh (PBH) when he was ordered to build a ship in accordance with the communication of Allah (SWT) 11:37, the second
method was adopted with Musa (PBH) when Allah (SWT) spoke to him from behind a veil 20:13 and an example of the third method is the announcement of angels to Zakariyya (PBH) regarding the birth of a son Yahya (PBH) 3:39. Through these 3 methods Allah (SWT) communicate with His messengers among human beings 4:163-166, 14:13. The Quran was communicated to prophet Muhammed (PBH) 6:19, 12:3 in Arabic language 42:7 through the Ruuh i.e. Jibriil (PBH) 42:52 and if Allah (SWT) wills He can take it back 17:86-87. Allah (SWT) communicates with angels 8:12, He communicated to the disciples of Isa (PBH) 5:111-115, and the mother of Musa (PBH) 20:38, 28:7. Allah (SWT) communicated to the bee probably through its instinct 16:68, He communicated to each sky its affair, probably following laws of nature 41:12 He will communicate to the earth probably inspiring her to tell her news on the day of resurrection 99:4-5. Allah (SWT) communicates the unseen 3:44.

The word ‘Wahi’ has also been used for Zakariyya (PBH) when he communicated to his people (probably by signs) to glorify Allah (SWT) 19:11. It is stated that the devils communicate to their friends to dispute with the messenger (PBH) of Allah (SWT) 6:121, probably by instigating evil.

The word ‘Wahi’ translated as ‘communication’ also appears to refer to inspiration, signs, instinct, laws of nature, instigation etc. At many places in the Quran, the derivatives of these alphabets (Wahi) are associated with the word ‘Fosterer’ which indicates that communicating orders to the creation is part of ‘Fostering the creation’ by the Fosterer i.e. Allah (SWT).

651. AQLAAM (Pens) 3:44

اَﻗْﻼَمٌ (ق ل م)
Pens with which we write 68:1 and through which we learn 96:4.

652. AL MASIIH (PBH) 3:45

اَﻟْﻤَнесенُ (م س ح)
The full name of messenger of Allah (SWT) sent to Bani Israel after Musa (PBH) was Al Masiihu Isabnu Maryam (PBT). Derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of wiping something to clean it 4:43, 5:6 and passing one’s hand over something 38:33. In view of this, does the word ‘Al Masiihu’ convey the sense of one who wipes off uncleanliness from his community when his disciples too were ‘Al Hawaa-riyyuun’ meaning ‘Those who wash clothes’ 3:52 and thus clean them? (see word no. 318 for more details)

653. KAHLA (Old age) 3:46

آَهْﻼً (ك ه ل)

654. ATTIIN (Clay) 3:49

Clays are generally composed of Magnesium, Aluminium, Iron silicates and have a very fine particle size, when mixed with water they can be moulded into various shapes, for instance bird 3:49, bricks 28:38 etc. Some clays are porous 51:33 and these porous clays contain plant nutrients. Man has been created from something taken out of clay 23:12, 32:7 probably referring to plant nutrients. Plants are eaten by both men and animals and man feeds on animals as well. Clays when mixed with water become sticky and the nutrients get dissolved in water, man is said to have been created from such clay 37:11, the nutrients becoming the raw material for the synthesis of sperm and egg.

655. KAHAYA ‘AT Figure like that of’ (a bird) 3:49

Shape 18:10 and 16.

656. ANFUKHU (I blow into it) 3:49

Other derivatives: Blowing into something 18:96 or breathing into something 32:9.

Regarding the end and recreation of the universe it is said that when it will be blown into the trumpet or the structure of the universe, for the first time everyone will fall down senseless except those whom Allah (SWT) wills and when it will be blown into it the second time then they will stand seeing 39:68, all will be gathered 18:99, relationships will be cut off 23:101. All will rush forth from their graves 36:51 horrified and humbled 27:87. With everyone there will be a driver and a witness 50:20-21. Those whose weight of good deeds will be heavy will be successful and those whose weight of good deeds will be light will stay in hell 23:101-103.

657. AL-AKMAH (blind by birth) 3:49

658. AL-ABRASA (Leper) 3:49

659. TADDAKHIRUUN You store (in your houses) 3:49
660. AHASSA (He perceived) 3:52

أَحْسَسَ (ح س س)


661. AL-HAWAARIYYUN (Disciples) 3:52

 آلُحَوَارِيُّونَ (ح و ر)

The literal meaning of this word is ‘those who wash clothes’, indirectly meaning ‘those who remove uncleanliness’. Derivatives of these alphabets also convey the sense of returning 84:14, conversation 18:34 and mates in paradise who will be fair 44:54.

662. MAKARUU (They planned) 3:54

مَكَرُوْا (م ك ر)

Plot 12:31, Allah (SWT) is Fastest at planning 10:21.

663. NABTAHIL (We will pray humbly) 3:61

نَبْتَهِلُ (ب ه ل)

664. DIINAAR Coin (money) 3:75

دِيْنَارُ (د ن ر)

665. DUMTA You keep (standing) 3:75

دُمَتَ (د و م)

Other derivates: Enduring 11:107, staying 5:24, remaining 5:96, everlasting 13:35, constant 70:23 etc.

666. YALWUUNA (They twist) 3:78

نَلْوُنَ (ل و ي)

Other derivatives: Distortion 4:135, paying heed (i.e. turning and seeing) 3:153, turning 63:5.

667. AL-SINATAHUM (Their tongues) 3:78

 آلُسِنَتَهُمْ (ل س ن)

Other derivates: Language 14:4, speech 28:34, mention 26:84, renown 19:50 etc.

668. RABBAANIYYIIN (Servants of the Fosterer) 3:79

رَبَّانِييْنَ (ر ب و)
Derivatives of these alphabets, in addition to meaning ‘Fosterer’, also mean, devoted men 3:146, Rabbis 5:44, stepdaughter 4:23.

669. TADRUSUUN (You study) 3:79

Other derivates: Reading 6:105 and learning 68:37. Idriis (PBH) was a prophet sent by Allah (SWT) 19:56.

670. BAKKAH (Kaaba at Mecca) 3:96

671. MUBAARAKA (Blessed) 3:96

Water is said to be ‘Mubaarak’ 50:9. Rain water causes one seed to grow into many grains i.e. it causes increase in food. This indicates that the word ‘Mubaarak’ conveys the sense of ‘Increase in beneficial things’. The derivative ‘Tabaarak’ is used with the name of Allah (SWT) 7:54 which indicates that He is the One Who actually causes an increase in beneficial things, in this sense even taking the name of Allah (SWT) causes in increase in beneficial things 55:78. Had the people of the cities believed Allah (SWT) would have opened for them ‘Barakaat’ i.e. increase in beneficial things from the sky and the earth 7:96. The Quran is stated to be ‘Mubaarak’ i.e. which gives increase in beneficial things 38:29, the night during which it was revealed was also ‘Mubaarak’ 44:3, Kaaba is also stated to be ‘Mubaarak’ 3:96.

672. IWAJA (Crookedness) 3:99

Opposite world straight 18:1-2

673. YA-TASIM (He holds firmly) 3:101


674. HABL (Rope) 3:103

Means 3:112 and vein 50:16.

675. SHAFAA (Edge) 3:103

Healing 17:82 and cure opposite of which is illness 26:80.
676. HUFRAH (Pit) 3:103

inquëtüm (ح ف ر)

First (original) state 79:10.

677. ANQAZAKUM (He saved you) 3:103

أنقذكم (ن ق ذ)

Save 39:19, take back 22:73.

678. AL MUNKAR (That which is not recognized as good) 3:104

المتكر (ن ك ر)

Unrecognizable 27:41 not to recognize 13:36 opposite of which is to recognize 16:83, strange 11:70, reject 40:81 harsh 31:19, awful 18:87 etc.

679. ADBAAR (Backs) 3:111

أدبَارَ (د ب ر)


680. AANAA-A (During the hours) 3:113

آتى (ا ن ي)

Other derivatives: (Has not the) time come 57:16, time of (cooking) 33:53, boiling 55:44, goblets (vessels) 76:15.

681. SIRR (Intense code) 3:117

صرَّ (ص ر ر)

Persist 71:7, shouting 51:29.

682. YA’LUNAKUM (Spare you) 3:118

يألونكم (ا ل و)

Swear to be away (from) 2:226, bounties 7:69, 55:13

683. KABAALA (Loss) 3:118

خباَلاَ (خ ب ت)

684. BAGZAA-U (Hatred) 3:118

بغضاَهُ (ب غ ض)

Associated with enmity 5:14.
685. AFWAAHIHIM (‘Their mouths’) 3:118

686. AZZUU (‘Bite’) 3:119

687. ANAAAMIL (Finger tips) 3:119

688. GAYZ (Anger) 3:119

Anger should be restrained 3:134. Anger is a state of mind/heart 9:15. Fury 25:12.

689. YAFRAHUU (They are happy) 3:120

Opposite of which is a bad feeling. Derivatives of these alphabets convey the sense of (1) rejoicing the opposite of which are despair 6:44 and grief 9:50, (2) exultant associated with boasting 11:10, the opposite of which is ungratefulness 42:48. Those who are slain in the way of Allah (SWT) are rejoicing 3:169-170 Allah (SWT) does not like those who are exultant 28:76.

690. KAYDUHUM (Their plot) 3:120

Plan 20:64.

691. GADAWTA (You went out in the morning) 3:121

Other derivatives: Morning 7:205, morning meal 18:62, tomorrow 12:12, future 59:18 etc.

692. TUBAW-WIU (You assign) 3:121

Derivatives of these alphabets also convey the sense of bearing (something) 5:29, dwelling 12:56 settling 16:41, settling down 10:93 etc.

693. HAMMAT They were on the point of (showing cowardice) 3:122
Plan 5:11, long for (something) 12:24, design (a plan) 4:113, anxious 3:154.

694. TAFSHALAA (They showed cowardice) 3:122

Weak hearted 3:152

695. FAL-YATA-WAKKAL Then let them put their trust (in Allah) 3:122

Other derivatives: Entrusted with or put in charge of 32:11, to trust someone 9:129. Derivatives are associated with belief 5:23 and Islam 10:84. Opposite sense is conveyed by the word infidelity 6:89.

One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is Al Wakiil meaning the Trustee 6:102. Allah (SWT) loves those who put their trust in Him 3:159 and whoever puts his trust in Him, then He is sufficient for him 65:3.

It is reported by Anas (R.A) that our Prophet (PBH) had said “Trust in Allah but tie your camel” (Tirmezi). This indicates that we should put our full efforts and then leave the result to Allah (SWT) also hinted in 6:102 where the order to serve Allah (SWT) precedes the statement that He is the Trustee over everything.

696. BADR 3:123

‘A place 150km from Madina where the polytheists of Mecca were defeated by the Muslims on the 17th of Ramazan in the year 2H. Another derivative conveys the meaning of haste 4:6.

697. FAWRIHIM (They rush suddenly) 3:125

Blazing (of fire) 67:7 gushing forth (of water) 11:40.

698. TARAF (Portion) 3:127

Two ends (of the day) 11:114, borders 13:41 corners (of eyes) 42:45, blinking of eyes 14:43, gazing (with eyes) 37:48.
699. YAKBITAHUM (‘He disgraces them’) 3:127

يَكْبِتُهُمْ (أَبَداً)

700. KHAAA-IBIIN (Failures) 3:127

خَآءِﺑِﻴْﻦَ (خَآءِبِيْنَ)

Defeat opposite of victory 14:15, another opposite is success 91:9-10.

701. AL KAAZIMIIN ‘Restrainers (of anger) 3:134

اَﻟْﻜَﺎﻇِﻤِﻴْﻦَ (اَﻟْﻜَﺎﻇِﻤِﻴْﻦَ)


702. SUNAN (Ways of life) 3:137

سُﻨَﻦٌ (سُنَنْ)

Procedure 33:62, processed mud 15:26, tooth 5:45.

703. TAHINUU (Be weak) 3:139

تَﻬِﻨُواَ (وَهَنَاءُ)

All derivatives convey the meaning of weakness 19:4.

704. QARH (‘Wound’) 3:140

قَﺮْحٌ (قَرْح)

705. NUDAAWILUHA (We keep on changing them by turn) 3:140

نُﺪَاوِﻟُﻬَﺎ (نُدَوَلُهَا)

An item of circulation 59:7 (i.e. wealth).

706. LIYUMAH-HISA (That He may purify) 3:141

لِيَمْحِﺻَ (مِحْصَ)

Purify 3:154.

707. ASTAKAANUU (They were humbled) 3:146

آَسْتَكَانُواَ (آَسْتَكَانُواَ)

185
Submit 23:76.

708. ISRAAFANA (Our excesses) 3:147

إِسْرَأَفَنَا (سَ ر فُّ)


709. ARRU’AB ‘Terror’ (in the hearts) 3:151

اَﻟﺮﱡﻋْﺐُ (ر ع بُّ)

710. MAWAHUM (Their setting place) 3:151

مَﺂوَاهُم (ا و يُ)


711. MASWA (Home) 3:151

مَﺜْﻮَى (ث و يُ)

Dwell 28:45.

712. TUS-IDUUN You were climbing up (the hill) 3:153

تُﺼْﻌِﺪُوْنَ (ص ع دُ)


713. NUAASA (Slumber) 3:154

نُعَﺎﺱَا (ن ع سُ)

Drowsiness 8:11.

714. MAZAALJI-IHIM (Places of their death) 3:154

مَضِاجِعَهُمْ (ض ج عُ)

Sleeping places 4:34, beds 32:16.

715. GUZZA (Fighting) 3:156

غُزْوَى (غ ز وُ)

716. LINTA Soft’ (hearted) 3:159

لِينَتَ (ل ي نُ)

717. FAZZA (‘Stern’) 3:159

فَظَا (ف ظ ظ)

718. GALIIZ Hard (hearted) 3:159

غَلِيْظَ (غ ل ظ)

Firm 9:73, stern 66:9, strong 4:21, harsh 14:17, thick 48:29 etc.

719. YAGULLA (He cheats) 3:161

يَغَلَّ (غ ل ل)

Ill-feelings 7:43, chains 13:5, yokes 76:4. Hands tied up to the neck (niggardliness) the opposite of which is stretching them to their full extent (extravagance) 17:29.

720. SAKHAT (Displeasure) 3:162

سَخَطٍ (س خ ط)

Opposite pleased 9:58.

721. JAHANNAM (Hell) 3:162 (2:206)

ﺝَهَنْمُ (ج ه ن م)

There will be fire in hell 9:35, there the inhabitants will neither live nor die 20:74. Among the inmates of the hell will be those who kill Momins intentionally 4:93, those who disobey Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBH) 72:23, the infidels, hypocrites 4:140, polytheists 98:6 etc.

722. YALHAQUU (They join) 3:170

يَلْحَقُوْا (ل ح ق)


723. HAZZA (Portion) 3:176

حَظَا (ح ظ ظ)

Share 4:177, part 5:13, Good fortune 28:79.

724. NUMLII (We grant time) 3:178

نُمِلِيْ (م ل ى)


725. YAMIIZ (He separates) 3:179

يَمِيِّزَ (م ي ز)

187
Burst 67:8.

726. YULTI-AKUM (He will disclose to you) 3:179


727. YAJTABII (He chooses) 3:179


728. YABKHALUUN They hoard up (Miserly) 3:180

Niggardly 92:8. Hoard 9:76. The opposite sense is conveyed by the word spend 47:38. He who hoards is niggardly only against his own soul 47:38.

729. ZUUQUU Taste (the punishment) 3:181

Other derivatives: Tasting or experiencing something, they have been used with the following items. Tasting (from a tree) 7:22, coolness and drink 78:24, boiling water and pus 38:57. Experiencing (evil result) 65:9, hunger and fear 16:112, mercy 30:33 disgrace 39:26, happiness 11:10, death 3:185.

730. FAAZ He has achieved (success) 3:185

Other derivatives: Safety 3:188 and achievement 4:73. Those who achieve the greatest achievement or success are the ones who obey Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBH) 33:71, fearing and being careful of Him 24:52, those with whom Allah (SWT) is pleased and they are pleased with Him 5:119, those who are saved from the consequences of their evil deeds 40:9 and are removed far away from the fire (of hell) 3:185 and finally those who are made to enter paradise for staying therein for ever 4:13.

731. JUNUUBIHIM (on their sides) 3:191

732. RAA-BITU Exhibit strength (by being tied to each other) 3:200

رَابِطَوَا (ر بط)

Other derivatives: Strengthening 18:14 companies (of horses) 8:60.

CHAPTER - 4

733. HUUBA (‘Sin’) 4:2

حُوْبًا (ح و ب)

734. TA-UULUU (You do injustice) 4:3

تَعُوْلُوًا (ع ول)

735. NIHLAH (Free gift) 4:4

نِحْلَةَ (ن ح ل)

Honey Bee 16:68.

736. HANIIIA (Enjoying) 4:4

هَﻨِﻲْءًا (ه ن ا)

Pleasantly 52:19.

737. MARIIIA (‘Palatably deliciously’) 4:4

مَروَءًا (م ر ا)

738. AL QISMAH (Division) 4:8

القِسَمَةَ (ق س م)


739. SADIIDAA ‘Right (words)’ 4:9

سَدِيدًا (س د د)

Other derivatives: (Statements) to the point 33:70. Mountain 18:93 Barrier 18:94, 36:9.

740. SAYAS LUUNA They will enter (blazing fire) 4:10

سَيَصلُوْنَ (ص ل ى)

Warm 28:29.
741. SA’IIRA (Blazing Fire) 4:10

سَعِيرًا (س ع ر)


742. TADRUUN (You know) 4:11

ﺕَدْرُوْنَ ( د ر ي)

Other derivatives: Know 69:26, realize 69:3, understand 10:16.

743. AASHIRUHHUNNA (Live with them) 4:19

عَاشِرُهُنَّ (ع ش ر)


744. AFZAA (Sexual intercourse) 4:21

اَﻓْﻀَأَى (ف ض و)

745. MAQTA (‘Hateful’) 4:22

مَقْتًا (م ق ت)

746. AMMAATUKUM (Your Father’s sisters) 4:23

عَمْائِكُمْ (ع م م)

747. KHAALAATUKUM (Your mother’s sisters) 4:23

خَالَائِكُمْ (خ و ل)

Grant or bestow 6:94, 39:8.

748. ASLAABIKUM (Your own loins) 4:23

أَصْلَابِكُمْ (ص ل ب)


749. ALMUHSANAAT ‘Married (women)’ 4:24

المُحْصَنَاتْ (ح ص ن)

(Women)’ taken in wedlock 4:25, chastity the opposite of which in formication 4:24. Guard (chastity) 21:91. Free women the opposite of

750. MUSAAFIHIIN ( Fornicators ) 4:24

(Those who have unlawful sexual intercourse). Flowing (blood) 6:145.

751. TAWLA ( Able to afford ) 4:25


752. FATAYAATIKUM ( Your maids ) 4:25


753. AKHDAAN ( ‘Lovers’ ) 4:25

754. TAMIILUU ( You go astray ) 4:27


755. YUWAFFIQ ( He will effect reconciliation ) 4:35


756. AL JAAR ( Neighbour ) 4:36


757. FAKHUURAA ( Boastful ) 4:36

Pottery 55:14 which is hollow from inside like a boastful man.

758. AA’-TADNA ( We have prepared ) 4:37
Ready 50:18.

759. QARIINA (Comrade) 4:38

Qari‘na (ق ر ن)


760. SUKAARAA (‘Intoxicated’) 4:43

Sukarā’ā (س ك ر)

761. TAGTASILUU (You have bathed) 4:43

Tagtasilūu (غ س ل)


762. AL-GAAAIT (‘Toilet’) 4:43

Al-Gā‘ā’īt (غ و ط)

763. TA-‘NA (‘Taunt’) 4:46

Ṭū‘nā (ط ع ن)

764. NATMISA (We destroy) 4:47

Nāṭmīsā (ط م س)

Disappear 77:8 wipe off (eyes) 36:66 (make eyes) blind 54:37.

765. FATIILA (‘The hair on a date stone’) 4:49

Fati‘ilā (ف ت ل)

766. AL-JIBT (‘Idols’) 4:51

Ajibt (ج ب ت)

767. NAQIIRA (A speck on the date stone) 4:53

Naqi‘irā (ن ق ر)

Sounding of trumpet 74:8.

768. NAZIJAT (‘They are thoroughly burnt’) 4:56

Nazzijāt (ن ض ج)

769. JULUUDUHUM (Skins) 4:56

Julu‘ūdhum (ج ل د)

Flog with stripes 24:2.


Expose 33:33. Galaxies the exterior of which is exposed as an adornment 15:16.
781. AZAA-'UU (‘They spread’) 4:83

782. YASTANBITUUNAHU (They could investigate it) 4:83

783. HARRIZ (You rouse the believers) 4:84

Ruining of health 12:85.

784. MUQIITA (Controller) 4:85

Food 41:10.

785. TAHIYYAH (Greetings) 4:86

786. ARKASAHUM He has returned them (to hypocrisy) 4:88

Fall back 4:91.

787. LASALLATAHUM (‘He would have given them authority’) 4:90

788. DIYYAH (Blood money) 4:92

(As compensation for murder). Valley 14:37.

789. MUTA-AMMIDA (Intentionally) 4:93


790. MAGAANIM (Gain) 4:94
Spoils of war (or booty of war) 8:41. Sheep 6:146.

791. MURAAGAMA (‘Places of refuge’) 4:100 مَرَاغَمًا (رَغَمَ)

792. WAQA-‘A (It has become incumbent) 4:100 وَقَعَ (وَقِعُ)


793. TAQSURUU (You shorten) 4:101 تَقَصُّروُا (قَصِرُوا)


794. ASLIHATAHUM (Their weapons) 4:102 أَسْلِحَتْهُمْ (سَلِحُ)

795. MATAR (Rain) 4:102 مَطَرٍ (مَطَرُ)

Rain of porous stones of baked clay 11:82.

796. YARMI ‘He throws (the blame)’ 4:112 يَرْمِ (رَمَ)


797. MARIIDA (A rebel) 4:117 مَرِيْدًا (مِرِيدُ)


798. FALA-YUBATTIKUNNA [So they will definitely slit (the ears)] 4:119 فَلَيُبَثْكُنْ (بَثْكُنَ)

799. MAHIISA (Escape) 4:121 مَحِيِّصًا (حَيَصُ)

Refuge 50:36.
800. ASH-SHUHH (‘Selfishness’) 4:128

801. MUALLAQAH (Suspended) 4:129

That which clings and hangs like a leach in the womb, the third stage in the birth of man 1.soil 2. sperm 3. Alaqa etc 22:5.

802. YAKHUUZUU (They get involved) 4:140


803. NASTAHWIZ (We had mastery) 4:141

Nastawudd (ح و ذ) Cast influence 58:19.

804. KUSAALAA (‘As if loaded with burden’) 4:142

Kusala (اک س ل) Sluggish 9:54.

805. MUZABZABIIN (‘Wavering’) 4:143

Mudhababin (ذ ب ذ ب) 806. ASFAL (Lowest) 4:145


807. TABA-A (He has set a seal) 4:155

Taba (ط ب ع) At all places this word is associated with ‘Quluub’ i.e.hearts or minds 9:87.

808. SHAKK (Doubt) 4:157

Shak (ش ك ك) 809. AIYYUB (PBH) (Name of a Prophet of Allah) (SWT) 4:163

810. YUUNUS (PBH) (Name of a Prophet) 4:163


811. TARIQA (Road) 4:168

Path 46:30 orbits or systems 23:17, tradition 20:63. Name of a star
At taariq 86:1-2.

812. TAGLUU (‘You commit excesses’) 4:171

813. YASTANKIF (‘Disdain’) 4:172

814. KALAALAH (‘One who has neither parents nor children’) 4:177

CHAPTER - 5

815. BAHIIMAH ‘Herbivorous (cattle)’ 5:1

816. AS-SAYD (‘Hunting’) 5:1

817. AL-QALAAID (Victims with garland) 5:2

Keys 39:63.

818. AAAMMIIN Those resorting (To the Sacred Mosque) 5:2

819. YAJRIMANNAKUM ‘Incite you (to exceed the limits)’ 5:2

820. SHANAANU (HATRED) 5:2

Hate 108:3.

821. AL MUNKHANIQAH (‘Killed by strangling’) 5:3

المَذْنِقَةُ (خِنَقَة)

822. AL MAWQUUZAH (‘Beaten to death’) 5:3

المَوقَوذَةُ (وقذة)

823. AL MUTARADDIIYA (Killed by fall) 5:3

المُتَرَدِّيَةُ (ردى)


824. AN-NATIIHAH (‘Killed by being smitten by a horn’) 5:3

النَّطِيحَةُ (نَطِحَة)

825. AS-SABU-U (‘Wild beasts’) 5:3

السَّبِيعُ (سُبُع)

826. ZAKKAYTUM (‘Slaughtered in Islamic manner’) 5:3

ذَكَيْتُمْ (ذَكَى)

827. AZLAAM (‘Arrows’) 5:3

آزَلالِمِ (زَلَم)

828. YAIS (They have lost hope) 5:3

يَئِسَ (يَاسَ)

Despair 60:13.

829. MAKHMASAH (Hunger) 5:3

مَخْمَصَةٌ (خَمِصَة)

830. AL-JAWAARIH (Hunting) 5:4

الجَوَارِحُ (جَرَح)
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To keep oneself busy 6:60 wounds 5:45

831. MUKALLIBIIN (Animals) 5:4  مُﻛَﻠﱢﺒِﻴْﻦَ (ك ل ب )
Dog 7:176.

832. AL-KAA-BYN (Ankles) 5:6  ﺍَﻟْﻜَﻌْﺑَﻴْﻦَ (ك ع ب)
Kaaba at Mecca 5:95 young women 78:33.

833. NAQIIBA (Chieftains) 5:12  ﻧَﻘِﻴْﺒًﺎ (ن ق ب)
Pierce 18:97 wander 50:36.

834. AZZARTUMUUHUM (Assist them) 5:12  ﻋَﺰﱠرْﺕُﻤُﻮْاهُﻢْ (ع ز ر)
Honour 7:157, Uzayf 9:30 (Name of a prophet (PBH))

835. FA-AGRAYNAA Therefore we excited (enmity) 5:14  ﻓَﺎَﻏْﺮَﻱْﻨَﺎ (غ ر و)
To be after (someone)

836. YASNA’UUN (They did) 5:14  ﻲَﺼْﻨَﻌُﻮْنَ (ص ن ع)

837. FATRAH (INTERVAL) 5:19  ﻓَﺘْﺮَة (ف ت ر)

838. JABBAARIIN (Exceedingly strong) 5:22  ﺟَبَآَرِيْﻦَ (ج ب ر)
Compulsion against the will of someone 50:45. Tyrant opposite of which is righteous 28:19, other words giving the opposite sense are guarding against evil and dutiful i.e. following the law 19:13-14.

One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is Al Jabbaar i.e. The Creator Who can compel His creation to follow His laws and at the sometime break His own laws when He makes prophets perform miracles
which are against the laws of nature. He is the strongest and no one can resist Him in what He wills to do.

839. YATIIHUUN (They will wander) 5:26

840. TAASA (You grieve) 5:26

Feel sorry 7:93. Despair, opposite of which is being exultant 57:23. Example (model) prophet Muhammed (PBH) 33:21 and Ibrahiim (PBH) 60:4.

841. ASBAHA (He thereby became) 5:30


842. AL GURAABA (The crow) 5:31

Intensely (black) 35:27

843. YABHASU (It scratched) 5:31

844. NAADDIIMIIN (Those who regret) 5:31


845. YUNFAW (They should be sent on exile) 5:33

846. AL-WASIILAH (Means of approach to Allah (SWT) 5:35

i.e striving in His way to achieve success. 17:57

847. AS-SAARIQ (The thief) 5:38

Steal 15:18.
848. AS-SUHT (Forbidden) 5:42

Destroy 20:61. That which is forbidden could be the cause of destruction.

849. AL-AHBAAR (The priests) 5:44

Happiness 30:15.

850. AL ANF (The Nose) 5:45

Just now 47:16

851. AASAARIHIM (Their footsteps) 5:46


852. MUHAYMINA (Guardian) 5:48

One of the Attributes of Allah (SWT) is ‘Al Muhaymin’ meaning ‘The Guardian’ associated with other Attributes mentioned in 59:23.

853. SHIR’AH ‘Law (of religion)’ 5:48

Procedure (in religious affair) 45:18, visible 7:163.

854. MINHAAJA way (to follow the law)’ 5:48

Mina’ajah (N.H.J) 5:48

855. LAWMAH (Blame) 5:54

Looma’ah (L.W.M) 5:54

Accuse 75:2

856. HIZB (Team) 5:56

Hazib (H.Z.B) 5:56
Party 23:53 Army 33:20

857. LA-IBA (Sport) 5:57

لعِبَةَ ( ل ع ب )


858. AT FA-AHAA (He extinguishes it) 5:64

أطفأها ( ط ف ا )

Put off (light) 9:32.

859. MUQTASIDAH (Moderate) 5:66

مُقَّتَصِدةَ ( ق ص د )


860. QISSIISIIN (Priests of Christians) 5:82

قِسْيِسِينَ ( ق س س )

861. AD-DAM-'I (Tears) 5:83

الدَّمِعَ ( د م ع )

862. RIJSU (Uncleanliness) 5:90

رَجْسَ ( ر ج س )

863. RIMAAHUHUKUM (Your spears) 5:94

رِمَاحُكُمْ ( ر م ح )

864. AS-SYYAARAH (The travelers) 5:96

السَّيْارَةُ ( س ي ر )


865. BAHIRAH (A slit-ear she camel) 5:103

بَحِيرَةَ ( ب ح ر )

866. SAAAIBAH (A she-camel let loose for free pasture) 5:103

سَآءِبَةَ ( س ي ب )

867. WASIILAH (Idol sacrifice for twin birth in animals) 5:103
868. HAAM (Stallion camel freed from work) 5:103

Heat 9:35. Hot (fire) 88:4 Rage 48:26

869. HABASA (Detain) 5:106

Stop 11:8.

870. USIRA (It becomes known) 5:107

Known 18:21.

871. MAAAIIDAH (‘A table set with food’) 5:112

Shake 16:15.

CHAPTER - 6

872. MAKKANNAHUM (We had established them) 6:6

Māktaḥā‘um (M K N)

Power 8:71. Place 23:13

873. MIDRAARA (Abundant rain) 6:6

Madrara (D R R)

Shining 24:35.

874. ANSHAA (We raised) 6:6

An‘shaa (N Sh A)


875. QIRTAAS (A page) 6:7
876. HAAQA (Surrounded) 6:10

Hāqā (حَاقَ)
Engulf 40:45.

877. FAATIR (Initiator of creation) 6:14

قاطِرٌ (فَاطِرٌ)
Other Derivatives: Initiating something 6:79, doing something for the first time 17:51, splitting 42:5 and thereby creating a gap or discontinuity 67:3. The word ‘Fitrat’ appears to mean original creation i.e. nature or character 30:30. In this sense Allah (SWT) is not only the initiator of creation of the universe but also the Assigner of inherent character and the creator of the Laws of nature.

878. KAASHIFA (He removes it) 6:17

کَاشِفٌ (كَشَفَ)
Derivative: Expose 53:58

879. AL QAAHIR ‘Omni Potent, (All powerful), an Attribute of Allah (SWT)’ 6:18

القاهرٌ (قَهْر)
Other derivatives: oppress 93:9 power of subduing which a king has over his subjects 7:127.
Associated word: This Attribute of Allah (SWT) is always associated with the word ‘Wahid’ meaning ‘One’ 40:16, which indicates that Allah (SWT) is the only One Who is Omnipotent.

880. WAQRA (‘Heaviness’) 6:25

وَقْرًا (وَقَرَّ)

881. ASAATIIR ‘Stories (written down)’ 6:25

آسَاطِيْرُ (سِطَرْ)

Derivatives: That which is written by a pen 68:1, something written 52:2 someone in authority 88:22, manager 52:37.

882. YANAWNA (‘They go far away’) 6:26

\[\text{يِنْ عَوْنَ ( ن ا ي ) }\]

Derivative: Keep away 17:83.

883. WUQIFUU (‘They would be made to stand’) 6:27

\[\text{وُقِفُوُا ( و ق ف )}\]


884. AS-SAA’H (‘Hour of doom’) 6:31

\[\text{اَﻟﺴﱠﺎﻋَةُ ( س و ع )}\]


885. BAGTAH (Suddenly) 6:31

\[\text{بَغْتَةً ( ب غ ت )}\]

886. FARRATNA (Our negligence) 6:31

\[\text{قَرَطْنَا ( ف ر ط )}\]


887. AWZAARAHUM (Their burdens) 6:31

\[\text{أُوْزَارَهُمْ ( و ز ر )}\]


888. LAHW (Pastime) 6:32

\[\text{لَﻬْوٌ ( ل ه و )}\]

Derivatives: Distraction 102:1, diversion 63:9, amusement 15:3.

889. YAJHADUUN (They knowingly deny) 6:33

\[\text{يَجْحَدُونَ ( ج ح د )}\]

Knowingly reject 7:51.

890. YATAZARRA’UUN (They humble themselves) 6:42
Derivatives: Humble 7:55 

891. YASDIFUUN (They turn away) 6:46


892. KHAZAAIN (Treasures) 6:50


893. TATRUD (Drive away) 6:52

894. TASQUT (Fall) 6:59

Derivatives: Drop 34:19, repent 7:149.

895. WARAQAH (Leaves) 6:59

896. RATB (Wet) 6:59

897. YAABIS (Dry) 6:59

898. KARB (Distress) 6:64

899. TUBSALA (Destroyed) 6:70

900. HAMIIM [Boiling water (for drinking in hell)] 6:70


901. HAYRAAN (Confused) 6:71
Something hidden 53: 32

The Jinn (6:100) were created before man from heat wave 15:27 which radiates from fire 55:15 (probably infra-red rays). The substance of their creation is not visible, therefore they too are invisible. Iblis 18:50 belongs to the category of devils 6:112 and probably influence the psychical personalities of human being through their instigation's 114:4-6. The Jinn along with the human beings were created to serve (worship) Allah (SWT) 51:56. The Jinn listened to the Holy Quran and acted as messengers communicating the message of the Holy Quran to their community 46:29-32, 6:130, 72:1. There are good as well as bad Jinn 72:11, 14-15. The bad Jinn are probably the devils misleading the human beings and even making them worship them 34:41 and thus winning over many human beings to their side. Human beings too sought these devils and followed evil desires but blamed the devils for all their sins 6:128, 41:29, 72:6. The result is that all the misleaders and those misled will be punished 6:128. The Jinn appear to be residents of the earth capable of moving towards the sky to hear secrets but a flame drives them away 72:8-9, 15:17-18, 37:7-10. They along with the human beings are challenged to cross the boundaries of the skies and the earth and are warned that flames and smoke will be sent on them 55:33-35. They worked for Sulaiman (PBH) being capable of lifting weights and doing civil engineering works 27:17, 39:34:13. This indicates that they too are energies. The Jinn cannot produce anything like the Quran 17:88. They do not know the unseen 34:14. They are liable to be questioned for their sins like the human beings 55:39. They too appear to have weight like human beings 5:46. They appear to have relationships with females as men have 55:56. The bad among them will be punished in hell 7:38, 179. It is indicated that the good among them will rejoice in paradise 55:44-47. The Jinn are capable of hearing, seeing, working, listening to the Holy Quran, communicating messages, doing righteous work, committing sins, residing in the earth, rising towards the sky, not knowing the unseen, being punished in hell and rejoicing in paradise, possessing weight, who have been created to serve Allah (SWT). They differ from human beings having been created from fire and invisible to the human eye. They probably interact with human beings through the psychical personalities of the latter.

Heavenly bodies associated with the sun and the moon 12:4, 37:6 (like the planetary system)

Used for setting of sun, moon, stars etc. 6:78-79
905. BAAZIGAH (Rising) 6:78 (بَازِغَﺔَ) 
Used for rising of sun and moon 6:79

906. UQTADIH [Follow (religion)] 6:90 (أَقْتَدِهُ) 
Followers 43:23

907. GAMARAAT [Engulfed in suffering (of death)] 6:93 (غَمَرَاتِ) 
Confused ignorance 23:54

908. FURAADA (Alone) 6:94 (فُرِادَا) 

909. FAALIQ (One Who splits something) 6:95 (قَالِقُ) 
Derivatives: Split 26:63, day break 113:1.

910. AN-NAWAA (Date stone) 6:95 (اَﻟﻨﱠﻮَا) 

911. AN-NUJUUM (The stars) 6:97 (اَﻟﻨﱡﺠُﻮْمُ) 

912. MUSTAW-DA (‘Place/time of departure’) 6:98 (مُسْتَوْدَعٍ) 

913. KHAZIRA (Green) 6:99 (خَضْرَا) 
Opposite word: Dry 12:43.

914. QINWAAN (Clusters of date) 6:99 (قِنْوَانٌ)
915. AZ-ZAYTUUN (Olives) 6:99
   Derivative: Oil 24:35

916. AR-RUMMAAN (Pomegranates) 6:99

917. YAN-‘IHI (Its ripening) 6:99

918. KHARAQUU (They falsely attribute) 6:100
   Derivatives: Tear 17:37, make a hole 18:71.

919. AL LATIIF (The subtle) 6:103
   Derivatives: Secrecy or courtesy 18:19. One who has knowledge of hidden things too 31:16, 67:13-14. One Whose Grace is sometimes unnoticeable 22:63, 42:19. The evaporation of water from rivers, seas and oceans for the formation of clouds is continuous but unnoticeable, but the subsequent rain and the vegetation produced through it are noticeable. The food is the visible Grace of Allah (SWT) but the evaporation of water for the formation of clouds is His invisible, unnoticed, hidden Grace as Al Latiif The subtle. The Gracious an Attribute of Allah (SWT) Associated word. The Informed 6:103.

920. AFIDATAHUM (Their hearts) 6:110
   Associated with hearing and seeing 16:78 Quran 25:32

921. ZUKHRUF (Decorative) 6:112
   Derivative: Gold 17:93

922. LITASGAA (So that they may incline) 6:113

923. LIYAQTARIFUU (That they may earn) 6:113
Liqtorrentoua (ق ر ف)


924. YAKHRUSUUN (They lie) 6:116

925. YASHRAH (He opens) 6:125


926. ZAYYIQA (Close) 6:125

Derivatives: Constrained, opposite of which is spacious 9:25, straightened 11:77, narrow 25:13, distress 16:127.

927. MU-'JIZIIN (Those who are defeated) 6:134


928. ZARAA (He has produced) 6:136


929. WASFAHUM (Their description) 6:139


930. AZ-ZARA (Vegetation) 6:141

Derivatives: Cultivation 14:37, cornfields 44:26 grow 56:64, sow 12:47

931. HASAADIHI (Harvest) 6:141
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Derivative reap 12:47

932. AZ-ZAAN (Sheep) 6:143

933. AL MAZI (Coat) 6:143

934. ASHTAMALAT (They contain) 6:143

Derivative: Left hand side 18:17 opposite of which is right hand side 18:18.

935. AL IBILI (Camels) 6:144

Derivative: Flying creatures 105:3.

936. ZI ZUFUR (Animals having claws) 6:146


937. SHUHUUMA HUMA (Fat) 6:146

938. AL HAWAAYAA (Intestines) 6:146

Derivative: Dust coloured 87:5

939. HALUMMA (Come) 6:150

940. IMLAAQ (Poverty) 6:151

941. AL-KAYL (Measure) 6:152

Associated with weighing 7:85.

942. AL-MIIZAAN (The Weight) 6:152

Associated with balance (weighing machine) 26:182 and measuring 7:85.
Derivatives: Balance (equilibrium) 55:9, (Proportion) 15:19 (Justice) 42:17 weighing of deeds on the day of judgment 7:8.

CHAPTER – 7

943. QAAILUUUN (Those who sleep at midday) 7:4

قهاليون (قَى لِّي)  

Derivative: Resting place 25:24

944. SAQI-IL (Heavy) 7:8

ثقيل (ثَقِيل)  


945. MA-A-YISH (Livelihood) 7:10

معيش (عِي ش)  

Derivative: Life 20:124

946. MAZUUMA (Disgraced) 7:18

مذعوم (ذَام)  

947. MADHUURA (‘Driven away’) 7:18

مذهور (دَح ر)  

Associated with hell 17:18.

948. WASWASA (‘So he whispered’) 7:20

وسوس (و س و س)  

Associated with Nafs (soul or consciousness) 50:16 and devil 20:120, 114:4-5.

949. AN-NAASIHIIN (Sincere advises) 7:21

الناسحين (ن ص ح)  

950. TAFIQA (They both began) 7:22

Derivative: To begin to do something 38:33.

951. YAKHSIFAANI (They both cover) 7:22

Derivative: To cover 20:121

952. RIISHA (Good appearance) 7:26

953. AL JAMAL (The camel) 7:40


954. SAMMI (Eye of the needle) 7:40


955. HIJAAB (Veil) 7:46

Curtain 33:53, Invisible 17:45.

956. SHIMAAHUM (Their marks) 7:46

Derivatives: Marked 3:125, pasture or feed cattle 16:10

957. YATLUBUHU (It seekset) 7:54


958. HASIISA (Rapidly) 7:54

959. SUQNAAHU (We drive it) 7:57
The community to whom Salih (P.B.H.) was sent as a messenger of Allah (SWT).

960. NAKIDA (Little) 7:58

961. AALA-A-A 7:69

962. SAMUUD (Bounties) 7:73

963. AN-NAAQAH (She-camel) 7:73

964. SUHUULIHA (Plain lands) 7:74

965. TANHITUUN (You carve out) 7:74

966. ATAW (They revolted) 7:77


967. ARRAJFATH (The earthquake) 7:78

Derivative: Those who spread rumours 33:60 (to raise commotion among people)

968. JAASIMIIN (‘Those who become motionless’) 7:78

Lying in the position of prostration 11:67.

969. AL-GAABIRIIN (Those who stayed behind) 7:83

Derivative: Dust 80:40.
970. SHUAIB (PBH) (Name of the messenger of Allah (SWT) sent to Midien) 7:85


971. ZUHA (Day time) 7:98

Derivatives: Morning, opposite of evening 79:46, sunlight 91:1.

972. SU’BAAN (Serpent) 7:107

973. TALQAFU (It swallowed) 7:117

974. IFK (falsehood) 7:117


975. ALJARAAD (Locusts) 7:133

976. ALQUMMAL (Lice) 7:133

977. AZ-ZAFAADIA (Frogs) 7:133

978. YANKUSUUN (They broke (the promise)) 7:13

Derivatives: Break (oaths) 9:12, disintegrating into pieces 16:92

979. DAMMARNA (We destroyed) 7:137

Derivative: Destruction 25:36.

980. ASNAAM (Idols) 7:138

أَصَنَام (ص ن م)
981. MUTABBAR (Destroyed) 7:139

982. TAJALLA (Unveiled Himself) 7:143

Derivative: Exile 59:3

983. DAKKA (Crumble to pieces) 7:143

Derivative: Crushed to level 89:21.

984. KHARRA (Fell down) 7:143

985. AFAAQA (He recovered) 7:143


986. AL-ALWAAH (Tablets) 7:145

Derivatives: Planks 54:13. The glorious Quran is in a guarded tablet 85:22 Table means a small piece of any material having a flat surface. In the terminology of the computer sciences, is the Holy Quran preserved in some chip like the silicon chip? Another derivative conveys the sense of burning and darkening 74:29.

987. HULIYYUN (Their ornaments) 7:148


988. JASADA (Body) 7:148

989. KHUWAAR (Hollow sound) 7:148

990. ASIFA (Grief) 7:150


991. A-AJILTUM (You hasten) 7:150
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Derivative : Hasty 17:11.

992. YAJURRUHU (Dragging him) 7:150

993. TUSHMIT You make others rejoice (over me). 7:150

994. SAKATA (It calmed down) 7:154

995. AMBAJASAT (Gushed out) 7:160

996. HIITAAN (Fish) 7:163

997. MAZIRAH (Free from blame) 7:164

Derivative : Excuse 9:66

998. NATAQNA (We shook) 7:171

999. ANSALAKHA (He slipped off) 7:175


1000. YALHAS (‘It (the dog) breathes heavily with its tongue out’.) 7:176

1001. YULHIDUUN (Those who are perverted) 7:180

Derivatives Incline 16:103 refuge 18:27, move away from the right interpretation 41:40.

1002. MATIIN (Strong) 7:183
Al Matiin meaning ‘The Strong’ is an Attribute of Allah (SWT) 51:58, it also means ‘One Who is Firm’

1003. HAFII (In search of) 7:187

_derivative : Insist 47:37. An Attribute of Allah (SWT) is Al Hafiy meaning ‘The Gracious Who is constant and in tense in His grace 19:47.

1004. SAMITUUN (Those who are silent) 7:193

1005. YABTISHUUN (They hold) 7:195

Derivatives : Seize 44:16, catch 28:19 grip 85:12

1006. YANZAGANNAKA (It instigates you) 7:200

The devil instigates evil 17:53, therefore, we are ordered to seek the protection of Allah (SWT) 41:36

1007. (ASTAIZ) Seek the protection [of Allah (SWT)] 7:200

1008. ANSITU (You be silent) 7:204

Associated word : Listen 46:29.

1009. AL-AASAAL (Evening) 7:205

Opposite word : Morning 25:5 Other derivatives : Bottom 37:64, root 14:24

CHAPTER – 8

1010. ALANFAAL (Spoils or booty of war) 8:1

Derivative : Additional 17:79

1011. WAJILAT (Fear) 8:2
Derivative: Afraid 15:52

1012. ASSHAW-KA (Weapons) 8:7

الشَّوْآَةُ ( ش و ك )

1013. TASTAGHISUUN (You sought help) 8:9

تَسْتَغْيَسُونَ ( غ و ث )

Derivatives: Ask for water 18:29, seek help 46:17

1014. MURDIFIIN (Following one another) 8:9

مُرْدِفِينَ ( ر د ف )


1015. AL A’ANAAQ (Necks) 8:12

الآعْنَاقُ ( ع ن ق )

1016. BANAAN (Finger tips) 8:12

بَنَانُ ( ب ن ن )

1017. ZAHFA (Marching for war) 8:15

ذَحْفًا ( ذ ح ف )

1018. MUTAHIYYIZA Withdraw or retreat (to join one’s group) 8:16

مُتِحِيّزًا ( ح ي ز )

1019. MUKAA-A (Whistling) 8:35

مُكَﺂَهَ ( م ك (و) ي )

1020. TASDIYAH (Clapping of hands) 8:35

تَصْدِيّةً ( ص د ي )


1021. YARKUMAHU (Thus heaping them) 8:37

يَرَكْمَهُ ( ر ك م )

All derivatives mean ‘heap’.

1022. MAZAT (Has passed) 8:38

مَضَتْ ( م ض ي )

Derivatives: March on 18:60, go forward 36:67

1023. AL-QUSWAA (Further side) 8:42

آلِقْصُوَا ( ق ص و )
Derivative : Distant 19:22

1024. BATARA (Boastfully) 8:47

بَطَرًا (ب ط ر)

1025. NAKASA (He turned) 8:48

تَكَصَّ (ن ك ص)

Derivative : Turn back 23:66

1026. SHARRID (Disperse) 8:57

شَرْدُ (ش ر د)

1027. BI-IZNE (By the order of) 8:66

بِاَذْنِ (ا ذ ن)

Derivatives : Permission 20:109, respond 84:2, take notice 2:279, announce 7:44

1028. YUSKHINA (He totally dominates) 8:67

يُثْخِنَ (ث خ ن)

CHAPTER - 9

1029. FASIIUU (So move about) 9:2

فَسِيْحُوْا (س ى ح)

Derivative : Those who fast 9:112

1030. MARSAD (Place where one can watchfully wait) 9:5

مَرْصَدَ (ر ص د)


1031. ILLAA (Ties of relationship) 9:8

إِلَّا (ال ل)

1032. ZIMMAH (Responsibility) 9:8

ذِمَّةٌ (ذ م م)

1033. BADAUUKUM (They started (to attack you first) 9:13

بَدَءَ عْوَاَكُمُ (ب د ا)

1034. KASAADAHA (It’s bad sale) 9:24

1035. MAWAATIN (Battle fields) 9:25

1036. HUNAYN (A place near Mecca) 9:25

   Derivative: Compassion 19:13

1037. RAHUBAT (Spacious) 9:25

   Opposite: Constrained 9:118

   Derivative: Welcome 38:59

1038. NAJAS (Unclean) 9:28

1039. AAYLAH (Poverty) 9:28

   Opposite: Free of want (rich) 93:8.

1040. YU’TUU (They give) 9:29

   Opposite: withhold 53:34


1041. UZAIR (PBH) (Name of the Prophet) 9:30

1042. YUZAAHIUUN (They imitate) 9:30

1043. YAKNIZUUN (Those who hoard) 9:34
Derivative: Treasure 11:12

1044. TUKWAA (They will be branded (burned)) 9:35

1045. JIBAAHUHUM (Their foreheads) 9:35

1046. AN-NASHIU (Postponement) 9:37

Derivative:- staff (wooden walking stick) 34:14

1047. LIYUWAATIU (That they may make up) 9:37

Leiwaatoua (Wo ta)


1048. AL-GAR (Cave) 9:40

Alghar (Gu Ra)


1049. FASABBATAHUM (So He held them back) 9:46

Fathabthum (Th B T)

1050. TAZHAQA (Depart) 9:55

Opposite: come 17:81

1051. MALJAA (Refuge) 9:57

Maljaa (La La)

1052. YAJMAHUUN (They run in haste) 9:57

Yajmahoon (Ja M H)

1053. YALMIZUK (They blame you) 9:58

Yalmzik (La M Z)

Derivatives: Taunt 9:79, finding fault 49:11, defame 104:1

1054. AL MUALLAFA (Those Whose (hearts) are to be reconciled) 9:60
1055. AL-GAARIMIIN  (Those in debt) 9:60


1056. ADN (Everlasting bliss) 9:72

Associated, with garden i.e. paradise.

1057. YABKUU  (They weep) 9:82

Opposite word: Laugh 53:60.

1058. YAZHAKUU  (They laugh) 9:82

Opposite word: weep 53:60.

1059. QABRIHI (His grave) 9:84

1060. AL AA’RAAB (Desert Arabs) 9:90


1061. AJDARU (More fitted or worthy) 9:97

Derivative wall 18:77.

1062. USSISA (Founded) 9:108


1063. JURUF  (Hollowed bank) 9:109

1064. HAAR (Cracking (crumbling and falling down)) 9:109

1065. AWWAH (Soft hearted) 9:114

Associated with being clement and frequently turning to Allah (SWT) 11:75.

1066. ZAMAA (Thirst) 9:120

Associated with hunger.

CHAPTER – 10

1067. AASIF (Violent (breeze)) 10:22

Derivative Husk 55:12.

1068. AL MAWJ (Wave) 10:22

1069. AL AMS (Yesterday) 10:24

1070. YARHAQU (It covers) 10:26


1071. SHAN (Affair) 10:61

Derivatives: state 55:29, concern 80:37.

1072. YA’ZUB (It hides) 10:61

1073. LITALFITANA (To turn us away) 10:78

Derivative: Turn back 11:81.

1074. BADAN (body) 10:92
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When two land masses approach each other the sediment at the bottom of the ocean between them gets compressed and sometimes rises above the sea-level as mountains. A good example of this process is the Himalayan mountains which rose from the ocean named Tythus due to compression of the Indian sub continent towards Tibet during the continental drift.
The word ‘Mursahaa’ is used for anchoring of ships in water. The anchor rests on the bottom of the ocean and is later lifted up above the sea-level. The word ‘Rawasiya’ from the same root alphabets, translated as ‘Mountains’, could mean those mountains, the material of which was originally deposited in water as sediment and later lifted up as sedimentary mountains. Here again one has to appreciate the selection of the most appropriate word-One single word demonstrates the whole process of the formation of sedimentary mountains.

1081. ABLAII (Swallow) 11:44

1082. AQILI-II (Withhold or stop) 11:44

1083. GIIZA (Absorbed) 11:44

1084. AL JUUDI-II Name of the place where the ship of Nuh (PBH) was anchored 11:44

الجُوُدِىﱢ ( ﷺ و د )

Derivatives: (Horses) which are swift in running: 38:31.

1085. NAASIYAH (Forelock) 11:56

نَاصِيَةٌ ( ن ص و )

Forelock 55:41.

1086. ANIID (Opponent) 11:59

عَﻨِﻴْﺪٍ ( ع ن د )

Associated words: Compelling 14:15, ingratitude 50:24.

1087. AS-SAIHATU (Loud cry) 11:67

الصِّيحَةَ ( ص ى ح )

1088. HANIIZ (Roasted) 11:69

حَﻨِﻴْﺬٍ ( ح ن ذ )

1089. AAWJASA (Conceived (a fear) 11:70

أوْجَسَ ( و ج س )

1090. SHIQA (Old man) 11:72

شُيْخَةٌ ( ش ى خ )

1091. MAJIID (Glorious) 11:73

مَﺠِﻴْﺪٌ ( م ج د )
An Attribute of Allah (SWT) associated with another Attribute ‘Hameed’ meaning ‘The praised. This word is also used as a suffix to the Quran 85:21 and Arsh 85:15.

1092. AR-RAW-U (Fear) 11:74

1093. MUNIIB  Frequently turning (to Allah [SWT])  11:75


1094. ZAR-A (Being unable)  11:77

Other Derivative : Incapable 29:33, paws 18:18. Length of the forearm from the elbow to the extremity of the middle finger 69:32.

1095. ASIIB (Distressful)  11:77

Other Derivative : strong group 12:8.

1096. YUHRAUUN (Rushing) 11:78

Other Derivative : Being in haste 37:70.

1097. ZAYF (Guests)  11:78

1098. RUKN (Support) 11:80


1099. ASRI (Travel) 11:81

Other Derivative : Rivulet 19:24.

1100. SIJJIIIL (Baked clay) 11:82
Other Derivative: sheet or page (for writing) 21:104 (Baked slates for writing).

1101. MANZUUD (Layers) 11:82

Other Derivative: cluster 56:29.

1102. RAHTUK (Your family) 11:91

Other Derivative: Group 27:48.

1103. AL-WIRD (The presentation place) 11:98


1104. AR-RIFD (The gift) 11:99

1105. TAT-BIIB (Ruin) 11:101

Other Derivative: Perish 111:1.

1106. SA-IID (Blessed) 11:105

Opposite wretched 11:106.

1107. SHAQUU (Wretched) 11:106

Other Derivatives: Distress 20:2, unsuccessful 19:4, unfortunate 87:11.

1108. ZAFIIR (Sighing) 11:106

Other Derivative: Sound of blazing fire 21:100.

1109. SHAHIIQ (Groaning) 11:106

1110. MAJZUZ (Break) 11:108
مَجْذُوْذٍ (ج ذ ذ)

1111. ZULFA (Early parts) 11:114
زُلْفًا (ز ل ف)

Derivative: Near 26:64.

1112. UTRIFUU (Made for their enjoyment) 11:116
أَثْرَفْوَا (ت ر ف)

Other derivatives: Enjoyment 21:13 Luxurious life 34:34, those who are well off 17:16.

CHAPTER - 12

1113. YUSUF AND YAQOOB (PBT) (Names of messengers of Allah (SWT)) 12:4
يُوسُفَ

1114. ITRAHUHUU (Cast him away) 12:9
إِطْرَحْوُهُ (ط ر ح)

1115. JUBBI (Well) 12:10
جُبْبَ (ج ب ب)

1116. YALTAQITHU (They will pick him up) 12:10
يَلْتَقِطْهُ (ل ق ط)

Pick 28:8.

1117. YARTAA (Enjoy (eat and drink)) 12:12
يَرْتَعُ (ر ت ع)

1118. AZZI-BU (The wolf) 12:13
الْدَعَبُ (ذ ا ب)

1119. QAMISHII (His shirt) 12:18
قَمِيصِهِ (ق م ص)

1120. SAWWALAT (They have induced) 12:18
سَوْلَتْ (س و ل)

Other Derivative: Incline 20:96.

1121. BIZA-AH (An item of merchandise) 12:19
بِضَاعَةٌ (ب ض ع)
Other derivative : some (years) 12:42.

1122. DARAHIM ‘Dirham (silver coins)’ 12:20

1123. AZ-ZAAHIIDIIN (Those who are disinterested) 12:20

1124. KARIIM (Honourable) 12:21

Other derivatives : Honour 56:77, beneficial 26:7. Opposite word : Disgrace 89:15-16. Al Kariim, Al Ikram and Al Akram are Attributes of Allah (SWT) conveying the sense of One Who is Honourable and Beneficial. Other Attributes associated with these Attributes are Independent 27:40 and Fosterer 82:6.

1125. GALLAQATI ‘She closed (the doors)’ 12:23

1126. QADDA (She tore) 12:25

Other Derivative : sects (following different traditions) 72:11.

1127. YUSJANA (He should be imprisoned) 12:25

Other Derivative : Sijjiin (record of deeds of transgressors 83:7.)

1128. SHAGAFHAA ‘(His love) has effected her’ 12:30

1129. MUTTAKA (Banquet) 12:31

Other Derivatives : Incline 20:18, recline 43:34.

1130. HAASHA (Glory be to Allah above all) 12:31
1131. ASBU (I may incline) 12:33

اصْبُ (ص ب و)


1132. KHUBZA (Bread) 12:36

خُبَزًا (خ ب ز)

1133. SIMAAN (Fat) 12:43

سِمَان (س م ن)

Other derivative: nourishable 88:7.

1134. IJAAF (Lean (thin ones)) 12:43

عِجَافٌ (ع ج ف)

1135. AZGAASU (Confused) 12:44

اَﺽْﻐَﺎثُ (ﺽ غ ث)

Other Derivative: A bundle of twigs of herbs 38:44.

1136. YUGAASU (They will receive rain) 12:49

يُغَاثُ (غ ي ث)

1137. BAAL (Case) 12:50

بَالُ (ب و ل)

Other derivative: Condition 20:51.

1138. HASHASA (Manifest) 12:51

حَصْحَصَ (ح ص ح ص)

1139. JAHHAZAHUM (He provided them) 12:59

جَهْرُ هُمْ (ج ه ز)

Other derivative: Provision 12:70
1140. HAAJAH (An urge) 12:68
حَاجَةً (ح و ج)
Other derivative: Need 59:9

1141. RAHLI (Bags) 12:62
رَحْل (ر ح ل)
Other derivative: Equipping caravans 106:2.

1142. NAMIIRU (We will get more food) 12:65
نَمِيْر (م و ر)

1143. BA-IIR (Camel) 12:65
بَعِير (ب ع ر)

1144. AL-IIR (The caravan) 12:70
اَﻟْﻌِﻴْرُ (ع و ر)

1145. TAFQIDUUN (You miss) 12:71
ﺕَﻔْﻘِﺪُوْنَ (ف ق د)
Other Derivative: Seek 27:20.

1146. SUWAA-AA (Drinking cup) 12:72
صُوَا عَ (ص و ع)

1147. WIAAA-I (Sacks) 12:76
وَعَآءِ (و ع ا)
Other Derivatives: Memory 69:12, withhold 70:18 hide 84:23.

1148. ABRAHA (I will leave) 12:80
اَﺑْﺮَحَ (ب ر ح)
Other Derivative: Give up 18:60.

1149. TAFTA-UU (You will not cease) 12:85
تَفْتَؤُ (ف ت ا)

1150. ASHKUU (I expose (complain about) my (distress and grief')) 12:86
1151. MUZJAAH  Poor (merchandise i.e. goods of poor value)’ 12:88

Other derivatives: said 17:66, drive 24:43

1152. TASRIIB  (Reproach) 12:92

1153. TUFANNIDUUN  (You consider me weak in mind due to old age) 12:94

CHAPTER - 13

1154. SINWAAN  (Two palm trees having one root) 13:4

1155. SAARIB  (He who goes forth) 13:10

Opposite word: One who hides 13:10. Other derivatives one that goes freely 18:61, mirage 24:39, flowing sand 78:20

1156. AL MIHAAL  (Powerful) 13:13

1157. SAALAT  (‘It flows’) 13:17

Other derivatives: Torrent 13:17, flood 34:16

1158. ZABADA  (Foam) 13:17

1159. JUFAA-A  (Useless froth) 13:17
1160. YAMKUSU (It remains) 13:17


1161. QAARIAH (Disaster) 13:31

Other Derivative: Calamity 101:1.

1162. YAMHUU (He abolishes) 13:39

Opposite word: Darken opposite of making visible 17:12.

CHAPTER - 14

1163. YATAJARRAUHU (He will drink it little by little) 14:17

1164. YUSIIGUHU (Swallow it) 14:17

Other Derivatives: Agreeable (for drinking) 16:66, pleasant (to drink) 35:12.

1165. RAMAAD (Ashes) 14:18

1166. JADIID (New) 14:19

Other Derivatives: Majesty 72:3, layers 35:27

1167. AJAZINAAA (We are impatient) 14:21

Opposite word: patience 14:21.

1168. MUSRIHKIKUM (Help you) 14:22

Other Derivative: Cry for help 36:43.

1169. FAR-UHAA (Its branches) 14:24
1170. IJTUSSAT (It is uprooted) 14:26

اِﺝْﺘُﺙَﺕَ (ﺝ ﷺ ﷴ)

1171. AL-BAWAR (The loss) 14:28

اَﻟْﺏَوَارِ (ﺏ و ﷺ)

1172. TUHSUUHAAN (You compute it) 14:34

تَﺡَﺹُﻭَّﺡَﺍ (ﺡ ص ﷴ)


1173. TASHKHASU (Stare) 14:42

تَﺵَﺡَﺹُ (ﺵ خ ﷴ)

1174. MUHTI-IINA (Those who run) 14:43

مُﺡَﻁَﻉِﱐَ (ﺡ ﻁ ﷺ)

Other Derivatives: Hasten 54:8, rush 70:36.

1175. MUQNI-II (Up raised) 14:43

مُﻕَﻥٰﻉٰ (ﻕ ن ﷴ)

Other Derivative: One who is content 22:36.

1176. ZAWAAL (Passing away) 14:44

ﺯَﻭَﺎﻝٰ (ﺯ و ﷺ)

Moving away 14:46, get separated, the opposite of which is held together 35:41.

1177. AL-ASFAAD (Chains) 14:49

اَﻻَﺹْﻑَﺍﺩِ (ﺹ ﻁ ﷺ)

1178. SARAABIIL (Shirts) 14:50

ﺱَﺭَﺍﺏِﻴْﻝَ (ﺱ ﺭ ﻁ ﷺ)

Other Derivative: Garment 16:81.

CHAPTER – 15

1179. AL-AMLU (The hope) 15:3

اَﻟْأَﻡَﻟُ (ﺉ ل ﷺ)

1180. SHIYA-I (Sects) 15:10

ﺵِﻴَﻊِ (ﺵ ﻁ ﷺ)

Other Derivatives: Spread 24:19, parties 6:65
1181. NASLUKUHU ( We make it to enter ) 15:12


1182. YA-RUJUUN ( They ascend ) 15:14

Opposite word: come down 34:2. Other Derivatives: Lame 24:61, stairs 43:33.

1183. SHIHAAB ( Flame ) 15:18

1184. LAWAAQIHA ( Fertilizing ) 15:22

1185. SALSAAL ( Mud ) 15:26

Other Derivative: Mud like that used in pottery 55:14.

1186. HAMA ( Black particles ) 15:26

Other Derivative: Black muddy 18:86.

1187. AL-QAANITIIN ( Those who despair ) 15:56

Opposite word: Rejoice 30:36.

1188. TAFZAHUUN ( Defame ) 15:68

1189. MUTAWASSIMIIN ( Those who understand signs ) 15:75

Other derivative: Brand 68:16.

1190. AL-AIKAH ( The Jungle ) 15:78

1191. AKHFIZ Lower ( your wing ) 15:88
Other Derivatives: Bring down, opposite of which is exalt 56:3.

1192. AZIIN (Parts) 15:91

1193. ASDA (Proclaim) 15:94

Other Derivatives: split 30:43, headache 56:19.

CHAPTER – 16

1194. NUTFAH (Sperm) 16:4


1195. DIF- (Warm clothing) 16:5

1196. AL-BIGAAL (Mules) 16:8

1197. TARIYYA (Fresh) 16:14

1198. MAWAAKHIR Cleaving (the water and sailing)'16:14

1199. AS-SAQFU (The roof) 16:26

1200. AZ-ZUBUR (Books) 16:44

Blocks or sheets 18:96, sects 23:53.

1201. YAKHSIFA (He will sink) 16:45

(This sinking is mostly associated with earth) 28:81.

1202. DAAKHIRUUN (They are humble) 16:48

1203. WAASIBA (The law) that prevails for ever’ 16:52
وَاصِبِيَّا ( وَصِبَّبِ )


1204. TAJ-ARUUN (You cry for help) 16:53

1205. YADUSSUHU (He should bury it) 16:59

1206. FARS (The particles of food in the intestine) 16:66

1207. LABANA (Milk) 16:66

1208. ARZALI (Worst part) 16:70

Other Derivative: Lowest 11:27.

1209. HAFADAH (Grand sons) 16:72

1210. LAMHI ‘Twinkling (of an eye)’ 16:77

1211. JAWWI ‘Space (of the sky)’ 16:79

1212. ZA-NIKUM (You travel) 16:80

1213. ASWAFFIHA (Their wool) 16:80

1214. AWBAARIHA (Their fur) 16:80

1215. ASAASA (Things of necessity) 16:80

Other Derivative: Riches 19:74.

1216. YUSTATBUUN (They will seek good will) 16:84
Other Derivative: Good will 41:24.

1217. TAWKIIDIHAA (You have confirmed them) 16:91

ٍتُوْآِﻴْﺪِهَا (وَكَدَ)

1218. GAZLAHA (Her thread) 16:92

غَﺰْﻟَهَا (غَزَّ لَ)

1219. YANFADU (It passes away) 16:96

يِنْفَدُ (نَفَ دَ)

Other Derivative: Get Exhausted 18:109, end 38:54 opposite word: Remains 16:96.

1220. AA-JAMIYY (Foreign) 16:103

اَﻋْﺠَﻢِیُ (عَجِ مِ)

CHAPTER – 17

1221. JAASUU (They entered) 17:5

ﺝَﺎﺱُوَا (ﺝَوَسَ)ٍ

1222. TAAIRAHU (His fate) 17:13

طَﺁرعَهُ (طَيَ رَ)

Other Derivative: spread far and wide 76:7.

1223. MANSHUURA (Wide open) 17:13

مَنْشُوْرَا (نَشُ رَ)


1224. MAHZUURA (Confined) 17:20

مَحْظَوْرَا (حَظَرَ)


1225. MAKHZUULA (Forsaken) 17:22

مَخْذُوْلَا (مَذَ لَ)

Other Derivative: Traitor 25:29.

1226. KILAAHUMA (Both of them) 17:23

كَلَاهُمَا
1227. UFF (An expression of disgust meaning Fie), 21:67 17:23

أُفَ ( عَفَفِ

1228. TUBAZZIR  Squander (being extravagant) 17:26

تُبَذَّرْ ( بَذُّ رِ)

1229. AZZINAA (Illegal sexual intercourse) 17:32

الزَّنَا ( زَنَّ يِ)

The punishment for this act is hundred stripes, flogging both the partners 24:2-3.

1230. MARAHA (Pride) 17:37

مَرَحًا ( مَ رُ ح)

1231. MASTUURA (Invisible) 17:45

مَسْتُوْرًا ( سَ تَ رِ)

Other Derivatives: shelter 18:90, hide 41:22

1232. RUFAATA (Powder) 17:49

رُفَاتًا ( رِ فَ تِ)

1233. FASAYUNGIZUUNA ‘Then they will shake (their heads)’ 17:51

فَسَيْنَغِضُونَ ( نَ غَ ضِ)

1234. LA-AHTANIKANNA (I will definitely bring under my control) 17:62

لَا أُحْتَنِكَنَّ ( حَ نُ كَ)

1235. MAWFUURA (Ample) 17:63

مَوْفُوْرًا ( وَ فُ رِ)

1236. ASTAFZIZ (Upset and dislodge) 17:64

آسْتَفْزِزْ ( فُ زُ)

Other Derivative: Unsettle 17:76.

1237. SAWTIKA (Your voice) 17:64

صَوُتِكَ ( صُ وَ تِ)

1238. AJLIB Collect (your forces) 17:64

أَجْلِبْ ( جِ لُ بِ)

Over garments (for women) 33:59
1239. HAASIBA (Sand storm) 17:68
Other Derivative: Fuel (of hell) 21:98.

1240. QAASIFA ‘Violent (wind)’ 17:69

1241. DULUUK ‘From the decline (of the sun)’ 17:78

1242. GASAQI ‘Darkness (of the night)’ 17:78
Other Derivative: Pus associated with boiling water for the inmates of hell 38:57.

1243. TAHAJJAD ‘Forsake sleep (for offering salat at night)’ 17:79

1244. SHAAKILATIHI ‘Scope allowed to him (through his inherent character or destiny)’ 17:84
Other Derivative: Similar 38:58

1245. YAMBUUAA ‘Spring (of water)’ 17:90

1246. KISAFAA ‘Pieces (from the sky)’ 17:92

1247. TARQAA (You climb up) 17:93
Other Derivatives: Rise 38:10, throat 75:26, magician or someone who could save life 75:27.

1248. KHABAT (It gets extinguished) 17:97

1249. MASBUURAA (One who would be destroyed) 17:102
Other Derivative: Destruction 84:11.
1250. LAFFIFA ‘Gathering (of people coming from different directions)’ 17:104

اَتْقَانَ (ذَقَنَ)

Other Derivatives: Join 75:29, dense 78:16.

1251. AZQAN (Faces) 17:107

 CHAPTER - 18
1252. BAAKHI (Kill oneself with grief) 18:6

بَاخِعٌ (ب خ ع)
1253. JURUZA ‘Barren (ground)’ 18:8

جُرُزًا (ج ر ز)
1254. KAHF (The cave) 18:9

آَﻬَﻒِ (آ هو ف)
1255. ARRAQIM (Inscription) 18:9

الرَقْيَمُ (ر ق م)

Other Derivative: Written 83:9.

1256. SHATAAA (Something far away from truth) 18:14

شَطَطاً (ش ط ط)

Other Derivative: Injustice 38:22.

1257. TAZAWARU (Move away) 18:17

تَزاوَرُ (ز و ر)


1258. FAJWAH (Wide space) 18:17

فَجْوَةٍ (ف ج و)

1259. AYQAADA (Awake) 18:18

آَيْقَاظًا (أ ق ظ)

1260. RUQUUD (Asleep) 18:18

رُفُوْدَ (ر ق د)
Other Derivative: sleeping place 36:52

1261. ALWASIID (Entrance) 18:18

Other Derivative: closed (fire enclosing people) 90:20.

1262. FIRARAA ‘Flight (running away)’ 18:18

Other Derivatives: Flee 74:51, place for fleeing 75:10.

1263. SURAADIQUHAAL (Enclosure) 18:29

1264. AL MUHL (Molten brass) 18:29

Other Derivative: To give time 86:17

1265. YASHWI (Burn) 18:29

1266. SUNDUS (Fine silk) 18:31

1267. ISTABRAQ (Thick silk) 18:31

Brocade interwoven with gold (shining)

1268. AL-ARAAIK (Raised couches) 18:31

1269. HAFAFNAAHUMA (We had surrounded them both) 18:32

1270. TABIID (Perish) 18:35

1271. ZALQAA ‘Smooth (levelled)’ 18:40

Other Derivative: Pull down someone from his position 68:51.

1272. HASHIIMAA (Dry broken pieces) 18:45
1273. TAZRUUHU (It scatters it) 18:45

Other Derivative: Scatterers 51:1.

1274. NUGAADIR (We will leave) 18:47

Other Derivative: Left 18:49

1275. SAFFA (Ranks) 18:48

Other Derivative: Spreading wings, the opposite of which is contracting them 67:19, line up 22:36, rows 88:15.

1276. MUSHFIQIIN (Those who are fearful) 18:49

Other Derivatives: Afraid 58:13 redness of the sun set 84:16.

1277. AZUDA (Helpers) 18:51

Arm 28:35 (in the sense of help).

1278. MAWBIQAA (Partition) 18:52

Other Derivative: Perish 42:34.

1279. YUDHIZUU (They weaken) 18:56

Other Derivatives: Slip off 40:5, 37:141 weightless 42:16

1280. MAW-ILAA (Refuge) 18:58

1281. HUQUBAA (Ages) 18:60

1282. AS-SAKHRAH (Rock) 18:63

1283. AS-SAFIINAH (The boat) 18:71
1284. YANQAZZA (About to fall) 18:77

1285. A-IIBAHA (I made it defective) 18:79

1286. GASBAAA (Forcefully) 18:79

1287. YAJOOJ AND MAJOOJ (Two communities which lived during the period of Zil Qarnain) 18:94

They will be opened or made to conquer and set free or fall from every elevated place 21:96.

1288. RADMA ‘Strong bank (wall)’ 18:95

1289. GITAAA (Under a cover) 18:101

Associated with eyes 50:22.

1290. AL FIRDAWS (Paradise) 18:107

CHAPTER – 19

1291. ASHTA-AL (Shining) 19:4

1292. SHAYBA (Grey hair) 19:4

Associated with weakness 30:54

1293. HATMA (Inevitable) 19:71

1294. JIZ-I (Trunk (of a palm tree)) 19:23

1295. AL MAKHAZU (Pains of childbirth) 19:23

almâxas (M ...
1296. JANIYYAA (DATES FALL DOWN) 19:25

Fruits 55:54

1297. ZIDDA (Opponent) 19:82

1298. TA-UZZUHUM (Incite them) 19:83

1299. WAFDA ‘Guests’ or ‘delegation of honourable people’ 19:85

1300. IDDA (Disastrous) 19:89

1301. HADDA (Fall down in pieces or demolish) 19:90

1302. RIKZAA (Whisper or low voice) 19:98

CHAPTER - 20

1303. AS-SARAA (Soil) 20:6

1304. QABAS (Burning brand) 20:10

Other derivatives: Get light 57:13

1305. KHALA (Take off) 20:12

1306. NA-LAYK (Your shoes) 20:12

1307. AHUSHSHU (I beat down the leaves) 20:18

1308. MA-AARIB (Uses) 20:18

1309. AZMUM ‘Put’ or ‘press’ 20:22

1310. AS-SAAHIL ‘Bank (of a river) 20:39
1311. ADULLAKUM (Shall I direct you) 20:40

آذَلَكُمْ (دل ل)

Other derivatives: Lead 20:120, indicate 34:14, show 34:7, guide 25:45

1312. AQZIFIIH (Put him in) 20:39

اَقْذِفْيَهَا (قذ ف)

Other Derivatives: Cast (terror in hearts) 33:26, hurl 21:18, strike 34:48

1313. AR-AW (You feed) 20:54

آرَعَوْا (رع ي)

1314. TANIYA (Slacken) 20:42

تَنِيّا (و ن ي)

1315. TAARAH (Second time) 20:55

لِحِيَّةٍ (لي ح ي)

1316. LIHYAH (My Beard) 20:94

نَسْفَةٌ (نس ف)

Other Derivatives: Uproot 77:10, disintegration 20:105.

1317. NASFAA (Disintegrating) 20:97

نَسْفًَا (نس ف)

Other Derivatives: Uproot 77:10, disintegration 20:105.

1318. ZURQA (BLIND) 20:102

رْقًاقَأ (ر ق)

(pupil coloured blue or white probably due to cataract which causes blindness).

1319. YATAKHAAFATUUN (They will be whispering) 20:103

يَتَخَافَذُونَ (خف ت)

Opposite word: Loud voice 17:110.

1320. QA-AA (Plain expanse) 20:106

قَاعَا (ق و ع)

Other Derivative: Desert 24:39.

1321. SAFSAFAA (Levelled) 20:106

صَفصَفًاقَا (ص ف ص ف)
1322. AMTAA (Unevenness) 20:107

1323. HAMSA (Faint sound) 20:108

1324. ANATI (Humble) 20:111

1325. HAZMA (Getting lesser than what is due) 20:112

Other Derivatives: Breakable, digestable 26:148.

1326. TAARAA (Naked) 20:118

Other Derivative: Naked shore 37:145

1327. YABLAA (Down fall) 20:120

1328. ZANKAA (Hard or miserable) 20:124

1329. ZAHRAH (Splendour) 20:131

CHAPTER – 21

1330. QASAMNA (We destroyed) 21:11

Opposite word: Produce 21:11.

1331. YARKUZUUN (They ran away) 21:12

Other Derivative: Strike (with foot) 38:42

1332. KHAAMIDIIN (Motionless) 21:15

1333. YADMAGU (It knocks out its brain) 21:18

1334. RATQA (Joined together) 21:30
1335. FAFATAQNAHUMA (Then we tore both of them asunder) 21:30

فَفَتَقْنَاهُمَا (فَتَقَ)

1336. YAKLA-UUKUM (He guards you) 21:42

يَڪَلْوُکُمْ (أَلَام)

1337. NAFHAH ‘Breath (smell) 21:46

نَفْحَةٌ (نَفَحَ)

1338. KHARDAL (Mustard seed) 21:47

خَرْدَلٍ (خَرِدَل)

1339. YANTIQUUN (They speak) 21:63

يَنْطِقُونَ (نَطَقَ)

Other derivatives: Speech 41:21, speech of birds 27:16.

1340. NUKISUU ‘They were made to hang down (their heads) 21:65

نُڪِسُوُاَ (نَكَسَ)

Other Derivative: Reverse (in creation i.e. decay in old age) 36:68.

1341. BARDA (Cool) 21:69

بَرْدًا (بِرَدَ)

1342. NAFASHAT (Pastured) 21:78

نَفَشَتْ (نَفَشَ)

Other Derivative: Loosened (wool) 101:5.

1343. FAFAHHAMNAHA (So we made him understand it) 21:79

فَفَهَمَتَاهَا (فَهَمَ)

1344. YAGUUSUUN (They dived) 21:82

يَغُوصُونَ (غَوَصَ)

1345. FARJAH (Her Private part) 21:91

فَرْجَهَا (فَرَجَ)

1346. HADAB (Elevated place) 21:96

حَدَبِ (حَدَبَ)

1347. AL-FAZAU (Horror) 21:103

الْفَزَعُ (فَزَعَ)
1348. NATWII (We will roll up or fold) 21:104

Other Derivative: (Holy valley of) Tuwa (where Musa (PBH) spoke to Allah (SWT)). 20:12

CHAPTER – 22

1349. TAZHALU (She will forget) 22:2

1350. BAHIIJ ‘Beautiful (vegetation) 22:5

1351. TIFLA (Child or infant) 22:5

1352. MUZGAH (Something like) chewed flesh 22:5

1353. HAAMIDAH (Barren) 22:5

1354. AHTAZZAT (It stirs) 22:5

Other Derivatives: shake 19:25, move 27:10

1355. ITFIHI (In his pride) 22:9

1356. LAHUDDIMAT (Would have been pulled down or demolished) 22:40

1357. AL-MAJUUS (The Magians) 22:17

1358. YUSABBU (It will be poured) 22:19

1359. MAQAAMI-U (Whips or rods) 22:21

1360. LUULUA (Pearls) 22:23
1361. ZAAMIR  Lean/hidden (means of travel) 22:27

1362. FAJJ  (Latitude) 22:27

Other Derivative: Wide 21:31

1363. AMIIQ  (Longitude) or (depth) 22:27

1364. TAFASAHUM  (Their rites) 22:29

1365. ATIIQ  ‘Ancient (house i.e. Kaaba)’ 22:29

1366. SAHIIQ  (Far off) 22:31

Other Derivative: Away i.e. be far away 67:11.

1367. ALMU-TARR  (One who begs) 22:36

Other Derivative: Distress 48:25.

1368. WAJABAT  (They fall down) 22:36

1369. SAWAAMI-U  (Cloisters) 22:40

1370. BI-RIN  (Well) 22:45

1371. MU-ATTALAH  (Deserted) 22:45

Other Derivative: Left off 81:4.

1372. ZABAABA  (FLY) 22:73

1373. YASTUUN  (They attack) 22:72

CHAPTER – 23
1374. SULAALAH (Something taken out (of clay)) 23:12

1375. FAWAAKIHU (Its fruits) 23:19


1376. AD-DUHNI (The oil) 23:20

1377. SAYNAA-A (Sinai) 23:20

1378. HAIHAAT (Far away) 23:36

1379. GUSAA-A (Rubbish) 23:41

1380. MAIIN ‘Springs (of water)’ 23:50


1381. SAAMIRAA (Story telling) 23:67

Other Derivative: Name of a person during the period of Musa (PBH) 20:85.

1382. NAAKIBUUN (Those who deviate) 23:74

Other Derivative: Surrounding 67:15.

1383. HAMZAAT ‘Suggestions (of the devils)’ 23:97

Other derivatives: Defamer 68:11, slanderer 104:1

1384. BARAAKH (Barrier) 23:100

(The time gap between death and resurrection)

Other derivative: A barrier between sweet and salt water where big rivers enter the sea or ocean probably due to differences in densities and surface tensions 25:53, 55:20.
1385. KAALIHUUN (An expression of torture with lips apart) 23:104

کَالْحُوْنَ (ك ل ح)

1386. TALFAHU (It will burn) 23:104

تَلْقَحُ (ل ف ح)

1387. ABASAA (Without any purpose) 23:115

عَبِّثًا (ع ب ث)

CHAPTER - 24

1388. YAGUZZUU (They shall lower) 24:30

يُغَضَّوَا (غ ض ض)

1389. AL-AAYAMA (Single woman, unmarried, divorced or Widow) 24:32

الْأَيَامَ (ا ي م)

1390. ZUJAAJAH ‘Glass (case)’ 24:35

زُجاجَةٌ (ز ج ج)

1391. AL-WADQ (Rain) 24:43

الْوَدَقَ (و د ق)

1392. MUZ-INIIN (Those who are fast in obedience) 24:49

مُدْعِينَ (ذ ع ن)

1393. YAHIIFA (Misjudge being prejudiced) 24:50

يَحِيفاً (ح ي ف)

1394. ASHTAATAA (Separately) 24:61

آشْتَاتًا (ش ت ت)


1395. LIWAAZA (Hiding themselves) 24:63

لِوَادًا (ل و ذ)

CHAPTER - 25

1396. HABAA-A (Dust) 25:23

هَبَاءَ (ه ب و)
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1397. FULAANA (Such a one or so and so) 25:28

1398. RATTALNAA (We have caused (the Quran) to be recited to you gradually) 25:32

Other Derivative: Intervals 73:4.

1399. TAFSIIRAA (Explanation) 25:33

1400. AR-RASSI (Name of a place) 25:38

1401. FURAAT (Sweet water) 25:53

1402. MILHUN (Saltish) 25:53

1403. UJAAJ (Bitter water) 25:53

1404. SIHRAA (Marriage relationship) 25:54

1405. NASABAA (Blood relationship) 25:54

1406. SIRAAJAA (Lamp) 25:61

Other Derivatives: The sun 71:16, 78:13 Hydrogen is the fuel in the sun, which burns to give light and heat like a lamp. It is used for prophet Muhammed (PBH) who suffered to give light to others 33:46.

1407. YA-BA-UU (He cares) 25:77

CHAPTER – 26

1408. ZAIRA (harm) 26:50

1409. SHIRZIMAH (small party) 26:54
1410. TAWD (Mountain) 26:63

1411. KUBKIBUU ‘They will be thrown headlong (into hell)’. 26:94

1412. AL-MASH-HUUN (Loaded) 26:119

This word is associated with ship 36:41.

1413. RII-IN (High place) 26:128

1414. FAARIHIIN (Exultantly and skillfully) 26:149

1415. LUUT (PBH) 26:160 ‘Name of a prophet during the period of Ibrahiim (PBH)


1416. AL-QAALIIN (Those who hate) 26:168

1417. YAHIMUUN (They wander distracted) 26:225

CHAPTER – 27

1418. JAYBIK (Your bosom) 27:12

1419. AWZI-NII (Grant me orderliness) 27:19


1420. TABASSAMA (He smiled) 27:19

1421. YAHTIMANNAKUM (They will crush you) 27:18

1422. AL-HUDHUD (The hoopoe) 27:20 

الْهُدْهُدُ ( ه د د )

1423. SABA (Name of a place) 27:22 

سَبَاءٍ ( س ب ا )

1424. ALKhab-A (Hidden) 27:25 

الْحَبْءَ ( خ ب ا )

1425. IFRIIT (Cleverly alert) 27:39 

عِفْرِيْتَ ( ع ف ر )

1426. SARH (Palace) 27:44 

صَرْحَ ( ص ر ح )

Other Derivative: Lofty tower 28:38.

1427. HADAAA-IQ (Gardens) 27:60 

حَدَﺁءِقِ ( ح د ق )

1428. HAAJIZAA (Barrier) 27:61 

حَﺎﺝِﺰًا ( ح ج ز )

Other Derivative: Withhold 69:47. It is the surface tension of the fresh water of the river and that of the salt water of the sea or ocean which withholds the two waters from getting mixed up immediately.

1429. FAWJA (Batch) 27:83 

فَﻮْﺝًﺎ ( ف و ج )

Other Derivatives: Army 38:59, groups 78:18, troops 110:2.

1430. JAAMIDAH (Firm) 27:88 

جَﺎﻡِﺪَةٌ ( ج م د )

1431. ATQANA (Perfected) 27:88 

أَتْقَنَّ ( أ ت ق ن )

Everything in the creation is perfect for the purpose for which it has been created. The creation too is perfect therefore His Creator too is perfect, if one misses this point it is due to lack of his knowledge 17:85 about the purpose of creation of particular things.
1432. LUJAH (Expanse of water) 27:44

Other Derivatives: Persist 23:75, deep 24:40.

1433. FAKUBBAT (So he will be thrown) 27:90

Headlong 67:22

CHAPTER – 28

1434. WAKAZAHU (he struck him with his fist) 28:15

1435. AL MADIINAH (The city) 28:15

1436. TAZUUDAN (Staying back) 28:23

1437. JAZWAH ‘Brand (of fire)’ 28:29

1438. SHAATII (Side) 28:30

Other derivative: Sprout 48:29

1439. AL-BUQ-ATI ‘Spot (on this ground)’ 28:30

1440. AFSAHU (More eloquent) 28:34

1441. RIDAA (Helper) 28:34

1442. ALMAQBUUHIIN (Those who are disgrace fully hated) 28:42

1443. SARMADAA (Ever lasting) 28:71

1444. LATANUUU (Would have been a burden) 28:76
CHAPTER – 29

1445. AWSAANA (Idols) 29:17
أوْثنًاٰ (وَثَنِّ)

1446. AL-ANKABUUT (The spider) 29:41
الْعَنْكَبُوتِ (عَنْكَبُوتَ)

1447. TAKHUTTUHU (You write it) 29:48
تَخْطُهُ (خَطَّهُ)

CHAPTER – 30

1448. AR ROME (Name of a place) 30:2
الرُّوْمُ (رُوْمَ)

1449. RAWZAH (Garden) 30:15
رَوْضَةٌ (رَوْضَةٍ)

Meadows 42:22

1450. TUMSUUN (You enter the night) 30:17
تُمْسُونَ (مُسَّوْنَ)

CHAPTER – 31

1451. TUSAA-IR (Turn away boastfully) 31:18
نُصَرَ (صَرُّ)

1452. KHADDAKA (Your cheek) 31:18
خَدَكَ (خَدَّكَ)

1453. ASBAGA (Excessively or completely) 31:20
أَسْبَغَ (سَبُغَ)

1454. KHATTAAR (Traitor) 31:32
خَتَارُ (خَتَّارَ)

CHAPTER – 32

1455. MAHIIN (Weakened after viqour) 32:8
مَهِينٌ (مَهِينِ)

Other derivative: Disgraceful 43:52

1456. TATAJAAFAA (They keep away) 32:16
تَتَجاَفَا (تَجَاَفَا)
CHAPTER - 33

1457. JAWFIHI ‘Inside (in the chest)’ 33:4 جَوْفِه (ج و ف)

1458. AL-HANAAJIR (Throats) 33:10 الْحَنَّاَجِرَ (ح ن ج ر)

1459. YASRIB (Name of Madina) 33:13 يَثْرِبُ (ي ث ر ب)

1460. AWRAH (Exposed) 33:13 غُوْرَةُ (ع و ر)

Other derivatives: Hidden parts (of women) 24:31, privacy 24:58.

1461. AL-MUAWWIQIIN ‘Those who stop (other)’ 33:18 المَعَوْقِيِّنَ (ع و ق)

1462. SALAQUUKUM (They scold you) 33:19 سَلَقُوْآُمْ (س ل ق)

1463. NAHBAHU (His vow) 33:23 نَحْبَهُ (ن ح ب)

1464. SAYAASIIHIM (Their fortresses) 33:26 صَيَاَصِيْهُمْ (ص ى ص)

1465. TAKHZ-A-NA ‘You be soft (in speech)’ 33:32 نَحْضَعْنَ (ح ض ع)

1466. WATARAA (Necessary formalities) 33:37 وَطْرَا (و ط ر)

CHAPTER - 34

1467. MUZZIQTUM (You are scattered) 34:7 مُزَقْتُمْ (م ز ق)

Other derivative: Scattering (after death) 34:19.

1468. AS-SARD ‘Links (of coats of mail)’ 34:11 السَرَّدِ (س ر د)

1469. JIFAAN (Bowls) 34:13 جِفَانٍ (ج ف ن)
1470. KHAMT ‘Bitter (fruit)’ 34:16

1471. ASL (Tamarisk) 34:16

1472. SIDR (Lote trees) 34:16

1473. AL ARIM ‘Tremendous (flood)’ 34:16

1474. FAWT (Escape) 34:51

1475. AT-TANAAWUSHU ‘They seek (to believe)’ 34:52

CHAPTER – 35

1476. QITMIIR (White spot on a date-stone) 35:13

1477. LUGUUB (Fatigue) 35:35

Other derivative: Weariness 50:38

CHAPTER – 36

1478. MUQMAHUUN (Those whose heads are raised) 36:8

1479. KAL-URJUUN (Like the dry branch of a palm tree) 36:39

1480. AL-AJDAAS (Graves) 36:51

1481. MASAQA (He transfers them) 36:67

1482. SHUGUL (Occupation) 36:55
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CHAPTER – 37

1483. RAMIIM (Decomposed) 36:78

1484. ZAJRAA (Restrain) 37:2

Other derivative: Loud scolding to drive out 37:19

1485. SAAQIB ‘Piercing (flame)’ 37:10

1486. LAAZIB ‘Sticking (clay)’ 37:11

1487. KAAS (Cup) 37:45

1488. GAWL ‘Unconsciousness due to (intoxication that deprives one of reason)’ 37:47

1489. YUNZAFUUN (They will be intoxicated) 37:47

1490. AZ-ZAQQUUM (Tree in hell) 37:62

This tree will be the food of the sinners 44:44

1491. SHAWBAA (Drink) 37:67

1492. SAQIIM (Sick) 37:89

1493. RAAGA (He turned) 37:91

1494. YAZIFFUUN (They hasten) 37:94

1495. AL JABIIN (The Forehead) 37:103
1496. TALLAHU (Layed him down) 37:103

1497. ILYAAS (PBH (Name of a prophet) 37:123 and 130

1498. ABAQA (He fled) 37:140

1499. SAAHAMAMA (They drew lots) 37:141

1500. AL-TAQAMAHU (the fish) swallowed him) 37:142

Other derivative: Luqmaan 31:12-13

1501. YAQTIIN (Gourd tree) 37:146

1502. BISAAHATIHIM (In their Court) 37:177

CHAPTER – 38

1503. LAATI ‘Not the (time) or no longer’ 38:3

1504. MANAAS (Time/space for escape) 38:3

1505. QITTANA (Our portion) 38:16

1506. AL AWTAAD (The pegs) 38:12

1507. NAA-JAH (Female sheep) 38:23

1508. AS-SAAFINAAT (Well bred horses) 38:31

1509. RUKHAA-A (Softly) 38:36

1510. MUQTAHIM (Rushing blindly) 38:59
CHAPTER – 39

1511. YUKAWIRU ‘He winds (rolls)’ 39:5 يُڪَوْرُ (ل و ر )

This verse indicates the rotation of the earth causing the alternation of day and night.

1512. YAHIIJU (It dries up) 39:21 يَﻬِيِّجُ (ه ي ج )

1513. TAQSHA-IRRU (It trembles) 39:23 تَفْشَشْرِعُ (ق ش ع ر )

1514. MUTASHAAKISUUN (Those who differ with each other) 39:29 مُتْشَاكِسُؤْنَ (ش ك س )

1515. ASHMA-AZZAT (They get bored or they are averse) 39:45 أَشْمَازْتُ (ش م ز )

1516. ZUMARA (Troops) 39:71 زُمْرَا (ز م ر )

CHAPTER – 40

1517. AL AAZIFAH (Drawing near) 40:18 آلَا زَفْةٍ (ا ز ف )

1518. UFAWWIZU (I entrust) 40:44 أَفْوَضُ (ف و ض )

1519. YUSJARUUN (They will be burned) 40:72 يُسْجَرُونَ (س ج ر )

Other derivatives: over flowing (sea) 52:6, flooded 81:6

CHAPTER – 41

1520. DUKHAAN (Smoke) 41:11 دُخَانُ (د خ ن )

1521. SARSARA (Furious wind) 41:16 صَرْصَرًا (ص ر ص ر )
1522. NAHISAAT (Days of loss) 41:16

Other derivative: Hot smoke 55:35

1523. QAYYAZNA (We have appointed) 41:25

1524. AKMAAMIHA ‘Covering over fruits (she aths) 41:47

آكِمَامِهَا (لَمْ مُّ)

1525. AL AAFAAQ (The horizons) 41:53

Chapter – 42

1526. RAWAAKIDA (Motionless) 42:33

روَاكِدَ (رَكَدْ)

Chapter – 43

1527. SIHAAF (Bowls or trays) 43:71

Other derivatives: Books 20:133, pages 80:13

1528. AKWAAB (Cups) 43:71

أَكْوَابٍ (كَوْبُ)

Other derivative: Bowls 56:18

1529. TALAZZU (Delight) 43:71

تَلَذَّ (لَذَّ)

Other derivative: Delicious 37:46.

1530. ABRAMUU ‘They have settled (an affair)’ 43:79

آبْرَمُوَا (بَرَمَ)

Chapter – 44

1531. RAHWA ‘A furrow (dry path bounded by water on two sides), also means motionless. 44:24

رَهوُا (رَهَوُ)

1532. YAGLII (It will boil) 44:45

يَغْلِيَ (غَلِّيَ)
1533. AA-TILUUHU (Drag him) 44:47

Merciless (rude or violent) 68:13

CHAPTER – 45

1534. JAASIYAH (Kneeling) 45:28

CHAPTER – 46

1535. AL-AHQAAF (The sand hills) 46:21

The community of Aad lived here, to whom Hud (PBH) was sent as a messenger by Allah (SWT)

1536. YA-YA (Tired) 46:33

CHAPTER – 47

1537. MUHAMMED (PBH) 47:2

Name of the last messenger of Allah (SWT) Muhammed (PBH) was brought up as an orphan 93:6. Before the Holy Quran was revealed to him by Allah (SWT) through the Spirit Jibriil (PBH) 26:192-196, he had not known reading and writing, had he known then people would have thought that he was the author of the Quran 29:48 He had no knowledge of the Divine law and belief (Imaan), Allah (SWT) taught him these things through the holy Quran 42:52 He was a human being 10:2, 18:110. His prophethood was announced through earlier Divine books and messengers of Allah (SWT) 3:81, 7:157, 61:6.

He had not expected that he would be chosen as a messenger of Allah (SWT) and that the Quran would be revealed to him 28:86. He was not a sooth sayer, not under the influence of any Jinn or magic 52:29, 25:8 and 9. He was neither a poet 36:69 nor one who forged a lie 42:24. We have to accept him as the last messenger of Allah 4:170, 7:158, 48:29 and the last in the series of all the messengers of Allah (SWT) 33:40. Further we are to regard him as a model to be copied, obeying all his orders 33:21 and 71. His duty was just to communicate the message of Allah (SWT) 3:20, 4:80, 13:40. He was not given the power to guide whom he liked but Allah (SWT) guides through him, whom He wills 28:56, He was asked by Allah (SWT) to announce that he did not have knowledge of the unseen and did not have power to
benefit or harm even himself 6:50, 72:21. He was instructed to propagate Islam through the Quran 50:45. He was softhearted towards the believers being desirous for their good, full of pity and mercy 3:159, 9:128. He conveyed to the believers the good news of enjoyment in paradise, warned the nonbelievers regarding the punishment in hell, invited people towards Allah (SWT) and thus served as a lamp giving light to help people come out of the darkness of ignorance towards the brightness of Islam and he will be a witness on the day of resurrection against those who did not accept his invitation 33:45-46. He was sent for the benefit of the whole mankind till the end of the world 34:28 so as to make Islam prevail 9:33, probably in this sense he has been mentioned as Rehmat allil aalamiin, meaning ‘mercy for the worlds’ 21:107. He taught the Quran and its interpretation to his followers through his own practice 2:151. He was helped by Allah (SWT) and the angels, in his mission of propagating Islam, who also showered mercy on him 22:15, 66:4. Believers are required to pray to Allah (SWT) for showering His mercy and peace on him 33:56 and he is to be regarded, by the believers, closer than their own selves 33:6. When Allah (SWT) and His messenger (PBH) have given a decision in any affair, it does not befit a believer to exercise his own choice 33:36. People will not be considered believers if they do not go by his judgment in their disputes 4:65. The duty of Muslims is to implement the Quran in their lives as Muhammed (PBH) had taught them 3:31, 4:59 4:80, 33:71.

Some of the owners of other Divine books recognized him still they did not accept him as the messenger of Allah (SWT) 2:146, 5:15.

His opponents will be made to enter hell 4:115. He was asked to ignore the infidels leaving them to do what they wished to 10:41, 13:43.

There are two miraculous events associated with him which are reported in the Quran : splitting of the moon 54:1-2, and his journey from Mecca to Jerusalem in one night 17:1. On the day of resurrection he will complain against his people that they had forsaken the Quran i.e. they had not implemented it in their lives 25:30. He will be a witness over people here and the hereafter 2:143, 73:15, 16:89. He will be raised to Muqaam Mahmooda ‘The praised position Insha Allah 17:79.

1538. TA-SAA (Destruction) 47:8

1539. AASIN (Pollution) 47:15

1540. ASAL (Honey) 47:15

1541. AM-AAA-AHUM (Their bowls) 47:15
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1542. ASHRAATUHA (Its tokens) 47:18
اَﺵْﺮَاﻃُﻬَﺎ

1543. AQFAAL (Locks) 47:24
اَﻗْﻔَﺎلٌ

1544. LAHN (Distortion (in speech)) 47:30
لْحَنُ

1545. AZGAANAHUM (Their bad intentions) 47:29
اَﺽْﻐَﺎﻧَﻬُﻢْ

CHAPTER – 48

1546. MECCA (Name of the city in Saudi Arabia where Kaaba is located) 48:24
مَﻛَّةَ

1547. AAZARAHUU (It becomes firm) 48:29
اَزَرَﻩُ

Strengthening of back by help) 2: 31, Name of Ibrahim’s (PBH) father 6:74

CHAPTER – 49

1548. AMTAHANA (Cleared) 49:3
اَﻡْﺘَﺤَﻦَ

Other derivative: Examine 60:10.

1549. TANAABAZUU (Call one another (by insulting names)) 49:11
ﺕَﻨَﺎﺑَﺰُوْا

1550. AL ALQAAB (Nicknames) 49:11
اَﻻَﻟْﻘَﺎبِ

1551. TAJASSASUU (You spy (being inquisitive about secrets of others)) 49:12
تَجَسَّسُوْا

1552. YALITKUM (Reduce from you) 49:14
يَﻠِﺘْﻜُﻢْ

CHAPTER – 50

1553. MARIIJ (Those who are confused) 50:5
مَﺮِيْﺞٍ
Other derivatives: Let free corals 25:53

1554. BAASIQAAT (Tall) 50:10

1555. YALFIZU (He utters or speaks) 50:18

1556. TAHIIDU (You used to run away) 50:19

CHAPTER – 51

1557. AL HUBUK (Ways or orbits) 51:7

1558. YAHJA-UUN (They used to sleep) 51:17

1559. SAKKAT ‘Striking (her face)’ 51:29

1560. AQIIM ‘(Barren) old woman’ 51:29

Other derivative: Barren 22:55

CHAPTER – 52

1561. RAQQ (Pages) 52:3

1562. TAMUURU 52:9 (Whirl)

Other derivative: Shaken 67:16.

1563. DA-AA (Push) 52:13

1564. KAAHIN (Soothsayer) 52:29

CHAPTER – 53

1565. QAABA (Short distance) 53:9
Allah (SWT) created the moon 21:33, it bows down to Him 22:18 i.e. it follows His command 7:54 and serves human beings 16:12 in keeping an account of time (months) 6:96 It rises 6:77. The moon is not a lamp like the sun 71:16 in which hydrogen burns to give light and heat but it is a heavenly body reflecting sunlight 91:2 and moon light is called Nuur 10:5, 25:61 which appears to be light without heat. The moon is a member of the solar system associated with the sun and planets 12:4, it moves in stages 36:39, in an orbit 21:33 till an appointed time (and not for ever) 31:29 and functions according to a calculation 55:5. We should not prostrate before the moon, but prostrate before Allah (SWT) who created it 41:37. The splitting of the moon was a miracle performed by Allah (SWT) through prophet Muhammed (PBH) 54:1.

When the universe ends the sun and the moon will be brought together when the moon will probably sink into the sun 75:8-9.
1575. ASHIR (self interested (liar) or (insolent)) 54:25

آَشِرُ (اِش ر) 54:25

1576. ADHAA (Most grievous) 54:46

أَدَهَا (د ه ي) 54:46

1577. SAQAR (Hell) 54:48

سَقَرَ (س ق ر) 54:48

CHAPTER – 55

الأنام (ان م) 55:10

1578. AL ANAAM (Creatures) 55:10

قَانٌ (ف ن ي) 55:26

ذَوْالْجَلالِ (ج ل) 55:27

1579. FAAN ‘Perish’ 55:26

1580. ZUL JALAAL (Possessor of Glory) 55:27

تَنْفَذُوا (ن ف ذ) 55:33

1581. TANFUZUU (You pass beyond) 55:33

شُوَاطِ (ش و ظ) 55:35

1582. SHUWAAZ ‘Flames (from fire)’ 55:35

آَقْتَانِ (ف ن ي) 55:48

1583. AFNAAN (Kinds or branches) 55:48

يَطْمَعُهُنْ (ط م ث) 55:56

1584. YATMISUHUNNA ‘They touched them (females)’ 55:56

1585. AL-YAAQUUT (Rubies) 55:58

يَطْاَقَوتْ (ق ت) 55:58

1586. MUDHAAMMATAAN (Colour of the two gardens will be) dark green 55:64

مُدْهَاَمَتَانِ (د ه م) 55:64

1587. NAZZAAKHATAAN (Gushing forth) 55:66

نَضَّاخَتَانِ (ن ض خ) 55:66

1588. AL-KHIYAAM (Pavilions) 55:72

الْخِيَامِ (خ ي م) 55:72

1589. RAFRAF (Cushions) 55:76

رَقَفَ (ر ف ر ف) 55:76
1590. ABQARIIN ( Carpets ) 55:76

CHAPTER – 56

1591. RUJJA ‘(The earth will be) shaken’ 56:4

1592. BASSA ‘(Mountain will be) crumbled’ 56:5

1593. AL MASH-AMATI ( Left side ) 56:9

1594. SULLAH ( Numerous ) 56:13

Opposite word : Few 56:14.

1595. MAWZUUNAH ( Encrusted ) 56:15

1596. MAHKHUUUD ( Thornless ) 56:28

1597. TALH ( Plantains ) 56:29

1598. MASKUUB ( Flowing continuously ) 56:31

1599. AL HINSI 56:46 ( Sin ) or disobedience 38:44

1600. ALMUZNI ‘(Rain) cloud’ 56:69

1601. AL HULQUUM ( The throats ) 56:83

CHAPTER – 58

1602. TAFASSAHUU ( Make room ) 58:11
1603. AL-MAJAALIS (Assemblies) 58:11

CHAPTER – 59

1604. AWJAFTUM ‘Make (horse or camel to run)’ 59:6

Other derivative: Palpitation (of hearth) 79:8

CHAPTER – 61

1605. MARSUUS (Solid or compact) 61:4

CHAPTER – 63

1606. AL-MUNAAFIQUUN (The Hypocrites) 63:1

Hypocrites are those who say that which is not in their hearts, they are nearer to infidelity than belief 3:167, they are liers 59:11. Hypocrisy was put in their hearts because they went against their promise with Allah (SWT) and they lied 9:77. They enjoin that which is not recognized as good and stop people from recognized good, withholding their hands, they forget Allah (SWT) and are transgressors 9:67, the opposite behavior is of the believers 9:71. They like that believers should also behave like them, believers are therefore ordered not to take them in friendship 4:89. They stand up for salat as if loaded with a burden just to show to people and do not remember Allah (SWT) much 4:142. The hypocrites will be punished three times probably in this world, in the graves after death and before resurrection and in the hereafter 9:101 [This verse is usually referred to in support of the punishment in graves]

Other derivatives: spending 2:3, Tunnel 6:35

1607. KHUSHUB (Beams of wood) 63:4

1608. MUSANNAH (Covered with attractive garments or supported) 63:4

CHAPTER – 64

1609. ATTAGAABUN ‘(Manifestation of) misappropriation’ 64:9
الْثَغَابُنِ ( غ ب ن )

CHAPTER – 66

1610. SAYYIBAAT (Widows) 66:5

THَيبةَتٍ ( ت ى ب )

CHAPTER - 67

1611. TIBAAQAA (In accordance with each other) 67:3

طَبَاقًا ( ط ب ق )

Other derivative: stage 84:19

CHAPTER - 68

1612. NAMIIM (Slander) 68:11

نَمِيْمٍ ( ن م م )

1613. ZANIIM (Mean) 68:13

زَنِيْمِ ( ز ن م )

1614. AL KHURTUUM (The Nose) 68:16

الْخُرْطُومِ ( خ ر ط م )

1615. AS-SARIIM (Reaped or plucked) 68:17

الصَّرِيمَ ( ص ر م )

1616. HARD (Prevention) 68:25

حَرِيْدِ ( ح ر د )

CHAPTER – 69

1617. HUSUUMA (Continuously) 69:7

حُسُوْمًا ( ح س م )

1618. SAR-AA (Overthrown) 69:7

صَرْعَى ( ص ر ع )

1619. WAAHIYAH (Weak) 69:16

وَاهِيَةٌ ( و ه ن )

1620. HAAAA-UMU (Take) 69:19

هَآؤُمُ ( ه و م )

1621. QUTUUFUHA (Its clusters) 69:23

قُطُوقُهَا ( ق ط ف )
1622. SILSILAH (Chain) 69:32

1623. YUHUUZZU (He urges) 69:34

1624. ALWATIHIN ‘Artery (of the hear) 69:46

CHAPTER – 70

1625. AL-IHNI (Wool) 70:9

1626. LAZAA (Flaming fire) 70:15

1627. HALUU-AA (Hasty) 70:19

1628. IZIIN (Groups) 70:37

1629. YUFIZUUN (They are rushing) 70:43

CHAPTER – 71

1630. SUWAA-AA (Name of a false deity) 71:23

Derivative: Drinking Cup 12:72

1631. YAGUUS (Name of false deity) 71:23

1632. YA-UUQ (Name of false deity) 71:23

1633. NASRA (Name of false deity) 71:23

CHAPTER - 72

1634. LAMASNAAA (We searched) 72:8
1635. HARASAA (Guards) 72:8 حَرِّسَا (ح رس)

1636. HARABA (Flight) 72:12 هَرِيَّا (هرب)

1637. TAHARROW ‘Have taken or made an effort (for the right way)’ 72:14 تَحَرَّوُا (ح ر ي)

1638. HATABA (Fuel) 72:15 حَطَبًا (ح ط ب)

1639. GADAQA (Abundant) 72:16 غَدِقا (غ د ق)

1640. LIBADAA (Crowded) 72:19 لِبَدا (ل ب د)

CHAPTER – 73

1641. ALMUZZAMMIL (One who is wrapped up in garments) 73:1 ﺍَﻟْﻤُﺰﱢﻣُّل (ز م ل)

1642. TABATTAL (Devote yourself) 73:8 ﺕَبَتَّلْ (ب ت ل)

1643. GUSSAH (Food) that chokes 73:13 غَصَّةٌ (غ ص ص)

1644. KASIIBAA (Heap) 73:14 كَثِيْبا (كث ب)

1645. MAHIILA (Flowing sand) 73:14 ﻣَهْيِلا (ه ى ل)

CHAPTER - 74

1646. MUDDASSIR (One who is covered with cloth) 74:1 ﻛِذَّرٍ (د ث ر)

1647. ABASA (He frowned) 74:22 عَبَسَ (ع ب س)

1648. BASARA (He made a face) 74:22 ﺑَسَرَ (ب س ر)

Other derivative : Gloomy 75:24
1649. QASWARAH (Lion) 74:51
CHAPTER – 75

1650. TUHARRIK (You move) 75:16
1651. NAAZIRAH (Radiant) 75:22
1652. AT TARAAQI (Throat) 75:26
1653. YATAMATTAA (Boastfully) 75:33
1654. SUDA (Purposeless) 75:36

CHAPTER 76

1655. AD-DAHR (Time) 76:1
1656. AMSHAAJ ‘(Man created from sperm and egg) mingled’ 76:2
1657. MIZAAJUHA (Its Admixture) 76:5
1658. QAMTARIIRA (Distressful) 76:10
1659. ZAMHARIIRA (Intense cold) 76:13
1660. ZANJABIILA (A plant that has a good flavour) 76:17
1661. SALSABIILA (Name of a spring in paradise) 76:18

CHAPTER – 77
1662. KIFAATAA ‘One (i.e the earth) that draws together to itself (due to its gravity)’ 77:25
كِفَاثًا (كَفَتَ)

1663. SHAMIKHAT (Lofty) 77:27
شَامِخَاتٍ (شَمْخَ)

1664. AL-LAHAB (The flame) 77:31
اللَّهَبِ (لَهَبِ)
Other derivative: Abu Lahab 111:1

CHAPTER – 78

1665. WAHHAJAA ‘Burning (lamp)’ 78:13
وَهِجًا (وَهِجَ)

1666. SAJJAJAA ‘Torrential (rain)’ 78:14
ثَجِجًا (ثَجَجَ)

1667. DIHAAQAA ‘Full (cup)’ 78:34
دِهَاقًا (دِهَقَ)

CHAPTER – 79

1668. NASHTA (Releasing) 79:2
نَشْطًا (نَشْطَ)

1669. NAKHIRAH ‘Rotten (bones)’ 79:11
نَخْرَةً (نَخْرَ)

1670. SAHIRAH (Awake) 79:14
سَاهِرَةً (سَاهِرَ)

1671. SAMKAHA (Its height) 79:28
سَمْكَهَا (سَمْكَ)

1672. AGTASHA ‘He darkened (its night)’ 79:29
أَغْطِشَ (أَغْطَشُ)

1673. DAHAAHA (He stretched it) 79:30
دَحَاهَا (دَحَاءَ)

1674. AT-TAAAMMAH (Calamity) 79:34
الطَّآمَةُ (الطَّآمَةَ)

CHAPTER - 80
1675. QAZABAA (Green fodder) 80:28
 القضابة (ق ض ب)

1676. ABBA (Herbage) 80:31
 أباب (اب ب)

1677. ASSAAAKHKHA (Deafening sound) 80:33
الصاخة (ص خ)

CHAPTER - 81

1678. ANKADARAT ‘(stars) become hazy’ 81:2
اكتدرت (ك د ر)

1679. AL-WUHUUSH (Wild animals) 81:5
الوحوش (وح ش)

1680. AL-MAW-UDAH (Female child) buried alive) 81:8
الموعدة (واد)

1681. KUSHITAT ‘(The sky has) its covering removed’ 81:11
كشيتت (ك ش ط)

1682. AL KHUNNAS (Those that withdraw) 81:15, 114:4
الخنس (خ ن س)

1683. AL-KUNNAS ‘Those that hide (comets) 81:16
الكنس (ك ن س)

Other derivative: (Devil who whispers and) withdraws 114:4

1684. AS-AS ‘(The night when) it comes’ 81:17
عسقس (ع س ع س)

1685. ZANIIN (Concealer) 81:24
ضنيين (ض ن ن)

CHAPTER – 82

1686. ANTASARAT (Made to fall) 82:2
انثتثرت (ن ث ر)
1687. BU-SIRAT (Over turned) 82:4

Other derivative: Exposed 100:9

CHAPTER – 83

1688. AL MUTAFFIFIIN (Those who measure and weigh less than what is due) 83:1

1689. RAANAA (Rust) 83:14

1690. RAHIIQ (Pure drink) 83:25

1691. TASNIIM (Name of a spring in paradise) 83:27-28

1692. YATAGAMAZUUN (They wink at or make signs to one another) 83:30

CHAPTER – 84

1693. KAADIH (Laboring) 84:6

1694. WASAQA (It gathers) 84:17

CHAPTER – 86

1695. DAFIQ (Gushing with force) 86:6

1696. AL HAZL (The Joke) 86:14

CHAPTER – 88

1697. NAMAARIQ (Cushions) 88:15
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1698. ZARABIYYU ( Carpets ) 88:16

1699. SUTIHAT ( It is spread ) 88:20

CHAPTER – 89

1700. AL-WATR ‘The odd (number) 89:3

Other derivatives : one after another 23:44 leave unrewarded or reduce

47:35

1701. IRAM ( Name of a place ) 89:7

1702. SAWTA ( Portion ) 89:13

1703. LAMMAA ( Greedily ) 89:19

1704. JAMMA ( Intense ) 89:20

CHAPTER - 90

1705. KABAD ( Hardship ) 90:4

1706. SHAFATAIN ( Two lips ) 90:9

1707. NAJDAIN ( The two high ways ) 90:10

1708. FAKKU ( Freeing ) 90:13

Other derivative : leave off 98:1

1709. MASGABAH ( Hunger ) 90:14

CHAPTER 91

1710. TAHAHAHA ( He spread it ) 91:6
1711. AL-HAMAHA (Inspired it) 91:8
1712. DASSAHAA (He buries it) 91:10
1713. DAMDAMA (He destroyed) 91:14

CHAPTER 93
1714. SAJAA (Darkens) 93:2

CHAPTER 95
1715. AT TIIN ‘The fig or the place at which the ship of Nuuh (PBH) embarked.’ 95:1

CHAPTER - 96
1716. NASFA-AA (We will drag him seizing him) 96:15
1717. AZ-ZABANIYAH (Soldiers or guards of hell) 96:18

CHAPTER – 99
1718. AZ ZILZAL (The earth is) quaked 99:1

Other derivatives: (People were) shaken 2:214 Quaking (of the hour of doom) 22:1

CHAPTER – 100
1719. ZABHA (Breathing heavily) 100:1
1720. QADHA Striking (fire)’ 100:2
1721. NAQ-A (Dust) 100:4
1722. KANUUD (Ungrateful) 100:6
1723. HUSSILA (Is made to appear) 100:10

CHAPTER – 104

1724. MU-SADAH (Closed over) 104:8

CHAPTER – 105

1725. AL-FIIL (The elephant) 105:1

CHAPTER – 106

1726. AL QURAYSH [Progeny of Isma'il (PBH) son of Ibrahiim (PBH) to which belonged our Prophet Muhammed (PBH)]. 106:1

1727. ASSAYF (The summer) 106:2

CHAPTER – 107

1728. SAAHUUN (Those who are heedless) 107:5

CHAPTER – 108

1729. ANHAR (Sacrifice) 108:2

1730. ALABTAR (One without posterity) 108:3

CHAPTER – 111

1731. JIIDIHA (Her neck) 111:5

1732. MASAD (Rope of palm fibre) 111:5

CHAPTER – 112

1733. ASSAMAD (One on whom all depend) 112:2

CHAPTER – 111
This is an Attribute of Allah (SWT) explained through verse Nos 3 and 4 of ch.112. Allah (SWT) neither gives birth to someone nor was He born to someone. Parents love their children therefore they cannot be considered independent of this natural urge. The one born to someone also depends on parents for his birth and is therefore not independent. In this sense too Allah (SWT) is Independent. Everything other than Him is His creation and nothing is equal to or like Him, which obviously means that everything depends on Him, He being Rabb, Ar Razzaq, Al Kabiir, Al Khadir, Al Wahaab etc.

1734. KUFUWA (Equal or alike) 112:4

CHAPTER - 113

1735. WAQAB (It overspreads) 113:3

1736. AN NAFAAASAATI ‘Women who’ blow (practicing witchcraft). 113:4

1737. YASLUBAHUM (It snatches away) 22:73

1738. SUUUA (Severe evil) 2:49

1739. HAAMAAAN (One of the ministers of Firawn)

THE END